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ttacking the compact disc has
become almost a blood sport
.unong audiophiles and audio
writers. Not amonth goes by that Idon't
read —often in Stenvphile—some vehement statement about how CDs are a
musical abomination.
The attack is two-pronged. On one
flank, the CD is under assault as being
vastly inferior to the "about-to-beintroduced" DVD audio format, with its
96kHz sampling rate and 24-bit word
length. On the other, the CD is charged
with offering absolutely no potential for
providing musical satisfaction.
The first line of attack —that we should
abandon the CD because it's about to be
replaced —is factually wrong. Yes, 24-bit
digital audio sampled at 96kHz sounds
fabulously good. It has an ease, refinement, and resolution that 16-bit, 44.1kHz
Cl3s can't match. But what good is that
level of perfomunce if it's limited to
expensive professional recorders playing a
handful of master tapes? Why must we
condemn an existing format purely on the
basis of aproposed format that consumers
can't buy? I'd love to have 96kHz, 24-bit
playback in my home, but Ican't.
Neither can you. Everyone talks about
the "imminent" introduction of DVD, but
the existence ofIWI)-Vtdeo players doesn't
imply that asuper-high-quality audio format is around the corner. Although DVD
movie players and DVD-ROM drives will
be available by the time you read this and
the 1)VD-Video specification does include
a provision for two channels of 24bit/96kHz audio data, astandard for an
audio-only DVD format with multiple
high-resolution audio channels hasn't
even been written yet.
I've just returned from apress trip to
Tokyo (full report next month) that included aquestion-and-answer session on IND
with Nobuyuki Idei, President and Chief
Operating Officer of Sony Corporation.
When asked about Sony's plans for ahighquality audio version of DVD, Idei's
response was unequivocal: "I don't think
there's aneed for anew audio format." It
doesn't get more explicit than that. And it
doesn't come from anyone in agreater position of power and inside knowledge than
the President and COO of Sony.
The consumer-electronics giants couldn't care less about a new audio format.
They have bigger fish to fry: replacing VHS
tape with DVD over the next decade.
Moreover, record companies don't want a
new format, retailers simply will not accept
Stereophile, May 1997

that the backward-compatibility and single-inventory requirements may mean
that it will be another decade before we
get a high-quality audio disc based on
DVD technology.
The second wave of attack suggests
that CDs arc musically worthless. This
idea is best exemplified by Michael Fremer in his March 1997 "Analog Corner"
column. In describing The Disc Doctor's
Miracle CD Cleaner, MF wrote that
"The miracle there, of course, would be if
the fluid could somehow make listening
to CDs enjoyable." (MFs italics) This extremist position doesn't take into account
"I don't think there's a
the great strides CD sound has made in
the last few years.
need for anew audio
Idon't know about you, but Iget a
huge amount of musical satisfaction from
format."—Nobuyuki ¡del,
my CD collection. Ilisten to and enjoy
LPs, but most of my listening is to CDs.
President and
So much music is available only on CD
that to repudiate the format is to ignore a
Chief Operating Officer
vast trove of musical pleasure. It's just as
big a mistake to issue such a blanket
of Sony Corporation
condemnation of all CDs as it is to miss
out on vinyl's pleasures.
This doesn't mean that Iuncritically
DVD that would play conventional 16-bit
embrace Cll. Digital audio has its probaudio on the huge base of existing players,
lems, particularly the fact that its disyet would also carry a high-resolution
tortions become inextricably woven into
audio signal that could be read by newer
the musical fabric. By contrast, LP's errors
DVD-based machines. I prefaced my
(noise and pops) tend to overlay the music
question by bringing up the fact that Sony
rather than become part of its overall texdemonstrated just such asystem at the
ture. Consequently, LP's distortions can be
World CD Conference in March 1995.
easier to tune out, leaving only the relaDr. Aoki looked almost wistful as he
tively pristine musical tapestry. But in the
described how that format would have
rush to tout LPs, let's not gloss over their
been perfect for asingle-inventory, backmany problems: warp, noise, inner-groove
ward-compatible, high-quality audio cardistortion, variability in pressing quality,
rier. And yes, Sony had originally prospeed instability, and susceptibility to
posed asingle-sided format that would
damage, to name afew.
have accommodated adual-use disc. But
The recent attacks on CD are just as
when Sony agreed to ajoint DVD format
extreme —and just as wrong—as 1983's
with Toshiba, that possibility may have
been lost forever. Toshiba's insistence on a infamous "Perfect Sound Forever" marketing slogan. Until we really have aredisc that could be made double-sided
placement for the compact disc, let's stop
killed any chance that DVDs would play
bashing CDs and get back to enjoying
on existing CD players—an ironclad
music.
$
requirement for the viability of ahighquality DVD-based audio format.'
Dr. Aoki did say that discussions were
under way for aDVD-based high-quality
ISee "As We See It," August 1996.
audio carrier, but that the specification
2The hardware does exist, however. Both the Nagrawould not be finalized for at least anothI) and the Sonic Solutions digital audio workstation, for
example, can now he upgraded to 96kHz operation.
er year. If the specification won't be writThe day this column went to press, Siereophile recorded
ten for another year, DVD-audio won't
pianist Hyperion Knight performing Gershwin with a
be areality for at least two more years —
small orchestra. While the stereo CD release will be
prepared from 44.IkHz tapes, with the help of dCS nid
ji the hardware and software giants go full
Steven Lee of Canoms, we also recorded six channels
speed ahead. Even then, little professional
of 96kHz-sampled, 24-hit data for eventual release as a
infrastructure is in place for making highfull surround-sound recording on a dedicated high'
quality audio-formatted IND.
—JA
resolution recordings. 2 The sad truth is

adual-inventory scenario, and hardware
manufacturers are spending their research
and promotional dollars on DVD-Video
and DVD-ROM. Their attitude? If the
average consumer isn't complaining about
Cl) sound, why make anew format that
serves only atiny niche market?
During my trip Ihad dinner with Dr.
Teruaki Aoki, President of Sony's Computer Peripherals & Components Company. We discussed the technical feasibility of making adual-layer, audio-only
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i
e rou Need More
Than Just Cable.
Any cable can transmit electrical signals from one component to another, or from an amplifier to the
speakers. But, transmitting music takes more than just cable. The shapes of musical waveforms are
incredibly complex and critical signal timings are measured in microseconds. Ordinary interconnecting
cables or speaker cables cannot faithfully preserve these complex musical relationships across the full
musical spectrum.
That's why MIT's founder literally invented high-performance interconnects and speaker cables. MIT
holds seven basic patents in high-performance cable and interface design. These fundamental technology patents mean that only MIT can bring you interconnects and speaker cables scientifically designed to
eliminate the non-linearities and distortions caused by other cables, no matter whether the others cost
tens of dollars or thousands.
If you choose your system components with care, listening for the subtleties of music that distinguish
great components, then you need MITerminator" interconnects and speaker cables. The hard science
behind MITerminators reveals the full musical potential of your high fidelity stereo system. Until you use
MITerminators, you'll never know how good your system can sound.
lee
>

Patented IVIrr Terminator Network
MIT's patented Terminator Networks are the heart of MIT's sonic superiority. These unique networks
enable MITerminator interconnects and speaker cables to deliver better bass, clearer midrange
and smoother treble sound. and to enhance the image, focus and soundstaging of every
recording you listen to.
MIT's fundamental technology patents are your assurance that only MIT interconnects and speaker cables can transmit all of the sound quality that your program
sources and stereo system components are able to deliver.

k
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MITerminator interconnects now have new high-performance
RCA-type connectors These machined, gold-plated connectors feature bifurcated center-contact pins and multi-contact
shield connections for unimpeachable signal integrity . They
properly match the cable for highly efficient energy transfer
and outstanding sound quality.

iconn - interchangeable
connector system
MIT's exclusive iconn - system for speaker cable connections is so innovative, it has apatent pending, and every
MITerminator speaker cable has it. Thanks to iconn's five
interchangeable connector types, you'll always have the
right connector to fit the terminals on your amplifier and
speakers. iconn's gold-plated connectors assure ultra-low
contact resistance and contamination-free connections fo
best sound quality.

-

With MITerminator interfaces starting at just S39.95 interconnect and $79.95 speaker
(MITerminator 5, not shown), MIT performance is truly affordable for any system.

• MITerminator -2

•

Why MITerminators
sound better
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111 high end cable
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Superior Final Energy Component
In transmitting electrical energy, cables store and release energy. MIT calls the amount
of energy that is stored and released the Final Energy Component. Unfortunately, as
shown in the plot, the Final Energy Component in ordinary 12-gauge "zip cord" and atypical high-end cable is non-linear — It changes value with signal frequency. This nonlinearity inevitably causes distortion and the loss of both tonality and image integrity.
MIT discovered that increasing the Final Energy Component of cables already having outstanding electrical characteristics dramatically improves the overall sound quality. By
employing the patented MIT Terminator Networks to store and release energy at the correct levels and times, non-linearities are greatly reduced or eliminated. This superior Final
Energy Component is amajor factor in the superb sound quality of MITerminators.
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Superior Efficiency

high end cable

MIT quantifies how well cables maintain correct phase relationships between audio
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signals' voltages and currents as Efficiency. When cables maintain correct phase
relationships, all of the signals' energy transfers to the next component or to the
speaker with 100% efficiency. Ordinary cables' non-linearifies make them much
less efficient at low frequencies than at high frequencies, as the plot shows for "zip
cord" and for an ordinary high-end speaker cable. The sonic results are noise, distortion, loss of image quality, and excessively "bright" treble sound.
As you can see from the plot, MIT's patented Terminator Networks give
MITerminator cables ahuge advantage over ordinary cables, raising low-frequen-

Lu

cy efficiency and "flattening" the overall curve. This means that MITerminator
cables deliver far more accurate tonality and imaging, with lower noise than ordi0%

nary cables can. Although the plot shows speaker cables, the results also apply to
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Superior Imaging
In the accompanying graphics, you can see athree dimensional representation of the sonic image
created by an audio system. The blue, red and yellow areas represent the image size while the
musical note represents the image focus.
In the first room, using ordinary 12 gauge cable, we can see that the image size (the blue ball) is very
small and defocused—the note is blurry and undefined. In the second room, using conventional 'high
end' cable the image has become slightly larger and has moved forward between the speakers, but
still lacks lifelike size and absolute focus (the note is still blurry). In the third room, the system is wired
with MITerminator 2. The superior Final Energy Component and superior Efficiency provided by the
MIT Terminator technology provides a lifelike,
focused, three-dimensional image. Only MIT's
patented

Terminator

technology can achieve
this

level

of

perfor-

mance in your system

Experience the sonic improvements of MITerminators in your system!
Most MIT retailers offer ano-risk home trial program.
Call 916-888-0394 or Fax 916-888-0783 for the location of your nearest authorized MITerminator dealer.

Our components make your components sound their best."
Music Interface Technologies" MIT products are manufactured and sold by CVTL, Inc., Auburn, CA, USA
Distributed in Canada by Aralex Acoustics (604) 528-8965
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[Recommended Components1
We would like to recommend Cary tube amplification that could make your
present Hi -Fi system athing of the past...

11.

CAD-2n
25o Watt/Channel Class A/B
Pure Triode Mono Blocks

We recommend that your amplifier be apowerful push/pull triode, pentode or ultra linear Cary tube amplifier...
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SI-M-200
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200

Watt/Channel

Class A/AB Mono Blocks

7.413,
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...Cary Style
We recommend aCary tube amplifier for your family's musical gatherings...

SLA-7oB Signature
65 Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Stereo Amplifier'
•••••11.

egg

We recommend you invite friends and put all decisions and discussions on
hold and listen to Cary tube amplification...
--«11111111».PI%

iumespi.._
.1„em
1 .
.

Iff

I

SU -50
30 Watt/Channel

I

Integrated Amplifier

May we also recommend the appropriately authorized Cary Audio Design
dealer? Just call us, We recommend it!

SLM-roo
loo Watt/Channel Class A/AB
Mono Blocks.

The Signature of Vacuum Tube Audio...

CARY
diudiogliesigte
Woodwinds Industrial Court •Cary, NC 27511 •Tel:

91 9-4
81- 4494

•Fax: 919-460-3828

ARevelation In
High-End Sound!
Fully powered speaker systems that
completely redefine compact sized,
state-of-the-art, high-end
performance!

• Experience Paradigm
Reference Active
at HiFi'97
Yorkshire Room
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highly advanced Integrated Active Systems
designed to deliver breathtaking high-end sound!

1
11 ii
)ou to visit your nearest Authorized
Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience these
stunning Reference Active speaker systems for yourself

At the heart of these incredible speakers are highly
sophisticated electronic crossover/amplifiers. These
are matched to high precision drive units in aclosed
system that utilizes both active frequency and phase
optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral
and phase coherent accuracy.

b
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Thrilled!
Editor:
Iam so thrilled that Stereophile introduced "Car Tunes"! One thing has been
driving me silly with anticipation... we
are waiting to be told which car amplifiers and Cl) players are worth buying
and which aren't. These car amps and
CD players should be hooked up to a
good 12V power supply and auditioned
in areviewer's home reference system.
This is the only way to assess the actual
sound quality of aproduct of this type.
Most car CD players cost between
$300 to $500 —not awide price margin
—but Ihave found that sound quality
and tonal balance of car CD players
varies wildly between brands and models.
Please gi
ve us areview of abatch of several mid-priced car CD players. Wes
Phillips, I'm talking to you!
Keep the car audio coming: Out of
about 80,000 of us in Readershipville, I
guess about 79,999 of us love to rock out
in our cars.
Justin Graves
Dayton, OH
It stinks?
Editor:
Stereophiles "new look" stinks.
Anonymous
stereo@idsmet
Refreshing?
Editor:
Ithink the new design of the magazine
looks refreshing. It is certainly an
improvement on Stereophiles previous
layout.
Joslyn Michael Willis
London, England
Still the best?
Editor:
Old look. New look.
Big deal. Stereophile is still the best
audio magazine around.
'Nuff said.
Norma Desmond
R)rt Worth, TX
Maybe not
Editor:
Throughout the years I've sat back and
watched Stereophile grow, turning into an
ugly monster. Overinflated with HI-FI
shows, the ridiculous "Records To Die
For," "Car Tunes," and now its own record company (six music, three test
Stereophile, May 1997
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CDs). Time was when gear was reviewed by people with personality: Tony
Cordesman, Gordon Holt, Dick Olsher,
and Corey Greenberg, all of whom
would include discussion of comparable
equipment in their reviews. [They discussed] controversial issues, like tube vs
transistor, LP vs CD, etc.
Now all that is left is "Sam's Space."
Stereophile just doesn't cut it anymore.
John Krolikowski
jkrolik@maitexecpc.com

Hey .... you could call it "StereoPilel
Or how about filming areview... I
bet audio-dweebs by the thousands
would flock to sec Jonathan & Kathleen
in Stereophiles full-length THX thriller,
An Adventure in Listening.
All kidding aside, you guys are doing
agreat job. I
just wish you'd lighten up.
Dean A. Smith
Ridgefield, CT

A great job... not!
Editor:
Car & Driver can sum up the performance of acar in apage or two. Wine
Spectator can tell me all Ineed to know
about awine in one paragraph. So why
does it take Stereophile four, five, six
pages, and more, to tell me about astereo component?
Ibet you spend more time writing
than you do listening! If you guys were
less verbose, you could review two to
three times as much stuff. The effort is
admirable —but wasted. This is why
"Recommended Components" is your
best-selling issue... readers want alot of
information in as concise amanner as
possible.
You should print monthly issues with
lots of brief reviews. Then, if you really
feel the need, once ayear you can print a
mammoth 3000-4000—page monstrosity
filled with the piles of worthless drivel
that would normally clog full reviews.

Some of us out here find Stereophiles
reviewers' preferred sound alittle softer
and warmer than some of us who listen
to live music alot would consider areasonable norm.
We have never heard live "liquid treble" outside of ashower stall. We want
to hear the bow on the strings as well as
the wood of the instrument, hear voices
and woodwinds break the air and not
just slip into the room. We find "analog/tube" sound, let's call it, initially
beguiling but ultimately alittle cloying.
Iam not talking about apreference for
"ruthlessly revealing" and "analytic" reproduction. Imay be talking about apreference for extremely good digital, but
I'm not sure because my wonderful old
Linn LP-based system —LP12/Troika/
LK1/LK280/Isobariks —did not have
anything like liquid treble. But when I
finally auditioned the lovely, soft, punchless, and comparatively bassless Sonic
Frontiers D/A as apotential partner for
my SF transport—heard it smooth the
rosin off my cellos, ease all the bark out of
my woodwinds, and rob Tom Petty's new
boxed set of its impact —and compared
what Iheard with Robert Harley's review
of the processor... I knew something
was wrong.
When RH said the SF made all CDs
sound like "audiophile CDs," Iknew
what he meant: He meant it rounded off
the corners, which is exactly what it does
to my ears — even the really good corners! I've heard several of your people
describe the sound of the Krell KPS-20i
as "bright" when, in fact, it is actually
much like its parent, the Reference 64,
which Anthony H. Cordesman (correctly, in my view) describes as having a
"mid-hall" sound — considerably warmer
than its "first-row" predecessor, the SBP

Letters to the Editor should be sent to The
Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529. Fax: (505) 983-6327 E-mail: John
Atkinson, Stereophile_Editor@C.ompuservc.com
or "Stcreophile," 288-3236@Mdrnail.com .If
you have problems with your subscription,
address your e-mail to Molly Crenshaw at
I03230.635@Compuserve.com .We regret that
resources do not permit us to reply individually to
letters, particularly those requesting advice about
specific equipment purchases. We are also unable
to take telephone calls regarding equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service
charge would have to be assessed—and we don't
have time to do it anyway! Although all letters are
read and noted, only those of general interest are
selected for publication. Please note, however,
that published letters arc subject to editing, particularly if they are very long or address more
than one topic. All correspondents should include
their name, address, and adaytime telephone
number.

Your reviewers are right... not!
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Individual Reactions
May Vary
Some people appreciate the difference
between compact disc players.
So do we. Audition the critically acclaimed
Sony CDP-XA7ES.

ES

o
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appearance, or pedigree. Marshall wrote:
"When musicians are judged purely on
their merits, women get ahuge break.
Using blind auditions increases by 50%
the chances that awoman will advance
from the preliminary round, and nearly
triples her chances of being selected
from among the finalists..."
The implications for audiophiles are
unintended but obvious. Despite all our
efforts to apply objectivity to subjective
evaluation, we all harbor conscious or unconscious assumptions and prejudices
about what sounds good and what doesn't.
Our assumptions inform our experience:
If we believe aviolinist who studied under
Isaac Stern is better than one who studied
under his Aunt Myrtle, he is. If we believe
that men arc better bassoonists than
women, they are. If we believe that goodlooking singers are better than ugly ones,
they are. If we believe that 1"-thick,
anodized faceplates make audio equipment sound bette4 they do.
One of humanity's great conceptual
The subject that wouldn't die
leaps was the development of the ScienEditor:
tific Method, which, flawed though it is,
Lee Child's thoughtful and well-written
letter on the subject of blind testing attempts as much as possible to separate
the experimenter's expectations from
("Letters," March '97, p.16) raises once
the experiment's outcome. Prejudice is
again an issue we had assumed had been
something we all carry with us. For exput to rest. The subject deserves further
ample, my income level biases me
consideration.
against products that seem ridiculously
In the February 10 issue of the San
overpriced. Likewise, my years of techFrancisco Chronicle, economics writer Jonnical work left me with an abiding disathan Marshall published a very intaste for badly designed, poorly constructeresting piece on the subject of "blind"
ted, or unserviceable audio products, reauditions, as applied to symphony musicians' tryouts. Marshall quotes astudy gardless of how good tiny sound.
Manufacturers don't make house calls
done by Harvard economist Claudia
to reviewers' homes simply to make sure
Goldin and her colleague Cecilia Rouse
everything is properly installed and set
of Princeton University, in which data
from major symphony auditions shows a up. They're in the business of marketing
clear trend toward an increasing number their wares, and they know that good
dinners and fine wines have away of
of women players hired since blind audiestablishing positive prejudice. We are
tions became awidespread practice in
deluding ourselves if we deny this. Conthe 1970s. The article was accompanied
by agraph comparing the low number of fronting prejudice of every variety, on
every level, is an uncomfortable task, but
women in major orchestras in the 1950s
it's one to which we must constantly apand '60s (zero in the New York
ply ourselves if we are to properly serve
Philharmonic, less than 10% in the San
Francisco Symphony) to an average of our readers.
Even the most meticulous reviewers
about 35% today.
arc affected by prejudice. Bob Harley's
Goldin and Rouse use their data to
comments accompanying his measureestablish an undeniable pattern of disments of the YBA CD 1Blue Laser CD
crimination by music directors who asplayer (February '97) stopped just short of
sumed that men were better players. In
"'This is the worst piece of crap Ihave ever
blind auditions, musicians perform beseen." Idoubt that he could have given it
hind avisually opaque but acoustically
aserious listen had he measured it first.
transparent screen. They arc even enLec Child is right. Blind auditioning
couraged to walk out shoeless in order to
of high-end audio gear is riddled with
not give any clues as to their gender or
logistical and methodical difficulties,
size. Music directors know nothing about
but it may be the only approach that is
them and must therefore compare musiboth valid and fain
Ban?' Willis
cians A, B, and C on the basis of perSan Red, CA
Jo.nnance alone, without regard to sex, race,

64, which is, by comparison, bright
indeed. This kind of reviewing is not
helpful.
Is alittle self-examination duc? There
is nothing wrong with preferring "tube/
analog" sound, if that's what I'm talking
about here. There are times when I
like it too, just as Isometimes prefer
sweet to bittersweet chocolate, Lichfraumilch to Chardonnay. But that preference shouldn't become a monitoring/evaluating magazine's house sound,
its norm. It makes it hard, for those of us
who prefer the crisp report of timbre
which we're used to hearing near the
front of the hall, to know what the stuff
you're reviewing really sounds like.
Cordesmates metaphor isn't perfect, but
it is helpful. Put equipment on the spectrum from sweet to sharp, row A to row
M, and tell us where it is.
Robert Neill
Worcester, MA

Stereophile, May 1997

Tolerance?
Editor:
"My name is Jonathan Scull, millionaire.
Iown amansion and ayacht... uh, uh,
uh, uh..." —or at least it seems that
way, judging by all the megabuck gear
Mr. Scull owns and reviews! Now seriously, who in the hell buys $3000/
pair cables, $30,000 amplifiers, and
$20,000+ turntables? Not me, nor do
the vast majority of Stereophile readers, I
suspect! Please, please, pleceeasc, Mr.
Atkinson, do us all afavor by sticking to
reviews of "real world" gear.
Would you please find yourself anice
big boat, put Jonathan Scull and all of
his hideously expensive Jadis and Forsell equipment on it, sail it out on the
ocean, and torpedo the fucker?
Paul Malik
St. Louis, MO
Fun?
Editor:
With respect to Jonathan Scull's review
of the YBA CD 1Blue Laser CD player
(February '97, p.140), let me say this: I
would never pay $6000 for aCD player,
then tweak the hell out of it just to make
sure Igot my $6000 worth. I'll take my
$200 Sony, sit back, listen to five CDs in
the changer, enjoy myself and the music,
and not worry about whether Igot my
$200 worth. In acouple of years from
now, if technology advances to the point
where $200 for anew CD player will get
me awhole order of magnitude of better
sound, then Iwill buy anew CD player.
Listening to music should be afun experience — Ido not want to take out asecond mortgage on my house to get firstrate sound.
Ricky Shapiro
Lutherville, MD
A new low!
Editor:
Jonathan Scull's review of the YBA CD 1
CD player set anew low in audio journalism. The technical performance was
laughably dismal, and would be unacceptable in a$99 unit. The "designer" has
abandoned established engineering principles in favor of technobabble, reaching
new levels of tweakdom. And J-10 devoted thousands of words to document this
embarrassment!
In my stint as technical editor for an
audio publication, we would have declared the CD 1dead and quietly shipped it back to the swamp it crawled out
of. This product squeezes (blue?) cheese.
Plainly apiece of shit! Glenn O. Strauss
Midlothian, VA
But that's the difrence between Stereophile
13

N9-31.5
Reference CD Transport

Extraordinary attention to detail, unequalled performance, and a
modular design that allows acomponent to preserve its state-of-the-art status even as technology evolves,
combine to define aMark Levinson Reference product. After four years as the standard against which
all high performance digital transports are measured, the N°31 Reference CD Transport is now updated to the N°31.5. A look inside reveals ameasure of refinement which guarantees its stature as atrue
reference standard well into the future. Retaining the innovative three-stage mechanical isolation of
the earlier Reference, the new N°31.5 adds Madrigal's proprietary Closed-Loop Jitter-Reduction system and anew balanced drive for the digital output, yielding adramatic improvement in the quality
of the outgoing signal. In addition, the N°31.5 incorporates significant new digital signal processing
capabilities that optimize the digital signal prior to its being sent to the digital audio processor, for
further improvements in both clarity and dynamics. And, in accordance with our definition, the N°31
maintains its Reference status via cost effective update to N°31.5 options. Discover how meticulous
attention to every detail results in uncompromised performance at your Mark Levinson dealer soon.
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Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A., FAX (860) 346-1540
If you would like to add your name to our mailing list, please write or fax us at the address
above or visit us on the Internet al http./ /www.inadrigal.com/
A donation to support AIDS research will be made for every name added to our mailing list.

H A Harman

International Company

and other magazines Mr. Strauss. Sometimes, as
in the case ofthe YBA player, the sound and the
nwasurements are in conflict. If areviewer only
listens, then the product gets a rave review
because qf its sound, without ahint that the
design is technically shaky If areviewer who
only measures "quidly ships" the product back,
his readers
not know that it may measure
poorly but sounds ,erat, to their possible dmirnent. Stereophile tries to ir!knn its readers of
the totality ql acomponent's pelimnance, even
when to do so raises more questions than
answers.
In response to Mr. Malik's diatribe, my
brieftoJonathan when hejoined Stereophile
in 1993 was to seek out and report on the
eApensive and the outra‘
qeore In my opinion,
he does so admirably
—JA
CD sales & Sturgeon's Law
Editor:
I found Sam Tellig's interview with
Naxos founder Klaus Heymann ("Sam's
Space," February 1997) valuable. However, Heymann fails to account for
Sturgeon's Law when he estimates the
amount of classical music that remains to
be recorded. If Grove's Dictionary claims
that approximately 1.5 million hours of
classical music has been composed, and
we accept Sturgeon's claim that 98% of
everything is worthless,' then there
should be about 30,000 hours worthy
for consideration. Klaus claims that
the Bildeeder catalog already contains
35,000 CDs. Hence, it appears we've
reached the limit, and nothing more
need be recorded from the catalog of
composed music.
Of course, new music is constantly
being written, so the record companies
won't have to quit.
Russell DeAnna
Westlake, OH

It's just economics. We have acertain
amount of entertainment income. We
might spend $100 in acertain period of
time on records if it bought us 20 different titles, but that doesn't mean we'll
buy 10 titles for the saine $100. At some
point it becomes more cost-effective to
spend $50 on records and $50 on something else, because what wouldn't have
been more fun than 10 records is more
fun than 5records.
What can the record industry do?
Reduce their margin, and they will
more than make up the difference in
volume. While they're at it, they can
participate in trying to get agood DVD
standard in place so that the new discs
have amore inspiring, engaging sound
than CDs.
Don Stauffer
don@skylercorn
!Claviers to die for
Editor:
We at 'Clavier Records wish to say that
we were very honored that Kalman
Rubinson saw fit to list a'Clavier recording (Opening Night, KCD 11049) as
one of his "To Die For" recordings in
February. Although "To Die For" seems
alittle extreme, we are most pleased for
the recognition of our effort, and we do
appreciate it. (Robert Baird's explanation
of "To Die For" was very good, by the
way.)
Harold L Powell
President, Klavier Records

Missing Beth
Editor:
Inoticed in the February 1997 issue that
Beth Jacques is no longer on Stertvphile's
masthead under Contributing Editors
(Music). Iwill miss her insightful comments on popular music, and especially
her courage in panning abad record even
when it was politically incorrect to do so.
CD sales & prices
Iwas especially disappointed that her
Editor:
departure was without comment. Ican
In the March 1997 "Industry Update"
only hope that it is not due to some
(p.36), Barry Willis speculates on the
recent unpleasant correspondence from
cause of flat sales in the record industry.
some readers who choose to deride
Willis seems to think the only redeemthose not in agreement with their views.
ing quality of rock music is the catharsis
Regardless, Ithink her departure deof anger.
This is asimplistic viewpoint, but I served at least the same acknowledgement given to defecting hardware edithink the real reason for poor record
tors.
Bernard Reagan
sales is even simpler: They cost too darn
Atlanta, GA
much. When Iwas akid in the '70s, I
bernard@hsvcpa.com
watched record prices go from around
$4 to over $10 in less than 10 years.
Ihave been a.* of Beth Jacques's record
During the same period my record buysince Ifirst read her reviews in the
ing went down acomplementary 60%
English magazine Hi-Fi for Pleasure in the
or so, and has not rebounded since.
mid-70s. However, Beth was seriously ill at
the end qf 1996, and for that and other rea1Sonic hold that this Law was formulated by science
fiction writer Theodore Sturgeon, others that it was
sons will no longer b(' contributing to Stereofirst stated by Kurt Vonnegut. Or even Isaac Asimov.
phile, much to my meet
—JA
Anion.: out there know for sure?
—JA
Stereophile, May 1997

Irresponsible ads
Editor:
After seeing Sony's recent advertisements in Stereophile that depict awoman
caressing abig cigar while exhaling a
dense cloud of smoke, Ihave implemented apolicy not to knowingly allow
anything or anybody in my home depicting participation in or otherwise promoting the use of tobacco or other products
that contain nicotine. As a recovering
nicotine addict with family members
who either have died or are in the
process of dying in part from nicotinerelated diseases, Ibelieve smoking is
harmful even when performed in moderation. Ifound the Sony smoking advertisements to be insensitive, intentionally misleading, and unnecessary.
Their appearance in Stereophile without
editorial comment is irresponsible.
Please cancel my subscription, and
mail me arefund.
Elliott Tucker
Dallas, TX
Smoke gets in ...
What was Robert Golembe's point in
his March letter (p.18)? If he was offended by the ad, then he should write
to Sony — not Stereophde.
Does Mr. Golembe really believe that
Stereophile readers would infer, based on
the Sony ad, that it's okay to smoke near
equipment? Pleeeeease! Give us some
credit! I'd like to think that the average
Stereophile reader's level of intelligence is
above that of your average schmuck
(except, of course, for Mr. Mendelowitz,
whose letter also appeared in March
on p.18).
Stamp/tile is in the business of publishing a magazine, Mr. Golembe, and a
damn fine one at that! Part of its business
is generating revenue by running advertisements and delivering the final
end-product each month. If we really got
down to it, any reader could find fault
with any ad. What would you have
Stereophile do? Drop each advertiser that
runs questionable ads? Reduce their revenue and force them to cease publication? Idon't think you want that, do
you? Iknow Idon't!
Let's ease up abit, eh? Life's short,
and there arc many, many high-end
audio products to review! Aurelio Stella
Troy, MI
astella@ix.netcom.com (and proud qf it!)
...your equipment
Editor:
Robert Golembe ("Letters," March '97)
asked whether smoke was bad for equipment. The answer is yes. I've seen the
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A/V
receiver of
choice in a
crowded field of
lesser products"
-Robert Harley,
Stereophile Guide
to Home Theater,

Designed to shatter a few mythl
Starting with the one that says
nothing's perfect.

Spring 1997

...a best buy
for home theater."

Stereophile's Guide to Home Theater reviewer
Robert Harley on the new Carver HTR-880 audio/
video receiver (excerptedfrom the Spring1997 issue):
"The circuitry is more like you'd find on ahighend product than an A/V receiver... Iwas taken
aback by the Carver's sound quality. The HTR-880's
musical performance is beyond what I've heard from
A/V receivers and more in the realm of audiophile
separates.
"The HTR-880 excelled in many ways. First, the
overall tonal balance is smooth and unfatiguing...
it has amuch more natural treble rendering than
any other A/V receiver I've reviewed... the Carver's
soundstaging was far beyond what I've heard from
other A/V receivers... I
also heard excellent detail
resolution through the Carver... the HTR-880 has
tremendous dynamic impact and punch... The
HTR-880 has afar more refined and sophisticated
sound than Iexpect from amid-priced A/V receiver.

P.O. Box 1237. Lynnwood. WA 98046-1237
Phone (206)775-1202 Fax (206)778-W53
For authori:ed dealer locations. eall 1-800-521-4333

"The Carver HTR-880 is without question the
most musical A/V receiver I've reviewed. Its
performance is more like that of audiophile separates
than amid-priced home-theater receiver. Carver's
Infinite Decorrelation feature improves the receiver's
already good surround performance. Ialso think the
Power Steering technique is areal advance; Inever felt
the need for more power in either the music or home
theater systems.
"The HTR-880 is also the easiest-to-use home
theater receiver I've laid hands on... if you can live
with one VCR and asingle A/V source, the HTR880's outstanding sound quality, simple operation,
and bargain price make it the A/V receiver of choice
in acrowded field of lesser products."
Thanks to Mr. Harley's kind comments, just about
everyone is looking for the Carver HTR-880 receiver.
At $859 suggested retail, we believe it's closer to
audio/video perfection than anything else on the
market up to twice its price. Best of all, your authorized
Carver dealer may still have an HTR-880 in stock.
Reserve yours now.

Kevin Hunt, The
Hartford Courant,
November 1996

guts of gear owned by heavy indoor
smokers, and it's really evident that alot
of oxidation and corrosion occurs faster
than it should. I'm amazed that some
people's CD players can even read a
disc.
Adam Ferguson
University ofIllinois, School ofMusic
Alfirgus@students.uitic.edu
Mr. Ferguson nuis apersonal e-mail group that
discusses issues raised in Stereophile. If you
wish to subscribe to this list, send hint an email. And while ive
not, on principle,
accept adsfirr tobacco products, Sony's inclusion
of cigar-smoking woman in their recent ads
seoned rononable enongh. —JA (nonsmoker)
You can have 24/96 now
Editor:
Let me briefly address two concerns
regarding Robert Harley's thoughts
about 96kHz recording:
Why in the world would self-respecting audiophiles continue to buy
down-sampled recordings on the crippled red-book CD format they've been
decrying for so long when atruc 24bit/96kHz DVD version is available (or
on the same disc ... as is being proposed
by some groups)? Anyone with the discrimination to suffer the audible loss
from a24/96 recording that is dithered/
downsampled to a 16/44.1 signal
wouldn't even consider ignoring the
availability of the "pure" 24/96 DVD
they've been waiting for.
Another thing to consider. In March,
aconsumer format was launched capable of delivering 24-bit resolution at the
sampling rate of 96kHz. It's called
"video" DVD. That's right. The firstgeneration video DVD has written into
its specifications the ability to provide
linear PCM digital audio at either 16, 20,
or 24 bits sampled at either 48 or 96kHz.
Audiophiles don't have to wait for the
"audio-only" DVD to be voted upon to
get the uncompressed 24/96 stereo
music they've been only dreaming about.
What's the catch? The specified bitrate for audio on "video" DVDs will only
allow for two channels at the 24/96 resolution. Not too bad, considering that the
only thing the "audio-only" DVD can
improve upon is the provision for multichannel and possibly lossless compression. There have already been several
24/96 DVDs released in japan. High-end
audio community... arc you listening?
David Boulet
dvboulet@udetedu
The 96k question
Editor:
Ibelieve Mr. Harley did Stereophik readStereophiie, May 1997

ers an injustice by stating in the March
"As We Sec It" (Vo120 No3, p3) that
"rather than using interpolation filters
required for 96kHz-to-44.1kHz conversion, 882IcHz-to-44.1kHz is simply a
process of discarding every other sample.
Consequently, converting 882kHz to
44.1kHz introduces no distortion artifacts." Does this imply that, after the conversion, there will be little or no difference in sound? Why bother purchasing aDVD if the 44.1kHz recording
will be nearly identical to the 88.11cHz
recording? (Oh yeah, that quantization
issue.)
Iwas under the impression that the
8821cHz-to-44.1kHz conversion is done
strictly by decimation (inherently requiring no interpolation). Iwas also under the
impression that, unless you would like
the effects of alia.sing to occur, low-pass
filtering of the signal is required when resampling the data. Provided the order of
the low-pass filter is adequate (ie, asteep
enough slope), then "only alittle" ali2sing
should occuL Aliasing (a type of distortion) occurs when the signal being sampled has energy above half the sampling
frequency (the Nyquist theorem).
Let's say you have your 882kHz
sample-rate recording (and therefore a
signal bandwidth of 44.1kHz), and it
just happens to have some signal at
231cHz. At the new sampling rate of
44.1kHz, the signal bandwidth is limited to 22.05kHz by Nyquist. Now, if
you don't want the 23kHz signal abasing to 21.11cHz, you must low-pass-filter
the 882kHz data. There is another
problem in that when you filter the
231cHz signal out, unless your filter
slope is very steep, the filter (with a3dB
cutoff of presumably 22.05kHz) will
not attenuate the 23kHz signal more
than, say, 10dB — in which case the
aliased product will still occur, albeit
10dB down from the nonfiltered case.
RH also goes on to say that "96kHz
has no sonic advantage over 88.1kHz..."
Ican't help but ask, Where does the
sonic advantage end? 701cHz sampling?
601cHz? How does he know? Irealize
much of what Ihave to say undercuts the
thrust of his artide, and there are no
doubt numerous artifacts that occur in
the re-sampling of 961d-lz to 44.1kHz
(which depend on filter choice, size of
interpolation/decimation steps, etc.), but
are they audible? Certainly there are various ways (both "good" and "bad") to
build asample-rate converter, but has RH
personally compared 44.1kHz recordings
that came from 96kHz and 88.1kHz
masters? Isn't the industry already using
higher sampling and bit rates in the

recording process, and re-sampling/requantizing them for 44.1kHz? How do
those recordings sound?
In the end, what the final 44.1kHz
recording sounds like will be amatter of
making the best choices, not only in the
sample-rate convertor, but in all the
other variables as well.
Phi/ Brown
Silver Spring, MD
cpbrown@nicom.com
l4{ had many letters on this subject. It is, of
course, true that aconversion from 882kHzsampled data involves low-pass filtering those
data. 'As We See It" 's strict 1000-word limit
makes for inevitable oversimplifications. I-lowever, the important point to note is that, in an
882-44.1 conversion, every sample point in
the 44.1kHz-sampled data is already represented in the 882kHz data. It is therefore relatively straighyo.¡ward to design a real-time
downsampling digital _filter to be transparent
(other than the reduction in bandwidth). For a
96kHz-44.1kHz conversion, however, hardly
any 44.1k sample points coincide with the 96k
points. Tisis ntakes thefilter voy hard to implement in a transparent manner, both
regarding the numerical accuracy (if the coefficients—remember, we are dealing with 24-bit
data—and the sheer length ofthefilter required.
The conversion is computationally intensive,
with avery large number offioatim-point operations (flops) required to calculate each new
441k sample value To do this in real time
involves atradeoff between speed, cost of the
DSP silicon, and accuracy. But unless thefilter
is optimally implemented, the 44.1k version of
the music data will suffer from audible and
measurable degradation, which was the point
Dr. Moorer of Sonic Solutions was making in
the AES paper to which RH referred. That it
can be done, however, appears to be demonstrated in the graphs accompanying the letter
_from Steven Lee ofdCS distributor Catwrus in
this issue's "Mangheturers' Comments!'
Regarding the bandwidth issue, no one actually knows how much bandwidth is enough.
Having recently made some 24-bit orchestral
and piano recordings with both 96kHz and
44.1kHz sample rates— more on this newt
month— there is little doubt in my mind that
the lower sampling rate sounds less like the
mike feed —even though my hearing cuts off
above 16kHz! Spectral analysis of live music
indicates that there is energy present to about
35kHz, which suggests that at least 70kHz
sampling is required to capture everything.
Both 88.2kHz and 96kHz appear to be
equally sufficient in this respect, as RH pointed
out its his essay
—JA
Technology marches on

Editor:
Ho-hum: another analog-holier-thanthou sermon from the High End's
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favorite neo-Luddite, Michael Fremer.
But this time atwist, whereby Michael
expresses his dissatisfaction with adifferent digital medium: the Internet (Vo120
No3). Hey Michael, if you're waiting
five or 10 minutes for those graphics to
appear, turn 'em off, or; better yet, do
what any dedicated audiophile would
do: upgrade! Junk your 9600-baud
modem (and even your '386 computer)
for something better. Like you on a
cheap-as-dirt vinyl pilgrimage, Ibought a
slightly used '486 with acolor monitor
and 28.8k modem for under $600. Yes, it
required some setup — but far less than
your average high-end turntable. Iknow
your ears are in the right place, Michael;
you now just need to open your eyes and
read the writing on the screen.
And on the subject of turntables, the
last one Iattempted to listen to (which
shall remain nameless) took five minutes
to adjust and bring up to speed, then ...
nothing. The silence was palpable — the
blackest background going. And it cost
only $11 thou!
Technology marches on — thankfully.
Marc Mickelson
Madison, WI
marc@mailbag.com

Enough crap from Michael Fremer
Editor:
Ihave heard enough crap from Michael
Fremer. It seems this man is so hell-bent
toward analog that now he is really showing his ignorance by letting us know that
his slow and outdated computer belongs
in the same trash pile as his analog rig. I
truly think the man will be driving his
Volvo when we are flying around in our
spaceships.
Scott Hall
Charleston, SC
whall@awod.com

Michael has gone to great lengths to
pump up the "community spirit" of
high-end audio. But he walks right
past the biggest opportunity that the
High End has to capture the hearts and
minds of the next generation of audio
consumers. How many audiophiles
started out as "ham" radio operators
or electronics geeks? Are the Internet "surfers" not doing exactly what
ham operators were trying to accomplish — communicate with people
around the world electronically?
Let's face it, the Internet is the ham
Gee, you all seem so angry. Idon't know why.
radio of the '90s, except the Internet
I'mjust poking a&deficit at current trends. My caught on.
computer is an Apple PowerPC 7200/80
High-end audio on the Internet is
with aGlobal Village 28.8k modem, two 2actually alive and well. There is amassive
gig hard drives, and tons cfRAM, etc, so while list of hardware and software manuMicrosoft craps might not like it, by most stanfacturers' sites, enthusiasts who have Web
dards it's pretty good. Look: The Net is agreat pages, and, if you're into audio "abuse,"
tool and Iuse it all the time Ieven buy vinyl
there arc even the newsgroups. There is
on the Net. Good vinyl! So how against it also anew creature that has developed
can Ibe?
out of this primordial electronic maze:
But lees get real: The Internet is way overthe "Web 'zinc," or Website magazine.
hyped. It is slow and time-consuming. It's ter- Stereophile's January report from "cyberrific as aresource, but as entertainment... ?If space" (Vo120 No.1, pp.43-45) touched
it hurts my first love, which is music and lis- on it, but referred to the sites as mytening to it on afine stereo, I'm going to fight steriously "commercial."
it conceptually. As was reported in my March
Frank Muesen from Hi-F? Playground
auntn, you can't find coverage of audio in
wrote agood letter in March (p.23) callGeelcs & "Netiquette"
newspapers anymore, but you'll find page ing you out on it, but Idon't think peoEditor:
after page ofInternet and computer stuff This ple understand the fundamental paraItake great offense to Michael Fremer's
is not good for the future of audio. So please digm shifts the Internet provides. Here is
statements in the March Stereophile excuse me for defending my turf and for amedium that provides an interactive,
(p.59), where he indicated that people
tweaking the noses—gently, in my opinion
immediate information source that can
who "suif' the Internet are "geeks." Isay — of the computer dweebs out there (By the even provide an ordering and delivery
he is the geek! Mr. Fremer is obviously
way, Mr. Hall, Idrive aSaab. Iknow, all system for some types of products —like
computer illiterate, and lacks the proper Swedish cars look alike)
yours. How many paper magazines had a
"Netiquette."
Now, please rebut-, have aglass ofwine, don't
15-page report on WCES '97 available
For starters, it is absurd for Fremer to
think terrible things about me because I'm not a on February 1?
make the statement that it isn't his idea of terribleguy, understand that Ihave thousands of
As aWeb 'zine contributor, Iam tryfun to wait for five minutes for apicture
CDs that Ilisten to regularly—but since I ing to provide as much entry-level inforto appear on the Net. Obviously Mr.
was hired to unite acolumn on analog, that's mation as Ican because there are alot of
Fremer lacks a decent PC. I use a what Idiscuss in it — and go surf the Net. No,
kids (and adults, for that matter) out
Pentium 133 with 32Mb of RAM, a33.6
wait—go listen to aCD. Better yet, go listen
there who will stumble into these sites
modem, aDiamond Stealth video card,
to agood turntable and have your mind blown
without aclue as to what most audioand afast hard drive. Inever wait for
by how much better it sounds than aCD philes are talking about. Let's face it—
more than afew seconds for the graphics player—any CD player! Please don't take any with our rather odd rituals, spending
to appear. In fact, it takes longer for me
of this too seriously. You'll live longer and enjoy habits, and vernacular; the average perto put arecord on my VPI turntable and
life alot more!
-MF
son considers the typical audiophile as an
clean the record (before playing it) than
eccentric who spends most of his time
it does for me to connect to aWeb site
High-end audio on the Internet
going against the current. Let's show
and view the graphics.
Editor:
them that the "spawning salmon" of the
Iam the owner of a$15,000 high-end
Iwould like to take issue with Michael
consumer electronics world have an abilsystem, and find that Iam constantly
Fremer's "Analog Corner" in the
ity to swim downstream too. Comjuggling my time between it and the PC.
March Stereophik (p.59). Iknow, get in
munity spirit should be spread through
With the PC, one never has to worry
line, but my reason may surprise you.
the "global village," not just the local
about imaging, soundstaging, etc. If He describes the misguided masses
church bazaar.
high-end companies could keep up with who are deluded into thinking the
As computers, audio, and video
the PC companies with respect to new
Internet is anything more than ahoax
become more firmly enmeshed, it will
innovations, maybe the High End
designed to see how long people will
mean either the resurgence or death
would consume more of my time.
actually wait for apicture to pop up on
knell of the High End. Let's educate
No name given
their computer screen.... In the past,
those who don't know that we can do
stereo@idsmet and even within the same article,
better than a 16-bit sound card with
18
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amplified computer speakers. Ihappen
to agree that the CD is aflawed format,
but it was conceived back when ahome
computer was little more than aglorified calculator and "Pong" was still a
pretty cool game. As the ability to transmit and process more massive amounts
of data increases, the digital format will
surpass analog. It's just amatter of time.
'What, for example, did Stereophile use to
record its latest, greatest "analog" masterpiece? The question is, can we convince enough people that there is a
need to process that much more data in
an affordable, mass-market product?
Get with the "program," Michael!
John Stab.rd
Contributor, Soundstage!
sterd@idirect.com

links in January's "Industry Update."
While we weren't fully operational at
the time of the survey, our first full
quarterly issue has been on the Net
since January 1. We arc pleased that Mr.
Iverson feels our magazine "holds
promise," and with our first issue we
hope that we have begun to fulfill this
promise.
Andrew Chasin
Editor, Audiophilia Online Magazine
http://wwwfivntmet/audiophilia/
audiophilia.html

SoundStage!
Editor:
We at SoundStage! would like to thank
Jon Iverson for the brief mention in the
January Stereophile (Vo120 No.1). Although the growth of our readership has
been phenomenal, publicity is publicity,
GoodSound on the Web
and we appreciate your willingness to
Editor:
call attention to us.
Many thanks for the mention of GoodHowever, we disagree with Mr. IverSound in your review of audio World
son's rather dismissive assessment of
Wide Web sites (January'97, pp.43-45).
our Internet site. It has likely arisen
Jon Iverson did an excellent job of sumfrom not fully understanding our obmarizing what is available. The only jectives at SoundStage! 'While we did
omission Iwould protest is of the site
begin publishing monthly on the Web
Secrets of Home Theater and High Fidelity in late 1995, we did not do reviews of
(http://www.sdinfo.com/). Searts conmanufacturer-submitted high-end protains numerous well-written reviews of ducts until July 1996. Before that first
both two-channel and home-theater
review, we wrote solely about products
products.
we owned or, in rare instances, could
Ihope Mr. Iverson finds an opporborrow from dealers. Thus, many of
tunity to report on our GoodSound site in
our reviews focused on equipment we
more detail. The site is meant to bring
liked because we had already reoutsiders into the audiophile fold withsearched and paid for it.
out asking them to empty their pocketSo to write that our reviews are not
books. Irun the site, but GoodSound "critical" is to use the word haphazardly.
would not be possible without the conWe are critical, but what we are not is
tinuing efforts of Joshua Burgin, Goodnegative, believing instead that our limSound's Webrnaster, visual designer, and
ited time and space better serves the
associate editor.
Marlon Feld audiophile community with reviews of
ChicfEditor, GoodSound
equipment we ourselves would consider
http://www.,qoodsound.com/ for purchase.
This is our driving goal: to dig up
AV Rumors on the Net
great products and review them, often
Editor:
long before the print publications can.
Our AV Rumors Magazine Web site got a Furthermore, the Internet allows us
mention in Jon Iverson's "Cyberspace"
unique worldwide exposure and access
report (January '97). May Itake this
to potential consumers who may never
opportunity to express our gratitude to
otherwise know that this great hobby of
Stereophile for featuring works from
ours exists. So Iguess we would rather
countries in the Pacific Rim?
let the market and its powers sink abad
Gerry Kaimo product and, instead, focus on introEditor, AV Rumors Magazine
ducing the world to great equipment
Manila, Philippines that can enhance the enjoyment of rechttp://wwwcyb-live.com/magazines/avnnors/ orded music.
Finally, the implication that SoundAudiophilia Online
Stage! is something less than a"profesEditor:
sional" publication is one we wholeOn behalf of everyone at Audiophilia
heartedly embrace. Like our readers, we
Online Magazine, Iwould like to thank
love music and, yes, the equipment used
Jon Iverson for including Audiophilia's
to reproduce it. We're amateurs with
Web site in his survey of cyberspace
day jobs and, to say the least, we don't
20

profit monetarily from our efforts —although we do have access to equipment
we might not otherwise, which is not
always ablessing. We are like our readers
(a diverse lot from whose ranks some of
us came), thus we identify with the
process and financial struggle involved
with finding and then purchasing great
high-end equipment. Should this not be
what we are all trying to accomplish?
Thank you for a fine publication.
You lead the way for us all.
Doug Schneider
das@sstage.com
http://wwwsstage.com/
DVD in cyberspace
Editor:
Iwould like to thank you for reporting
about my DVD site (February '97, p.33).
However, the URL was not correct. It
should have read http://www.unik.no/
-robert/hifi/dvd/ ,but the tilde (
-)
had turned into "$T", giving anyone who
tried it an error message. Ihad seen this
strange error in the logfiles for the server, but did not understand where it came
from before Ireceived the February issue
of Stereophile.
While I'm at it, Iwould also like to
recommend the newsgroup altvideo.
dvd that Icreated back in 1995. Before
anyone posts questions to this group,
they should carefully read the Frequently Asked Questions file maintained by Jim Taylor. The FAQ is posted regularly to the newsgroup and is
also available at http://www.videodis
covery.com/vdyweb/dvd/dvdfaq.html.
IMHO, for those seeking agood introduction to DVD, the FAQ is the best
that can be found online.
Robert Lundemo
robert@unik.no
Zen & George Reisch
Iam writing, in particular, to George
Reisch ("Undercurrents," March '97) —
whose writing Ienjoy very much —but
also to any other reviewer/editor who
has ever used, or will ever use, the "one
hand clapping" Zen expression as a
metaphor in an audio consideration. (rye
seen this maybe six times in the few
years I've been asubscriber to Stereophile.)
As aZen Buddhist and an audiophile,
I've just gotta point out that this is an
incorrect representation of the Zen koan
being alluded to here.
A dialog between a certain Zen
Master and his student gives rise to the
question: "You can hear the sound of
two hands when they clap together.
What is the sound of one hand?" Not
Stereophile, May 1997
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"... one hand dappite" It's awhole different question.
This koan is almost always misconstrued in western popular expression
(which actually demonstrates something very interesting about the socalled "western mind," for anyone who
cares to follow through). In its correct
form, the koan simply doesn't offer a
valid analogy for any technical, sensebased, or (as in these pages) audio metaphysical considerations.
So, JA, whenever your writers cough
up a "one hand clapping" cliché, you
should do what any good Zen Master
would do: hit them with astick and send
them back to their zafus!
Steve Bartell
Almond, WI
Distortions & George Reisch

Editor:
I have recently been fascinated by
George Reisch's "Undercurrents." In
his March 1997 column, George speaks
of the distorting effects caused by all
audio components, and tells us that we
should accept them: "Since the second
event [listening to recorded music at
home] is so different from the first [listening to live music in the concert hall],
it should sound different in your living
room. So when it does, don't be sur-
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prised, and don't despair."
Iagree with George, totally, except
for the accepting part. Ibelieve there arc
distortions that can be practically eliminated, but that most audiophiles' priorities never allow them to examine ways
to eliminate those distortions. A musical
note (conglomeration of sinewaves)
may only be distorted in three ways:
tonality (frequency), intensity (amplitude), or duration (timing). Audiophiles
attack the tonality issue first, and that is
the one most resistant to attack. We all
know, from listening, that each model
from the more than 600 different
speaker manufacturers has its own sonic
signature, its own tonal balance. Couple
that with the tonality distortions created
by every other component in the
recording and playback chain, and it is
the simplest thing in the world to
decide that what is best for each individual is atonal balance that is closest to
our own faulty acoustic memory of
what the original sounded like. Most
audiophiles spend their lifetimes looking for the "right" tonal balance, but,
since their choices are like so many flavors of ice cream syrup, there is no
"right" one, and each eventually becomes tiring.
What is the most overlooked and eas-
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iest-to-attack type of distortion? Ibelieve
that it is duration (timing) distortion. It is
overlooked by many audiophiles,
because one pleasant artifact of excessive
duration distortion can be aperception
of enhanced imaging. But if we arc to try
to reduce distortions of musical notes,
we may have to throw out the baby with
the bathwater (especially if the baby
proves to be nothing more than awaterlogged Raggedy Ann). Ibelieve that the
truest test of duration distortion is to test
components and systems with recordings of artists playing rapidly, and simply
determine if we can hear and understand
each note. Thirty-second or even 16th
notes played on any instrument arc usually sufficient to show the duration distortion problems in any component or
system.
The ultimate test that I have discovered is provided by the rock drummer
Neil Peart, from the group Rush. He is
able to play 32nd notes on apair of kick
drums that, on nearly all systems, sound
like an undistinguished roar. On the best
systems Ihave heard, you can &gin to
hear every note. Not surprisingly, Ibelieve that this test is also good for judging
intensity (amplitude) distortions, because
if asystem homogenizes aseries of rapidly paced notes into an undistinguished
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roar, you will definitely not hear the socalled "microdynamics" of the attack and
decay of each of those notes.
It is my belief that choosing to attack
the attackable — those distortions that
we have some hope of describing —
will lead us to systems that are more
enjoyable in the long run. It's like what
occurs with the second wrong note performed in our child's first solo —our
brain becomes somewhat accustomed to
tonal anomalies, even of the most severe
sort. What Ithink we never grow accustomed to is the stressful, worklike
agony of trying to enjoy music without
the best timing and intensity.
Parker King
Kings Stereo
A dog's dinner?
Editor:
By misdefining certain elements of
music and its reproduction that have
long been accurately understood,
George Reisch has turned an unambiguous subject into adog's dinner ("Undercurrents," March '97). The sound of
a well-designed concert hall doesn't
"degrade" or "distort" music, as Mr.
Reisch imagines; it offers acalculated
enrichment. And the reproduction of
sound is correctly considered as dif-

ferent from its production. "Neutrality,"
which Mr. Reisch disparages, must be
the goal of reproduction; otherwise one
is merely producing sound, not duplicating it. By definition, aperfect reproducer is psychologically inaudible —the
listener will have the impression of
hearing through it.
And there is no legitimate confusion
regarding the word "music." It defines
what is in the composer's head as well as
what the audience hears, though these
arc not necessarily identical. In this case,
as in many others in communication,
approximations will do.
At least in one sentence Mr. Reisch
drifts outside his capricious mists. "...
the conventional wisdom looks upside
down to me," he admits. No doubt!
Lewi
s coopersmith
Philadelphia, PA
Thanks, Tom
Editor:
Michael Fremer's anti-skating instructions in the January '97 Stereophik (pp.63
and 174) are incorrect. He has his channels reversed.
Contrary to the OtemiDisc instructions, the inner groove wall is the kji
channel, the outer wall is the right. Stereo
Revieurs excellent SR12 test LP from

1969 gets this correct. Also refer to The
Audio Cyclopedia, 2nd Edition, p.681.
Too little or no anti-skating will cause
the ng'ht channel to buzz or distort. Too
much anti-skating will distort the left
channel.
On p.186 of the same issue, Robert
Harley states, "The 5814 tube is alownoise version of the 12AT7." Wrong. It
is an industrial-ruggedized version of
the 12AU7 tube.
7intt Tutay
Transition Audio Design
Ft. Walton Beach, FL
Oops
Editor:
The photo of the Rotel RCD-990 CD
player in both the February and March
issues is wrong. You pictured the Rotel
RCD-975, Rotel's $749 player. As those
who have seen the RCD-990 can
attest, it is aconsiderably more handsome player, which is more fitting for
its price.
For those who will or have already
ordered aRCD-990, please be patient.
Like all good things, it is worth waiting
for.
John Peters
johnp@lum.com
Yes, our art department picked up the wrong
photo. Sony
—JA

The magic of Denon Surround Sound componentry is its unique ability to transform
your viewing experience into one so compelling that you actually believe what you are watching is real.
From the no-compromise Dolby Digital/THX 5.1 AVR-5600 to the remarkably affordable AVR-6o0
Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound Receiver, Denon delivers new dimensions to home theater.
Experience Denon Surround Sound and you will instantly discover that what you see is what you hear.
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power amplifier, read the fine print.

Adcom's
61:21- 5802
is the culmination
[years

of

auyirdwinning
tuperience in the
design and

reproduction,

dedication

innovative

to

circuit

uncompromising
design.

and

the

sonic
highest

quality electronic parts guarantee that. clollar for dollar, you're
getting the best value in the audio world. At 3(X) watts per
channel into 8 ohms and 450 watts per channel into 4 ohms*,
our new GFA-5802 combines innovative all MOSFET circuitry

manufacture qf

with atremendous power supply to out perform the so-called

affiffdable high

'super amps' retailing for two to three times the price.

performance
components.

To pr(x.luce this remarkable amplifier. Adcom started
with an enormous toroidal ix)wer transtbrmer. Totally separate

TI
new
GFA -5802
power
amplifier

and

has only three gain stages it out performs comparable amps

independent ground con-

which usually have hie stages or more. The shorter the path

nections assure each chan-

of power resistance, the better the sound.

secondary

windings

nel is completely isolated

The GFA-5802 comes with versatile binding posts

from crosstalk and AC line

for easy speaker hook-ups. Accepting either standard

interference. Lots of clean

stripped or tinned' wires, single or dual banana plugs or

power for lots of clear and

spade lug connectors. the GFA-5802 is agreat match for any

powerful sound. Even the

system. And since it can drive virtually any speaker system
regardless of its impedance. even the most demanding speak-

neighlxes will enjoy it.
In addition It) the (WA-

ers will sing beautiful music. Additionally. the GFA-5802 also

5802's main toroidal trans-

comes equipped with two sets of binding posts for each

former, aseparate front end

channel. These extra binding posts allow the (WA-5802 to

transhirmer

accommodate speaker systems that have 'ti-wire' capability.

This

is also

additional

used.

Adcom makes sure that the sound created by your

device

isolates the front end input

other components can

stages

main

(;FA-5802's balanced power and optimum circuit technology.

output section so any peak

The GFA-5802 is equipped with two types of input connec-

demands from the output

tors for complete compatibility. 'Tiffany style ..gold-plated

from

the

flawlessly

transferred

to the

stages will not decrease the

RCA jacks and XLR jacks. The (WA-5802's professional grade

operating voltages for the

three pin XLR jacks provide both positii e. negative and shield

input sections. This design

properties. The result is a balanced line connection between

also cc intributes to improved

the GFA-5802 and your other components. This connection is

separation at the inputs for

essentially immune to electromagnetic and radio frequency

precise

interference and provides asignificant reduction in 'common

soundstaging

and

mode noise'.

imaging.
Adcom's new GFA-5802

Dependable technology and efficient use of the

power amplifier also has

highest quality parts make the GFA-5802 one of the 'cost

exceptionally large capaci-

sought after audiophile produits in recent years. Aikii

tors to store large amounts

it's an Adcom component it

of DC current for supply to

value and an outstanding dealer service network. After you

the

hear the GFA-5802 you'll agree that its an incredible value in

speakers.

This

large

storage capacity means that
for

power

driving

The most important detail to look for before you

you're

buy your next amplifier is the Miami name. Adcom audio

impedance

and audio/ video coitus molts are designed to be second to

when

low

ill benefit from a high resale

high end audio.

the amp won't be starved

5802

be

and/or inefficient speaker

none.

systems. Now your speak-

and performance that has made Action' components sought

ers and

your

music

can

It's this driving passion for accurate, musical sound

after by the discriminating audiophile. Through a combina-

sound the way you expect

tion of technology and inn it

them to. All the time.

the Adcom (WA-5802 is quite possibly the best amplifier you

The well organized and

may ever hear.

engineering techniques,

From its toroidal transformer and giant

simple design of the (WA -

capacitors to its reference grade Hextet circuitry. the Adcom

5802's glass epoxy circuit

(WA-S802 is built to be the 1>est amplifier money can buy.

boards assures outstanding

So don't even think of buying one of our competi-

and reliable operation. Using only single-ended Class 'A' cir-

tors before hearing us out. Please call

cuitry in the front end. the Adcom GFA-5802 delivers the pure

the Adcom dealer nuarci you.

sound that other amplifiers can only talk about. All devices are
precision matched for maximum performance. negligible dis-

Your

car, \\ II hank you.

And so \\ill

hat's betii

toil it in. and higher output currents.
\Xie use only International Rectifier Hexfets transistors
in the signal path of the Adcom (WA-5802. These flextet

with the musical sound of tube amps. And since the (WA-5802
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Ever wish you owned amovie theater?

Youd' sit in adifferent seat each time, with yourfeet up. The theater would only serve your brand of
cola, and popcorn would come in one size — silo. !fa movie had agreat soundtrack, you'd have the
projectionist turn it up until the booming bass made the pkuter cherubs that ringed the high ceiling tremble.
At NHT we've always known abig part ofthe magic ofmovies was in the sound system. And we've
captured it in the VT-2, ano-holds barred home theater ?stem that at theflip ofaswitch also provides
optimal music performance. Designedfin- the latest digital technology, and with abuilt-in subwoofer, the
VT-2 makes motion pictures come alive. So now
you can come home to your own movie theater.
Or fyou're like us, simply never leave.
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WE'RE INSIDE YOUR

FOR THE NHT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800 NHT -9993: (
CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD

514-631-6448. NHT WEB SITE:

http://www.nhthifi.com

INDUSTRY

UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
On December 23, 1996, Frank Doris,
erstwhile technical editor of The
Absohite Sound and now with PR company Dobbin/Bolgla Associates, and
his wife Carrie were blessed with the
birth of adaughter, Lilah Rose Doris.
Weight: 5lbs, 4oz. Status: Happy and
healthy.
Denying that his new daughter was
named after aGrateful Dead song, the
proud papa claims that she was, in fact,
named in tribute to Ray Davies's "Lola."
When Carrie reminded him that Lola
was aman, they compromised on Lilah.
(Resemblances between the names of
Lilah's older brother Eli Aron Doris and
that of the King of Rock'n'Roll arc,
Frank assures us, "absolutely intentional, of courser)
In other East Coast news, designer
Mark Porzilli of Melos Audio celebrated the completion of the 1997 WCES
by marrying Carolyn Cueto in Red
Rock Canyon, Nevada on Monday,
January 13, 1997.
UNITED STATES
Robed Baird
Hey, we've got nothing against the
major record labels, but it's great when
an indic scores big —which is just what
Chesky Records did when Cuban saxophone master Paquito D'Rivera's new
disc, Portraits of Cuba (Chesky JD145),
won a1996 Grammy for Best Latin Jazz

UPDATE

Performance. We arc very happy to say
that, while they've been nominated
before, this is Chesky's first Grammy
victory. Hearty and heartfelt congratulations to Norman and David Chesky and
everyone else at Chesky Records.
D'Rivera's Grammy-winning set was
premiered at Stereophile's HI-F1 '96, The
Home Theater & Specialty Audio Show,
at New York City's Waldorf=Astoria,
where the saxman was afeatured live
performer.
"The concert at HI-FI '96 was the catalyst that started this project off," says
label president Norman Chesky. "We've
always had a good reputation in the
audiophile world, but the thing that I'm
so pleased about is that winning a
Grammy helps validate our credibility
as a label that not only makes greatsounding discs, but ones that are musically intense as well."
The Grammy winner is D'Rivera's
third disc for the label, following 1989's
licol Tico! (JD34) and 1991's Havana Café
(JD60).
UNITED STATES
Kalman Rubinson
I
2Slives!
Although the press and the public
have warmly received Audio Alchemy's
line of I
2S-interconnected components,
we have seen very little interest on the
part of other manufacturers to offer I
2S
inputs and outputs. Putting aside Audio
Alchemy's current problems — sec

"Letters," March '97, pp25-27 — and
despite some new I
2S-compatible products from Camelot Technologies and
Audio Logic, the progress of I
2S has
foundered on two other rocks.
First, the fact that I
2Swas introduced
in aseries of aggressively priced products
made the taking up of the I
2Sbanner by
high-end companies unattractive (ie,
"Not Invented Here"). Second, Audio
Alchemy's adoption of the limiting and
inappropriate five-pin miniDIN as the
standard I
2Sconnector gave other highend companies avalid technical excuse
for their inaction. Putting the five
required signal lines through the five-pin
miniDIN means that they all share
grounds with the shield. This permits
groundplane DC levels in the transport
and DAC to influence signal transmission. To avoid this bottleneck, Bow
Technologies has used an array of BNC
connectors to implement I
2S. Nonetheless, the lack of standardization will

The 13W3 D-subminiature housing

CALENDA
Dealers promoting manufacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Debbie
Starr the when, where, and who at (505)
983-632Z at least eight weeks before the
month of the event —ie, ifyou're putting on
something in July 1997, you should get the
isetirmation to Debbie no later than May 1.
Mark the fax cover sheet "For the attention of
Debbie Starr — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fl shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Debbie the details as soon as possible
ARIZONA

• Friday, April 25, 7-9pm: Esoteric
Audio (4120 North Marshall Way, Suite
Stereophile, May 1997

Dunlavy Audio Labs will also be
there to talk about Dunlavy's speaker
systems. Seating is limited; call (310)
440-5522 for reservations.
• Sunday, April 27, 10am-3pm: The
Southern California Vintage and
Hi End Audio Swap will be held at
the Sequoia Athletic Club and Conference Center, 7530 Orangethorpe
CALIFORNIA
• Thursday, April 24, 7pm: Scott Avenue in Buena Park. Proceeds beneDevenport of Theta Digital will be at fit KPFK 90.7 Public Radio, which
Ambrosia Audio & Video (2337 Rosco- broadcasts Peter Sutheim's "In Fidelity"
radio show. There will also be arecord
mare Road, Suite 6, Bel Air) to discuss
and demonstrate Theta's entire product show next door. For more information,
line and the fully loaded Casablanca call Kevin Deal at (909) 931-9686, or
surround processor. Andrew Rigby of the Sequoia at (714) 739-4141.

1, Scottsdale) is presenting a seminar
with Brad OToole of Transparent
Cable. Brad will discuss audio and video
cables and give an A/B demonstration
of Transparenes cables with and without
their networks. Seating is limited; call
(602) 946-8128 for reservations.
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digital to analog conversion found in
the DAP. The precise sound reproduction and true musicality achieved
through the use of this technology is
unheard of in asingle-box componew in this class.
Features like IIDCDe decoding, a
high quality digital output for making
digital recordings and two auxiliary
digital inputs that allow external digital sources to benefit from the CDP's
superior digital to analog conversion.
pro\ ide the CDP aversatility not
found in lesser compact disc players.
Adding to its multi-function value, the
CDP incorporates afully balanced
volume control accessible front its

remote. The CDP can perform as aCD
transport, adigital processor and as a
preamplifier, driving your power amplifier directly. That's true versatility!
Experience the unique combination of performance, functionality and
art in one elegant package at your
Proceed dealer soon.
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limit the market penetration of I
2Sbus
components (or those using the professional SDIF-2 bus), even though their
use for transport-DAC communication
is an effective way to minimize jitter.
Recent developments, however, are
changing the prospects for I
2S. Chris
Sommovigo of Kimber/ Illuminati
informed me last summer that he was
working with Kevin Halverson of Muse
Electronics to develop abetter I
2Sinterconnection, one designed with due consideration for the frequencies and interfaces involved. At WCES in Las Vegas,
Kevin Halverson showed me the first
fruits of their efforts in the new Muse 2
DAC and Muse 5Cl) transport. The
Muse/Illuminati I
2Sconnector, which I
have seen on the back of Sun Workstations, seemed like the right way to
go. But if this was to be merely aMusedefined interface, there seemed little
hope that audiophiles would benefit
from the existence of an industry standard. After all, Resolution Audio is
using asimilar connector between their
DAC and transport — but not I
2S!
Halverson, of course, was aware of the
problem, and said that he and
Sommovigo would be offering this
design in the hope that it would be
adopted as ade facto standard.
That evening at the Stereophile party, I
passed this news on to Chris Johnson of
Sonic Frontiers and Richard Powers of
UltraAnalog. Johnson had already said
that, "for digital separates to equal the
jitter performance of a properly
designed all-in-one CD player," SF
would have to find "a new interface
standard which would have the potential of solving the jitter problem in its
entirety." They had looked at SDIF-2
but were concerned about compatibility. Powers, as head of acompany that is

each line has aseparate ground/return,
is defined as TTL-level, and is transmitted over aseparate, twisted pair of wires
of defined impedance. However, there
are three other defined connection
arrangements, of increasing stringency.
Level 2adds to Level 1the transmission
of the important master-clock line over
a75 ohm coaxial line and via one of the
SNA connectors, again at TTL levels.
UltraAnalog's
With this standard, master-clock pulses
should arrive at the DAC with less jitter
Richard Powers
than over the original single leads; or,
indeed, compared with the twisted pairs
was enthusiastic about
of Level 1.
the establishment of
It gets better. Level 3 offers other
options for maintaining ajitter-free
such ahigh-quality
master clock where it's most needed: at
the DAC. Level 3A uses an additional
standard for I
2S.
SNA connector so that the two can convey adifferential master-clock signal to
the DAC. This option eliminates the
What is being offered to the Audio
influence of ground-plane reference difEngineering Society is a "true 'open
architecture' standard (with afull set of ferences between the DAC and the
transport, but at the price, literally, of a
compliance measures) that will be availdifferential driver and input stages.
able for all manufacturers to use freely
2S
for the betterment of the industry as a Finally, Level 3B adds to the 10-pin I
standard the ability to transmit the maswhole." The 13W3 Digital Audio
ter-clock signal from the DAC to the
Interface standard for I
2Semploys arelatransport via the third SNA connector.
tively common "13W3, D-subminiature"
This configuration has been used before
connector used in other critical RF and
in some proprietary systems; according
near-RF applications. The 1)-subminiato some DAC-chip manufacturers, it
ture housing is similar to those used in
provides the greatest potential for minimany computer and data conununication
mal jitter. After all, if awell-designed
cibles; in this version it contains 10 pins and
low-jitter clock is right there at the
three SNA coaxial connectors. The cables,
DAC, and also controls the timing sigsimilar to the standard high-Q RGB
nals from the transport, the possibility of
cables already on the market, are fully
timing errors is low.
shielded and CE-certified.
As described, the proposed standard
The spec calls for each of the five
offers sufficient options for equipment
required I
2Slines (data, bit clock, word
manufacturers to fit into almost any
clock, master clock, and de-emphasis
price/performance niche and still mainflag to be assigned to apair of pins. This
tain compatibility. At the very least
connection arrangement (Level 1) is
(Level 1), the 10-pin/five-twisted-pairs
already superior to the old system: Now

an OEM supplier to many high-end
digital audio companies, was enthusiastic about the establishment of such a
high-quality standard for I
2S. Ilearned
that they met with Halverson later at
WCES, and again in February, and have
agreed on and cooperated in the development of this standard.

CALEN
• Wednesday, April 30, 7:30pm:
Century Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue,
Moorpark) is hosting an evening seminar and light supper, at which representatives from JBL and Lucasfilrns will
discuss "Ultimate Home Media Systems." For reservations, call (408) 9987474 or visit their Website, WWVV.
centurystereo.com.
• Wednesday, May 14, 7:30pm:
Century Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue,
Moorpark) is hosting an evening seminar and light supper, at which representatives from Vidikron and Faroudja
will discuss "2-Piece Projectors and
Line Quadruplets." For reservations,
Stereophile, May 1997
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call (408) 998-7474 or visit their
Website, WWW.centurystereo.com
•Wednesday, May 28, 7:30pm: Century
Stereo (620 S. Bascom Avenue, Moorpark) is hosting an evening seminar and
light supper, at which representatives
from Sunfire will discuss "New Audio
Products from Bob Carver." For reservations, call (408) 998-7474 or visit their
Website, WWW.centurystereo.com
•Friday. May 30 through Sunday, June 1:
HI-FI '9Z Stereophilès Home Theater &
Specialty Audio Show, takes place at The
Westin St. Francis Hotel, Union Square,
San Francisco. The previous two days will
be for trade only and are sponsored by

the Academy for the Advancement of
High-End Audio. See the ad elsewhere in
this issue for full details, or visit
http://www.hifishow.com/hifi
• Monday, June 2: Music Hall and
Tony Hamza, International Sales Director for Epos Acoustics will host a
seminar at Performance Audio, 2847
California Avenue, San Francisco. Call
(415) 441-6220 for details.
• Tuesday, June 3: Music Hall and
Tony Hamza, International Sales Director for Epos Acoustics will host a
seminar at dB Audio, 2573 Shattuck
Avenue, Berkeley. Call (510) 548-8733
for details.
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Turn it up and you make kindling.

Atruly great amplifier preserves all the delicacy and nuance of music. And still has
the power to grab you by the lapels and give you agood shake. That's our 125 watt
per channel, THX-certified HCA-1000A. Its circuitry was designed by John Curl,
whose legendary components have transported more music lovers than most airlines.
And like our seven other stereo and multichannel amplifiers, it's fully direct coupled
for the purest possible sound, and incorporates the largest power supply in its class.
In fact every Parasound amplifier, from $250 to $2,250, will inspire your imagination.
But please be careful, and keep that far away place safe and sound for your next visit.

PARASOUND
0 1996 Parasuund Products. Inc. (415) 397.7100 •in Canaan. call
(604)988.2966. THX is aregistered trademuk of- Lucasfilni. W.

arrangement is better than the five-pin
shared ground/shield of the old miniDIN system. Greater performance is
possible with each step up, with incremental increases in the cost of implementation, while interconnection compatibility is maintained via the 10-pin
I
2Sconnections. Halverson suggests that
the incorporation of this I
2Sconnection
could be achieved at little or no cost by
eliminating other expensive inputs/outputs such as ST-optical or, perhaps,
S/PDIF chips.
UltraAnalogs Richard Powers, who
has contributed to and influenced the
direction of the new proposal, tells me
that he has contacted many of the manufacturers his company works with; the
supportive responses he has received
raise his hopes that many of these companies will adopt it as the new standard.
Indeed, Chris Johnson says that Sonic
Frontiers intends to "adopt and implement this new interface scheme in our
very next generation of digital audio
separates."

three seminars: DVD sales (l)VI) players, interconnect cables, loudspeakers,
new wide-screen television monitors
with component video inputs) would
rescue the flagging US consumer electronics business. This upbeat theme was
embodied in the title of the second CES
DVD workshop, "DVD — Is It the
Digital Messiah?"
More relevant for audiophiles was the
panel session on "Understanding the
Music Applications of DVD," which
took place at the Alexis Park, the Show's

UNITED STATES
Larry Greenhill
The then-imminent release of Digital
Versatile Disc (l)V!)) players dominated
the 1997 Winter Consumer Electronics
Show (WCES) in Las Vegas. Besides
many exhibits on the convention floor,
three DVD conference/workshops were
led by panels of experts. These began
with "DV!) Basics —A Primer," a"noholds-barred" crash course for retailers.
Craig Eggers of Toshiba gave the most
enthusiastic send-up, predicting that
DVD was the single cross-platform
product destined to "replace the
laserdisc, the videocassette, CD-ROM,
and the music CD." This message was
repeated in one form or another in all

with video and

C
COLORADO

• Saturday, May 10: Audio Unlimited
(3205 East Colorado Avenue, Denver)
will host a seminar on Tammy loudspeakers. Ian Gellatly of Tannoy North
America will demonstrate the new
Churchill 15" dual-concentric high-sensitivity (95dB!) loudspeaker on various
high-end tube electronics. Call John
Barnes at (303) 691-3407 for more
information and to make areservation.
DELAWARE

•Tuesday, April 29, 6-8pm: Mike Moffat
of Angstrom will demonstrate the
Angstrom 200 processor with Ern and
Stereophite, May 1997

Astanding-room-only
audience listened as
representatives from the
recording industry
addressed whether or not
DVD's music-only option
can be packaged along
ROM applications.
high-end audio exhibit center. A standing-room-only audience listened as representatives from the recording industry
addressed whether or not DVD's musiconly option can be packaged along with
video and ROM applications. The panel
agreed that the DVD music-disc standard must have higher sound quality
than today's Cl), utilize discrete multichannel sound, and provide backward
compatibility with today's Philips "Red
Book" audio Cl) standard.
John Eargle — recording engineer for
Delos, principal ofJME Consulting, and

AL

END

the panel's moderator — addressed
these concerns in his opening comments: "I am concerned about the
future of recorded sound. Everything I
do is laid down in four stereo pairs with
the aim in mind of putting it out someday ill amulticarrier medium. DVD has
promised to be that medium, but when
is it going to happen?" To address his
concerns, he charged the panel to give
their best predictions for the final format of the DVD music disc in terms of
the number of chaimels, word length,
sampling frequency, fold-down capability, presentation levels, and lossless
lossy compression.
Bob Stuart of Meridian Audio and
chairman of Acoustic Renaissance for
Audio (ARA), spoke first. ARA serves
as aspecial-interest group of industry
engineers, and has been lobbying the
DVD consortium for the maintenance
of high audio quality.' ARA believes the
DVD music disc will replace the "Red
Book" Cl) over the next 10 years. The
group did not want to see DVD's de
facto lower-quality music format (compressed AC-3 or MPEG-2) showing up
as the only music option. Stuart paraphrased the ARA's original appeal to the
DVD consortium: "Please consider
higher-quality audio, consider higher
bandwidth possibilities, and please,
please do not exclude multichannel."
To Stuart's surprise, the DVD consortium adopted most of the ARA's recommendations. The resulting version 1.0
video standard allows the DVD video
disc to carry DTS multichannel and
PCM stereo sound in addition to the
IFor adetailed accotant of the ARA\ mission to persuade the DVD coabortitun about a higher-quality
music standard for the DVD music disc. read Malcolm
Omar Hawksfords -Back front the Abyss" (Stereqhile.
Vol.19 No.I I. p.177).

A

introduce the model 205 1)olby Digital
AC-3 processor at Overture Audio (2423
Concord Pike, Route 202, Wilmington).
For details call (800) 838-1812.
FLORIDA

• Friday, May 9, 6pm: Sound
Components is holding aseminar featuring A.J. Conti of Basis Turntables
and Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings. Featured products will
include the new Basis Series 2000
turntables and the Basis RB300 tonearm, the new Graham Model 2 tonearm and special Linn LP-12 version of
the 1.5t/c tonearm, and Benz Swiss-

made phono cartridges. Sound Components is located at 1533 Madruga
Avenue, Coral Gables. Call (305) 6654299 to make areservation.
GEORGIA

•Sunday, April 20, 5pm: Music Audio
Shop and The Atlanta Audio Society
are co-hosting aseminar featuring Joe
Bermudez and John Wood of Mobile
Fidelity Sound Labs. The two will
discuss current and past products and
remastering and production techniques,
and will offer listening sessions at 4920
Roswell Road, Atlanta. For information,
call Chuck Bruce at (404) 876-5659.
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The Outside Story (front)
The front panel is classic NAD with
the expected grey finish and minimum
controls which reinforce NAD's
principle of avoiding unnecessary
features which are rarely used and add
to the bottom line. You get everything
you need including volume, tone and
balance controls, status indicators
and six input selectors, including 2
tape in/out with dubbing facility both
ways. There's also Tone Defeat,
NAD's unique bypass circuit which
selects a direct signal path from any
selected source to the amplifier
avoiding the tone circuits.

The Inside Story
Inside the NAD 317, the
first thing you'll see is
the massive 1-1ó1mgren
transformer, which offers
benefits which include
smoother current,
rejection of external
noise and no internally
generated noise of its own.
Behind it is a bank of
capacitors, far more
efficient than the usual
single pair because a
capacitor bank has a
faster recovery time with
less equivalent series
inductance and
resistance. This doesn't
add greatly to the cost of
the 317. It illustrates the
care we take to improve
product performance at

every stage. The power amplifier
stage is made up of mono left and
right pcb's more accessible and
electronically more
efficient. This stage 1'
uses the circuitry of
our much praised
NAD 214 power
amplifier giving a high \
end power stage at a
,
sensible price and
demonstrating perfectly our Building
Block principle. The large heat sinks
ensure a constant temperature
leading to smoother, more stable

g

performance and greater component
protection. Let's look at just one
more feature which shows our
attention to detail. For critical areas
we use metal film resistors instead of
the more usual carbon type. Benefits
include less noise generation and
temperature variation with smoother
operation.

The Outside Story (back)
On the outside back panel, input and
output sockets are gold plated as are
the internal relay
contacts used in
preference to the
electronic switching.
Note too the four way
binding posts and the
NAD -Link sockets which permit
control of other NAD -Link

.
00 o

components via a single remote.
Soft Clipping on/off, NAD's unique
circuit which rounds off the top of
the waveform to prevent overload
without loss of performance and
dynamics, and pre/power amp
separation. Finally, there is a
mono/stereo bridging switch,
whereby you can add an NAD 214 to
produce a hugely satisfying high
power stereo system. The NAD 317
will form the centre of a very high
quality hi fi system and the nucleus
of an exceptional home cinema
system, used in conjunction with
other NAD components.

THE NAD
BUILDING BLOCK CONCEPT
Hi fi component buyers usually build
a system with the potential for future
updates; the addition of one of the
new digital formats maybe or
expansion to cinema surround
sound. We plan to avoid the need to
duplicate circuits and features by
logical thought so that add on units
do just that -add on the new
features without duplication circuits
and controls. Typically the NAD 317
uses the existing twin monobloc
circuitry of the respected NAD 214
power amplifier matched to a new
pre amp stage. You have the choice
of a new super integrated amplifier
or a pre amp/twin mono power by
hooking up a second 214. It's all
very logical and since were using
an existing power circuitry design, it
keeps the final cost down too.

ure.an sim
NAD, 89 DOUG BROWN WAY. HOLLISTON, MA 01746. TELEPHONE 508 429 2525

mandatory AC-3 and MPEG audio.
This ARA-inspired audio format
includes discrete audio streams at ahigh
sampling rate (two channels at 96kHz)
and sample word lengths of 16, 20, and
24 bits. "The video disc is capable of
delivering, I believe, stunning sound
quality," said Stuart. "There is enough
data on this [DVD] disc to be able to
encode, for the first time in the history
of audio, everything that human beings
can hear — all the sounds from the
quietest to the loudest, from the highest
to the lowest, and in three dimensions."2
What more could be added to the
DVD carrier standard to further
enhance it for music? Stuart recommended using "lossless" compression
schemes3 to permit an audio-only version of the DVD music disc to hold
more discrete 96kHz channels, to leave
things open for alternative encoding
schemes like Sony's Direct Stream
Digital, or DSD, and to include the
capability of adding pictures to the
"pure" audio disc.
Tomlinson Holman, the next panelist, added his recommendations for
the pure-music DVD standard. Holman
was credited by the other panelists for
inventing the 5.1 multichannel standard
for Home Theater, and for being the
"TH of THX." He made three points
about possible standards for the DVD
music disc: First, today's computer2Although it has the same 1.2ihnin diameter as todav's
CD, the .1»11 Vs double-lawn 1,0R-sided disc can
store up to 17 gigabytes °f lu
26 nines the capacity
ut the linlips -Red Book - standard (MS111 music Cl).
3See liob Harley's Industry Update - on the Audio
Engineering Society presentation 'Lowly,. Coding for
IND Amine (Sterivphi/c. Vo120 No.2, p.45) for an
explanation of how the music I)VI ) C.III store the massive 1ND audio carrier
which is capable of 120c113
dynamic range. 48k11z audio bandwidth. 96kHz sampling ran% Mid 24-bit word length.

er to the end user's system as to how to
reproduce that disc. That idea comes
out of an-sound practice, which says
that there should be areference level on
the disc, a certain coded level, that
results ill acertain spi or loudness in the
room." The RDB, which would take up
atiny amount of storage on the DVD,
could tell the volume control where to
be set so that it is played back at astan"The record industry
dard spl ill the user's room.
The last panelist was David Kawawants to ensure
kami, Director of New Business
Development at Sony Corporation. He
that the evolution to a
opened with impressive credentials: He
much-higher-quality DVD
is amember of the International DVD
Consortium Working Group (WG4),
music disc proceeds
assigned to establish the standard format
for the DVD music disc. This is one of
in an orderly fashion:'
nine working groups assigned to address
specific DVD applications. Other com—David Kawakami,
mittees, for example, will define formats for the DVD-ROM and DVDDirector of New Business
rewritable discs to be used in desktop
Development, Sony
computers.
WG4 interacts with the International
Steering Committee, which represents
Second, Holman advocated "an
the record industry (RIAA, RIAJ, IFPI).
open platform to extend into the
Because it controls the software for the
future for more spatial resolution" by
DVD music disc's playback-only funcmaking certain that the DVD music
tion, the ISC has agreat deal of control
disc will allow more channels to be
over the DVD music disc fomiat. The
added as needed. He called the present
ISC released its wish list of 13 require5.1 channels of discrete audio a"coarse
ments for the DVD music disc in May
quantization of space... Ibecause it can1996; five of the 13 requirements
not reproduce all the channels [we may
involved copyright protection. Kawabe using] in the future." This emphasis
kami stated that the record industry
on multichannel was arepeated theme
wants to ensure that the evolution to a
in Holman's talk. (Both Holman and
much-higher-quality DVD music disc
Earglc are charter members of the
proceeds in an orderly fashion. He preInternational Alliance for Multi-chandicted that prototypical DVD purenel Music, or IAMM.)
music discs might be available to the
'Third, Holman advocated that the
consumer in 18 months — time necespure-music DVD have a"Rosetta Data
Block (RDB) available oil the disc [that sary to allow the WG4 and the ISC to
get the DVD music standard in place,
could provide] guidance from the produc-

savvy public will welcome agreat deal
of flexibility in the DVD format, including amusic-only option. Even so, astandard needs to be established for the
DVD's music format, otherwise the
playback processors will become "infinitely costly to handle all the [deer
.ent
DVD disc] requirements."

CALEN
Internet: chucksaudio@mindspring.com
or home page; www.mindspring.com/
-chucksaudio; or Greg Kelso at g,kelso@uga.cc.uga.edu
•Wednesday, May 7, 5pm: Finale High
End Audio (912 N. Tennessee Street,
Cartersville) is holding aseminar with
Aj. Conta of Basis Turntables and
Garth Leerer of Musical Surroundings. Featured products will
include the new Basis Debut Gold
Standard and Series 2000 turntables, the
Basis RB300 tonearm, the new Graham
Model 2 tonearm, Benz and Transfiguration phono cartridges, and the
Aesthetix IO phono preamplifier. Call
Stereophiie, May 1997
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(770) 606-8365 to make areservation.
• Sunday, May 18, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society is hosting ajoint
seminar by Mark Schifter of Genesis
and Howard Schilling of Camelot
Technologies at the Hellenic Center,
2124 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta.
Each will demonstrate their latest loudspeaker and electronic products and
answer questions about current and
future product developments. For more
information, contact Chuck Bruce at
(404)876-5659 or www.mindspring.
corn/-chucicsaudio
• Thursday, May 29, 8pm: Hi Notes
(919 Carroll Street, Perry) is holding its

semiannual open house, with guest
artist Barbara Altman, principal cellist
with the Macon Symphony Orchestra,
and Don Morrison of Morrison
Audio, who will premier his pointsource wave launch speaker, the Model
1.6. For more information, call (800)
808-4174 or access www.hinotes.com
IOWA

• Friday, April 25, 7-9:30pm: Terry
Dom of Audio Research Corporation and Richard Gerbery of ProAc
USA will hold ajoint seminar at
Audio-Video Logic in Des Moines. Call
(515) 255-2134 for details.
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The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

And the box it
comes in.

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in, you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and clear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for the
faithful reproduction of today's digital music and film recordings.
The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that make the nev,
A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The beautiful box we put it in.
Celestion Consumer Division. Errleston Road. Tovil. Maidstone. Kent. ME15 6QP U.K.

Te: 01622 687442.

Foe 01622 687981.

Celestion Industries Inc.. 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston. MA 01476. USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fo,: 508 429 2426.
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and to allow for subsequent productdevelopment time.
One important concern Kawakami
mentioned is that the DVD not "shoot
the Cl) in the head." To prevent that,
the record industry has asked that the
DVD music disc be back-compatible
with the Cl) in away "that goes beyond
what is currently being talked about in
the DVD video standard." The music
DVD will have two layers, one of which
will be the new high-density layer for
this super audio sound. The other layer
will have a"Red Book" standard-density layer so that "any of the millions of
Cl) players out in the world now could
find it and play it back." This will make
it "a no-brainer for the retailer," who
can sell DVDs with the assurance that
they will always work in the customer's
player. The audiophile can play the
disc's "Red Book" layer on his car
stereo's Cl) player, or listen to the highdensity layer on his DVD player.
Kawakami was optimistic that the
music industry will demand the highest-quality audio, and will not settle for
the DVD video standard's compressed
audio formats (AC-3 or MPEG). "The
record labels, software businesses, and
movie industry are very talent-driven,"
said Kawakami. "This creative group,
the artists and producers, is insatiable in
terms of the quality of the tools that
they work with or want to work with to
put out their artistic creation. Mariah
Carey may not specify that she wants
96kHz and 24-bit word lengths on her
next project, but she'll go to her recording engineer and her mastering engineer — the so-called golden-ear community — and it's their job to recommend to her what tools she needs to put
out the best products."
Audio quality is aprimary concern

for the WG4 and ISC. Kawakami
believes that the record industry sees the
DVD medium as abusiness opportunity for bringing in higher-quality audio.
In particular, they don't want their
music discs "eclipsed by the audio on
the DVD video disc." Sony and Philips
have developed the DSD lossless coding
system, which is capable of 100kHz
bandwidth and greater than 120dB
dynamic range while supporting all
other commonly used bit rates, word
lengths, and sampling rates. DSD "really came out of an effort to figure out
how to deal with the enormous archives
that Sony music now has," said Kawakami. "We are sitting on over 300,000
analog masters, and they are not getting
any younger."
The remainder of the hour was dedicated to audience questions and more
comments from the panel. Topics included: the paradigm shift needed in the
recording industry to move from two
channels to discrete, 5.1-channel multichannel; methods for minimizing retailers' double inventory of CDs and music
DVDs; and the importance of carrying
pictures on DVD music discs. Audience
members wondered when rewritable
DVD products and blue-laser DVD
players would be available. Kawakami
estimated that rewritable DVD might
appear as early as 1998, but could not
predict the arrival of blue-laser players.
In another interchange, Tom Holman
stated that the DVD disc did not have
4 Two reasons make it problematic for the current
IND video standard to store the HDTV carrier.
HDTV requires avery high bit rate, over 19Mbits/s;
the DVD's output peaks at about 10Mbits/s. The
IN1) 1.0 video standard ;teem lllll odates aresolution of
480 lines/inch, while Hl )TV's resolution mn, twice as
high, at 1125 lines/inch. Perhaps the blue laser, which
will allow more storage on aDVD, will also permit
storage of the II [)TV carrier.

CAL
LOUISIANA

• Wednesday, April 23, 7-9pm: Audio
Resource (3133 Edenborn Avenue,
Metairie) is presenting aseminar with
Brad O'Toole of Transparent Cable.
Brad will discuss audio and video cables
and demonstrate Transparenes cables
with and without their networks.
Seating is limited; call (504) 885-6988
for reservations.
• Tuesday, April 29, 7pm: Audio
Orleans (2031 Metairie Road, Metairie)
will present Albert Von Schweikert and
David Kersh of Von Schweikert
Research for aseminar on the unique
design aspects of the VR Series of loudStereophiie, May 1997
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enough storage for both High
Definition Television (HDTV) and
high-quality multichannel audio.4 One
audience member wondered why —
since the wide availability of two-channel Pro-Logic driven-matrix surroundsound players had not stimulated aflood
of suitably encoded CD releases — there
is any reason to think that the record
industry will commit their top artists and
talent to making discrete, 5.1-channel
DVD music discs. John Eargle answered
this: "I think if there was ever aquestion
addressed to the moderator of the panel,
that one is targeted right for my forehead here." He believes the huge DVD
industry launch, plus the huge audio
improvement of discrete 5.1-channel
sound, will be the best antidote to the
record industry's possible inertia.
Thus the panel's recording engineers
and standard-setters shared the general
WCES enthusiasm for the DVD
"Messiah." We will get adiscrete multichannel music medium of much higher
quality than anything we have yet experienced and that could reshape high-end
audio over the next five years.
UNITED STATES/JAPAN
Barry Willis
"Pandemonium, chaos, and outrage,"
will be consumers' response to the
inevitable shutdown of analog TV if
broadcasters don't get with the Clinton
administration's hurry-up policy on digital, predicts Federal Communications
Commission member Rochelle Chong.
The administration's FCC man-at-thehelm, Reed Hundt, is pressuring the
industry to move into digital as quickly as
possible to free up channels in the radiofrequency spectrum for auction to other
industries. The auction could bring in
approximately $15 billion, to be applied

A

speakers. Seating is limited; for reservations call (504) 831-0050 or e-mail
audio@iamerica.net.
MARYLAND

• Saturday, April 26, 7:30pm: Mike
Moffat of Angstrom will demonstrate
the Angstrom 200 processor with DTS
and introduce the model 205 Dolby
Digital AC-3 processor at Soundworks
(10534 Connecticut Avenue, Kensington). For details call (301) 929-8600.
MASSACHUSETTS

• Friday, April 25, 6-10pm; Saturday,
April 26, 10am-6pm: Sound Images

Audio Gallery (1100 Main Road,
Westport) will host Arturo Manzano of
Axiss Distribution for aseminar featuring Accuphase, Air Tight, Audiocraft, and Acrotec products. Seating is
limited; call (508) 636-3400.
•Thursday, May 15, 7pm: Goodsvin's High
End (899 Main Street, Waltham) will host
an evening with Luden Pidiette of Avalon
Acoustics. Featured will be the New
England debut of the "Full-Scale" 2C3D
system, featuring the Avalon Osiris and reference products firm MIT and SpectraL
Space is limited; call (617) 893-9000 for
reservations.
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teins, while sharing considerable features, will be at best only semi-compatible. Consumer-level receivers and
VCRs won't interface nearly as well as
their industrial counterparts. A Danish
or Japanese broadcast, receivable anywhere in the world by satellite, won't be
watchable (high-definition or not) in
the States without one or more converters, asituation that reinforces the old
adage: 'The more things change, the
more they stay the saine.
Japan, the world's undisputed leader
in the development and production of
analog televisions, already has an analog
HDTV system that has never won
widespread acceptance by consumers.
Only a tiny minority of the island
nation's millions —330,000 to date —
have bought analog HDTV receivers.
UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Cable News #1: Chris Sonunovigo,
proprietor of and designer for Illuminati, has recently moved to Ogden, Utah,
where he will assume partnership in
and Vice Presidency of Kimber Kable.
(Kimber ICable, 2752 South 1900 West,
Ogden, UT 84401. Tel: (801) 621-5530.
Fax: (801) 627-6980.)
Kimber will produce all of Illuminati's
current catalog, including the D60 coaxial and Orchid AES/EBU cables, under
Sommovigo's supervision. The products
will be marketed as Kimber Kable's
"Illuminations" series. Sommovigo will
spearhead new R&D in high-end audio
and video cable applications.
Cable News #2: Va maim' ra
Churchill (formerly represented in the
US by Virtual Audio/Yamainura
Systems USA) has introduced an updated range of Millennium cables and
accessories, now available exclusively

from Immedia. (Immedia, 2629 Mabel
St., Berkeley, CA 94702. Tel: (510) 8932573. Fax: (510) 893-2579.)

71te Antholoe (Chronicles/Verve 314
537 075-2) was released shortly before
Williams's death.

UNITED STATES
Robert Baird
Jazz drummer Tony Williams, who
died in Daly City on Sunday, February
23 at the age of 51, will always be
remembered first as the brash, loud-ashell, 17-year-old dervish who spun webs
of roiling rhythms around Miles Davis
in the mid-'60s quintet that included
Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, and
Wayne Shorter. On 13 albums, like
Miles Smiles, Nefrititi, and In A Silent Way,
Williams spurred Davis to push his own
playing to new heights.
Even before he left Miles in 1969,
Williams had recorded anumber of solo
dates for Blue Note. But it wasn't until he
formed his own band, Lifetime, and
signed to Polydor that Williams's impact
as asolo player was felt. Williams, guitarist John McLaughlin, and organ/keyboard player Larry Voting made the
group's debut, Emergemy, which has
emerged in hindsight as one of the first
and best forays into jazz/rock fusion.
At the time, though, both Lifetime and
their debut disc were more influential
than commercially successful. In 1970 the
trio became aquartet when they recruited
former Cream bassist Jack Bruce for the
group's second album, him It Oven 'That
lineup held together for just over ayear.
Williams regrouped (with fonner Davis
bandmate Ron Carter) for 1971's Ego.
But again, success eluded them. Williams
moved on and played with Hendrix,
Monk, Springsteen, and the Kronos
Quartet. His last album was 1996's Wilderness, released on Ark 21 Records.
A compilation of Lifetime's first four
discs, lime 7imy Williams Lifetime: Spectrum:

UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Michael Briggs is the ultimate vinyl
maniac. A former drummer with the
south Florida progressive rock band
Eclipse, Briggs has been collecting
records since he was a little kid. "I
remember buying 45s when they were
five for adollar and Iwas barely big
enough to sec over the counter at the
record store," he says. His record-buying habit, which has continued unabated for 30-some years, took such aferocious turn in the past year that he found
himself unable to afford a residence.
Now homeless, Briggs sometimes
sleeps in his van outside one of his storage units near the canal district in San
Rafael, California.
Mr. Briggs's collection of rock, jazz,
pop, soul, R&B, and blues recordings
from the '50s, '60s, and 70s is housed
here and in several similar facilities at
various locations in Marin and Sonoma
counties, north of San Francisco. He
isn't sure exactly how many records he
has, but offers "12,000" as aconservative
estimate. He doesn't have much of a
written inventory, nor arc the records
stored in any particular order, but Briggs
has apretty good idea of the whereabouts ofjust about anything in his collection, which he's liquidating to capitalize his own record label.
His company —Mill Valley Vinyl and
Magical Compact Disc —operates out
of aspare room in afriend's home and
has already reissued Seeds and Stems, a
limited-edition Sons of Champlin
album that originally was given away as
apromotional item at concerts in the

CALEN
For details call (212) 505-1111.
• Friday, May 2, 7pm: Mike Moffat of
Angstrom will demonstrate the
Angstrom 200 processor with DTS and
introduce the model 205 Dolby Digital
AC-3 processor at Audio Video Creations
(999 Northern Boulevard, Manhasset).
For details call (516) 365-4434.
• Wednesday, May 7, 6-8:30pm:
Listening Room is holding a seminar
with Doug Blackwell of Transparent
Cable at its new store (495 Central Park
Avenue, Scarsdale). Doug will introduce
Transparenes new upgrade program for
customers who have purchased Super,
Ultra, Reference, and Reference XL
38
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cables and compare cables with and
without their networks. Seating is limited; call (914) 472-4558 for reservations.
•June, TBA: Carl and Marilyn Marchisotto of Acarian Systems will present
their Adriana speaker system at the
Musicalaudiophile Society monthly
meeting. As is traditional, aChinese banquet will precede the meeting. For details,
call David Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
TENNESSEE

•Thursday, May 8, 6:30-9pm: Geoffrey
Poor of Balanced Audio Technology
will offers a seminar at Opus 2
Audio/Video (788 Brookhaven Circle

E, Memphis) on BAT. products, including the new VK-200 power amplifier
and the upgraded VK-5i and VK-3i. For
more information, call (901) 684-5461
or e-mail mtfitz@mindspring.com
TEXAS

Houston Audio Concepts (2200
Southwest Freeway, Greenbriar) is hosting the following seminars. Seating is
limited for all three events; call (713)
527-0774 for reservations:
•Monday, April 21, 7-8:30pm: Richard
Vandersteen of Vandersteen Audio
will introduce his new flagship speaker,
the Vandersteen 5.
Stereophile, May 1997

Perhaps a
few
references are in order:
Compact Disc Piayers

Tuners

Preamplifiers

Stereophile Magazine (USA),
Recommended Components:

Sound &Vision Magazine
(Canada), Critics Choice:

1996: RCD950BX CD Player
RB980BX Power Amplifier
R8985 Power Amplifier
RSP960AX Surround Processor
RT990BX Tuner
199 5: RP900 Turntable
RSP960AX Surround Processor
RT990BX Tuner
RHTI 0FM Tuner
1994: R(D9558X (D Player
110965BX CD Player
RB980BX Power Amplifier
RHTI 0FM Tuner
199 3: RCD9558X CD Player
RCD965BX CD Player
RB980BX Power Amplifier
RHTI 0FM Tuner
199 2: RCD955AX CD Ployer
R(D965BX CD Player

1995: RB970BX Power Amplifier
RB985 Power Amplifier
RA985BX Integrated Amplifie
RSP960AX Surround Processor
RT(940AX Tuner Preamp
R1940AX Tuner
RCD930AX CD Player
1995: RC9808X Preamplifer
1189808X Power Amplifier
RSP960AX Surround Processor
1994: RC97013X Preomplifer
RB9808X Power Amplifier
RB990BX Power Amplifier
RA9808X Integrated Amplifier
RT950BX AM/FM Tuner
RTC940AX Tuner/Preamp
RX940AX Receiver
RX950AX Receiver
R(D945AX (D Player
RCC940AX Carousel CD Player
RSP960AX Surround Processor
1993: RX950AX Receiver
R(96013X Preamplifier
RB960BX Power Amplifier
R89908X Power Amplifier
RA980BX Integrated Amplifier
RT930AX FM Tuner
RT9508X AM/FM Tuner
R(D965BX CD Player

Hi Fi Choice Magazine (UK),
Hi fi Choice Awards:

Power Amplifiers

1996: RA920AX Integrated Amplifier
1993: RA960BX Integrated Amplifier
RA9358X Integrated Amplifier
RT9608X Tuner
1992: RA930AX Integrated Amplifier
RC9608X Preamplifier
RB960BX Power Amplifier
1991: R(D9658X (D Player

Audio Video Intl, (USA),
Hi Fi Grand Prix Awards:

Integrated Amplifiers

1996: RCD950 0 Player
RA985BX Integrated Amplfier
RX950 AM/FM Receiver
RCC945
(hanger
RSP980 THX Surround Processor
RC995 CD Player
RT940AX Tuner
1994: RB980BX Power Amplifier
199 3: RCD965BX CD Player
RB9808X Power Amplifier

Audio Magazine (Germany),
Golden Ear Awards:
Surround Sound Processors

1994: RB980BX
RC980BX
1993: RB980BX
R(980BX
1992: RB980BX
RC980BX

Power Amplifier
Preamplifier
Power Amplifier
Preamplifier
Power Amplifier
Preamplifier

What Hi Fi? Magazine (UK),
What HiFi Awards:
1993: RCD945AX CD Player
199 2: RT9508X AM/FM Tuner
RA920AX Integrated Amplifier
R(D965BX CD Player
1991: RCD965BX CD Player
RA930AX Integrated Amplifier

Consumer Electronics Show
(USA), Innovations Awards:
1997: RSP980 THX Surround Processor
1995: RM8100 Monoblock Amplifier
1992: RB9808X Power Amplifier

Consumers Digest (USA)
Best Buys:
1996: RX950AX AM/FM Receiver
RA970BX Integrated Amplifier

Home Cinema Choice (UK)
A/V Power Amp of the Year:
1997: RB985 Power Amplifier

Multiroom Controllers

For more of what the critics say, ask your dealer or call
(508) 664-3820 for our Critical Acclaim review booklet.

MIMUFACTURER OF THE YEAR'' ,
ROTEL OF AMERICA •54 CONCORD ST

NORTH READING, MA

01864 •TEL 508-664-3820 •FAX 508-664-4109
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expertence

Why is it always so different at the movie-theater?

Is

Does the popcorn taste better in the dark?
it the People?

What about sound?
The galloping horses. Thunder.
Explosive

soundtracks?

SOUND!
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PSB loudspeakers — with lifelike tonal balance,
spatial imaging, and full range capability — extend your
video viewing to bring the excitement and impact
of the theater into the comfort of your home.
The popcorn is on you.

PSB — A UNIQUE VOICE
IN THE CROWD.
For your nearest PSB dealer call Toll Free

1-800-263-4641.

late 1960s. Briggs has further plans to
produce records of other psychedelicera Bay Area groups, like aFrumious
Bandersnatch recording done at the
Straight Theater on Haight Street in
1968, or a 1972 group improv called
Casting Pearls by the "Mill Valley
Bunch": with the Pointer Sisters, Nick
Gravenites, Spencer Dryden, Lee
Michaels, and Mike Bloomfield. He has
also released some early works by Sly
and the Family Stone.
On awarm, sunny day in February I
accompanied Briggs to one of his storage sites in Sonoma county: a10' by 20'
garage with wall-to-wall LPs piled
waist-deep. Briggs had with him several
"want lists" faxed to him by European
collectors. He waded undaunted into
the pile with the determination of a
man who knew what he was looking
for. As he hunted, he told me about
buying used vinyl in Los Angeles.
"They called me 'the vacuum cleaner' in
the Valley," he said. "I would show up at
thrift stores at eight o'clock in the morning and buy everything they had." He
showed me some white-vinyl promos
scavenged out of the MCA dumpster by
acharacter he called "Trashcan Tommy,"
a homeless L.A. man whose niche is
gathering discards from record companies and reselling them to buyers like
Briggs. He described Los Angeles as a
record collector's dream: "People there
just set their records out by the curb,
with the trash. It's anatural resource."
Digging through the mess, he talked
about what makes records collectible.
Rarity is the primary factor. "Let's say a
certain percentage of early Rolling
Stones records, maybe 10%, were issued
in mono," he explained, offering an
aside about ablue vinyl Stones record
that sold through GoIdmine for $2000.

buy LPs for the original artwork." Are
mistakes valuable? "I know that's true
with stamps and coins, but it doesn't
seem to be so with records. I've had
some records that were pressed or
labeled the same on both sides, but
nobody wanted them. Ionce had aLed
Zeppelin pressing with aLes McCann
label on it! You'd think that would be
really valuable. It wasn't."
While he talked, Briggs gathered a
stack of records destined for collectors
in all parts of the world. He had awhitevinyl copy of Jefferson Airplane's White
Rabbit, amint-condition copy of Allen
Toussaines Southern Nights, and something called Space Swell by agroup called
Luna. He also had amarble-vinyl copy of
"They called me 'the
Kate Bush's Hounds of Lwe. What else?
vacuum cleaner'"
Well, there was Thaitmon, an instrumental version of Paul McCartney's
—homeless LP collector
Ram, and asealed ECM recording of
Norwegian guitarist and composer
Michael Briggs
Tetje Rypdal's Odyssey, from 1975. "This
guy stalled New Age music," said the
awestruck vinylholic. "Without him, a
sold to aJapanese collector for $650. He
whole genre of music wouldn't have
seemed especially proud of having
found acopy of The Dog That Bit People happened."
He had ahalf-dozen Verve test presson the UK Parlophone label at a
ings from the mid-'60s, all with handGlendale yard sale for less than adollar,
written labels, and asealed, clear-vinyl
and selling it to aman in Pennsylvania
promo of Jefferson Starship's Won's
for more than two hundred.
Against the Empire. There were some
Who pays best? "The Germans and
well-worn but desirable Miles Davis
the Japanese," he replied without hesitating. "Spain, Italy, and Scotland are okay. I records stamped as the personal property of Dorothy Ashby, ajazz harpist from
used to sell alot to Scotland. England is
Detroit; an LP on the Ridon label by
always iffy." In Briggs's experience,
some guys called the New Tweedy
English collectors will often promise to
Brothers; and, oh yes, amint Atlantic
buy but fail to send the money.
black-label mono The Martians Are Back
What sells? "Sealed copies always
by Shorty Rogers and His Giants.
bring big bucks. Even when the record's
If you're looking for something obscure,
been reissued on Cl)." Reinforcing my
Michael Briggs probably has it. If he doeshypothesis about what's really behind
n't have it, he'll find it for you. Reach him
the upswing in used LPs, he added:
at Mill Valley Vinyl and Magical Compact
"They don't want to play them. People

"That automatically makes them worth
more than the stereo. An unusual-color
label adds value, too." Minor details arc
important: "A serial number in the
upper-right-hand corner of the jacket
might make arecord five times as valuable as one in the lower-left-hand corner. It all depends..."
Briggs has donc abrisk business over
the years with foreign collectors, running auctions by mail out of publications like Goldmine. He mentioned a
D.R. Hooker LP, The Tnah on Record, he
bought for $2 at Cliff's Books on
Colorado Blvd. in Pasadena and later

CA
• Monday, April 28, 7-8:30pm: Albert
Von Schweikert of Von Schweikert
Research will discuss his new theater
line of loudspeakers and his VR series of
home music loudspeakers.
•Thursday, May 1, 7pm: Geoffrey Poor
of Balanced Audio Technology will
introduce the company's new "I" series
preamplifiers and the VK-200 power
amplifier at High Fidelity Inc. in
Austin. For information and reservations, call (512) 454-5833.
WASHINGTON

•Sunday, June 8: Music Hall and Tony
Hamza of Epos Acoustics will host a
Stereophiie, May 1997
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seminar at Hawthorne Stereo, 6303
Roosevelt Way NE, Seattle. Call (206)
522-9609 for details.
WISCONSIN

Thursday, May 1, 6:30pm: Norm
Stanke of Meridian will show the new
Meridian DVD and their Digital
Surround System at Salon One Audio
(2551 8th Street South, Wisconsin
Rapids). Call (715) 421-5944 for information.

INTERNATIONAL
GERMANY

• May 8-11: The German High-End
Society's 16th annual High-End
Equipment Exhibition will be held at
the Hotel Gravenbruch Kempinski,
near Frankfurt am Mein, and will feature products and equipment from over
350 manufacturers. Trade day is May 8,
10am-8pm; May 9-11 is open to the
general public, 10am-6pm. Trade visitors may preregister. For more information, contact the High-End Society
Marketing GmbH, Hatzfelder Strassed
161-163, D 42 281 Wuppertal. Tel: (49)
202-70 20 22. Fax: (49) 202-70 37 00.
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While inspiration fuels the creation of music,

Real Power
speaker or AC line fluctuations. From input to

engineering drives its reproduction. For fifteen

output, the signal path is Ally differential with

years Krell has forced advancements in amplifier

all gain stages employing our radically new

design by employing only the most innovative

current mode circuitry.

circuit topologies.

Armed with a spectacular

array of new technologies, the Full Power
Balanced 600 closes the gap between stereo
presentation and the live event.

Elegantly understated, the
exterior is an evolutionary
step for Krell — while the
underlying

technologies

The Full Power Balanced 600 features avirtually

represent

limitless 600 watt per channel power output

progress for music lovers.

capability. This power is delivered from aAlly
regulated output stage completely impervious to

The Krell FPB 600

R EACH

F ULL

INTO

THE

M USIC— T HE

revolutionary

P OWER

B ALANCED

6 00

KRELL • 45 Connair Road • Orange, CT 06477 • Phone: 203-799-9954 • FAX: 203-799-9796

arrivals range from the spindly, delicate
Stands Unique Vivas, with its tensioned
carbon-fiber tripod, to Alphason's asyet-unnamed but decidedly tubby affair.
Nicknamed The Fat One by the factory, and nearly as big in cross-section as a
small speaker, this is one to place in
position before you start filling it up with
SoundBytes.
Among the hi-fi components proper,
two new CD players were creating plenty of interest. Exposure Electronics, entering the digital arena for the first time,
made good sounds (via its own amps and
Shahinian speakers) from aunit that is
visually restrained to afault, and based on
Philips 16-bit 4x-oversampling DACs
and discrete transistor circuitry.
There were also acouple of samples
of a very exotic-looking CD player
designed by Guy Adams (of Voyd
turntable repute). It sounded good and
looked drop-dead high-end gorgeous,
but details were scarce — even the
brand name is still to be finalized.
Hi-fi nuts and radio nuts are by no
means the same group of people, but
many are interested in both fields —
including, presumably, the people down
at AVI, known primarily as an up-andcoming amp brand. Their new
S2000MT seven-band tuner covers four
shortwave bands alongside medium and
longwave AM, and FM.
After all the media furor over flat
speakers, the public (and yrs trly) got to
hear one of the new "distributed mode"
panel speakers, courtesy the British arm
of US company NCT. Two quite small
reproduction pictures were the only items
on view in the ND' room, and were
generating music, if at amodest level, to
the somewhat perplexed onlookers. All
the drive electronics were hidden from
view, and asubwoofer was operating up
to 150Hz —but the "pictures" seemed to
be doing what was expected (it; the unexpected) above that point.
February is not an ideal time to visit
Britain, but those who do will find the
Bristol Show awelcome and exceptionally well-organized distraction from the
predictably disgusting weather. There
was more than enough of interest to
keep me fully occupied —so much so
that Inever did get around to plowing
through all the tasty vinyl browsers laid
out on the ground floor.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis

On Monday, February 10, Progressive
Networks, the creator of RealAudio
streaming software for Internet broadcasting, announced the launch of its
Stereophile, May 1997

companion RealVideo software. The
announcement was afront-page story
in at least one newspaper — Marin
County, California's Independent Journal.
In the story, Progressive's chairman Rob
Glaser was quoted as saying that video
on the Net was a"viable option."
Your always-curious but ever-skeptical reporter, knowing all new technologies debut with glitches, decided to give
Progressive afew days to work the bugs
out before taking RealVideo for atest
drive. (I cannot report on the reliability
or quality of RealAudio, which reportedly has eight million users. The last
sound card Ihad in my computer
caused unresolvable IRQ conflicts with
the mouse, rendering the computer
unusable. No sound card, no conflict.
Blood pressure: normal.) At 12:20am
the following Thursday, two and ahalf
days later, Ilogged on to Progressive's
Web site (www.prognetcom). Amid
much advertising hype about the wonderful world of digital video were some
simple instructions on how to try asample. Among the offerings were an animated feature running at one frame per
second (1 fps), anews clip of Mikhail
Gorbachev speaking in Germany running at 10fps, and achoice of three short
films by Spike Lee running at the same
rate. A film running at 10fps has ajerky,
stroboscopic effect that makes early
silent films look absolutely fluid by
comparison. Cutting-edge digital.
Ithought I'd see what old Gorby was
up to and clicked on his icon. There followed an interminable wait. After several minutes amessage appeared on my
screen telling me Ineeded to "create an
association" to connect with Mr.
Gorbachev. My attempts to do so were
not successful. Idid succeed in disconnecting from www.prognetcom
After logging back on and enduring
another interminable wait, Idecided to
give Spike Lee atry. "Please wait while
that site is contacted," read anotice in the
lower left corner of the screen. Iwaited.
Then Iwaited some more. Iwent into
the kitchen for asnack. Ileafed through
the newspaper while Iate my snack. I
washed the dishes and came back to my
computer. "Please wait" continued without interruption. Iwent into the bathroom and performed the nightly necessities. Icame back.
Results! Onscreen was a window
with the message: "Temporarily unable
to access site due to excessive traffic.
Please try again later." Excessive traffic
at almost one o'clock in the morning?
Seems doubtful, but I'll try again later.
In, say, five years or so?

Mordeunt-Short

REACH
FOR THE
STARS

PERFORMANCE 880
Stereophile magazine
RECOMMENDED
COMPONENT
"Compared both with
speakers in its own price
class and in substantially
higher price categories,
the Mordaunt Short
Performance 880 is clearly
agreat success. Highly
recommendable."
MC Vol. 19 No.8

IN U.S.A. :Audio Plus Services
Tel.: 1-800-663-9352
Fax: (514) 493-4547
IN Canada :Plurison
Tel.: (514) 493-9352
Fax: (514) 493-4547
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FICM

a machine for music.
a new

,ovement.

a salute to fidelity.

From Sonic Frontiers - the Anthem
and the New
All tube processing, uniquely adaptable,
singularly affordable. Contact Sonic Frontiers
for a free informational
booklet on the essential principles of tube
electronics and for the anthem brochure
containing complete details and
specifications on this revolutionary
new line of tube gear.
The Anthem Integrated 1 - 25 watt power amp
and 12dB Imestage (accesslble separately).
Also avallable
stage

wIth

an

2790 Brighton Road. Oak,Ile. Onteno. Canada

L6H 514

optdanal MM phono
Tel

905) 829-3838

Fax. (9051 829-3033

E -mad: SFR. sonicfrontiers.com
wwvv

-

http //www somcfrontiers corn/ANTHEM

The New Anthem Amp 1 - 40 watts of push-pull
ultra-linear. all tube power (using EL34 Output tubes).

The Anthem Pre 1 - an MC phono preamp with
external power surely

Available at these and other tree dealers.
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UNITED STATES
Wes Phillips
Myles Astor, who edited 71w Audiophile
14ice's superb first issue — my roots arc
showing — and who has written for
Sounds Like..., 71w Absolute Sound, Audio
Advaiture, and Audio Video Shopper, has
announced the release of Ultimate Audio,
the "ultimate magazine offering the latest news and toughest views on audio
components."
Each issue will report on the finest
new high-end audio products and latest
technological breakthroughs, the best of
current and past LPs and CDs, profiles
of leading audio innovators, and investigative reports on the key issues affecting high-end audio. Ultimate Audio will
also conduct an annual poll among its
readership to name the "Best New
Ultimate Product."
Ultimate Audio will debut in May at
HI-FI '97 in San Francisco. While it
will be published 10 times ayear, readers can sample the Ultimate Audio experience by taking a one-time, no-risk,
five-issue charter subscription for $9.95,
or by subscribing for afull year of 10
issues for $18.95. Payment can be made
by check or MasterCard, Visa, American Express, or Discover, mailed or

version of amusic video, look up traffic,
weather, news, and other information,
and interact with commercials at the
click of amouse. Effectively, this system
outdates RDS, which is limited to
UNITED STATES
scrolling 70 characters and is aone-way
Don Scott
system. It will place radio on an equal
Interactive Dynamic Virtual Media,
or better footing with Interactive
IDVMEDIATM, asystem that addresses
creating, universally distributing, and Television.
Applications for IDVMedia are far
interacting with multimedia objects, has
reaching, including direct interaction
been birthed in California. Using this
with talk-show hosts. My suggestion to
concept, SpotMagic Inc., a San FranRobin Solis, co-founder and Vice
cisco-based media technology company,
President of SpotMagic, is that radio stahas developed innovative software
tion listeners could use the system to
labeled SpotComposer' that will allow
radio stations to send vast amounts of retrieve missed radio tag-sale information, broadcast adverse weather or
data, high-quality slow-frame pictures,
emergency information via an override
and audio using present FM-station subfeature, or to include school closing lists.
carrier technology. On the receive end,
Other applications discussed were to
an off-the-shelf computer equipped
apply Sponnagic's technology to the
with aradio soundcard containing the
basically under-used SAP and studio-tocompany's SpotServerTM software to
decode the station's datastream and a transmitter auxiliary audio subcarriers
allocated to TV stations. This would
standard modem on the return path
combine to breed anew home concept permit users to select two alternate
video sources and interact with them,
—Interactive Radio.
This spring, Viacom radio station Star thus adding snore meat to the concept
of Interactive Television. SpotMagic,
98.7 (KYSR) will begin testing the sysInc.: 1700 California Street, Suite 430,
tem in the Los Angeles arca. Users will
San Francisco, CA 94109. Tel: (415)
be able to retrieve album information
346-0079.
S
on aplaying artist, watch aslow-frame

faxed to: Ultimate Audio, 1 New
York Plaza, Suite 214, New York, NY
10004. Fax: (718) 796-2825.
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Compare Siltech
Cables with an
other
wi Ioutperform the competition in neutrality, resolution,
warmth and overall musicality.
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Sonic Frontiers, we continue to outshine our competition
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f1=1.1

The LINE 3shares the advanced features of its siblings, the LINE 1,

with our latest generation of innovative new products -leading the

and LINE 2but additionally offers these following design attributes:

way is our new LINE 3preamplifier.

• 2chassis design (both full size) -60 lbs net weight
• fully dual mono design, featuring 3toroidal power transformers

In 1993 we introduced the SFL-2 linestage, aproduct which redefined

and 26 regulated power supply stages (8 of which are high

the standard for atrue reference quality tube preamplifier. However,

voltage, precision tracking shunt types)

with the introduction of the LINE 3 not only have we eclipsed our

• innovative new 12 tube linestage circuit with active error correction

competition's latest offerings, we've advanced the design significantly

to ensure wide bandwidth, balanced performance and extremely

over our own Class A rated SFL-2.

low 75 ohm/150 ohm (SE/BAL) output impedance
• Unique PCB decoupling system

The UNE 3represents the pinnacle of performance in our LINE Series of
preamplifiers, giving audiophiles aproduct with both fidelity and flexi-

• Highest quality parts, featuring Multi-Cap, Solen &Wima capacitors plus Vishay, Caddock and Mills resistors.

bility for their changing home entertainment needs -whether it be a
reference 2-channel system, amulti-user home theater installation or the

The appearance of such a product is a rare event which comes

intimate environment of their favorite headphones - using the

around but afew times in an audiophile's life. To experience the awe

licaLl Room i
"circuit.

inspiring LINE 3 for yourself at your local dealer or to receive a
complete set of literature, Call, Write, Fax or E-Mail us today.

la SONIC FRONTIERS

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

Contact Sonic Frontiers for the dealer nearest you.
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6H 5T4 Tel: (905) 829-3838

Fax: (9051829-3033

E-Mail: 5Flitbsonicfrontiers.com WWW:http://www.sonicfrontiers.com

Voodoo
Black Magic
Tweak High End

What has the state qf music reproduction come to?

Products that make irrational pseudo scientific
claims which insult your intelligence are given
positive reviews. The term "it sounds better" is used
as the sole justification to charge exorbitant amounts
for audio components. Unfortunately you're the one that
pays for all this blatant hype or walks away from the pleasures of
state of the art music reproduction because you don't trust this industry.
At Mondial we believe there is another option, legitimate high end audio. Most
Aragon owners are people who have been involved in high end audio for awhile, payed
their dues and are no longer willing to fork over their money for someone else's fantasy.
An excellent example of Aragon's reality is our new D2A2 digital/analog converter. It elegantly
converts the bit stream's ones and zeroes into music, yielding as accurate areproduction of the musical
event as is humanly possible. It accomplishes this with digital circuitry from both HDCD" and UltraAnalog,
yet it sells for under athousand dollars. How can Aragon be internationally recognized as some of the finest
audio components that have ever been created, yet be so reasonably priced? Because with Aragon you only pay
for the quality. If you also want to pay for the hype, buy something else. Don't worry, when you are done paying
your dues we'll be here to welcome you to the reality of legitimate high end audio.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

20 Livingstone Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522 •914-693-8008 •Fax 914-693-7199
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SAM'
Sam Tellig
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ou'll never guess what happened." It was Roy Hall,
aka Music Hall, just back
from a trip to Europe—with a telephone update. Roy, you'll remember,
fed his cellular phone to the fishes at
Lake Meade after last year's WCES in
Las Vegas.
"I was in the men's room at Heathrow Airport," Roy recounted. "I took
my jacket off, put my new portable
phone into the pocket, and went to
the toilet.
"After Ifinished my business, Iswung
my jacket over my shoulder —and then
Iheard that old, familiar plop. My new
cellular phone had dropped into the toi
let bowl."
"So what did you do?"
"One must do what one must do. I
retrieved it."
"Was it operable?"
"Sadly not. But Idid retrieve it. I
wouldn't dive into Lake Meade, but the
toilet at Heathrow was no problem,
especially after seeing Trainspotting. I
just
dived in after it."
Roy continued. "I rushed for my
plane and stuck the wet phone in the
outside pocket of my suitcase. Of
course, you're not allowed to play with
phones on the plane, so there it stayed
until Igot to Switzerland.
"I arrived at Zurich Airport, jumped
on the train to Lucenie, and started to
fiddle with the phone. A little old Swiss
lady looked at nie with abaleful eye.
Here Iwas messing up the first-class
cabin on aSwiss train! Waste water is
banned in Switzerland. You are not
allowed to have any dirt. It's agood thing
the toilet police didn't catch me.
"Later, back in Zurich, aCreek dealer helped me disassemble the phone.
We used a hair dryer to dry it and
cleaned the contacts with alcohol. But
the phone still didn't work. Ithought I
was up the creek.
"Next day Itook the phone into acellular phone shop —an Ericsson dealer.
The man in line in front of me also had a
broken phone. The repairman said his
phone smelled as if aftershave had been
poured all over it. Ithought, `My God,
this man smells phones.'
"Luckily, we'd cleaned the phone
Stereophile, May 1997

Bryston B-60 integrated amplifier

with alcohol — it had been thoroughly
sanitized! The man took one look at the
date of manufacture on the back and
said, 'That's under warranty.' They gave
me anew one on the spot.
"I need a waterproof phone that
floats," he concluded.
"What if someone dropped his
Creek headphone amp in the loo?" I
asked. "Would you have honored the
warranty?"
Roy paused, then said "I'd sniff it. If I
thought it'd fallen into the toilet, Iprobably wouldn't repair it. If it was under
warranty, dry, and didn't smell, Iprobably would.
"So... maybe you'd like to review
some Creek products," he added.
"Maybe you'd like to send some
Creek products. If you weren't so stingy
with review samples, Iwouldn't have to
fill up this column with nonsense about
cellular phones."
"I'll send some products. Ipromise.
Anyway, you already have the Creek
headphone amp."
"I think you concoct these cock-andbull stories to get press," Isaid. "Other
manufacturers hire public-relations
agencies. They hold press conferences.
lint claim to drop your cellular phone
into the men's room at Heathrow."
"It's all true. You were awitness last
year at Lake Meade. You can't make this
stuff up."
So, while waiting for more Creekery
to arrive, Iturned my attention to in-

tegrated amplifiers from Bryston and
Musical Fidelity.
Bryston B-60 integrated amplifier
Bryston is one of North America's most
established hi-fi makers. Based not far
from Toronto in Peterborough, Ontario,
Bryston has been in business since 1962.
But audiophiles don't get excited
about Bryston —not, at least, those hardcore audiophiles who love to keep
changing equipment, who think of hi-fi
as acompetitive sport. Bryston! Why,
their 2B amplifier has been in production
for almost 20 years! How boring.
How boring, too, the fact that Bryston
equipment is now pan/weed for 20 years.
Who owns something for 20 years?
(Bryston customers, obviously.) My buddy
The Brass Ear is unlikely to own apiece of
equipment for 20 unties. ("Twenty days!"
said Brass Ear when Imad this to him.
"Twenty hours. Minutesr)
With Bryston gear, you get solid
engineering and impeccable — I was
going to say unimpeachable — build
quality. This is what you pay for; not
bulletproof faceplates, gold-plated name
badges, or the like. Because Bryston
gear is not overbuilt, it's not overpriced.
Being made in Canada also helps,
now that NAFTA has kicked import
duties down to nearly nil. And Bryston's
importer is Bryston, so the stuff can be
very keenly priced.
The B-60 is Bryston's first integrated
amplifier. Without aremote, it'll set you
51

The Ultimate in Digital Technology

We've all heard it before., music is the international language. So,
all audio components speak the same language, right? Wrong. You

I

can't get the translation right if you don't have the right equipment.
Introducing the ULTECH HDCD-10. A bold new D/A converter with
a twist...built-in HDCD` decoding. Benefiting from the HDCD

chip

comes in two ways: decoding of the new HDCD-encoded CD's AND
incredible digital filtering for non-encoded CD's. And don't forget,
the HDCD-10 utilizes two 20-Bit Burr Brown PCM

1702J D/A

Converters for impeccable sonic quality.
To speak the international language correctly, stop by your nearest
ULTECH dealer and audition the HDCD-10 as well as other

fine

na

regotered trademark of Pactftc MIcrosonocs, Inc.

ULTECH components. (Note: They're NOT priced out of this world.)

ULTOCH
auol

ULTECH AUDIO' components are manufactured and dostrdsoted by•

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
40

I Chodclock Drive, Wheeling, IL 60090

Phone: 847/537.9008 Feo: 847/537.6657

Email: ultechOconcrenlric.net

SAM'S
back $1495; with a remote, $1795.
Before you fork over the extra $300 for
the remote, be aware that it only controls
volume and mutes —that's it. It doesn't
change source or adjust channel balance.
It won't control your CD player.
There is no onboard phono option.
If you want to do phono through
the Bryston, that could cost you almost
as much as the B-60 itself. The
BP-1 phono stage—rumored to be
excellent — runs $750. Add $550 for an
outboard TF-1 transformer for lowoutput moving-coils.
Fortunately, there arc plenty of decent outboard phono stages available for
less money — for instance, the $199
Creek OBH-8 moving-magnet phono
stage or $249 OBH-9 moving-coil
phono stage, neither of which Roy Hall
has bothered to send me, but both of
which arc said (by independent sources)
to be quite good. Roy could use the
business. It's only amatter of time before he loses his new cellular phone for
good — into Long Island Sound, perhaps, or the Atlantic Ocean. Or maybe
acreek (small c).
The B-60 is remarkably small — a
standard 17" wide by only 2" tall —so
you can squeeze it into tight spaces. It's
ablack box, plainly but elegantly styled
in away that reminds me of the Advent
receiver of more than 20 years ago. The
Bryston is far better built. (The Advent
300 had high-end sound, but not highend build quality.)
Essentially, the B-60 combines in one
chassis two Bryston separates — the
aforementioned 60Wpc 2B power amp
and the BP-20 preamp. "The 2B amplifier has long been acustomer favorite
because of its sweetness and transparency," said Chris Russell, Bryston's
Vice President of Engineering.
Like the 2B, the B-60's power-amp
section uses two bipolar transistors per
channel. These are closely computermatched, according to Chris, as they are
for Bryston's separate power amps.
"Not many integrated amplifiers
have dual power supplies.' Nor do they
use as expensive or refined apreamp
section as we do," said Chris. "The B-60
benefits from all the research that went
into the BP-20, which was heavily researched, the aim being to devise acircuit path that has very low distortion
and very low noise."
So what about the advantages of producing an integrated amp, as opposed to
aseparate preamp and power amp?
1Dual pow ca qlpplies are standard with the B-60, not
an optional ow.... they are with the YBA Integré.
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stereo equipment for 20 years."
"Some people do. I'd keep acar for
20 years if Icould. As it is, Ikeep acar
for only 10." (I was needling Brass Ear,
who sells cars —but not to me.)
The Bryston B-60 has four line-level
inputs and atape loop. The preamp and
power-amp sections are connected by a
pair of solid jumpers, allowing you to
leave the preamp and come back into
the power amp —handy if you want to
use asurround-sound processor.
For ahome-theater setup, you could
purchase the three-channel Bryston 5BST power amp for $2465, use it for the
left, center, and right front speakers, and
then use the power-amp section of the
B-60 for your surround speakers. For an
How does the amp
audio-only system, you could add a
Bryston 2B-LP stereo amp for $850 and
sound? Damned good!
bi-amp apair of speakers —assuming
Startingly good, compared your speakers allow for bi-amping.
Total cost: $2345. That's for astate-ofthe-art line-stage and 60Wpc times
to most other integrated
two —something to think about before
amps I've heard to date.
you spend over $2000 on someone
else's integrated amplifier.
Many integrateds lack a headphone
"Let's tell Jonathan Scull," Isaid. "You
save all this money on interconnects and jack, forcing you to purchase aseparate
headphone amp for several hundred
you can put it toward aShakti stone ...
more. Not the B-60. Headphones are
or aset of Shun Mook Mpingo discs. Or
driven by the preamp section, which,
maybe some audiophile feet —all the
tweaks that C. Victor Campos, of Ad- according to Chris Russell, can deliver up
to about IW into most dynamic headcorn, refers to as 'magic shit.'"
phones —enough to drive my Grado
Chris fell silent.
RS-1s very dynamically indeed. I've
"What about having both chassis at
never heard the Grados get it up better
the same ground point? Any advantage
than they do with the B-60.
there?"
The B-60 could thus be the perfect
Chris revived. "Yes. Two different
chassis arc going to be at two different choice for an apartment dweller —or
someone who has small children and
ground points, even if the difference is
needs to listen through headphones late
small. With the B-60, you have one
at night. Ienjoyed my Grados so much
starground for everything. That helps
with the Bryston that Ioften used the
reduce hum."
headphones even when Ididn't have to.
Hmmmmmm.
The B-60 runs only slightly warm, so
The RCA jacks on the back are highyou can easily leave it on all the time for
quality, gold-plated, and Teflon-insulated. There's only one pair of speaker best sound. (By the way, break-in time
was extremely fast —about 24 hours.)
terminals, but these are particularly well
designed, with aridge in the center to At idle, the B-60 consumes a scant
prevent positive and negative wires 20-30W, according to Chris.
Let's get serious — how does the amp
from accidentally touching and shorting
sound?
the amp. Typical Bryston touch.
Damned good! Startlingly good, comRemove the top cover and you'll see
pared to most other integrated amps I've
that the circuitry is all discrete: "Mere
heard to date. The B-60 is... yes, let's
are no integrated circuits, which Chris
consult the music critic's thesaurus. The
feels would compromise sound quality.
sound is ... unimpeachable. Next month
"The problem with ICs," said Chris, "is
I'll need anew adjective. (No problem —
you can't get them to sound consistentI'll read the record reviews in Stereophile.)
ly good." Signal paths are short, and the
Idid much of my listening with the
layout of the amp is clutter free. ReMartin-Logan Aerius i
— amatch made
member, Bryston guarantees the proin hi-fi heaven. Ialso used the Cabasse
duct for 20 years.
Farella 400, another excellent match.
"Twenty years!" exclaimed Brass Ear.
"Imagine holding the same piece of While the B-60 is asmall amp — rated

"There's the obvious saving because
you assemble one chassis, not two."
Chris took adeep breath before continuing. "You also get the sonic advantages of eliminating the concept of
interconnect cables."
"Fine by me," Ireplied.
"All this controversy about cables
tends to lead people down the wrong
path," he continued. "People talk about
how cables sound. Well, obviously,
cables shouldn't have a'sound.' There
shouldn't be anything you can pin down
as to what acable is doing to asystem. If
it's doing anything, it's doing something
that shouldn't be there."
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at 60Wpc into 8ohms, 100Wpc into 4
ohms — it will probably drive all but the
most power-piggy speakers in all but
the largest rooms.
Still, even with efficient speakers,
abigger amp will give you bigger sound
—as Ifound out when Itried apair of
1000Wpc McIntosh MC1000 amps
with my 92dB-sensitive Farda 400s. No
contest. A thousand watts per channel
sounds more powerful than 60Wpc.
But is the Bryston's wonderful sound
the result of its being such asmall amp?
Ah that's aquestion to ponder. Many
people believe that the best-sounding
solid-state amps are those that use only
one pair of transistors per channel. You
stet paralleling pairs, and even the closest computer matching may not be quite
so close.
How to describe the sound of the
Bryston?
Neutral. Again, precisely the kind of
thing many audiophiles find boring.
Not me. The Bryston wasn't boring.
That's because its resolution was superb
— of knockout quality. With most inexpensive integrateds, even if the sound is
pleasant, there's usually a tendency of
instruments to coalesce, to congeal —to
sound like sonic mucilage.
Not the Bryston.
With agood recording, each instrumentalist was placed precisely in the
soundstage, side to side, front to back —as
it is with separate components typically
costing hundreds if not thousands of dollars more. Icould hear the recording environment — reverberations, the air in the
hall. There's not only alot of there there,
there's alot of here there:
The Bryston B-60 had a way of
bringing the music forward, but not too
far forward —certainly not throwing it
in your face, but also not laying it back
so much that the music seemed to be
emerging from atunnel.
High-end hi-fi is about this kind of
transparency —about spatial resolution.
It's about the quality of space — silences
between notes, space between performers. It's also about breathing, sniffing,
scuffing one's feet, even — Iswear I've
heard this in at least one recording —
about farting.
"Stop that!" warned Marina, looking
over my shoulder.
What's unusual —and, yes, startling—
is to find this level of transparency in an
integrated amp retailing for what seems
to be an almost laughably affordable
$1495. (Mother reason some audiophiles
won't like the B-60 —too inexpensive.)
The Bryston B-60 gives you more than a
taste of the High End —it ives you the
Stereophiie, May 1997

High End. It gets you almost within
touching distance of the Holy Grail.
Iheard no hardness or grain. The
midrange was especially smooth and
sweet, making it apleasure for me to listen to chamber music. Treble was wellextended —certainly not rolled-off, as it
is with some integrateds. But it wasn't
exaggerated. Bass was richly delineated,
tight and tuneful — unimpeachable.
(Heh-heh.)
But the power limitation tells.
There's just so much bass oomph you can
get out of 60Wpc. At least Ididn't get
boom, excessive bloom ... or bloat.
Ifault most solid-state gear for being
harmonically thin —"threadbare" is the

F.
clear, crisp sound that still manages to
avoid hardness, brittleness, or sterility.
Combine the Aerius iand the B-60
with agood Cl) source, like the Rotel
RCD-990 Micro Mega Stage 5 or 6,
and you, too, can have sound that compares with the very best there is at any
price, in every aspect but that of scale. To
put it another way, you can have truly
great sound —just not gobs and gobs of
it. Just as the Aerius iis amini-MartinLogan, but aMartin-Logan nonetheless,
the Bryston B-60 is amini-Bryston.
Bravo, Bryston! A landmark ... areference ... atriumph ... asteal!

Musical Fidelity A220
integrated amplifier
Just when I've got you all psyched about
The Bryston B-60
the Bryston, here comes yet another
outstanding integrated amp. This one
gives you more
sells for $999.95.
This is one hot product!
than ataste of the
Imean that literally. This Britishmade amp, available in North America
High End— it gives you
as adirect import from Audio Advisor, is
the High End.
heavily biased into class-A. That means
heat. It also means, especially when it
word Ilike to use. The B-60 wasn't comes to solid-state, afull-bodied, harthreadbare, but the sound was not so monically rich sound. Smooth. Gad, is
this thing smooth!
rich and lush, or so full-bodied, as it is
If you take the Musical Fidelity A2 I
with most tube amps—or as it is with a
reviewed last January and double it,
few solid-state integrateds, such as the
you'll have the A220. Twice the power:
Musical Fidelity A220 (see below).
50Wpc into 8 ohms instead of 25,
In short, the Bryston B-60 is so out100Wpc into 4 ohms instead of 50.
standing, you should audition it before
you buy any integrated —including inte- Mother $300 gets you the A220 and
the ability to drive virtually any speaker.
grateds selling for $500 to $1000. You
The A2 could drive the Martinmay conclude that the Bryston is well
Logan Aerius i, but barely. The A220
worth the extra money, in terms of build
quality —and, even more important, just jams with the Martin-Logan. No
sweat — except the sweat you might
sound quality. You work too hard for your
have in summer as the A220 puts out
money to spend it on half-great hi-fi.
+200W worth of heat all the time,
The B-60 is agreat option, but not
every minute it's on.
your only one. There's the Musical
Don't get all hot under the collar,
Fidelity A220 below — richer-sounding
though. Remember: Tube amps run
than the Bryston, but not so transparent.
hot, too.
$500 less, though. Conrad-Johnson
You can't stack any other equipment
should have introduced the CAV-50
on top of the A220 — or the A2, for that
tubed integrated for $2495 by the time
this column appears. Because the power- matter. If you put the A220 in an equipment rack, it should probably go on
amp section derives from the superb
top — or on an open lower shelf with at
MV-55 amplifier, this unit might well be
least a6" ventilation space between the
superb. But it costs $1000 more than the
top of the chassis to the next shelf.
Bryston; besides, it's tubed, and therefore
The heatsinking is inside the chassis,
not as maintenance free. (With the
covered on top, but open on the botBryston, your only maintenance for the
tom. Don't reach under the amp-this
next 20 years will be electricity)
heatsink runs hot. And be careful where
The Bryston B-60 is a landmark
you place the A220. You certainly
product — a great North American
wouldn't want to place it on acarpet
integrated amp at asuper price. Finally!
and block the ventilation. As for placing
Iespecially like it with the Martinthe amp on apiece of fine furniture, I'd
Logan Aerius i, where the speed of the
worry about peeling the finish from the
amp complements the speed of the
wood. Raising the amp on wood blocks
speakers, providing exceptionally clean,
55

With all that talk about
bipolar sound

Audissey
Bipolar
Series

You ain't heard ythin' yet.
Welcome to anew era of three-dimensional music and sound effects with
the most precise soundstage ever created in abipolar speaker.
Front and rear drivers radiate in-phase at different output levels to
create aunique 360° sound field with holographic, 3-D sonic
imaging. Something never before achieved in abipolar speaker.

Asymmetrical Bipolar Radiation (AB R")
Relying on the advanced technology derived from his lamous
Energy Ventas" and Connoisseur-series, John Tchilinguirian has
developed ahigh performance bipolar speaker that can now be
placed much closer to room boundaries.

The ABR'" Pattern

The Audissey-series tweeters and woofers are acontinuing work of
art. The exclusive Energy baffle design keeps diffraction to aminimum. Add
improved standards in treble and midrange transparency, phase coherency and
resonance-free cabinet construction and you have the performance of alifetime.
Whether you use your Audissey speakers for their ability to define aprecise
musical image or in home theater for their magnificent special effects, they're able
to achieve an outstanding lifelike spectral balance.
Close your eyes, open your ears and the speakers disappear. Become one with the
deep, seamless soundstage throughout the entire listening area. No matter where
you are, you're there.
Visit your Energy dealer, today. Audition the
Audissey-series. And leap into awhole new
world of bipolar performance.

zey.

LOUDSPEAKERS
MUSIC:AL

3641 McNicoll Ave., Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIX IC5

TRUTH"

Tel. (416) 321-1800 Fax (416) 321-15(X)
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Musical Fidelity A220 integrated amplifier

might be appropriate, or placing it atop
apiece of 1
4 "plate glass.
/
"You can't tell your readers to put the
amp on wooden blocks," exclaimed
Wayne Schuurnian, President of Audio
Advisor Inc.
"Why not?"
"Because Idon't sell wooden blocks."
Iam sure Wayne would be happy to
sell you some audiophile feet or cones,
which would give you afew extra inches of underchassis ventilation.
As for safety, Antony Michaelson,
Managing Director of Musical Fidelity,
assures me that it is "impossible" for the
unit to catch fire. "The heatsink has a
100"C thermal switch, so in the unlikely event of the ventilation being blocked
or some other malfunction, the amplifier will automatically turn itself off."
Antony says that the temperature on
the cover "cannot, under any foreseeable circumstance, rise beyond 59"C.
Extremely hot, but not scalding." That's
138' Fahrenheit.
So why put up with the heat?
The sound, dummy. The sound.
It's full, rich, glorious. It makes even
the Bryston B-60 sound alittle thin by
comparison.
The A220 is abigger amp than the
Bryston —it has to be, to allow enough
heatsinking for class-A operation. The
unit is 17 1
/"wide and 4'/2"high, and it's
4
strikingly styled, with amachined aluminum faceplate with arich black lacquer finish. I'm tempted to call the faceplate "piano black" because it looks
almost like lacquered wood.
There are two large knobs —volume
and source selector. Each knob has a
built-in LED to show knob position.
The two knobs are ringed with brass —
abeautiful, tasteful touch that one comes
to associate with Antony Michaelson.
He's the only hi-fi manufacturer Iknow
of who leaves work early some afternoons to go play chamber music. (He's
an accomplished clarinetist [yid: an excellent recorded pedOnnance of the Mozart
Stereophile, May 1997
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Quintet to his credit —Ed].)
While elegantly styled, this is anofrills unit. The bells'n'whistles crowd
won't applaud. There's no remote control or remote option. There are five
line inputs plus atape loop. No balance
control. No headphone jack.
However, a built-in moving-magnet
phono stage does come standard. Judging
by my auditioning with aRega Planar 3
and a Goldring 1042 moving-magnet
cartridge, it's quite good. Not the best in
terms of resolution, perhaps, but then,
neither is the rest of the amplifier.
Ididn't quite hear the transient speed
or clarity that Iheard when the Bryston
B-60 drove the Martin-Logans. With the
A220, there was some of that homo-

The A220 is by far
my favorite of the
$1000 integrated amps
I've auditioned —
aheck of asweet deal.
genization Iwrote about earlier —a tendency of instruments to blend. Sorry
about that. Can't have everything—not
for $1000.
Meanwhile, the A220's glory was its
harmonic presentation — enough to
sweep me off my feet, and almost make
me forget the relative lack of transparency.
Is the A220 neutral?
Damned if Iknow. The A220 may be
the more accurate amplifier because of
its more full-bodied harmonic presentation. But the B-60 was more resolving,
producing aleaner, crisper, subjectively
quicker sound that was every bit as satisfying in its own way.
These, then, are two very different
amplifiers. Not that your choice is limited to these two particular integrateds —
you could go out and buy something
else. But in terms of sound quality, whatever you bought would probably be
worse for the money than either thc
A220 or the B-60.
Your choice — if you're trying to
decide between these two — may come
down to features. If you want abuilt-in
phono stage, the A220 has it. If you
require a headphone jack, turn your
attention to the B-60. If you need an
amp that runs cool and that you want to
leave on all the time —perhaps because
you're too lazy to shut it off—then opt
for Bryston.
Too bad you can't compare them at a

dealer. The A220 is sold only by mail
from Audio Advisor. But Audio Advisor
offers a30-day money-back guarantee,
so you can try the A220 in your system
and be certain that you like it.
At $999.95, the A220 is very competitively priced —it's by far my favorite of
the $1000 integrated amps I've auditioned. If this amp sold for $1495,rd be
saying, "Well..." At $999.95 Isay, "This
is aheck of asweet deal."
Icould easily live with this amplifier.
In fact, Iwill live with it for awhile, until
Musical Fidelity replaces its flagship
A1000 integrated with a new top-ofthe-line model. But that amp will sell
for several times the price of the A220.
The A220 had alovely liquidity that
many tube amplifiers struggle to achieve.
Plus, it had solid-state drive and dynamics.
Subjectively, even with the Martin-Logan
Acrius i— a somewhat difficult load
because an electrostatic panel is combined
with acone woofer —the A220 sounded
more powerful than 50Wpc.
The dynamic spaciousness of the
sound, combined with the full-bodied
harmonic presentation, made the A220
very musical. Highly recommended.
No. Make that warmly recommended.

COPLAND

MUSIC
AND SOUL

CTA 505
CTA 301

MK II

TUBE POWER/ PRE AMP

Divergent Technologies Inc.
RO. Box 8287,
Sylvania, OH 43560
1-800-514-7555
Fox: (419) 885-7148

OUR BIGGEST WEST COAST SHOW EVER!
Free Concerts! Free Seminars! Giant Record &CD Fair!

Plus the greatest

show in the world—in everyone's favorite vacation city!

HI-FI '97

is happening in San Francisco at the legendary Westin St. Francis Hotel
May 30 —Junel 1997'

Get set for our BIGGEST West
Coast Show ever -bigger than
any previous San Francisco or
Los Angeles Show. HI-FI '97 may
be as big or BIGGER than last
year's blockbuster Show in New
York. You've got to be there!

Speakers and other equipment in all
price categories. More hi-fi and home
theater than you could see and hear in a
year of traveling from dealer to dealer.
All in one place.

EXCITING EXHIBITS!
SCORES of manufacturers will introduce hot new home-theater and hi-fi
products. New DVD players. Affordable,
high-performance projection devices.
Sensational surround systems. See and
hear them first at HI-Fl '97.
Whatever your interest, you'll find
it displayed and demoed. Affordable
integrated amps from some of the
biggest names in hi-fi. New tube amps
and new tubes. New turntables, arms,
and cartridges.

AFABULOUS HOTEL!
The Westin St. Francis is one of San
Francisco's most popular and posh hotels.
The place is apalace. And you'll be royalty! Most rooms have 10-foot ceilings. The
sound will be superb. The location is tops,
too -right in the center of San Francisco.
SPECTACULAR GRAND CONCERT
Order Show tickets now and we'll
include aconcert-ticket request form
with your advance ticket order.
Request seats for the Grand Concert
with Maynard Ferguson and his Big
Bop Nouveau Band, sponsored by

Kenwood USA Home and Car Audio and
Stereophile. There is only alimited number of seats — first come, first served.
Other free concerts include performances by pianists David Chesky and
Hyperion Knight. Achamber recital with
violinist Arturo Delmoni and cellist
Nathaniel Rosen. Blues guitarist Doug
MacLeod in concert. Spanish folk guitarist Mario Suzuki. More! Free!!
FREE SEMINARS!
Meet the editors and staff of
Stereophile and Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater. Meet leading manufacturers and designers. Meet your friends,
too. Everybody will be there.
GIANT CD & RECORD FAIR!
There will be THOUSANDS of CDs and
LPs on sale at the Show, many at special

prices. These include recordings you will
NEVER find at your local record store,
which probably doesn't even sell records.
Lots of neat accessories and tweaks on
sale, tool Bring an extra suitcasel
STAY AT THE WESTIN ST. FRANCIS!
Phone The Westin St. Francis now at
(415) 397-7000 to reserve aroom before
they're all gone. Say, "Hi...I'm coming
for HI-Fl '97" to get the special Show
rate. Reserved for you!
NOTE: Ticket orders will be fulfilled in
the order received. Those who order
first will receive Show tickets first including the "bounce back" request
form for free advance concert tickets!
'Academy Trade Days start May 28.
May 28 and 29 are for Trade and Press only.

ATTENTION: MEMBERS OF THE TRADE
TWO ACADEMY TRADE DAYS!
May 28 & 29, 1997
Sponsored by The Academy
for the Advancement of
High End Audio

To Register for Trade Days:

EXHIBITORS—Still Some Rooms Left!

Fax Lynn Taulbee on

Call Ken Nelson NOW before exhibit rooms are completely sold out. This will be

your company letterhead.

our biggest West Coast Show ever. Maybe our biggest Show ever —period.

(505) 989-8791
Or write to her at: PO. Box 5529

BE APART OF IT!

Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529

EXHIBITORS—Contact Ken Nelson!

May 30, 31, &June 1,1997

(Please include abusiness card

NELSON AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 62 Wendover Road, Yonkers, NY 10705

are Consumer and Trade Days

in all correspondence.)

PHONE. (914) 476-3157

FAX: (914) 969-2746

ALL THESE BRANDS... AND MORE!
Acunan
AccusticArts
ACFX
Acoustic Research
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Aerial Acoustics
Alón
Alpha-Core
Amplifier
Technologies, Inc.
Ampro
Analogue Productions
Ares Sound
ART
ASC/Tube Traps
Atlantic Technology
The Audible Difference
Audible Illusions
Audio
Audio Advancements
Audio Advisor
Audio Artistry
Audio Design
Assoc aies ADA)
Audio Note
Audio Physic
Audio Plus
AudioPrism
Audio Products
International
AudioQuest
Audio Research

AudioStream
Audio Video Interiors
Audio/Video Shopper
Avantgarde Acoustic
Axcess Marketing
B&K
B&W
Balanced Audio
Technology
Bass Industries
Bay Area Audio
Black Knight
Black Parrot Audio
Blue Circle Audio
Brass Tacks
The British Alchemist
Cabasse
The Cable Company
Cable Talk
Camelot Technology
Canorus Inc
Canton
Cardas Audio
Carver
CO Blacklight
CD Flipper
CD Stoplight
Celestion
Cello
CEMA
Chesky Records
Duo
Christian Ltd

Hunt
Dynaudio
Immedia
EarMax
Infinite Slope
EAR USA
Infinity
Echo Busters
Iris
Group
EgglestonWorks
Isobearings
Electrocompanot
Jadis
EMI/Testament
Jason Scott
Energy
Distributing, Inc
Entertainment 0Home
Jazz Planet
Epic
Jeckl
in/Ergo
Epos
John Marks Records
Faroudja
July
Final Company, Ltd
Joseph Audio
Fi. The Magazine of
JSD Loudspeakers
Music &Sound
Justice
FM Acoustics
JVC
FM Antennas
JVC-XRCD
Focus Audio
KEF
Future Sound
Kenwood
Gallo Acoustics
Kevro International
Goertz Cable
KH America
Golden String
Khanna
Golden Tube Audio
Kober Kahle
Goldring
Hachette Filipacchi
Kinergetics Research
Magazines
Krell
Harmonie
Lamm Audio Lab
Divergent Technologies Holmes Powell
Legend Audio Design
Dolby Laboratories
Hologramdicoustic
Lexicon
Licensing Corp
Technologies
Lightstar
DTS Technology
Home Owners
London
Dunlap,
Marketing Services
Losan Stands
DWIN Electronics
Home Theater
Lucent ilm THX

Cisco Music
Citation
Clarity Recordings
Classé Audio
Classic Records
Clayton Audio
CHA Inc
Columbia Records
Complete Guide to
High-End Audio
Conrad-Johnson
Copland
Creek
Crown
Curtco Freedom Group
dB Audio
D-Box
DCC Compact Classics
dCS
Decade
Decca/Speaker's Corner
Denon
D'Feet
D.H. Labs
Diapason
Digital Music Products

Liman
Lyra
M&K
M.A Recordings
Manley Laboratories,
Inc
Marantz
Martin-Logan
May Audio Marketing
mbl
McCormack Audio
McIntosh Laboratory
Meadowlark Audio
Mercury Living Presence
Meridian
Mesa Engineering
Michael Green Designs
Mirage
MIT
Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab
Modern Postcard
Monitor Audio
Monopole
Monster Cable
March
Mosquito
Moth Audio Corp
Musical Surroundings
Music Hall
NAD
Negro
NHT

Nordost
Northstar Leading
The Way
0.L.S
Opus 3
OVOX
Panamas
Paradigm
Paradigm Reference
Parasound
pARTicular
Pass Labs
Performance Audio
Per Madsen
Platinum
PopeMusic
Precide
Premier
Prism
Proprius
PSB
Purist Audio Design
OED
Ouad
Quiet-Line
Quintessence Audio
RCA Living Stereo
Rectangular Solid Core
Reference Recordings
Revel
Ringrnat
Rogue Audio
Roksan

RoomTune
Royal Music &Cinema
Imports
RPM
Runco
&hunk Audio
Engineering
Sennheiser
Sequence
Shmarkers
Silicon Arts Design
Iverline Audio
Technology, Inc
Sim Audio, Ltd
Sonoma Sound Masters
Sony
Sound Application
Sound Graphics
SoundRack Systems
Soundscape
Sphinx
Stereophile
Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater
Stereo Review
Straight Wire
Svetlana Electron
Devices
Synergistic Research
Tandberg
TARA Labs
Target Audio
Thiel

Thorens
Top Hat
Toshiba
Total Media Systems
Totem Acoustics
Transparent Cable
Trema Sound, Inc
Triad Speakers
TRI Audio Marketing
Ultech Audio
Ultimate Audio
Ultimate Entertainment
Ultimate Sound
Ultimate Technology
Ultra Systems
Unison Research
Vacuum Tube Logic (VTll
Vampire Wire
Vandersteen Audio
Verve
Video
Vidikron
Virtual Listening Systems
Vital
Wado
Water Lily
Waveform
Wavestream Kinetic
WBT
Widescreen Review
Wilson Audio
Specialties
Yamamura

Note to the Trade Some brands will be represented only by their dealers. For alist of manufacturers who will exhibit directly or have representatives present, please fax Lynn Taulbee at (505)989-8791

ORDER TICKETS NOW, SAVE THIRTEEN BUCKS!

VISIT US ON THE WEB
AT

http://www.

hif ishow.com/hifi

MAIL YOUR
ORDER TO:
HI-Fl '97
P.O. Box 5529

And get first crack at
Free Concert Tickets'

You'll receive aconcert-ticket request form along with your advance ticket order!

YES! Send me

tickets to HI-FI '97 at S35 each.lickets are good for all 3days.

Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529
11041

Phone your
credit-card order to:

ADDRESS

(505) 982-2366
STATE OR PROVINCE

Fax your
credit-card order
24 hours aday to .
(505) 989-8791

/IP/POSTAt CON

COUNTRY

PHONE

FA,

Check enclosed (PAYABLE in HI -Fl 9/1

Home Theater&
Specialty fludio

CARD NUMBER

5110111
See You in San Francisco!

SIGNATURE

Charge my:

VISA

MASTERCARD

AMEX

,..dimimeA-Coming Soon To a
Price Range Near You
Miles
Theta Digital's first Compact
Disc Player

I
,

Theta Digital, the company that pioneered

Pearl is Theta's lowest cost transport

separate component digital to analog

to date, yet offers much familiar Theta

converters and transports, is bringing out its

technology. Based on the Pioneer

first compact disc player, Miles.

Stable Table, it incorporates jitter

Miles' digital to analogue conversion uses
Theta's famous programming on ahigh

reduction circuitry, and multiple high
quality power supplies.

powered computer, and is offered with
achoice of either single ended or fully
differential balanced output.
Miles offers an analog volume control

Pearl
Theta's new Transport

similar to Casablanca's, excellent
power supplies, Theta's proprietary
jitter reduction technology,
and truly superb sound.

iii._
-,

'

-maiimilaummilinieratiemeffle411
DiitalDreie Right

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Derry Ave., Suite R, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 (818) 597-9195 FAX (818) 597-1079 Email thetadig@aol.com
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Michael Fremer
Iused The Lift on aRega 9currently
ywife shows our dog. Some- ously produced audiophile boxed sets, it
times Itag along to watch Mr. would be pricey. ALTO's Joachim Bose under review, and once Ihad all of the
Eno in the ring. If you think (no relation) faxed to tell me that the set, parameters properly adjusted, it worked
high-end audio is weird, you ought to an edition limited to 1500 copies, will flawlessly and reliably, lifting the arm off
check out the world of show dogs — in retail for around $195. That includes the record gently and without surprises.
the fetish department, those shows seven 180gm LPs, abooklet, and abox. The biggest problem was deciding
make audiophiles look like rank ama- Very reasonable. The set soon will be where on the plinth to stick the
Velcro '
m-bottomed post to properly set
teurs. And talk about subjectivity and available through Acoustic Sounds.
the lift point. Too close to the label and
petty politics! Jeez!!
the mechanism doesn't engage; too far
Anyway, part of the judge's job is a Analog convenience?
hands-on confirmation check. Do I Sounds like an oxymoron, but I'm fre- and it lifts the arm before the end of the
conclude from this that the judge quently asked about such convenience record.
While you're futzing around with
spends all of his time feeling dogs' balls? items as end-of-record arm-lift devices.
Iused to have asimple pivoted gadget placement and adjusting the pivot-point
No.
So why do some Stereophile readers that worked reasonably well once it was height and the amount of weight you
think Ispend all of my time listening to properly adjusted. (When it wasn't, it want to throw around, you can do some
vinyl? Or obsessing over hi-fi equip- would send the arm hurtling through serious stylus and/or record damage. So
use a trashed record — hopefully one
ment? Ithink Ispeak for all Stereophile the air, back toward the lead-in groove
reviewers and editors when Isay that all and/or stylus oblivion.) And while Ino cut pretty close to the label —and affix
of us are in this for the music—whether longer worry about astylus spending a the stylus guard before proceeding.
it's on CD, vinyl, Edison cylinder, V- few minutes orbiting alead-out groove, Once you've chosen the spot, Express
Machining recommends you use clear
some of you obviously do.
Disc, caççette, or whatever. What you
The Lift is apivoted device manu- silicone to affix the post.
read from us on the printed page is the
Iguarantee you'll have afew hairy
factured by Express Machining in San
thin end of the wedge —but that's the
Jose, California, which, when properly moments filled with bouncing and flyjob description, so that's what you read!
Do you expect me to drone on about adjusted, will lift the arm off the record ing arms, and you won't be helped
much by The Lift's woefully inadequate
CDs in this column? Of course not— gently and without any surprises. The
even though they're what's usually play- Lift uses apivoted, weighted post to installation instructions: "Fine tuning:
raise the arm, but unlike my old stylus for best results, position The Lift so that
ing while I'm writing. Ishouldn't have
to explain this, but judging from some killer, the neatly machined mechanism the tonearm lifts just before the end of
recent letters to the editor — and the is fully adjustable vertically and laterally the last grove [sic]." Say what? The arm
hate e-mail Iget (my favorite post began so you can control the action. When the is supposed to lift up before the record
with, "Obviously, you don't read tonearm touches the pivoted arm, the is over? Ithink they meant before the
weight drops, swinging the lift bar, last lead-out groove. The problem here
Stereophile...1, Ido have to.
is, as usual, the folks doing the inIn an exquisite irony, the day my which raises the arm.
March Stereophile arrived with the letter
dissing me saying that "indic" recording
engineers don't really give acrap about
sound or what we tweaky turntabletotin' audiophiles think, who should call
looking for some rweaky advice but
Bob Weston —Steve Albini's cohort in
the group Shellac, and afine recording
engineer himself Weston's got aVPI
HW19 Jr./Sumiko Bluepoint combo,
some tube amps, and B&W Matrix
loudspeakers. He was looking for preamp advice. When Iread him the letter,
1.0111111111111111,11111.11i*** ••••••••••••••••••
he laughed his ass off.
•
lealeelliell UP
sae ••••••••
*moo
*11101.110.** •••••• menia
,
Anyway, when I wrote about
•
see are •• * ••••• •••••
ALTOAnalogire's seven-LP boxed set of
recordings by conductor Ataulfo Argenta
in the February "Analog Corner," Isaid,
"If you have to ask how much this will
cost, you can't afford it." That's because
though the price hadn't yet been set, I
Express Machining's 'The Lift'
figured that, judging by other sumptuR.
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stmction writing are too close to the
product to put themselves in the shoes
of the end user.
Once you've got The Lift properly
positioned, you'll find it works as advertised. The only hitch is the cost:
$99.95 in chrome, $129.95 in gold (both
prices include shipping, handling, and a
free T-shirt). The qualities of machining
and finish are outstanding, though; the
price probably reflects what it costs to
manufacture, plus a reasonable profit
margin. Mine didn't come with the
impossibly small Allen wrench you'll
need to adjust the thing, nor do the
instructions provide aclue as to what
size it is. For $99.95, the Allen wrench
should be included. At the very least, its
size should be divulged.
The Lift is apricey, well-built, potentially useful product in serious need of
good instructions. In the High End,
what else is new? For more information,
contact Express Machining, P.O. Box
641251, San Jose, CA 95164-1251. Tel:
(408) 288-7237. Fax: (408) 288-7238.
You can see The Lift in operation on the
company's Web site: www.expressma.If you use the order form on
the Web site, you can receive adiscount
if you order before 5/30/97, with a
money-back guarantee if it doesn't fit
your turntable.
Post-WCES news
Music Hall's Roy Hall called with news,
good and bad.
The bad? The neat-looking, Regabased Mosquito turntable Hall planned
to import (see my CES report in April,
p.74) will not be available Stateside or
anyplace else — the manufacturer has
apparently gone belly-up.
The good? The venerable Zerostat
antistatic gun, once distributed Stateside
by Discwasher, is back in production,
now manufactured by Goldring/Milty
and imported by Hall. According to
Hall, the new model, the Zerostat 3, will
sell for "$45 or $50," complete with the
little test bulb that lights up if the thing
is working. After 20 years, mine still is.
If you came of vinyl age after the
Zerostat was discontinued, it's a gunshaped device that you point at arecord
on the 'table. With the volume muted, you
slowly squeeze the trigger, then slowly
release it. Doing so discharges the static
electricity built up on the vinyl. It
works. But if you don't mute your preamp you'll hear the loud, amplified
popping of the gun as it discharges the
static. It ain't pretty.
In other hardware news, VPI's Harry
Weisfeld called to tell me about sonic
Stereophile, May 1997

changes in his flagship TNT Mk.ill
turntable. First, there's anew integral
platter/bearing assembly — no more
set-screwing around to level the platter.
That one won't be available for afew
months, but ready now is an air-suspension system that replaces the springs
or Sorbothane suspensions atop the four
feet. The device, manufactured by Firestone ('where the rubber meets the
road"), is easily retrofittable on TNT III
feet. The cost will be between $400 and
$500 for aset of four. A trade-in program will allow owners to send back the
old feet and get aset of the new air-

VPI's Harry Weisfeld called
to tell me about some
changes in his flagship
TNT Mk.III turntable.
bag-fitted ones. For owners of older
TNTs, the cost goes up to between
$800 and $900 for four new feet, as the
originals are not retrofittable. Also coming soon for the TNT is a newly
designed one-piece Flywheel featuring
an integral chrome-hardened shaft.
While it will be more accurate in its
physical performance, only the serious
fetishist should consider upgrading.
Otherwise, it will be included as part of
the regular TNT Mk.III package.
Suspending belief
After I'd finished writing my review of
the Crown Jewel cartridge (see April
'97, p.209), but &fore he'd read it,
importer Steven Klein called to ask if
I'd like to hear one of his other products — the $4950 Sounds Of Silence
Vibraplane 2212 active isolation platform, reviewed here awhile back by
Jonathan Scull (May 1994) and Shannon Dickson (November 1995). I
swallowed hard. "Yes," Isaid. A few
weeks later it arrived — all 145 lbs of it.
Also in tow was the Peak Scientific
compressor (included in the price, and
an additional 30 lbs), needed to keep
the system airbound. Out from under
the TNT went the Seismic Sink and
the Bright Star Big Foot. In went the
Vibraplane, carefully set down onto the
TNT stand's acrylic platform.
Look, Iknow a$5000 turntable platform is pretty sick stuff for most of us,
but that doesn't mean it shouldn't be
auditioned or discussed. As with other
pricey innovations, such technologies
usually find their ways down to us plebes
in the forms of less expensive adaptations

like Townshend Audio's Seismic Sink,
Bright Star's new Air Mass for the TNT,
Immedia's Noise Blocker, and, of course,
VPI's own air-suspension feet.
The Vibraplane consists of a rather
massive steel platform, under which sit
three active pneumatic air pods, three sensors, and aseries of small air tanks and
valves. The compressor is set to maintain
between 90 and 100psi; the Vibraplane
itself operates at between 70 and 75psi.
Both pressures arc adjusted via apair of
WATTS regulators, one on the compressor and one built into the Vibraplane.
Overall height and individual pod leveling
are accomplished via three side-mounted
adjustment knobs. Once set, the level is
automatically monitored and maintained:
If you set an object down on one side of
the platform, or push down gently with
your kind, air is automatically pumped
into that pod to re-level the surface.
The Vibraplane is an awesome device;
it's used in the "real" world for such scientific applications as electron microscopy,
where complete isolation from external
vibrations is essential. The Vibraplane isolates both vertically and horizontally at a
resonant frequency of about 1.5Hz. The
suspensions built into the Rockport Sirius
turntable series are similar, if not identical,
to the add-on Vibraplane.

CT-26v preamp/tuner:$659 suggested retail
AV-505 five-channel amplifier (80 W x5/130 W
Power Steering): $859 suggested retail

"If you are in the market for
acombo that excels in clarity,
effortless power handling, ease
of use and excellent surround
steering- indeed, if you are in
the market for an incredible
value, place your bets on this
duo-"
Greg Pelan, The Audio Adventure,
January 1997

CARVER
Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202
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SYSTEM

Solid hardwood trim,
available in Natural Cherry, Red Cherry,
Clear Oak or Black Oak.
Tweeter and midrange operate in minimum
baille enclosures for maximum clarity. Acoustic damping
placed on the baffle reduces early driver reflections.
Aluminum dome tweeter critically
damped to avoid break-up and ringing.
Rear ambience driver aids recreation of the
original depth and ambience of the recording site.
Separate, hand-soldered, point to point
GAIN" crossover circuit harmonically blends drivers
to sound like a single element speaker.
Woven carbon fiber "main driver" is a midrange
without equal, operating well within its capable limits.
Two piece stacking enclosure completely isolates
the midrange and tweeter from the bass cabinet.
Bass enclosure aperiodicallv braced
with wall thickness to I.5".
Custom epoxy cone 8" drivers with
bass response to 20 Hz without distortion.
DRI
circuit increases amplifier
output power for dynamic bass response.
TM

The
R-4, grille cloth renowed,
cabinet cut away, SISRP from $IS

"We chuckled when we realized that the i'R is
sido,1_1‘,1 I111(1,11
Reality, but our scornful smiles were soon changed to amazed silence...
"Irrespective of the size of the room and irrespective of where you arc sitting
-or standing -you will experience an ultra precise and shocking three dimensional stereo accuracy.
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"...the VR-4 without trouble can send vibrating shock waves of precipitous
'body bass' through the listening room. Everything else may have been
shaking but the speakers remained standing firmly as sandbags.
"Rarely words such as authority and control have been so adequate as here,
and one could easily believe that the VR-4's bass was equipped with active
power steering."
Mats Meyer-Lie, Hyi &Music Magazine, Sweden, September 1996
"I can confidently say that the Von Schweikert Research VR-4s are the finest
loudspeakers Ihave had the pleasure of hearing in my listening room.. They
hit all my hot buttons -deep articulate bass, timbre! accuracy, fast, open,
three dimensional soundstaging... you know what that means don't you?
I'm buying the review pair!"
Stuart A. McCreary, Positive Feedback, Vol.S No.6, 1995
The Von Schweikert Research VR-4 loudspeakers offer breakthrough
performance and outstanding value. Superb engineering brings Virtual
Reality to the listener, convincingly portraying the passion and stage of the
recorded perlOrmance. Visit a Von Schweikert Research dealer to experience the amazing reality of the VR-4s for yourself.
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through successive layers of increasingly
"lossy" material, in which it is finally
dissipated as heat. The mostly mirrorimage construction (the bottom layer of
aluminum is thinner than the top one)
means that, in theory at least, the board
is equally good at dissipating mechanical
vibrations originating from the outside
and traveling up through the support
platform — in this case, a virtual impossibility due to the effectiveness of the
Vibraplane.
The platform conies with three solidaluminum cubes or "couplers"; these
allow you to bypass the rubber feet that
come attached to the bottoms of many
components. The idea is to transfer
Vibraplane 2212 active isolation platform
energy, not impede it. Nonetheless, in
the instructions, Bizlewicz encourages
Unfortunately, for your five grand and timbral rightness that... well, I'll
experimenting with spiked feet and
spare you the superlatives.
you get aplatform barely large enough
Was there adownside? Yes. The very "tuning" devices —but under the Symto accommodate the TNT,' and too
posium Platform, and in conjunction
bottom end had gotten somewhat weaksmall for both the motor and the
er and less focused compared to what I with the aluminum couplers on top.
Flywheel. With most other turntables,
of course, there's no problem. First I was used to. Was it the missing
Flywheel, or was it the lack oían energy Walker Audio Valid Points
auditioned the Vibraplane with the
Speaking of which, I'd previously been
TNT sans Flywheel. Understand that absorber? Just as Iwas preparing to take
acircular saw to apiece of 3
/"plywood playing around with Lloyd Walker's
4
the compressor rarely comes on once
Valid Points (best name since Tiptoes —
in order to fashion a platforni large
the platform has been pressurized. In
if
you're into ahigh-mass approach to
enough
to
accommodate
both
Flywheel
fact, during the week I've had it in the
and motor, a friend told me about a resonance control, these mighty cones
system, it has never come on while I've
work very well under CD transports and
product made right here in Joisey.
been in the room.
preamps. (Walker claims they also work
While the Vibraplane, along with other
with loudspeakers, amplifiers, turntables,
Symposium Acoustics
isolation devices both active and passive, is
etc.) Valid Points arc made of aheavy
Energy Absorption Platform
designed to effectively keep outside vibrabrass/lead combination and sit pointIcalled Symposium Acoustics designer
tions from getting in, it's not nearly as prodown on his resin/lead/brass "control
Peter Bizlewicz to ask if he made platficient at dealing with system-derived
discs." Walker recommends supporting a
forms large enough to accommodate
energy. That's why Iuse the Seismic Sink
the TNT/Flywheel combo. "No, but I component on three points and placing
as an isolation device in conjunction with
can make one if you give me about a two discs on top of the component, near
the sand-filled Bright Star Big Foot as an
its center. Once you've located the best
week." About aweek later he showed
energy absorber. The Sink isolates, while
positions, he recommends using Mortite
up with an oversized version of his
the sand-filled Big Foot, with its split
to hold them in place. A set of three
mechanical diode.
plinth and outboard hanging motor supsmaller
cones with five discs costs $230.
Just
as
turntable
designers
have
come
port, deals with motor-, Flywheel-, and
to recognize the benefits of vinyl/ Three larger cones with five discs costs
bearing-induced noises and vibrations.
$260. Walker offers a30-day moneyacrylic mechanical impedance coupling
Nonetheless, the TNT (minus the
back guarantee. (Walker Audio, 1139
in order to drain and dissipate energy
Flywheel) sitting atop the Vibraplane
from the record surface, Bizlewicz begins Thrush Lane, Audubon, PA 19403. Tel:
offered asonic improvement over the
(610) 666-6087) Like to play? Knock
his constrained-layer-damped design
Seismic Sink/Big Foot combo that was
with athin top surface of aluminum that yourself out. Meanwhile, DJ Caç.scr's carnot subtle. The entire sonic picture
bon-fiber composite cones, at three for
closely matches the mechanical imappeared way, way back from where its
$60. strike me as areal bargain.
pedance of most chassis materials. Next
front boundary had previously been.
comes alayer of high-density fiberboard,
The new richness and solidity to images
Back to the board
followed by a thicker layer of MDF
were much closer to what live music
(medium-density fiberboard), then athin- The standard-size Symposium board,
sounds like compared to what I'd gotten
with its gleaming aluminum surface,
before. The reduction in grain and grit ner layer of lower-density but very rigid
looks and feels impressive. Build quality
foam that forms the center of the approxwas similar to what I'd previously
is superb. The longer, wider, 55-lb TNT
imately 2'/2"-thick platform. From there
described in this column when Iinserted the Seismic Sink under the Big the layers repeat in amirror image, ending version is even more imposing, if not abit
clinical placed atop the Vibraplane. First,
with abottom layer of aluminum.
Foot —only to amuch, much greater
The entire "hi-tech," constrained- to reduce the variables, Ilistened to the
degree. There was an unflappability to
layer-damped assembly is pressure- TNT without the Flywheel: aclear-cut
the entire picture, asense of unlimited
improvement in the bass, and even
laminated using "space age" dry addynamic explosiveness, a seamlessness
greater overall focus. With the Flywheel
hesives. The theory is that mechanical
in place, the results were simply overenergy flows from the equipment chas1The plAtittmt h the st.mdard 'in., 24 x20".
whelming.
Ihave tit'Ver heard such top-tosis
to
the
aluminum
surface,
then
down
CuNtom size ,.
are as allable for the TNT
Stereophile, May 1997
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N
bottom authority, focus, and slam
through my system. Imean, Iwas jazzed
into avery-late-night listening session.
Needless to say, when a reporter
from the Will Street Journal's European
edition visited for an upcoming story on
the vinyl resurgence, Iwas ready for
him! His awe was superseded only by
mine as we spun hour after hour of
vinyl, occasionally stopping for an LP/
CD comparison. Davey Spillane's Atlantic Bridge? Wow! Classic's new threeLP Dead Man Walking soundtrack?
Yikes! The guy missed his first train out,
and almost missed the second.
The efficacy of the Symposium
Acoustics platform was easy to demonstrate. With the 'table stopped and the
stylus in the groove, asharp tap on the
motor or Flywheel's surface —which
had produced awarm thunk through the
speakers when the TNT rested on the
Big Foot—now yielded abarely audible pop on the Symposium platform.
Tapping on the platform itself confirmed quite clearly how effective it is in
absorbing and dissipating energy. You
can feel it with your fingers.
Bizlewicz still hasn't calculated the
exact cost of the larger platform, but he
figures it will come in at between five
and six hundred dollars —not cheap.

Not expensive either, considering how
effective it is. But here's good news: most
turntables will fit on astandard Symposium platform, which measures about
18" by 14" and costs only $200. The platform (designed to replace the wood or
MDF shelves in products like Target
stands) is also supposed to work well

The Vibraplane/
Symposium combo is a
true state-of-the-art
isolation/absorption
platform for vinyl playback.
It's keeping me up
late at night, every night.
under electronics —especially tubed gear
with transformers. Ihaven't tried it yet.
The Vibraplane/Symposium combo is
atrue state-of-the-art isolation/absorption
platform for vinyl playback. Les keeping
me up late at night, every night. At about
$5500, it should offer clearly superior performance from the TNT It does—you'd
hear it in aminute. The good news is that

LYLE

the Seismic Sink/Bright Star combo performs well, too —not in the same league,
mind you, but with great effectiveness
nonetheless. And now Bright Star makes
an Air Mass platform for the TNT, which
Ihaven't heard. [W's Phillips will be nporting
on this next nwnth. — Ed] And for owners
of "normar-sized 'tables, aSeismic Sink
or Bright Star Air Mass/Symposium
combo can be yours for well under $500.
A combo worth considering for any vinyl
fanatic on a nonnal budget. You can
contact Symposium Acoustics at 30
Industrial Avenue, Mahwah, NJ 07430.
Tel: (201) 616-4787.
Step-by-step turntable setup!
Beembe I've gotten so many requests from
readers asking for adetailed description of
how Igo about setting up acartridge/
arm/turntable combo, an upcoming
'Analog Comer" will be ablow-by-blow
account. There are many ways to skin acat
(and believe me, Iwanted to after ours
jumped up on the TNT recently and
popped all the belts with his paw while I
was showing it to some audio-world dignitaries). My procedure will be only one
of many possibilities. I'll also be dealing
with the psychology of setup to encourage
the timid among you to try your hand at
what really is astraightforward process. S
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'in starting to hate computers. They
take up all my time. Whether I'm
writing, preparing classes to teach,
toying with computer-generated music,
managing finances, or (too often) upgrading hardware, I'm spending too
much time in the computer chair, not
enough in the listening chair.
This has always been asmall problem,
but the rise of the Internet has made it
worse. It's too easy to listen to Radio
Deutsche WeIle, surf Web sites, or witness the strange pageantry of newsgroup
flamers. It's too much fun to hunt down
old, lost friends from high school and use
e-mail to make their nightmares conic
true: "New state regulations have rendered your high school diploma invalid.
Mrs. Grumpflug expects you in algebra
class beginning September 7... ” But
there's aprice: Sometimes days go by
and the only disc spinning at my house is
the one in the hard drive.
Recently Ihad avery dry spell: Ididn't
listen to music for two weeks. Iknow,
this is an audio taboo. But Ihave an
excuse, Mrs. Grumpflug. It wasn't my
fault —my computer ate my time. Ihad
the time really. And suddenly it was
gone. Every day, Imeant to devote at
least an hour or two to music —and I
don't mean just playing it in the background. Imean the beloved staple of
audio life: the extended listening session
with distractions gone, eyes closed, lights
down, and volume up. Yet each night the
computer managed to take control and
impose its own algebra —just afew minutes checking e-mail and afew more in
the newsgroups would somehow add up
to hours.
Eventually Ihit bottom. While shaving one morning Isaw the unavoidable
truth staring at me in the mirror: "I
know audiophiles," Isaid; "audiophiles
arc friends of mine; and you arc no
audiophile!" That day Iput my work on
hold and dedicated the afternoon to the
care of my audio soul.
Right away, Ihit asnag: What to play?
Usually Icarry around amental list of
recordings to start things off— those I
missed the last time, or new pieces of
music that I've since thought about. But
this time Ifelt strangely disoriented. I
stared blankly at my recordings. The
Stereophile, May 1997

piles of LPs on the floor were amystery,
too —are these sitting here to be cleaned?
Arc those to be traded in? Which interconnects am Iusing now, anyway?
Time had taken its toll —my low-level
audio memory was lost. Ihad to press F1,
enter sFrue, and regain nw footing.

"I know audiophiles,"
Isaid to my mirror,
"and you are no
audiophile!" That day
Iput my work on hold
and dedicated the
afternoon to the care
of my audio soul.
Ialmost gave in. The computer was
calling me. But I'd caught awhiff of
shiny black vinyl, and there was no turning back. Ifigured out which stack of
LPs was my "new-and-not-yet-played"
pile, closed my eyes, and pulled out the
first one that
felt right.

Ah! I'd forgotten about this —an older
stereo LP of the Saint-Saëns Symphony 3
(the "Organ Symphony") with Georges
Prêtre conducting the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra (Angel S 35924),
bought for abuck at asecondhand store.
Since this chestnut was one of the first
that, years ago, turned me on to classical
music, and Ihave several versions of it
already, I'd almost passed it by. But here
was apristine blue-label Angel stamped
"1A." Perhaps there's aGod after all.
Wow! This is agreat recording! The
performance is abit slow and relaxed
compared to most others, but the strings
are intoxicating, and the soundstage is a
true S2D4. You can have all those shaded
dogs (well, not mine, but you know what
Imean) — I'd be happy on a desert
island with apile of old blue- and redlabel Angels. (Ihey're the ones with the
red vinyl glued over the spines of the
record jackets — easy to spot in the bins.)
There's apoint near the climax (or,
should Isay, the second or third climax)
of the Saint-Saëns where the lower
horns play back and forth off the trumpets. When Iheard it, adifferent piece of
music came to mind —an old recording
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cereal bowl, and sizzling bacon don't
hover between your speakers in adeep,
wide culinary soundstage?
Ialso love Pink Floyd because of
the way they used synthesizers. Like
only ahandful of others in their day
(Pete Townshend and the Beatles
come to mind), they used them only
to serve the music. Synths weren't
thrown in because they were new
and far out, man. In fact, Idon't
think there are any synths on Atom
Heart Mother. All those strange
sounds seem to be recorded and
manipulated the old-fashioned way:
splicing tapes, playing voices through
Leslie speakers, equalizing the heck out
of acoustic pianos, etc.
This do-it-yourself ideology is fueling
the current vogue among musicians for
analog synthesizers—audiophiles aren't
the only ones with an ongoing digitalvs-analog debate. Since anyone can
get acheap digital synthesizer, press a
-mood
few buttons, and instantly sound like
Genesis, Duran Duran, or New
Order, the truly hip and creative must
by Pink Floyd in which horns create a take the hard road. You've got to invent
your own sounds by wrestling with anasimilar effect. When the Symphony conlog oscillators, filters, and possibly even
cluded, Itried to remember which one
the tangled patch cords of yore. (I learned
it was —Meddle? Obscured by Clouds?
this from an Eddie Vedder lookalike who
Unzmagumma ...?
The cow. That's it! It's on Atom Heart was just thrilled to buy my old Cromar
Orchestrator keyboard for 20 bucks. To
Mother (Harvest SMAS 382), the album
with the cow on the cover. Once I him, Imust have looked like one of those
old fools who sell their LPs at flea maropened the gatefold cover, it wasn't vinyl
kets for 10 cents apiece.)
that Ismelled. No wonder it's hard to
remember exactly which songs are on
which Pink Floyd albums.
An old-fashioned
If you were in New York City some
20 years ago, it was really hip to wear .1
listening session and
button that said I HATE PINK FLOYD. The
a newfangled surf on
Clash and The Jam were in; The Wall was
out. No matter — Ipredict future historithe Internet have this
ans of music are going to recognize Pink
Floyd as one of the greats. On Atom Heart
in common: In each case,
Mother, Roger Waters had begun leading
the band toward the gloominess that
the media in question are
would be its trademark. Yes, the recording is primitive ifjudged by the producstructured as hypertext.
tion standards they later set—Nick
Mason's drumkit is sometimes comThe high priests of this back-to-basics
pressed into weighdess tissue paper, and
movement are the members of the band
you can just about feel the band wishing
Stereolab. When Iwent back to my
they had more tracks to record on.
new-LP bin, their recent album Emperor
Still, the attempt to combine abrass
Tomato Ketchup (Elektra 61840-1, LP)
orchestra and choir with the Floyd's coswas staring right at me. With atitle so
mic psychedelia is just pure fun. The
similar to Atom Heart Mother, it seemed
album is young, ambitious, and crackles
to be saying "play me next." So Idid.
with the excitement of abunch of art stuStereolab also has aspirations to high art.
dents planning to overthrow orchestral
I first learned about them from an
tradition. Besides, audiophiles have to like
Pink Floyd. They knew we'd be listening. eibibit of theirs at the Walker Art
Gallery in Minneapolis. You were inHow is the last song, `Alan's Psychedelic
structed to sit on abench before alarge,
Breakfast," going to work if Alan's sink,
Stereophile, May 1997

goopy-looking slab of bright green plastic wired up with several pairs of headphones. You were then instructed to listen to the music playing through the
'phones (Stereolab, of course) and
simultaneously feel the goopy-looking
thing. Ipassed on feeling the thing, but
Ilistened for quite awhile.
Stereolab has something for everyone.
There's one part Abba (for asmooth 70s
Euro-pop feel), one part early Talking
Heads(peppy, scratchy guitars), and a
healthy dose of analog synthesizers (early
Eno, Cluster, or Kraftwerk). The rest is
all their own.
After Emperor 'Tomato Ketchup Iwent
hunting for other examples of the popexotica Iused to love. Before Iknew
better, Ibelieved that the more obscure
arecording was, the better it had to be.
Obviously, alot of my old LPs are just
dead weight. (Having moved recently, I
emphasize the "weight.") But when I
spied The Durutti Column hiding
between The Db's and (dare Iadmit)
Echo and the Bunnymen, Iknew I'd
found the right segue from Stereolab.
The Durutti Column is a one-man
show featuring guitarist/keyboardist/
songwriter Vim Reilly. While Icleaned
up his Deux Triangles EP (Factory Benelux
FBN 10), it occurred to me that the last
time I'd played this record was on my old
Empire Troubadour. Rescuing that
turntable from the dirt (literally) of a
barn sale was my first official step
toward high-end insanity. (Step two was
stuffing the platter with Morirte.) When
Icued up Triangles on my VPI 'table,
however, Irealized how many steps ago
that was. My jaw dropped. Get thee to a
used-record store! Pressed in Belgium,
this EP sounds like Belgian chocolate
tastes — big, smooth, and rich.
Reilly's compositions sound semiimprovised. He'll use his percussive
piano playing to build up huge, reverberant spaces, then overdub electric guitars. He even uses old analog drum
machines sometimes, the kind that
mimic (very bad-sounding) drums and
cymbals with gated pink noise. Somehow he makes them sound great. Since
his piano compositions are reminiscent
of Gershwin and his guitar playing
sounds like Jerry Garcia's, the result is an
odd but compelling mix. Playing live,
The Durutti Column is just as unusual.
When Isaw them years ago in Chicago,
Reilly juggled his keyboards and guitars
while accompanied by apercussionist in
atuxedo who looked as though he'd gotten lost on his way to Symphony Hall.
Speaking of Symphony Hall, while I
was enjoying "Music for an Out-of-Tune
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its sweet highs, articulate
midrange, and tight, well-defined
bass response were right on
the money."
Recommended Components, Wes Phillips
Stereophile, Vol. 20, No. 4, April 1997
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facturing, Esoteric Audio cables are state-of-theart, built by the world's leading cable
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Piano," Reilly's rhythms and melodies
brought an entirely different piece of
music to mind. This time it was Michael
Tippett's Concerto for Double String
Orchestra. The recording, in which
Tippett conducts the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra (Virgin VC 90701), was my
last choice for this session, and asuitable
finale for my second hi-fi honeymoon. I
especially like the furious, confusing
polyrhytluns in the first and third movements. There are moments when it
seems even Tippett himself is not quite
sure how the different lines and rhythms
are supposed to weave together. This is
one of my test records — if anew component can help me figure out more of
what's going on, it's akeeper.
As Isat down to write about my
musical afternoon, however, Icouldn't
convince myself that I'd really gotten
away from the world of computing. Yes.
my computer, mouse, and monitor were
out of sight and out of mind. But Ihad
the feeling that an old-fashioned listening session and anewfangled surf on
the Internet have something in common: In each case, the media in question
are structured as hypertext.
Strictly speaking, hypertext is what
you browse (or surf) on the Internet.
(For those who have yet to bite the
Internet apple, many HELP screens in personal computer programs are also hypertext.) If ordinary text consists in documents to be read sequentially, like the
pages of abook, hypertext consists in
documents connected or linked in different, complex ways. By clicking your
mouse on alink, you could, for example,
jump from page 2to page 5in an ordinary text, or jump to page 3in another
document entirely. The World Wide
Web is the result of zillions of documents
variously connected (or spun) together
by hypertext links of this sort.
In its own way, my listening session
was atour through documents —musical documents — linked together as
hypertext. That brass passage in the
Saint-Saëns, for instance, seemed to read
"click here for something similar by
Pink Floyd." Atom Heart Mother, in turn,
was linked to Emperor Tinnato Kati:up for
reasons having to do with synthesizers
and odd three-word titles. In each case,
memory and imagination built links
between recordings in my collection. In
each case, Ifollowed them.
Maybe this is the real excuse for my
audiophile failings (temporary, only temporary!). Ididn't realize the extent that
computing was stealing time from my
listening because the two activities are so
similar—they have acommon form, but
Stereophile, May 1997

before the discs started spinning.
If I'm right about this, the relationship
between audio and computing is not so
simple. Usually, Itend to think that computers are stalking our beloved hobby.
Home audio may have survived the rise of
home video (at least at my place), but it's
only amatter of time before both home
video and home audio arc swallowed up
by powerful multimedia computing systems. Amplifiers, disc changers, and
VCRs will remain tucked out of sight
while you control all your applications —
audio, video, telephone, Internet, climate
control, etc.—with amouse and monitor.
Instead of having to numnage through
piles of LPs, CDs, or tapes, we may just
The World Wide Web is
scroll through lists of recordings and call
them up from ahard drive or download
just amuch bigger version
them from the Internet. (I know, this is
starting to sound like Zager & Evans's "In
of the kind of textual
the Year 25251 Even loudspeakers may
space audiophiles have
become obsolete —we'll just connect our
systems directly to die auditory centers of
been enjoying all along.
our brains. Hopefully, our love for big,
heavy cibles and megawatt amplifiers will
In the beginning was the
he over by then.
What won't change is the hypertextual
Shelf-Wide Web.
structure of agood listening session. The
World Wide Web is just amuch bigger
dal and uninteresting. If the seventh version of the kind of textual space audioselection were Sarah Vaughn and the philes have been enjoying all along. In the
beginning was the Shelf-Wide Web. Each
eighth were Vaughan Williams, I'd be
disappointed. Ilike them both, no doubt, of us can find meaningful hypertext paths
but — like pizza and pancakes — not at reaching from our Alwyn to our Zappa,
one sitting. Surfing the Net randomly and that's exactly what happy listening
would be asimilar kind of experience. If and happy record collecting are all about.
you had no idea where links were going Computing and the Internet craze are
S
to take you, you'd certainly see lots of dif- just catching on.
ferent things. But you'd be amere spectator, and often bored.
Exhibit 2: When surfing the Net or
listening to recordings, it's best not to
plan every step in advance. Despite
Mr. Gates's advertisement, half the
fun of the Internet is not knowing
where you want to go today. If you
start out in the audio pages, for
instance, you might find your way
to car audio, sidestep into the
world of antique cars, and end up
finding an online tribute to
Raymond Loewy and the
Studebaker Avanti (one of my
favorites). The fun is planning your
trip while you're taking it.
It's the same with agood listening
session. The logic and feelings that hold
it together accumulate as you listen. If
someone did choose to play Vaughan
Williams right after Sarah Vaughn, that
choice could make perfect sense, given
the mood he or she felt three recordings before. If so, that listening session
probably couldn't have been planned

different content. A good listening session, in other words, is ahypertextual
surf through arecord collection.
Skeptical? Exhibit 1: When you're
surfing the Internet or listening to records, you follow anonrandom, determinate course through documents. If I
had one of those jukeboxes that holds an
entire CD collection, for example, I
doubt Iwould ever press the RANDOM
PLAY button unless Iwanted only some
background music; the resulting sequence of recordings would be amishmash. That is, the links holding that listening session "together" would be artifi-

We'd call them revolutionary,
but quite frankly, we Brits
are still a little uncomfortable
with that word.

Introducing the new Alpha range from Arcam -the latest in a long line of high performance,
British engineered tuners, CD players and integrated amplifiers. Sleekly redesigned. More powerful.
Easily upgradable. Give them a listen and see how they compare with other leading components.
Because that's one battle we know we can win.

For more information call 1-888-ARCAM-LTD.

ARCAM

Arcam is distributed in North America by: Audiophile Systems Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive. Indianapolis, IN 46256 Phone: 317-849-5880
Fax: 317-841-4107 and Emerald Audio Resources, RR#1, Pa:grave, Ontario Canada, LON 1PO Phone: 416-596-7657

Fax: 905-880-7171

Wes Phillips
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ffice legend has it that Larry
Archibald — not a fan of car
audio — once declared, "The
day Ibecome interested in automotive
stereo is the day they start making tube
amps for cars." If Iwere Larry, I'd start
cleaning out my trunk, because these
days the Great White Rhino has tubes —
and if Phaze Audio and B.K. Butler have
anything to say about it, so will alot of
other people.
There have been tube amps in highend car hi-fi before. Milbert makes one
that was designed by David Berning —I
know aguy who has one in his car, but
the microphony can get so extreme that
he only uses it for competition — he can't
actually drive and play music. From time
to time, other designs have been available
on a limited basis. Get together with
long-time mobile enthusiasts and you'll
hear tales of them, told with the same
combination of glee and dread as ghost
stories. The truth is, most people in car
audio want MORE POV/ER. You're just not
going to find a bunch of SE triode
fanciers driving around in custom rigs
with vanity plates that read "7WPC."
Following the Reese's Cup model, or
The best of both worlds
There have been many attempts over
the years to marry the liquid sound of
tubes to the low maintenance of transistors. One (relatively) popular solution
has been the hybrid power amp — an
amplifier that uses relatively inexpensive
and long-lived small triodes as adriver
stage, and transistors, usually MOSFETs,
as output devices. High-end designers
have tended to refine one technology or
the other in recent years, so you don't see
as many of these tube/transistor marriages as you did in the '80s. But they still
turn up in the pro-audio world.
That's where B.K. (Brent) Butler
comes from. For the past 20 years Butler
has designed and built tube gear and
amplifiers for recording and touring
musicians such as Eric Clapton, Billy Gibbons, Elton John, David Gilmour, and
many others. Like Mesa Engineering's
Randall Smith, he's made his living supplying good, reliable sound to one of the
most critical constituencies on the planet,
and now he feels it's time to branch out.
Stereophile, May 1997

Butler Audio Tube Driver 1500 in-car amplifier

The Tube Driver 1500, Butler's take
on ahybrid power amplifier, uses two
6L6GC tubes to drive an output stage
employing eight TO-3-cased MOSFETs. The 6L6GC triodes are used at
about 7% of their capacity, which should
guarantee long life —Butler estimates
that they should last about as long as the
transistors in the output stage, in fact.
Furthermore, Phaze Audio —who market and support the Tube Driver — warranty the tubes against failure for the life
of the product, if instilled by an authorized Tube Driver dealer. The 6L6GC s
are mounted "military style" — soldered
directly into plug-in modules —which
means they won't vibrate out of their
sockets if exposed to a few thousand
miles of bad road.
There are no coupling capacitors in
the signal path. Except for large input
capacitors, which block DC, the main
audio circuit is DC-coupled throughout. The output section is complementary, and Butler refers to the solid-state
output devices as "MosValves," which I
take to mean that he feels they're unusually tubelike in performance — except that, he points out, they're capable
of bass control to below 20Hz.
News has reached us from the East
Over the last year Ikept hearing reports
of the Tube Driver, but Inever actually

saw one or found out who was distributing it. Apparently Iwasn't the only
one. Late last year Butler signed an
exclusive distribution deal with Phaze
Audio — adedicated group of high-end
car-audio enthusiasts headed by Doug
Morby, who comes from Rockford;
Description: Butler Audio Tube
Driver Model 1500 hybrid power
amplifier. Power: 150Wpc at 12VDC,
225Wpc at 14.4VDC. Frequency
response: 20Hz-40kHz, -1dB (with
VTE set at minimum). Input voltage
sensitivity: 425mV (minimum) for
150W, 10V (maximum). S/N ratio:
100dB (A-weighted, 30kHz bandwidth). THD: <0.01% (A-weighted)
at 150W. Input impedance: 4-16
ohms. Supply voltage: 8.5-16.5V.
Dimensions: 3.2" H by 10.5" W by
15" L(includes clearance for connections). Weight: 10.5 lbs.
Price: $899. Approximate number
of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer Designed and developed by Butler Audio, Inc. Manufactured by: Phaze Audio, 65 S. Sycamore, Suite 2, Mesa, AZ 852021143. Tel: (800) 803-7747. Outside
US: (602) 461-0559. Fax: (602)
461-9963.
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New VK-Pio Phono Stage
The all-tube VK-Pio reference phono
stage with its unique Flying RIAATM
circuit unlocks hidden performance in
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virtually any cartridge.

New VK-3i and VK-5i with Remote
An innovative i
-series brings even
greater sonic transparency to the new
VK-3i and VK-5i line stages. By
markedly improving our superb shunt
volume control, BAT delivers remote
convenience without compromise.
And i
-series upgrades are available for
both the VK-3 and VK-5.

New VK-200 Power Amplifier
The dynamic VK-200 solid-state
power amplifier features the same two stage single-ended bridge topology
as our reference VK-500 in amore
compact loo-watt-per-channel format.

Continuing Innovation
Balanced Audio Technology continues
to set the standard for engineering
excellence. Fully balanced designs.
Elegant signal paths. Unshakable
power supplies. Remote convenience.
Hear it at your local BAT audio
specialist today.
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CAR
Kevin Campbell, also from Rockford and
Precision Power; Drew Hazel, from
Arizona Amp Building; and Dave
Gumiemiy, from PPI. Immediately, the
Tube Driver gained ahigher profile. Like
thousands of others, Idropped by Phaze's
booth at the IASCA finals last October
and fondled a production sample —
oohing and ahhinq over its fien'finish.
The day before Idrove to Las Vegas
for WCES '97, Ireceived aTube Driver
1500 from Phaze. Even anut-case like
myself knew better than to try to install
anew piece of gear 18 hours before a
1000-mile journey, but Ihave to admit I
considered it.
get to it ajilt/ days after I
get back, Ithought.
You know how to make God laugh?
Tell Him your plans. Returning from
Vegas, a blizzard changed our travel
plans, sending us south to just above the
Mexican border and almost doubling

TUNES

our mileage. Our second day out of
Sodom, Iwas following JA (drive with
lead-footed JA and you have to follow
him) when Iheard an accomplished
arrhythmic double-flam paradiddle

You know how
to make God laugh?
Tell Him your plans.
emanating from my engine compartment. Glancing at my gauges, Isaw the
temperature needle flicker. Oh no!
blew past John, took an exit conveniently to hand, and just managed to
make it to atruck stop before the temperature gauge pegged out. Opening
the hood, we were confronted by asodden engine compartment — my water
pump had failed catastrophically and

pitched into the fan, which had in turn
eviscerated my radiator. Icould receive
anew radiator by FedEx the next day,
but the Rhino was out of commission.
Iwon't bore you with the torturous
next three days — asaga that includes
flu, fever, more than one Motel 6, and a
900-mile trek with no heater —but by
the time Igot back to Santa Fe, Iwas
ready to shoot the Rhino to put me out
of my misery. Playing with the hi-fi was
the last thing on my mind.
Time heals all wounds
Diem admere a(gritudition honmibus, as my
Latin teacher made us quote old Publius
Terentius. Eventually Irecovered from
the ordeal and managed to forgive the
noble beast her shortcomings. So I
drove over to Audio Connections, a
shop that had impressed nie when I'd
had to buy some high-quality ground-

Robert J. Reina installs a California Audio Labs Gamma DAC
in his Acura Legend

M

ycar stereo philosophy is simple: 1) It is easy to have asuperb-sounding car system that
rivals that of agood home system for not
much money, without performing
major surgery on the car, and without
providing avisible target for thieves.
2) A highly skilled car installer/
tweaker can do wonders for the sound of
acar system.
Iwanted great sound in the Acura
Legend Ipurchased new in 1991, but,
like most car dealers, Acura makes this
very difficult. For example, the stock
Legend came with an excellent Alpine
cassette/tuner head-unit, including a
four-channel, 20W amplifier. Unfortunately, the system included horrible,
c-rossoverless OEM speakers designed
to play loudly with considerable bass
even when fed low power.
Car manufacturers try to prevent you
from installing your own system. The
Acura Alpine head-unit uses anonstandard box size, which will leave agaping
hole if replaced by a standard DINsized unit. Moreover, removing this
head-unit requires disassembling the
gearshift lever and dealing with wiring
in the steering wheel, which is commingled with the airbag wiring. Nope,
they don't want you to touch it.
They're also secretive. Acura wouldn't tell me how to add apreamp-out
jack to the head-unit, and wouldn't even
give me a contact at Alpine to help.
Stereophile, May 1997

Iget superb sound from this system,
but about ayear ago Ibegan exploring
adding a CD source. At the 1996
Winter CES, California Audio Labs'
Steve Brunner explained that the
affordable CAL Gamma DIA converter ($295, reviewed by Muse Kastanovich in November 1996) is designed to run on AC or 12V DC; in
fact, the Thailand car audio market is
CAL:s biggest market for this product.
Brunner also mentioned that CAL
design guru Dan Donnelly has developed the capability to add external digital-out jacks to most afterrnarket CD
changers (such as Alpine), and that
aid/si to the rescue
a/d/s/ solved my problem with aunit CAL was prepared to pass this technology on to the installer of any Gamma
called the 642ix. This crossover/equalizer presents ahigh-impedance, single- purchaser. As the Alpine head-unit in
my Acura already had the Alpine CD
ended load to the speaker output of any
in-dash head-unit and enables the head- changer interface circuitry built-in, Iset
unit to interface with any aftermarket out to purchase an Alpine CD changer,
add the DIA output jack, and test out
amplifier/speaker combination.
the CAL Gamma on the road.
Iended up with the following topof-the-line a/d/s/ system in my cattm
based on the Alpine/Acura head-unit:
the 642ix, two 40Wpc PS 5/2 stereo
1My dunks to Alpine's Keith Lehmann and Steve
Witt, and a/d/sPs Jim Dunham and Bob Hazelwood
amplifiers, two 320is speakers in the
for their assistance on this project.
front doors, and, across the rear panel,
2 Some of these products have since been discontintwo pairs each of the 320T tweeters
ued or updated. The current replacement for the 320is
speaker is the 320ix, which features larger tweeter
and 420W woofers.2 Wiring was
magnets
and snore elaborate tooling for the woofer
Museatex. And with the amplifiers
enclosure. The Japanese-made PS 5/2 amplifier has
bolted behind the rear passenger seat
been supersedes' by the P440, an American-made unit
sporting ahigher-current, more sophisticated power
with controls accessible from ahidden
supply. The 642ix crossover/equalizer has been distrunk panel, thieves don't even know
continued, the unit's circuitry having been incorporated into all currently available aid/SI amplifiers.
it's in the car!

(The car manufacturer's rep only admitted the Alpine connection after he'd let
his guard down.)
Icould have taken the lazy way out
by paying $3000 extra for the Acura/
Bose system, which sounds better than
the stock Acura stereo but is hugely
overpriced compared with what that
money would buy in the aftermarket
But that system is included in a
Premium Package with options Ididn't
want to pay for, such as electric butt
warmers and real wood paneling designed to look like plastic.
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A bit special
The Meridian 508 20bit is one of that rare breed of CD Players to enjoy
Stereophile class A recognition for its '...crystalline clarity' and
.is so strong, it belongs with players selling for three times the price'*
Unlike other 'stand alone' products, the 508.20 is part of the complete
Meridian digital audio and theatre system and now comes supplied
with the MSR, Meridian system remote.
Call us for the whole picture or visit our Website.
BOOTH ROVE) STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc.,
3800 Camp Creek Parkway, Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
Tel (404) 344 7111 Fax (404) 346 7111
http://www.meridian.co.uk
'Sam Tellig, Stereophile -October 1996 Recommended Components
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ing connectors'. Robert Cooper, ranked as one of the top dozen installers in
the country by Mobile Audio Retailer, had
just joined their staff, and Iwanted to
see what he could do for the Great
White. His eyes lit up when he saw the
Butler amp in its box. "Let's open it
up!" he enthused.
It really is an impressive-looking component Its flowing, perforated cover is
burnished champagne — harking back to
the classic tube designs of the '50s. XLR
connectors nestle next to the RCA inputs,
revealing Butler's pro-audio roots. Kevin
Campbell tells me that Phaze would like
to see the XLR —which he feels is a
superior connector —made standard in
auto sound, but that Phaze will always
accommodate RCA inputs as well.
IAudio Connections, 2774 Apia Fria 13-4, Santa Fe,
NM 87505, Tel: (505) 474-8335.

Installing the Gamma
Wes Phillips suggested Icontact Mike
Mineo of Brooklyn Best Audio,3whose
car had impressed him mightily at
IASCA shows. "He will make you rethink car audio," quoth WP. Ipaid a
quick visit to Mike under the shadow of
the El in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn (whose
locale and clientele could have been lifted directly from Saturday Night Fever),
and played him my Alpine-aid/si system. "This car needs alot of work," said
Mike. "I can make it sound much better
than this."
Mike Mineo's philosophy is that of a
fanatic. Amusician and engineer, he has
competed in LASCA events for the last
five years and has won more than 280
awards. The MB Quart/RockfordFosgate system in his Z28 Camaro reflects 13,000 man-hours, including
such tweaks as asolid Corian dashboard
and titanium speaker grilles to minimize resonances. Mike has a2"-thick
glossy book describing the project; the
last eight pages consist exclusively of
mathematical equations.
Mineo's objectives are straightforward:
1) Neutral tonal balance. Installation
begins with the midbass. Mineo feels
that, once you get the midbass right, it's
relatively easy to fine-tune the rest of
the harmonic spectrum.
2) Optimize phase correctness from
each speaker driver by ensuring that all
frequencies reach the driver and front3 Brooklyn Best Audio, 78-08 New Utrecht Ave,
Brooklyn, NY 11214. Tel: (718) 236-2848. Fax: (718)
259-4424.

Stereophlle, May 1997
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Lifting the lid, Robert and Igoggled
at the mammoth transistors: They're
hue, and bolted directly to massive
heatsinking. In addition, the amp is out-

Iwas ready to shoot
the Rhino to put me
out of my misery.
fitted with atwo-speed fan to guarantee
quiet operation. Closing the amp, we
noticed a control marked VTE, for
Variable Tube Enhancer. This essentially controls the tubes' input sensitivity. In
theory, it allows one to set the "tubiness" of the sound.
Iwent off to work, satisfied that the
Rhino was in good hands. About half
an hour later Igot acall from Robert.
"This system has really got noise prob-

California Audio Labs' Gamma D/A processor can
be powered from normal AC or from 12V DC.

seat passenger at the same time. 'This
affects tonal balance as well as imaging.
3) Minimize low-level noise, maximize dynamic range and resolution of
detail.
4) Eliminate unwanted resonances
and vibration from the car itself.
In my car, Mike first optimized the
phase correctness of the system by
wiring the rear speakers in left-right
format. He ensured that the midrange
and high frequencies were primarily
perceived as coming from the front
speakers, which enhanced imaging and
minimized high-frequency smearing
and loss of focus. As the rear speakers
largely produced what the front speakers couldn't, the rear was mainly producing bass information. As Mike also
found that my car's chassis produced a
45Hz standing-wave resonance, he
reduced the output of the amplifiers
below 45Hz. He altered the input
impedance of the amplifiers ("line leveling," he calls it) to maximize the sta-

lems," he reported.
"Yeah, I know — you wouldn't
believe what we went through to get it
this quiet," Ireplied.
"I just wanted you to know."
Yeah, yeah, yeah — goodbye. Ididn't
even want to think about what we'd
been through to quiet the Rhino.
Robert tried to warn me again when I
picked up the truck, but Iwas much too
busy knowing it all to listen. Igot about
five blocks away from Audio Connection when it hit me: Man, was the
system noisy! The Rhino had picked up
an alternator whine that was more like
ascream —the music was only afew dB
louder than the noise. Sheepishly, I
drove back to the shop.
"Uh, guys? It's alittle... noisy."
"Told ya."
"Yes, you did. Think you could fix it?"
"Noise problems are really hard to

bility of the amplifier at all frequencies.
A system ground was chosen to minimize resistance and magnetic-field interference.
Rattles in doors were eliminated. The
CAL Gamma was epoxied to the left
rear sheet metal of the car. This location
was optimum, according to Mike, as it
uses the frame of the car as ashield
against magnetic fields, to which D/A
converters are susceptible. Also, the
CAI.% controls were accessible but the
wiring was hidden. (I used aGoldmund
Lineal coaxial cable between the Alpine
changer and the CAL.)
So how did it sound?
Before the Gamma was installed Ihad
auditioned it in my home system, and
had largely concurred with MK's conclusions. Not the last word in detail resolution, the Gamma has two noticeable
colorations: a thick emphasis in the
mid/upper-bass region, and a gentle
rolloff of extreme high frequencies.
These shortcomings aside, the unit is
quite revealing and musical, and abargain at $295. Moreover, when Icompared the Gamma to its bi lesr brother,
the Sigma II, on my high-resolution
reference system, the cheaper unit
shared the Sigma II's excellent soundstaging capabilities.
But still, Iwas shocked at the level of
performance the Gamma exhibited in
my car. Iestimate one third of the performance of the revised system was due
to the Gamma itself, athird to synergistic colorations between the Gamma
and my Alpine-aid/si system, and a
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Sound hits goo at aspeed of 760 mph.

Light hits goy at aspeed of 671,000,000 mph.

Toshiba OVO makes it actuallg feel like it
Your pulse races. Your gut quivers. That little vein in your
forehead is throbbing. Senses—meet Toshiba OVO.
PLEASE, NO TALKING DURING THE SHOW

At Toshiba, we've developed the technology that fits up to
133 minutes of heart-pounding video and audio,
normally reserved for the finest cineplexes,
for use at home on a disc the size of a CD.
Picture quality that's three times better than
VHS and audio recorded in full Dolby Digital
Surround Sound' on six discrete channels.
And, our models can even play your favorite
compact discs.
5" saine as CD)
NO WAITING, NO FADING, NO RENOVATING

Because the discs are read by laser, there is never any need to
rewind a OVO. And, there's no chance of your favorite OVO
deteriorating with every play like aVHS tape. Finally, you won't
have to build an addition to your home to hold your DVDs. The
packages are as streamlined and efficient as the
discs themselves.
TALL, SHORT, OR FRENCH—
WE'RE READY FOR ANYTHING

Many OVO movies will come with some of the most
incredible options only Hollywood and Toshiba could dream of,
including the ability to change the format of the movie to fit
any television you play it through, from regular size to
widescreen; language tracks of up to eight different
languages ranging from English to French; subtitles in up to
32 different languages; the ability to view the same scene of
a movie from any of up to nine remote -controlled angles; or
multiple endings to the same movie. If the feature is on the
disc, Toshiba OVO players are ready for it.
YEAH, SO?

We believe your senses will thank you for this complete and
total assault. As soon as they're out of traction.

Toshiba HO
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You've got senses. Use them.
For more information, call 1-800-346-6672.
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track down sometimes. It could take a
while and cost alot."
"Well, Ican't stand to drive when the
car sounds like that —if you can't fix it,
we'll just take out the whole stereo. This
stuff's getting old."
About an hour later Igot another
call from Robert — you've got to hand
it to the guy, he's fast. "You had a
bunch of problems. First off, the I3/A
converter's power supply was pumping
alot of garbage into the system, so I
took it out and just used the one on the
Nakamichi changer —that really cleaned it up. But something was still acting
as an antenna. Did you know that
there's an unshielded IR receiver under your console?"
"Oh yeah, we did that so that the
Audio Alchemy preamp could be controlled by the remote when we mounted the remote in the console."

third to Mike Mineo's tweakery. I'm not
exaggerating when Isay that the performance of the system was good enough
to disturb my concentration while driving, and caused me to miss several
expressway exits. Ifound myself driving
at slower speeds to lengthen my trip.
As Imentioned, Mike Mineo starts
his installations by getting the midbass
right. He did that in my car in spades —
the midbass-to-upper-bass hump I'd
noticed with the CAL in my living
room, as well as my car's 45Hz resonance, were dialed away. In fact, the
32-150Hz bass performance in my car
was flatter, more linear and more resonance-free than I'd ever heard in any of
my home systems. On "Keep Your Eye
on the Sparrow," from Dave Grusin's
masterpiece Discovered Again (Sheffield
Lab 10005-2-M), closely miked bassist
Ron Carter plays arun that can cause
resonant "hooting" in most systems.
With the CAL in my car, it was clean as
awhistle.
The high frequencies were another
matter. The only complaint I had
about my tape-based system, both
before and after Mineo performed his
magic, was aslightly brittle forward
character in the top two octaves. This
character mated synergistically with
the CAL:s recessed upper high frequencies to produce aquite natural
treble response.
Female vocalists, from Cassandra
Wilson (New Moon Daughter, Blue Note
CDP 832861 2) to Janis Ian (Breaking
Silence, Analogue Productions CAPP
027) to Robin Holcomb (Rockabye,
Stereophile, May 1997
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"That's another culprit. Plus, somebody's run flyback ground wires from
the individual RCA inputs to the preamp, and those are just acting as antennas. I'd pull the whole unit and control
everything from the head unit — simpler is better."

Right now, I'm waaay
too happy with the sound
to install another
component.
So that's what we did. We pulled out
all the Audio Alchemy gear — the
UltraDAC and the DLC. We'd replaced
the McIntosh power amp and equalizer
with the Butler, of course. Although
replacing the Mac units was asimplification, it means that Inow have to drive

Elektra/Musidan 61289-2), sounded
particularly captivating on this neutral
system. On well-recorded discs, vocalists were uncolored and had body,
with aperfectly placed three-dimensional center image between the
gearshift and the front of the dashboard.
Until Mineo had done his dirty
work, Ihad not believed that accurate
soundstaging was possible in a car.
With the Gamma, my system is capable of producing awide, deep soundstage extending across the width of the
dashboard and back through the windshield, the rear of the stage presented
about athird of the way down the
hood. On the Cassandra Wilson recording, when Graham Haynes's cornet
enters on "Strange Fruit," perfectly
placed about 9" beyond my washerfluid jets, it's realistic enough to be
unsettling. And on Copland's Appalachian Spring, from Stereophile's Festival
CD (Stereophile STPH007-2), the
entrance of the massed violins was
dramatic enough to almost cause a
driving hazard.
Ionly had one quibble about the
Gamma's in-car performance. At highly
modulated passages with significant
high-frequency content, the sound congested and high-frequency instruments
lost definition. As Idid not notice this in
my in-home demo, Iran Stereophilds
Test CD 2jitter-demonstration track in
the car and in my home system, in the
latter alternating the Gamma and the
more expensive Sigma II. The Sigma
performed better than the Gamma in

the woofer with afull-range signal, since
I'd been using the Mac's high-pass filter
to feed the rear speakers. Ineed an electronic crossover, but that'll have to wait.
Right now, I'm waaay too happy with
the sound to give Robert the truck long
enough to install another component, no
matter how much better it'll sound.
(Although, as afull-time audio-junkie,
I'm well aware that that won't last.) First
off the system is quiet —as in lacking
noise, still, calm, silent, tomblike... Ahhh.
RocIdn' in the free world
And the Butler Tube Driver is ahoney.
Iexpected it to have good imaging and
ameliorate the often somewhat harsh
sound of automotive power amplification. It sure does. Iwas driving to work
last week, drinking coffee and listening
to People Get Ready (R2 72262, CD),
staggeringly good Rhino Curtis May-

my home, but the Gamma in the car
performed worse on this test than it did
in-house. Icould not determine whether this jitter performance was aresult of
the Gamma/Alpine interface, the Alpine changer, or was peculiar to the car
installation. As my Alpine changer is a
very old (1990) design, Iwill be substituting it for a more modern Alpine
design.
Condusions
With regard to the Gamma specifically,
and car audio in general:
•With little work and without major
car reconstruction, one should be able
to achieve in-car the same level of
sonic realism one achieves at home. At
$2500 retail, my current car installation rivals any home system I've heard
at the same price.
•Expert installation is critical. Mike
Mineo of Brooklyn Best Audio is a
genius; Irecommend anyone who's
considering acar installation and who
lives within asix-hour drive of New
York to seek him out. Moreover, he can
perform wonders by tweaking an
already installed system —as he did in
my car.
•The CAL Gamma is asuperb in-car
product and an extraordinary value.
Anyone with in-car CD should contact
CAL4 to investigate adding adigital out
to whatever player/changer he or she
has or is planning to have installed.

4 California Audio Labs, 1751 Langley Ave., Irvine,
CA 92714. Tel: (714) 833-3040. Fax: (714) 833-1329.
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it surrounds you with a dynamic home theater experience.

draws you in with effortless musical performance.

say farewell to the limitations of ordinary loudspeakers.

this is the experience you've been waiting for.

meet the phantom of the home theater
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made in san diego, ca, usa

for information

hologram

,contact stereotypes

phone (805) 523-1107

hologram science. that's magic.

fax (805) 523-1290

field retrospective, when Ihad to make
the turn onto Old Santa Fe Trail. "Here,
Curtis," Istarted to say, handing the cup
of coffee to the middle of my windshield — it took me asecond to realize
that Iwas trying to get afree hand by
giving my drink to aphantom. But with
imaging that solid, maybe Icould've just
set my travel mug down on top of the
soundstage.
As I'd expected, the Tube Driver does
have awarm, detailed —yes, even liquid
— sound. I've experienced no listener
fatigue with this unir, in fact, for the first
time this winter, I'm letting the car
warm up before rushing off to the
office. Ilike sitting there listening to
music in my driveway. Of course, unlike
the McIntosh it replaced, the Butler
amp noticeably improves after it's been
on for 10 minutes —so much so that I
wonder if it's even operating in the
same mode during wamiup. But that's
no biggie, unless you never drive farther
than that —because once it's warmed
up, the 1500 is very special indeed.
What startled me about the Tube
Driver 1500 is that it sounds incredibly
powerful. This amp kicks some serious
audio butt. I've never heard the punch,
crunch, and impact out of my woofers
that I'm getting these days —and you've
got to consider that they're severely
hobbled by the absence of ahigh-pass
filter at that. Ican't get Matthew Sweet's
Girlfriend (Z,00/BMG 11015-2, CD) out
of my changer —it's guitar-rock heaven
with Sweet, Robert Quine, Richard
Lloyd, and Lloyd Cole all taking turns on
Sweet's catchy pop anthems. Yeah, yeah,
Ican tell who's playing, and what —and
even, Ithink, the string gauges—and
where they're located in the studio, and
all that cool stuff. But the reason Iplay it
constantly is that it rocks. The Butler Tube
Driver 1500 has pace, swing, and riddum
in spades.
Ipulled up to astoplight yesterday,
listening to the chorus of "Girlfriend."
Imust have been swinging my head
forward and back like that scene in
Wayne's World; when Ilooked over at
the guy in the lane next to me, he was
watching me with an enormous grin. I
stopped, feeling sheepish, and he rolled
his window down, motioning for me
to do the same. "Whatcha listening to?"
he shouted.
"Matthew Sweet," Iyelled back.
"It must soundgreat," he offered, driving away.
If only he knew, Ithought, starting to
groove to the music again. If only he
knew.
Ican't wait to tell Larry.
Stereophile, May 1997
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In the final part of our
coverage of the 1997 Winter
Consumer Electronics Show,
held last January in Las Vegas,
Thomas J. Norton, Kalman
Rubinson, Steven Stone,
Robert Deutsch, Shannon
Dickson, and Jon Iverson
report on Home Theater,
amplifiers, accessories, feng
shui, and floobydust.

*

THOMAS J. NORTON

H

orne Theater and Chicken Man had alot in
common at this year's Winter CES. Las Vegas
keeps getting bigger, and Home Theater was,
well, everywhere — the Convention Center,
the Hilton Hotel (the "official" venue for
Home Theater exhibits), and spread out across town at at least
adozen other sites. While Home Theater was adecidedly
minor presence at the Alexis Park (the new specialty audio
venue, dominated this time, as in recent years, by singleended amps and other such exotica), there was still plenty to
see and hear there as well.
The Home Theater excitement was concentrated at the
Convention Center and the nearby Hilton Hotel, whose ballrooms were filled with everything from the sublime to the,
well, you know. The sublime was held firmly in the grip of a
British firm, Snell ei Wikox, which specializes in professional video processing. Their new Interpolator may be nothing less than aparadigm shift for video display. It functions
much like an infinitely variable version of aline doubler or
quadruplet; but that description serves merely to give you a
rough idea of what it does. In actuality, it can optimize virtually any source format to any display device; its output scanning rate can be adjusted to any frequency up to its design
maximum, thus optimizing it to get the best performance out
of any video projector or monitor. The eventual applications
of this still—very-expensive ($28,000) piece of technology —
which can also overlay video with computer graphics with no
loss in video quality—are mind-bo lOing, especially with the
Photographs by
Natalie Brown & John Atkinson
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and KEFs second-generation THX system (under $4000). 1
multiple-scanning-format options inherent in the Grand
Both make use of three-way designs in the front loudAlliance HDTV system recently approved by the FCC. (I
speakers to minimize the ragged vertical dispersion inherent
have more to say about this revolutionary device —as well as
in most early THX designs, which used multiple tweeters.
all the latest video introductions —in the Summer 1997 issue
The KEF system uses anew oval driver, the B169, as the
of the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, which should still be
woofer in the front and surround loudspeakers (two each in
on the newsstands.)
the left, center, and right, one each in the surrounds). At 6"
But there's no avoiding one other video topic here —
wide by 9" tall, this drive-unit harks back to the old KEF
DVD. The "boy who cried wolf" format looks as if it might
B139 woofer, aclassic design used by many loudspeaker
actually get off the ground, and soon. While Isaw anumber
manufacturers 20-odd years ago.
of discouraging DVD demonstrations in Las Vegas, in every
Other home-theater loudspeakers
one the blame clearly fell on something
that impressed me were the Signet VL
other than DVD itself—in many cases,
The new Snell &
system (about $3000), and anew syson poor video setup. The good demontem from Genesis Technologies comstrations I saw — and there were
Wilcox Interpolator
prising five of their new model 700s
enough to make it clear that they were
(two metal-coned woofers and two cirnot flukes — were very, very enmay be nothing less
cular ribbon tweeters; $1500 each in
couraging. The images were sharp and
black, $1750 each in rosewood) and two
noise-free, the sound every bit as good
than a paradigm shift
of their new model 900 servo-conas Dolby Digital from laserdisc (maybe
trolled subwoofers (15" metal-cone drivbetter—no RF demodulator is refor video display.
er; $1900 or $2200 in black or rosequired with DVD), and MPEG comwood, respectively).
pression artifacts were largely absent. I'll
Other loudspeakers that caught my eye and/or ear were
reserve judgment until Iget hands-on experience with proDaldquist's new Profiles line ($400-$800, plus a$550 subduction software and anumber of players. (I have afeeling
woofer with two 10" subwoofers in an Isobarik loading conthat player quality will be crucial in extracting the best from
figuration), anew SVA line from JBL (with bi-radial horn
the format.) In addition to DVD players from nearly all the
tweeters to control vertical dispersion), and asuperbly finmass-market companies, high-end players were shown by
ished line of loudspeakers from Hologram, anew San
Meridian (under $3500), California Audio Labs (price
not available), and Faroudja ($5400). Yes, that Faroudja —
1Unless stated otherwise, all loudspeaker prices are per pair.
they also showed asimilarly priced laserdisc player, apparently built in conjunction with EAD.
On the audio side of Home Theater, new loudspeaker
introductions were, as usual, legion. Isaw only two new
THX loudspeaker systems: the System 450 from Atlantic
Technology (about $6000 with two powered subwoofers),
The Gem speakers and Sub-15 subwoofer from new
company Revel are due to acollaboration between
designer Kevin Voecks (left) and entrepreneur Sandy
Berlin. Based on what Thomas J. Norton heard, the
designers of other high-end loudspeakers had
better watch their backs.
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Harman/Kardon, Infinity, Rock Solid, and NHT. None
Diego-based company. There's also anew K.5 series from
of these will likely land on our readers' shopping lists for apriSnell Acoustics (about $2500 for the complete Home
mary system to serve both their music and home-theater needs,
Theater array, including subwoofer). And Apogee has
but if you're looking for amodest home-theater setup fo perreworked their Ribbon Monitor into the more eleganthaps, aroom separate from the high-end audio sanctum snuck»
looking Cassiopeia-6 ($650 each). Combine it with the
non, they're definitely worth alook.
new Perseus center channel ($900) and Drago powered
At the opposite pole was the Linn AV 51 system, built
subwoofers ($2000 each), and you get acomplete homearound their excellent AV 5140 loudspeaker ($2495). The
theater package.
heart of the system, however, is Linn's new AV 5103 System
In amini-trend that just might turn into amass moveController surround-sound processor ($8600) with both
ment, there were anumber of new high-end, center-chanAC-3 and Pro Logic decoding. And while we're talking High
nel loudspeakers — some from unexpected sources. NHT is
End, Krell's Audio+Video Standard processor ($12,000) is
no surprise; their AudioCenter-1 ($450) is designed to mate
now in full production, as is Theta's Casablanca ($4295). By
with their Models 1.5, 2.5i, and 3.3. But center-channel
the time you read this, the Meridian 861 ($12,000) should
loudspeakers from Sonus Faber, Vienna Acoustics,
also join the race for your state-of-the-art home-theater dolEgglestonWorks, and Platinum were somewhat unexlars. All of these products incorporate DTS decoding in addipected. And while I'm on the subject, Iparticularly liked the
tion to Dolby Digital. DTS was, in fact, amajor presence at
new Joseph Audio RM7si Signature, with its metal-cone
the Show, turning up in awide range of new surround-sound
woofer, and the RM22si Signature loudspeakers. However
processors. And not just at the high end — come fall, the first
(free hint), Joseph has not yet applied their Infinite Slope
receiver to incorporate Dolby Digital and
crossover technology to acenter-channel
•
DTS, the Sherwood R-945 ($1299), will
loudspeaker. It would seem to be ideal for
The good DVD
hit dealers' shelves.
this application, in which the lateral driver
Needless to say, many other new surlayout creates nasty lobing in the horizondemonstrations
round-sound processors were introduced
tal dispersion using conventional, overlapat the Show. But my allotted space is (more
ping crossovers.
Isaw were very,
than) filled, and JA has announced that if I
And I can't finish up loudspeakers
run any longer, I'll have to pay him for the
without mentioning the most homevery encouraging.
overage. But Ican't close without registertheater-useful loudspeaker stand Isaw at
ing my vote for Best Sound at the Show.
the Show. Sound Anchors' Adjustable
Without adoubt, it was the new Revel Gem loudspeaker,
Monitor Stands ($480) allow for flexible height and tilt
supplemented by Revel's Sub-15 powered subwoofer. The
adjustment combined with the rigidity that audiophiles
prices — hold your hats — range from $6000 for the Gems
want from their stands. And for areviewer... well, Ijust
alone in stereo all the way up to $33,750 for ahome-theater
gotta have 'em!
rig: five Gems, with stands, and apair of Sub-15s driven as
Aside from the new Revel Sub-15 (see below) and
stereo subs. There are also many possible intermediate conGenesis 900, the only subwoofer design that struck me as
figurations. Revel is anew company, but their chief designer
being in any way unique was the new PSB Stratus Subis well known to our readers: Kevin Voecks, formerly with
sonic, which incorporates digital signal processing for the
Snell Acoustics. Based on what Iheard in astereo-only
bass and will check in at under $1500.
setup at the Revel suite, hidden in aquiet corner of Bally's
There wasn't a lot of activity in multichannel power
Hotel, the designers of other high-end loudspeakers had betamplifiers (though receivers —particularly Dolby Digital
ter watch their backs.
-Thomas J. Norton
ones — were everywhere, everywhere). But there was anew
MA-700, 200W monoblock amplifier from Marantz
EgglestonWorks' as-yet-unnamed
($499.99 each, available in June), designed, like the MAcenter-channel speaker looks
500, to be arrayed side by side in multiples. From Paraalittle different from the
sound were the 5x210W HCA-2105A (about $2500, sumnorm.
mer) and the 3x120W HCA-1203A (price TBA, spring).
And Carver maintained its "in" status on the high-power,
multichannel party circuit with their three-channel,
THX-certified A-753x ($1495), which will put out
250Wpc conventionally rated, or 350W from any given
channel (using Carver's "power steering" operation).
Another mini-trend at the Show was a trend
toward minis —mini home-theater packages, that
is. These ranged from Energy's tiny "Take 5" system, at $500 for left, cente and surround loudspeakers (the user must provide amplification
and the definitely needed sub), up through the
even-smaller JBL ECS300 Home Theater in a
Closet ($1099 for all the loudspeakers, fully
powered, with Pro Logic decoding), to the
most ambitious: AR's $1999.99 Leading Edge,
with five loudspeakers, subwoofe full power
for all channels, and Pro Logic and Dolby
Digital decoding. There were also five-pieceplus-powered-subwoofer systems from
Stereophile, May 1997
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EXP.
A • KALMAN RUBINSON*

T

here Iwas at my first CES, with the enviable assignment of covering all solid-state electronics over $2k!
Sure, others were assigned to "analog" or "digital," and
that let me exclude some things —but Ifelt as if I'd been
thrown into the ocean to catalog "everything with fins."
Idecided to get my feet wet with the mavericks at the
Debbie Reynolds Hollywood Hotel. My first stop was
Ayre, who were showing off prototypes of their new M-1
monoblock amps (about $12,000/pair). These are low (7")
and long (31"), all-balanced, all-FET, no-feedback designs
with unusual heatsink arrangements. Rated at 300W
(150W class-A), they made beautiful music via Avalon
speakers. (By the way, a$300 upgrade for the V-3 will incorporate much that has gone into the new M-1.)
Krell Power —the Full Power
Balanced 250M monoblock.
At Plinius, the SA250 amp (250Wpc class-A) was controlling apair of Alón speakers with afierce grip, creating
more tight, precise sound than Ihad yet heard from these
three-way, which Symfonia can tailor to the needs of your
speakers. A bigger surprise was the Delphi display. Though
speaker system (from $4500, depending on configuration).
not the last word in impact and resolution, Delphi's tidy classAt the Alexis Park Ifound aseemingly endless series of
A amp (150-200Wpc, $2400), line-stage ($1500), and prosaicexhibit rooms radiating from the cenlooking Imager speaker boxes fairly
ter mall of swimming pools and
disappeared into the music.
Paragon designer Hansoo Kim It was a delight to settle snack bars. Hoping that Icould circumnavigate the hotel before the
capitalized on one of Debbie's better
Show was over, Ibegan at one end
in at Balanced Audio
rooms with a setup including Jeff
with Krell—one of the busiest and
Rowland Design Group electronics.
Here Isaw the first of what Isee as a Technology, where their noisiest rooms, even though it was a
silent (!) display. Aside from the digiwelcome new trend in integrated
VK-200 was driving the tal blandishments, Isaw the new
amplifiers: the luscious, $5600
250M Balanced Monoblock amps
Rowland Concentra. As Idiscovered,
ESP Concert Grands.
($8500/pair), the natural extension of
other manufacturers — such as Classé,
the current line of stereo FPB amps;
Gryphon, Krell, and Alchemist —
and the new KAV-250a ($3000), a250Wpc amp in the
are also offering high-end performance in domestically
audio+visual (read: Home Theater) line.
acceptable packages.
After that hustle/bustle, it was adelight to settle in at
Symfonia's affable Vmce Testa proudly exposed the
Balanced Audio Technology, where their VK-200
innards of an impressively constructed line of amps, preamps,
(100Wpc, 8 ohms, $3500) was driving the ESP Concert
and modular power supplies from Australia. Most intriguing
Grands. The amp is a58-lb, fully balanced, bridged singleto me was an electronic crossover, available as atwo- or
ended beauty. As at many of the other demo
rooms, the Concert Grands worked well
fairly close to the side walls, producing big,
warm sounds.
The almost ubiquitous ESP Concert
Grands were again doing wonderful things
with the new Clarity releases via Stan
Klyne's now-classic Series 7 preamps and
prototype power amp. Another interesting
prototype was the Parasound HCA-3001
amplifier ($3800/pair). This class-A, 100W
monoblock is yet another assault on affordable High End by John Curl.
Best sound at the Show? One candidate
was the McCormack/Vandersteen room,
which was almost three times the size of
the typical Show room. Richard Vandersteen had set up his Model 5s so that
there were few room boundaries near the
speakers or the listening positions. The
result was aspacious soundstage uncolored
Ayres new M-1 monoblock.
Stereophile, May 1997
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KR's best sound at the Show? Vandersteen
Fives driven by the new McCormack dualmono, fully balanced, 300Wpc DNA 2.0.

by the pernicious influence of the flimsy hotel walls. The amp was McCormadc's new I)NA 2.0: a dualmono, fully balanced, 300Wpc (8 ohms)
amplifier available in Standard ($3500), DeLuxe ($4200), and
Limited Anniversary ($6000) versions, which vary in their use
of connectors, internal wiring, CaddociciVishay resistors, etc. I
own aDNA-1, and can't wait to latch on to one of these brutes.
Ialso felt at home in the Reflection Audio/Artemis
Systems room — I have a pair of Artemis EOS Signature/BaseModules in my living room right now. Despite
asmaller-than-optimum room for the speakers, the new
$500 phono add-on for the Reflection 0M-1 line preamp
($3995) produced spectacular orchestral sounds via a
Basis/Graham/Benz front-end.
Next was apleasant visit to the FM Acoustics room,
where Count Basic was being reincarnated from vinyl via a
Wilson Benesch front-end, 222 preamp, and apair of 411
power amps. The speakers, apyramidal Swiss design named
the Inspiration, are offered as part of a complete FM
Acoustics-based system running on the order of $100k!
Threshold's new T800D —a class-A, 200Wpc, $8100
behemoth — was being demonstrated via AudioStatic
electrostatic loudspeakers (now being manufactured in the
US by Threshold's parent company). The combination had
the requisite precision accompanied by abalanced acoustic
— difficult to achieve in these environments.
Jeff Rowland and Siegfried Linkwitz held court in the
demo room of their shared suite, where a pair of Jeff
Rowland Design Group Concentra integrated amps
($5600 for 100Wpc/8 ohms, including areally spiffy remotecontrol wand) were running the Audio Artistry Beethoven
speakers rather than some of Rowland's larger amplifiers. In
Stereophile, May 1997

the back room, the innards of the rest of the Rowland line
were exposed for the delectation of the curious.
The Spectral DMA-180 Series 2($7995) is way beyond
dual-mono: Each of its new-design MOSFET output
devices is supplied by its own power-transformer secondary
winding, rectifier, and filter! Keith Johnson used these in an
all-Spectral setup that included the prototypes of amonitor
speaker (a collaborative design exercise between Reference
Recordings, Spectral, and Avalon). Since KJ had had a
hand in everything from the miking through the speakers, it
would have been surprising had this not been ademonstration of reproduction transparency, let alone one of the most
impressive demos at WCES!
The setup in the Sonogy/Voce Divina room was intimidating at first—the speakers seemed too close to the listener.
However, using my own CDs, the combination of the Voce
Divina's Tenore main speakers and Sonogy's very sweetsounding new Concept 60 power amp (60Wpc, $4400)
placed the very deep and wide soundstage well behind the
plane of the speakers. Very satisfying.
Mark Cerasuolo, Carver's Director of
Marketing, could barely contain himself while
explaining that the new Lightstar 2.0 amplifier is better than the $4000 original (already
aStereophile Recommended Component),
and much cheaper at $2495! Couldn't stay
for the Home Theater-style demo
(whew!), but this one looks like akiller.
Speaking of phono, there was an impressive preamp, the TAG Model One,
available with or without phono stage
and in regular and Signature variants
($7747-$14,747). This two-box design,
with Holco- or Vishay-based dual stepped
attenuators, Teflon pcbs, and meticulously laid-out wiring,
was, appropriately, shown with a
clear Plexiglas top. Other exhibits
with impressive solid-state electronics included Burmester
(even their speakers looked like
electronics), N.E.W. (classy,
brassy new cosmetics and remote controls), and Boulder
(the new, modular 2000 allout statement series).
Bryston had acouple of
neat surprises acknowledging the fact that traditional amplifiers may not
be universally suitable in
this age of multi-amping
and Home Theater. The
TI-DC-certified 9B chassis
($4500) can accommodate up to six modules,
each with its own power
supply. The 9B's six
120W ¡nodules arc based
on the 3B-ST; other types
of modules arc promised.
Keith Johnson's monitors, designed
in collaboration with Avalon
Acoustics, were being demoed to
good effect in the Spectral room,
using Keith's HDCD recordings.
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ing out that thermionic glow. No wonder JS
always looks wasted by the end of CES. He
is. Never have Ibeen so grateful for solidstate devices.
The most exciting new product from
Audio Research wasn't to be found in
their regular room at the Golden Nugget,
but in ProAc's digs at the Alexis Park. The
$3495 CA50 remote-controlled integrated
amp puts out 45Wpc from apair of 6550
tubes. Through ProAc Response One SCs,
not only was imaging impressive, but the
transient impact, dynamic drive, and sense
of pace were impeccable. Using an Audio
Research VT60 to drive the woofers couldn't have hurt.
Conrad-Johnson was present with
their usual quiet, understated passive display.
They too had anew integrated amplifier, the
CAV50. With 45Wpc from apair of EL34
Voce Divinas Tenore speakers sounded sweet driven by Sonogy's new Concept 60 power amplifier.
tubes, the CAV50 has provisions
for five line-level inputs, and
one of these sources
The PowerPac 120, also based on the 3B-ST, is housed in a
could be their
flanged enclosure suitable for on-wall or speaker-back
new C-J DVmounting. This $750 miniblock (12" by 3.6" by 7251 seems
2b CD playlike the right stuff for the rear channels and/or subwoofer in
er. Each comatrick home-theater setup.
ponent has a
Gryphon was offering what is, for them, a relatively
list price of
affordable line of electronics —the Tabu. Based on the
$2495, so for
sleek, remote-controlled Tabu integrated amp
slightly un(2x100Wpc, $4200), the line includes the fully
der 5k you
remote-controlled PRE1 preamplifier ($3700),
can have an
and power amps ranging from 100Wpc to 500W
entire high-end
There was great entertainment for me at the
system ...just
Sutherland Engineering exhibit. First off,
add
speakers.
Rod Sutherland took me on asafari through
Those
ProAc
One
the circuitry of his amps and preamps, explainSCs would certaining how much sophisticated engineering was
ly do the trick
required to design components with very simple signal
Perhaps
great
paths. Next he treated me to aquick course in the use of the
minds do all think
new "no-button" remote control for his C-2000 preamp
alike; Mesa Engin($8000). This is really impressive: Just point and manipulate
KR Enterprises
eering also unveiled a
the remote as if you were grasping the panel controls. Finally,
Vaic Valve amps "
Close
new integrated amp.
Iwas able to enjoy afew of my own CDs via Sutherland elecenough for rock'n'roll,"
said
SS.
The
$2195 Tigris is a
tronics and apair of Wilson WATT/Puppies. This was one
dual-mono, class-A design
place with food for the mind and the heart.
with achoice of 35W pentode, 28W in 27'3 pentode, and
Can Isay "integrated amp" yet again? Classé showed a
20W in 1/3 pentode using aquartet of EL84 tubes. A particreal honey: The CAP-100 is rated at 100Wpc (8 ohms) and
ularly nice touch: Mesa gives original owners a50% disbristles with features like remote control and balanced and
count on all future tube purchases. The Tigris made me
single-ended inputs, all for $1995. Yeah, Iknow, my cutoff
Euphrates (hey, Imust uphold JS's tradition of bad puns)
is $2k —but add in the optional $200 phono stage and the
with the awesome sound emanating from the Meadowlark
CAP-100 qualifies. Aesthetics are Classé-clean, and there's a
Kestrel speakers.
matching (but under $2k) CD player. All your electronics in
VTL's presence could be felt in several rooms. In the main
1.4 cubic feet!
-Kalman Rubinson
VTL demo room Luke Manley had four of his mighty
Wotan MB-1250W behemoths ($25,000/pair) driving apair
of Avalon Radians. VTL also premiered their TL5.5 preamp
EXPENSIV TUBE AM
with phono and remote control. The best sound Iheard from
STEVEN STONE *
VTL electronics was in the Diablo Acoustics room, where
apair of VTL MB-750 monoblocks were driving the new
$16,000/pair Diablo 1speakers. Don Maston, who used to
produce speakers under his own name, is the Diablo design‘'as Jonathan Scull for aweek. Not really, but almost. At
er. He's good. The Diablo/VTL combination did everything
he last minute JS couldn't make it to the Show, so Igot
right, with fantastic transient response, super-dimensional
his beat. Instead of lounging around in dark Home
imaging, and serious bass extension.
Theaters, Ifound myself running from room to room seek-
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Mesa Engineering's Tigris
integrated amplifier.

The Dick Olsher—designed Samadhi Acoustics speakers mounted
twin woofers at the end of acylindrical enclosure.
•

Balanced Audio Technology had what could be
described as aswitch-hitting display. Not only did they demo
their new remote-controlled VK-5i and VK-3i preamps, but
their new VK-200 solid-state preamp as well. Remote-condimensional soundstage, excellent
trol upgrades (designated "i") are available for older VK-3s
woodwind tonality, and superb sense of top-end
and VK-5s for amere $500. When Iwas present, apair of
ait These amps could make my water turn black any day.
VK-60 tube power amps were driving ESP Concert Grand
VAC showed their revised PA 160 Mk.III amps ($5590),
speakers. On Dave Alvin's "King of California," from my Best
now featuring a modified WilofE-Town CDR, Iwas impressed by
liamson-type input circuit. VAC
the well-defined drumkit sound,
I'm positive that
also had on hand their 202 preamp
excellent preservation of pace, and
($1990), 22.1 HDCD triode D/A
accurate reproduction of Alvin's
surround-sound for
($1890), and 23.1 transport ($1650)
Fender Telecaster.
Lamm also demoed both tube classical concert recordings driving the Dick Olsher—designed
Samadhi Acoustics speaker sysand solid-state amps. Their tube
tem. The net result was lush and
is the future.
amp of choice was the new ML!, a
musical.
90W push-pull triode amplifier.
The only amp I managed to
The $9345 price makes for arather
blow up during the entire Show was in the Sonic
pricey $104 per watt, but what asound! Using big Russian
Frontiers/EgglestonWorks room. It wasn't my fault,
6C33C power tubes, the MLls drove the hell out of apair
honest. The bass-drum stroke during the first movement of
of ARS Acousticas System Max speakers. On the Omnibus
Shostakovich's Symphony 9 on the live recording Ihad
Wind Ensemble's rendition of Frank Zappa's "Peaches En
made with JGH wasn't especially loud, but after three days
Regalia," from their Music by Frank Zappa recording (Opus 3
of Peter McGrath and his four-channel surround-sound
CD 19403), Iwas especially impressed by the wide, threeconcert recordings blasting at real-life levels
(he'd also been using these amps at home for
more than amonth), our tape was the straw
that broke the back of one particular output
tube. Sonic Frontiers quickly replaced the
derelict amp, and the show went on. They
also unveiled their new Line 3 preamp
($4995). This two-chassis, dual-mono, linelevel preamp was silent and deadly in
EgglestonWorks' surround-sound demo.
Best sound at the Show? Ithink so, but I'm
also positive that surround-sound for classical concert recordings is THE FUTURE.
Over at the Debbie Reynolds Hollywood
hotel, Melos had their 180W high-current
Triode HC/stereo amp ($4495) driving the
Genesis 300 speaker system. Other components in the chain included Melos transport,
D/A, and MA-333R preamp. The sound
was indeed heavenly on Patty Larkin's
"Angels Running."
Back at the Alexis Park, Cary was showing
the new CAD-211M push-pull amps, which
mura -san, the designer of the Air Tight tube amps.
Stereophile, May 1997
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Articulate yet warm.
this silver hybrid
interconnect could be
the missing link you've
been searching for.

Large format. bi-wireable
speaker cable. Heavy silver
plate OFHC and proprietary
insulation deliver musicality
and high current capability at
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BLACK SILC
Not for neophytes
this reference series cable
combines the precision of
silver with the richness
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material as Toy Matinee's "Last Plane Out," this system
delivered superb dynamics, excellent low-level detail, and
surprising bass extension. It also produced an image as wide
as the Grand Canyon. Was this the best two-channel sound
at the Show? Close enough for rock'n'roll.
Audio Note revved up their $25,000/pair
Ankoru amplifiers with an all-Audio Note
system. These 845-based amps put out a
whopping 70W of SE power. John Gorka's
"The Gypsy Life," from my live E-Town
CDR stash, sounded stunning. Gorka was
in the room, and Nick Forster's mandolin
had just the right amount of sparkle and
presence.
Caztech, anew company from Quebec,
put their best foot forward with aline of extremely
inexpensive tube gear. Their flagship model was a22W SE
monoblock built around an 845 power tube for apaltry
Balanced Audio Technologies'
$2500/pair. Driving the Swans Allures ($6000/pair), they
VKP-10 phono preamplifier
sounded especially fine on Susan Werner's "Last of the
Good Straight Girls."
can be set up to produce either 80W pure class-A, or slide
David Berning displayed his newest creations —a prointo class-B after the first 80W for amaximum output of
totype SE OTL and aproduction-model ZH 270 push-pull
250W. The $12,995/pair amps use a300B as adriver tube
OTL. The ZH 270 push-pull model ($4500) puts out 84W
and 845s for outputs. With the CAD-211Ms linked to Cary's
into 8 ohms and 110W into 4 ohms. Coupled with the
new SLP-98P preamp ($2995), CD-301 CD player ($2495),
Quintessence Shadow speakers, Bow transport, and the
and Soliloquy 52 speakers ($2495), the room sounded posimost excellent Timbre D/A, this
tively tubular.
diminutive (10 lbs), cool-running
Single-ended amps were as
Was Northstar Leading amp produced rich sonorities on
numerous in Las Vegas as mushEnunylou Harris's "Deeper Well."
rooms in afield of cow pics. My
The Way's the best
Dr. Bruce Edgar demonstrated his
unofficial survey scored four singleEdgarhorn System 70 ($9000) along
ended amps for every push-pull
two-channel sound at
with the Mons 300B amplifier
design. Who's gonna buy all these
cute li'l things? Obviously, Harvey
the Show? Close enough ($3600). The Mons is an SE OTL amp
that uses an EL34 tube to control its
"Gizmo" Rosenberg, resident sinoutput load. Mons also had their 7236
for rock'n'roll.
gle-ended audio-maniac, can't buy
bi-wire coupler ($1600), which elimievery single-ended amp himself,
nates the need for acrossover neteven with the potentially staggering
work. The net result of all this new technology was the best
profits from his new line of single-ended T-shirts. Given the
sound I've ever heard from apair of Edgarhorns.
outrageously large number of SE amps at the Show, and the
Joule Electra shared their room with Merlin, and the
piddling 2000 words I'm allowed to cover everything
result was a superior sonic conjunction. Merlin's VSMs
thermionic in 'Vegas, major SE amp triage was necessary.
(very scary monitors) were hooked up to Joule Electra's
Show-goers had two chances to hear the new Tannoy
VZN-100 Mk.II tnonoblocks ($8000/pair). The front-end
Churchill speakers. Both Manley and Bel Canto used
had aTimbre WA (they seemed to be everywhere) conChurchills for their demos. Manley employed their
nected to an LA-100 Mk.II line amp ($2995). The sound
75/150W SE/PP 807 gold monoblock switchable triode/
was
articulate and exciting. It was hard to leave.
pentode amps ($8600/pair). Bel Canto gave their Orfeo
Quite afew overseas manufacturers were in Las Vegas
60 SE 845 triode amps ($11,500/pair) the nod. Ipreferred
showing their wares. From Toulouse, France came Kora,
the sound in the Manley room, but neither room had any
with their triode remote-controlled Eclipse preamplifier,
bass below 100Hz. On the Zappa cut the Manley system
delivered excellent imaging and alovely midrange. The Bel Canto system also had adelectable midrange, but the imaging was atrifle less
precise. Perhaps in larger rooms the Churchills
can deliver full-frequency reproduction on
orchestral music.
Northstar Leading The Way fielded asystem that did deliver full frequency response at
realistic spls. The Cabasse Baltic/Stromboli
speaker system ($16,000), powered by two KR
Enterprises Vaic Valve VV52B amps ($16,000)
and two VV52X amps ($16,000), combined with
aJadis electronic crossover, JP 200 MC dualmono preamps, JD-1 transport, and JS-1 D/A,
rocked the house. Even on such demanding
Stereophile, May 1997

Steven Stone's CES Best-Of List
Best Four-Channel Sound: Sonic Frontiers/EgglestonWorks.
Best Two-Channel Sound at the Alexis Park: VTL/Diablo, KR/
Jadis/Cabasse, Accuphase/Thiel.
Best Two-Channel Sound at the Debbie Reynolds: Mark Levinson/
Metaphor, Melos/Genesis, Ayre/Avalon.
Most Outrageous Product: Audio Magic $4000 tube interconnects.
Most Improved Sound: Delphi Imager speaker.
Worst Sound: Edgar Winter's pickup band at the DTS press conference
in the Planet Hollywood restaurant. Even wearing earplugs, Ifound
them way too loud.
-Steven Stone
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Once in a while an idea
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a significant step forward in

advancing the current state-

of-the-art. We feel our new

ST Series amplifiers exemplify

this unique distinction.

A new approach to low -noise,

low distortion signal -path

has produced a line of
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than any source material

currently available.

Bryston ST amplifiers, from the top: 811 Si 4 c
ha n;hi 120 wpc, 5B ST 3 channel 120 wpc,
E. A F?
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for a
Generation

4B ST 250 irpc stereo, 7B ST 500 watts mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 120
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stereo.
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Bryston Ltd, RO. Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive, Peterborough, Ontario,
Canada K9J 7Y4

Tel: (705) 742-5325

Fax: (705) 742-0882

Switchable gold plated RCA
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Triode 100 SB monoblock push-pull power amps, and
Mandala loudspeakers. These high-style French components would look right at home next to aRibbon Chair in a
certain New York loft.
Italy was also well-represented in 'Vegas. Graft from
Modena, showed their 200W GM 200 OTL stereo amp
($12,500) along with the GM 13.5 all-tube preamp
($5500) and Ventidnque all-tube integrated amp.
The GM 200 was not only big, sporting no fewer
than 32 PL 504 power tubes, but very beautiful. It did a fine job driving a pair of
Martin-Logan CLS speakers. The
Graff products generated alot of
interest.
Unison Research displayed
their Palladio power amps
($22,000/pair) and Dream preamp
($20,000). The Dream resembled
something from an H.R. Giger fantasy — it looked gnarly. All these exotic electronics were hooked up to
some tiny Unison Research prototype
speakers ($6000). The sound was
warm and inviting. Paula Cole's voice on
"Throwing Stones" was silky, but the system lacked overall
drive, and there was no bass whatsoever.
Nightingale, from Rome, Italy, displayed some beautiful, classic-looking electronics. Their ADM-30, a30Wpc
integrated class-A push-pull tube amp, sounded right at
home driving apair of Sonus Faber speakers.
Every true SE aficionado nude apoint of worshipping at
the Wavac room. These stunningly beautiful, $35,000/pair
Japanese-made 100W OTLs were hooked up to apair of
Thiel CS5i speakers. The result was like watching aFerrari
pull atractor trailer—it succeeded, but the results were
ugly. Never before have Iheard amore rhythmically inept
system. Bass was especially soft and sluggish.
As was my brain by the end of this Show. Information
overload had set in, along with acase of chronic foot fatigue.
By HI-FI '97 Ishould be ready to do it all over again. It will
be totally delightful to have everything within the walls of a
single hotel.
-Steven Stone

ROBERT DEUTSCH *
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fWCES is anything to go by, 1997 may become known
in audiophile circles as The Year of the Integrated
1.mplifier — especially if we're talking affordable
(which, for the purposes of this Show report, is defined as
$2000 and under). WCES had more integrated amps than
you could shake astick at (if such is your wont).
The smallest, cutest, most creatively named of these must
be the Tandberg Troll. With an output of 25Wpc, the Troll
($699) is amere 4.3" by 4.7" by 9.8", and features innovative
circuit design. In Norway, Tandberg apparently sold more
than 200 of them in the first two months following its
release, which represents some sort of record for this small
country.
The tube equivalent of the Tandberg Troll is JoLida's
new SJ 101A. This integrated amp also puts out 25Wpc, the
power-amplifier section based on two pairs of matched
Stereophile, May 1997

N.E.W.'s Monterey integrated amp
with its remote control, part of the
company's new "Crossroads
Collection!'

EL84s. Price is an astonishing
$499. The demo featured
Linaeum speakers and aJoLida-badged $180 CD player,
with atotal system price of less than $1000. The sound was
warm and musical, much better than you'd expect for the
price. JoLida has anew, upscale (for them) integrated amp as
well: the 70Wpc SJ 801A ($1400).
Arcam, the UK company well-known for its affordable
electronics, has revised their entire line, with three new integrated amplifiers (Alpha 7, 40Wpc, $449; Alpha 8, 50Wpc,
$649; Alpha 9, 70Wpc, remote control, $949) and two new
power amplifiers (Alpha 8, 50Wpc, $449; Alpha 9, 70Wpc,
$749). Ifind the flowing lines of the new Alpha styling very
attractive.
Creek Audio, imported by Music Hall, has a new
remote-controlled integrated amplifier, available in regular
(5250R, 50Wpc, $945) or Special Edition (5250SE R,
75Wpc, $1145). The A52 (75Wpc, $845) and A52SE
(80Wpc, $1195) power amplifiers may be combined with
one of Creek's nifty infrared remote-control passive preamps (OBH-10, $225; OBH-12, $325), ahigh-quality yet
affordable combination.
Golden Tube Audio, adefinite up-and-comer in the area
of affordable tube (what else?) electronics, introduced three
new products at WCES: the SI-50 integrated amp (50Wpc,
$980), plus the SE-40 Special Edition (40Wpc, single-ended
class-A, $1380) and SE-100 (100Wpc, push-pull, $1980)
power amps. One of the best-sounding affordable systems I
heard at the Show featured apair ofJoseph Audio's RM-7Si
Signatures driven by aGolden Tube SE-100.
Symphonic Line electronics from German Acoustics
have been just about as far as one can get from the affordable arca, but that's about to change in abig way. German
Acoustics is now history, and Symphonic Line's designei the
ebullient Klaus Bunge, has a new company, located in
Indianapolis. Versions of the old, stratospherically priced
Symphonic Line preamps and power amps (like the $34,000
Kraft Reference Mono) arc still available, but the real excitement has to do with the Odyssey Design Group Project 2
Tempest preamplifier, Stratos amplifier, and Mystique loudspeakers, all designed by Klaus Bunge. When Ifirst looked
at the preamp and power amp, my guess about the pricing
99

Top-of-the-Line
Vacuum Tube Stereo Preamplifier
Model PA-4

•7Tube Perfection
•5Hz-100kHz within ldB
• Lowest Distortion & Noise
•60dB Channel Separation
• High Polish Chrome Chassis
•Stereo Recorder Outputs
•Tube Rectifier and Regulator
•Cerafine and MIT Capacitors
• Low Noise DC Filaments
• Point to Point Wiring
•Gold plated RCA
•Superb Quality and Sound
•Operates from 100/115/230VAC

Technical Specifications
Line Inputs (four)

CD, Tuner, Tape, Auxiliary

Frequency Response

ldB from 5Hz to 100kHz

Voltage Gain

+10dB maximum

Volume Control Range
Channel Separation

80dB continuously variable
-60dB minimum @ 1
kHz

Hum and Noise

(-80dB) .2 millivolt maximum

Input Impedance

100K Ohm all inputs

Output Source

1.5K Ohm Totem pole

Plate Voltage Supply

Highly regulated

Heater Supply

Well filtered low ripple DC

Tube Compliment

4ea 12AU7, I2AX7, 12BH7, 5AR4

Front Panel Controls

AC Power, Input Selector, Gain Adjust
4stereo inputs, Recorder out, Line out

Rear Panel Connectors
AC Power Required
SizeWxDxH

100/115/230VAC 50/60Hz

Weight (net)

15.25 x 10.75 x8"(38 x27 x20 cm)
19 pounds (8.7 kg)

Enclosure (chassis)

Chrome plate high gloss polish

Front Panel (machined)

Gold anodize

List Price

$1,795

Our world-wide dealer network is now being formed, apply now!

Antique Sound USA
6717 NE 181' Street, Seattle WA 98155 USA,

http://www.amemura.com/sound/
Phone 206-481-8866, Fax 206-485-3836

short-legged watts!) David Manley offers the Purist
was that they're at least in the $2000-$3000 range. It turns
Preamplifier line-stage ($1650), which features continuousout that the preamp and power amp (150Wpc) arc $995
ly variable feedback for each channel. Not to be outdone,
each, which is also the price of the pair of speakers. The
Luke Manley's VTL has the TL2.5 line-stage preamp for
sound of the system was extremely promising; the preamp
$1250, including remote control. The matching ST-85
and power amp strike me as being exceptional bargains. The
(85Wpc, $1590) is an update of the well-regarded ST-80.
units showing at WCES were prototypes; one can only
The fit'n'finish of VTL products has improved agreat deal
hope that Symphonic Line is able to maintain these prices
since earlier models, and the TL2.5/ST-85 pair was making
once they're in production.
very nice sounds with Joseph Audio RM-7Si Signatures.
Judging by the number of product introductions, $2000 is
(Those speakers get around! At $1995, Balanced Audio
anew price point for integrated amps. Classé had the CAPTechnology's VK-3i preamp just makes it under the $2000
100, a 100Wpc design that uses bipolar transistors,
"affordable" limit—if you exclude the $500 remote-control
MOSFETs, and J-FETs in what they claim is aunique conoption. The VK-3i shares with the more expensive VK-5i a
figuration that optimizes each device's electrical characnew implementation of the shunt volume control, and feateristics ($1995 for line-stage only, $200 for optional phono
tures improvements in passive
stage). The Sphinx Myth 3
parts. A plug-in phono card (MM
($2000), imported from the
or MC) is another $500 option.
1997 may become known
Netherlands by May Audio, has a
Manufacturers of tube-based
passive line-stage and a 50Wpc
in audiophile circles as
equipment often expand their
power amp. N.E.W., known for
offerings to include solid-state, but
their battery-powered electronics
The Year of the
amove in the other direction is
with looks only a mother could
almost unheard of. Yet this is
love, has a completely new line
Integrated Amplifier
exactly the route taken by Edge
called the Crossroads Collection.
Electronics, whose solid-state
Said to embody the "finest design
amplifiers have found particular favor with John Dunlavy.
traits from the world's various regions and cultures," the
The new Edge T3 line-stage preamp ($1499) uses asingle
Crossroads Collection products are extremely stylish, with
Sovtek 6922 tube for the gain stage, supported by asophisdesign accents in gleaming brass: Del Mar integrated amp
ticated multistage power supply. Asked why he abandoned
with remote, 40Wpc, $1998; Monterey amp, 120Wpc,
the solid-state approach for the preamp, designer Tom
$1998; plus aCD player and two speaker models. Both the
Maker replied, "It just sounded better."
integrated amp and power amp use class-A circuitry.
Budget stalwart Adcom is set to challenge the
High End's big boys with two new products: the
GFP-750 preamplifier ($1260) and GFA-5802 power
amplifier ($1750). The GFP-750 can be used in apassive or active mode, the active mode using only one
gain stage, implemented with reference-grade
HEXFET transistors and alarge toroidal transformer.
A buffered processor loop allows integration of asurround processor. The GFA-5802 takes aim squarely at
the super-amps, with 300Wpc, alow-feedback signal
path, and amultisegmented power supply. Both products have adecidedly high-end look that was missing
from Adcom's previous offerings.
The news from NAD is the introduction of the
Model 118 digital preamplifier ($1599). It has four
analog and four digital inputs, the analog input signals
converted into the digital domain with an 18-bit A/D
and 44.1kHz or 48kHz user-selectable sampling rate.
Internal processing is 24-bit, and allows avariety of
DSP-based functions, including re-dithering and
noise-shaping, tone controls, phase-linear infrasonic
filter, stereo-width control, expander/compressor, etc.
The Model 118 offers alot of technological sophistication for the price.
A more conventional approach to preamplifier
function is taken by the tube mavens at Sonic
Frontiers, VAC, Manley, VTL, and BAT —they all
had new products in the affordable range. Sonic
Frontiers' Anthem Pre-1L line-stage extends their
high-value approach to the $995 price point. VAC
has the full line-plus-phono Model 202 preamp, with
goodies like mil-spec metal-film resistors and fully
regulated power supplies, for $1990. It's partnered by
the Model 25.1 stereo amplifier ($1790), said to pro- Would you buy an amplifier from this man? Mike Creek shows off his new Creek power
duce 35 "long-le cd" watts per channel. (I hate those amp, with its adjustable DC servo frequency.
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Guy R. Fountain (Sagittarius) in 1948,

For the Japanese audiomaniac owning

founder of Tannoy Loudspeaker Company,

and listening to Tannoys is a precondi-

invented a unique loudspeaker where the

tion for spiritual development.
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almost 5 decades of refinement the Tannoy Dual
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centric coolosity, which explains why it is the
official loudspeaker of the Triode Guild, and why
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"YBA gear is like a
Mercedes automobileeven the less expensive
models are built to avery
high standard. Yes, you
can buy someone else's
separate preamp and
power amp for the price
of the YBA Integré. But
you wouldn't own a
YBA."
Sam Tellig -Stereophile
Vol 19 no,12.-Dec. 1996

"The YBA is a
remarkable achievement owing to its
combination of purity,
openness and superb
dynamics. In each of
these areas, this integrated amp rivals the very
best separates available."

The best integrated
amp. I've heard so far.-

The Audio Adventure

Hi-Fi News-Ken Kessler.

"The YBA DT Integre
remarkably transp
offers great neutrality,
and yet can still seek
the soul of music. A
act."
Fi-Nov.1996
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Covering this year's WCES
involved rushing around to as many
as 10 different venues, so it was a
matter of sheer luck that Ihappened
to be in on what must be the human
interest story of the Show. Iwent into
the Bryston suite as part of my regular rounds, and was introduced to a
young couple. They were WCES
attendees who had brought their
baby with them. Now, you say, that's
nice, but what's the big deal? Well,
get this: The baby's name is Btystots!
The couple wanted to give their baby
boy an unusual name, and the husband, an avid audiophile, thought of
naming him after the company
whose products he has long admired.
Bryston (the company) was so delighted that Bryston (the baby) is getting one of the new B-60 integrated
amps as apresent. Two-month-old
Las Vegas in January—a welcome relief from winter woes for Showgoers.
Bryston (it is agreat name, isn't it?)
duced an updated version of his unique Cable Comparator
was looking around, alert and bright-eyed, obviously
System, now incorporating speaker cable as well as interconimpressed with the sound of the PMC speakers that "Uncle
nect testing in a much-easier-toBryston" is distributing.
attach design that also features
No Show report would be complete
remote-control operation.
without some personal Best Sound of
Covering the latest
As usual, Cardas's Golden Cross
Show nominations. Mine would have
cables seemed to be in anumber of
offerings in the vast
to include the Martin-Logan Stateexcellent-sounding rooms, including
ment (superb on both music and
category of accessories the Audio Artistry/Rowland,
video), Kevin Voecks's new Revel
Hales, and Muse suites. George
speakers (stupendous dynamics, and
at this year's Geek Meet Cardas demonstrated his new
bass response of great subtlety and
"Sniffer" (available soon), a rather
power), Dunlavy's SC-VI (well
in the Desert proved a clever
variation on the old AM-tuner
deserving of Stereophile's 1996 Loudtechnique for identifying sources of
speaker of the Year award), Egglereal challenge.
RF interference in your system.
stonWorks' Andra (especially when
Transparent Audio's offerings
playing Peter McGrath's discrete fourwere also paired with some mighty fine systems: Egglechannel Nagra-D tapes), and the new Quintessence
stonWorks speakers; Quintessence Shadow/C.A.T. SL-1;
Shadow (which sounded better to me than the more expenand B.A.T. electronics playing E.S.P. speakers. Audiosive Stealth I'd heard on previous occasions). Yeah, Iknow,
Quest/AudioTruth continued their practice of offering
none of these is exactly affordable. One can dream, can't
incremental refinement to their full lineup of well-respected
one?
-Robert Deutsch
cables. Kirnber Kahle, too, displayed their usual run of cables,
ranging from the most affordable to some of the most expensive you can buy.
Monster Cable, who recently hired engineer Demian
Martin (Entec), are making abig push with astable of
redesigned cables — including their new Sigma-Retro line,
intended for vintage as well as modern components. Straight
Wire has augmented their traditional coaxial designs with
overing the latest offerings in the vast category of
new top models, including the Black Silc speaker cable
accessories at this year's Geek Meet in the Desert
($60/ft) and Crescendo interconnect ($700/m), both featurproved areal challenge. The problem wasn't only that
ing ahelix-arrayed multiconductor layout. MIT continues to
the Alexis Park's labyrinthine layout, composed of aseemingexpand their line of power conditioners and cables while
ly endless number of disconnected buildings, made me feel
offering the new iconnTM interchangeable speaker-cable conlike an extra in aStairMaster infomerdal. The real dilemma?
nector system. Purist Audio's room featured the unique,
Every room contained multiple accessories, many not even listvery pricey Radiant Light Source cables, along with their wide
ed in the Show guide. Apologies, therefore, to those companies
array of more affordable models and an interesting, multiwhose products Icouldn't squeeze into this report.
outlet, filtered power strip.
There was no shortage of new offerings at CES from
Aural Symphonics' cable line, seen in several marquee
established players in the world of wire as well as from the
rooms this year, now includes their new Echelon AES/EBU
usual number of newcomers. David Salz of WireWorld
digital link ($595/m). Synergistic Research created the
showed his much-refined coaxial statement interconnect and
new and very affordable Synergy Cables line to complement
speaker cable, the new Golden Eclipse HI. Salz also intro-
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platform decoupled from the rods
with elastomer grommets. The added
weight of the four shelves preloads
the top plinth, which floats on four
air bladders and acts as apendulum
system to additional lateral isolation.
Good idea!
Another intriguing design was
Arcici's modular, patented Laser
Base ($350 and up), aunique isolation stand that provides vertical and
horizontal isolation for CD players
and other line-stage gear. Thin but
very solid tubing is used to build
stands of varying height, the actual
equipment-support sections decoupled from the stand proper by
aseries of thin polyurethane rings.
The portion of the tubular frame
directly supporting components does
so via special feet called TwinkleThe magic of the High End: Tvveakery gone berserk in the Mapleshade/Gallo Acoustics suite.
toes. These work like abearing slipplate, allowing the component to
subtly roll on aset of four ball bearings.
its high-end interface products. Synergistic's Ted Denney
Machina Dynarnica showcased their excellent floorwas doing A/B comparisons with AudioQuest the length of
standing pneumatic isolation platform in the Gallo
the Show.
Acoustics suite. This device also incorporates bidirectional
Mango Audio Labs had improved versions of their
isolation at avery low resonant frequency, and is best suited
highly regarded RMX Reference power cords as well as
for sensitive source components like turntables and CD
revamped digital and analog cables. Discovery Cables has
transports.
also enhanced the Signature, their top speaker cable, and
Inoticed quite afew rooms using the OSAR modular
added anew, very flexible, statement interconnect — the
stand system. This attractive and relatively affordable design
Plus Four. Highwire Audio's Don Palmer showed his
physically isolates each shelf from every other, and offers a
"critically tuned" series of cables, claimed to reduce the sonic
choice of Sorbothane damping or
degradation from RF interference.
cones between its composite
Several relative newcomers to
the cable wars broke through the Several relati ve newcomers MDF/metal shelves and the
square-tube steel frame. Custom
"noise floor" this year. Mapleto the cable wars broke
faceplates in Conan or decorative
shade's Omega Micro cables,
wood are available. Prices range
while not exactly new, certainly
through the "noise floor" from $240 for the amp stands to
looked unusual with their battery$795 for afull-system stand.
powered charging scheme and the
this year.
Another affordable and welldesigner's preference for stringing
respected system comes from
cables from walls and ceilings.
Bright Star. Barry Kohan now offers his Air Mass pneuConnected to the eyeball-like speakers in the Gallo
matic mounts (priced as low as $99), to be used alone, or with
Acoustics room, these cables looked like the tentacles of a
his Little Rock and Big Rock products to provide acompregiant octopus. The room looked like the set of aremake of
hensive vibration-control system.
Ed Wood's Plan 9From Outer Space.
In the Discovery/Clearaudio/C.A.T. room, Silent
Imported from Europe were the interesting Fadel Art
Running Audio debuted a very nice amp stand
interface products, each sporting "impedance and phase"
($600-$1500) incorporating acombination of viscous gels
correction boxes. Finally, the S-L series of interconnects and
and open-celled foam for constrained-layer damping and
speaker cables from Nirvana Audio caught my attention as
isolation. Signal Guard platforms, also utilizing multiple
being well-made and sensibly designed.
elastomer materials in aconstrained-layer configuration, saw
Iwas pleased to see at CES '97 the continuing trend
service in ahalf dozen or so rooms.
toward better-designed equipment stands, isolation platSound Anchor featured anew stand suitable for use
forms, and vibration accessories. These ranged from real
with various stand-alone damping platforms or plinths as
works of art — like the imported pARTicular brand of
well as acool new adjustable speaker stand.
expensive, handcrafted stands — to revampings of support
It was good to see representatives of big 3M Corcones and feet such as Ultra System's Unicones and T.G.
poration's Engineered Materials Division prowling the
Audio's Pointy Things.
grounds of the Alexis Park in pursuit of high-end audio busiArcici introduced their new S-1 Suspense stand (starting
ness for their formidable array of vibration-control products.
at $2000), an interesting design combining aheavy-duty ver3M even had afull-color data sheet for their new vacuumsion of their AirHead pneumatic platform with four threadtube dampers! In addition, samples were shown of avery
ed rods connected to the top acrylic plinth. These rods
thin yet highly effective constrained-layer damping plate for
extend down through the AirHead's lower box to support
use in component chassis damping.
-Shannon Dickson
four additional acrylic platforms below the top unit, each
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Your devotion to your records has
been justified: The Shure VIS has returned.
Featuring a remarkably thin, yet rigid
beryllium MICROWALL/Re' cantilever and an
ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip, the VIS Type
VxMR combines the truest, most expressive sound
with incredibly low record wear. You'll hear purer
highs, more forceful bass, and richer audio detail than
you ever imagined your records could provide.
And you'll hear them for longer, since the VIS
provides all this sound quality with just one gram of
tracking force—compared to the 2grams required by other
high-performance cartridges.
Reintroducing the VI5. Treat your ears—and your
records—to the sound and quality they deserve.
Call I-800-25-Shure for the VIS dealer nearest you.

THE SHURE V15
PHONO

CARTRIDGE

SHURE ®

PURE SINGLE-ENDED CLASS A
ALEPH 3
2 CHANNELS
2 GAIN STAGES
30 WATT /CH OUTPUT
200 WATT IDLE

PASS LABS
24449 FORESTHILL ROAD, FORESTHILL, CALIFORNIA 95631
TEL (916) 367-3690 FAX (916) 367-2193
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listener's subjective experience. Itaped the presentation
through apair of high-quality electret omni mikes into a
portable DAT player, and on my return home relistened to
the A/13 passages without Moncrieffs commentary. Icould
still clearly hear a difference through my system: The
Tubistor
version sounded abit louden smoother, and slightteach Show there seems to be afair share of, to put
ly cleaner in the upper frequencies.
it politely, "fringe" technologies. This year one such
Assuming there's no outright fraud here, and that the
product showed up in the power-conditioning
powers of suggestion aren't easily recorded on my DAT, I
arena that for years has been dominated by the ubiquitous
must admit I'm abit puzzled. Irradiating sensitive ICs has
Power Wedge from Audio Power Industries and by filters
long been known to damage these devices. Could TRT have
from Tice, MIT, and several others. The new kids on the
developed some technique or spectrum that alters the beta
block are Tadline's Power Purifier ($1090) and its kissin'
of these devices, or perhaps damcousin, the Bybee Sucker from
ages them in some way that increasT.G. Audio. Both units were
es the level of euphonically pleasing
A couple of otherwise
inspired by Jack Bybee, a retired
distortion byproducts? I'm speculattheoretical physicist, and serve as
sane high-end
ing here — Ihave no idea of the true
expansion strips with several duplex
causes of the changes Ihear —but
outlets for connecting your system
manufacturers have
certainly any manufacturer planto the AC mains outlet. Inside, the
ning on having their circuit boards
story gets abit more mysterious:
actually told me
Tubistorized would want to underThe units supposedly utilize modstand the full process in more depth
ules of "high-density ceramics and
that what customers
before risking the long-term conserare-earth metals to absorb and crequences of possible permanent
prefer are not
ate abarrier to particular and selectdamage. While Ididn't think the
ed electrons" associated with the
expandable-architecture Tubistor processor sounded like
three power conductors. Reporttubes per se, Iwas intrigued by the
edly, neither product contains filsystems, but multiple
clear audible differences, most of
ters, transformers, or ferro-resothem subjective improvements in
nant elements (though they do
boxes strung together
my book. Isuggest appropriate cauemploy surge suppression), yet
tion here, while encouraging those
reduction of RFI/EMI and "capacall over the place.
with the resources to objectively
itance dumping" are the claimed
investigate this process to do so.
results. Icertainly can't begin to
When Iasked Peter if patents were being sought so he
vouch for Bybee's hypothesis of selective electron absorpcould reveal the true nature of the technique, he was abit
tion, or even why such athing might be desirable for audio
equivocal. "Yes, we plan on patenting part of the process, but
performance — but Ido know several audiophiles who
much — such as specific spectrums used — would remain
swear by these things.
secret. Besides, most engineers won't accept this anyway."
One of the Show's more entertaining promos had to be J.
High-end audio certainly isn't dull!
-Shannon Dickson
Peter Moncrieffs "Tubistor" demo in the TRT room. This
process entails "irradiating any type of IC, op-amp, DAC
chips, etc. with an exotic spectrum of radiation" in order to
change the device's subjective sonic characteristics from the
supposedly harsh and edgy trait ascribed to "solid-state" to a
sound more sweet, dimensional, and ... tubelike! TRT even
claims the treatment is so specific that an OEM can request
conversion of asolid-state device to one having either a"sinrom all indications, the high-end audio market is not
gle-ended triode sound" or acrispen more articulate quality
growing significantly in the US, yet new companies
resembling a"beam power tetrodel Peter also stated that
keep springing up. This isn't to say that people aren't
treating atube preamp with the Tubistor process "will make
spending thousands of dollars on home-entertainment proit sound more like atube preamp than it already does."
ducts, it's simply that with video and computer gear drainSay what?
ing thousands from the family account, audio is becoming
Regardless of the marketing rap, Imust admit that Icould
increasingly marginalized. The stunted growth of high-end
clearly hear adifference during the A/B testing of two
audio is especially obvious if compared to the home comMcCormack processors, supposedly identical except that
puter and big-screen TV surges of the last few years (themone had been Tubistored, the other not. Though the
selves slowing abit).
McCormacks' tops had been removed to show that the units
But if you're in love with music and are technically mindwere identical, my cursory inspection revealed that the
ed, building extreme audio products calls like the sirens of
Tubistor-treated processor had atrim-pot in the digital input
ancient Greece. Even to ahardened CES-goer like myself;
circuit, while the "solid-state" version had afixed resistor in
strolling the high-end exhibits feels like home.
the same position. Perhaps this was just acoincidence and
When it comes to home use, a"high-end" computer
didn't affect the experiment; I'll give Moncrieff the benefit
market has yet to develop. This is all relative, of course,
of the doubt.
because most basic home computers cost more than a
Still, the Tubistor presentation was preceded by plenty of
decent stereo. But my guess is that at some point the market
suggestions describing just what we were about to hear —
will begin to spawn atweak computing element that may
and such suggestions can influence even the most cautious
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POWER DRIVE DNA-0.5
DELUXE EDITION

Writing about the Budget Component of
1996, the critics said, "The McCormack DNA-0.5
Deluxe Edition amplifier [$1565] offers
performance that rivals much more costly
competition — in fact, the McCormack came in
second to the [$35,000] Krell Audio Standard in
the running for Amplification Component 1996.
"That puts it in pretty exalted company, but
our respondents were unequivocal in their
enthusiasm, lauding the McCormack's
palpability, crisp transients, punchy
percussiveness, and effortless sense of detail.
[Sam Telfig] called it 'one of the best amplifiers
period.' And that's without factoring in 'bank
for the buck.'"

•

Ifyou still think big sound means big bucks, better think
again.

Visit your local McCormack Audio Dealer or

contact us at:

McCORMACK
111
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5421 Avenida Encinas, Suite J •Carlsbad, CA 92008 •Tel: (619) 93o-9550 •Fax: (619) 93o-9555

From A to B
The acietlsi: Way!
Goertz MI matched impedance speaker cables -high purity copper and silver, flat, solid conductors. The patented
Goertz design virtually eliminates high frequency roll-off, skin
effect below 50kHz, hum from power wiring, and cross talk.
The lowest inductance in the business.
Goertz high performance interconnects -18 gauge two flat
solid conductors sandwiched together. Unprecedented clarity
of treble and high to mid-range, interconnects provide anear
match of cable characteristic impedance with the impedance at
the signal source. Offered in RCA and XLR balanced versions.
Virtually distortion free.

(le

MI 31MIAG 3
(7 AWG Speaker Cable)

MI 2/ MI AG 2
(10 AWG Speaker Cable)

•••/

MI1IMIAG 1
(13 AWG Speaker Cable)

RCA Interconnect

Used together -they provide asignal path between amplifier
and transducer that is "as distortion-free as possible within the
limits of present technology" Goertz products are idealfie highend stereo and home theater applications.

by Alpha-Core, Inc.
MADE IN USA
For adealer nearest you, call 1-800-836-5920
Fax 203-384-8120 -Visit us at http dwww alphacore com

I

••••
Balanced XLR
Interconnect

All available in
copper or silver
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ing most high-end products in the future; but if companies
have parallels to the perfectionist audio boom of the last
don't put out their antennae now ...
couple decades. Maybe we'll even witness anew J. Gordon
•Product Thread #2: Also of note was abooth far away
Holt of the computer-review biz pushing bit-consciousness
from the high-end audio digs. Over in the Sands Expo
to new heights. Compuphile?
Center, Hughes (yeah, the big old aircraft company, reinOne of the ways computer makers plan to "add value" to
venting itself with consumer electronics and satellites) was
home computers is to upgrade their audio and video capashowing their combination DSS/DirecPC system, which
bilities. Several computer manufacturers were showing new
includes the ability to download Internet datastreams at
models sporting advanced A/V processing. Both Apple and
400kbps, along with hundreds of channels of TV nonsense.
Intel have announced that MEP 1394 (FireWire) will be
The Internet feed quality isn't yet that of CD (12Mbps), but
integrated into new motherboards starting in 1997.
give 'em acouple of years. With alot of new music, downMicrosoft also continues to promote the Simply
loading the sample and MIDI files will probably be far more
Interactive PC (SIPC) standard, which enables computers to
efficient than grabbing astandard CD anyway — if you've
be the central component in a digital satellite/ DVD/
got the hardware to play it back. When quizzed, the Hughes
Internet entertainment future. If you want areal scare, go to
rep said that being able to economically upload high-bandhttp://www.microsoft.com and read about The Future of
width data is also in the works.
Stereo According to Bill. Just ataste: "Except for the audio
Investor technology newsletters keep chanting that now
data rates, ahome stereo is not much different from ateleis the time to invest in the future of unrestricted-comphone with USB [Universal Serial Bus]." Yep, that's the
munications-bandwidth compawhole sentence.
nies. Excitable industry experts
If this pattern (along with
are now predicting, by the turn
"convergence") continues, the
When it becomes possible
of the century, satellite links to
route to better sound in one's
home may well be through com- to play with high-bandwidth home users (Hughes's Spaceway
series of satellites, for example)
puter upgrades, not aseparate,
datastreams, the focus of
with bandwidth exceeding that
expensive music system. The colof fiber!
lege kids of today are the tweak
high-end audio technology
•Tying the Threads Together:
computer and hi-fi buyers of
This means that high-quality
tomorrow. This is just an obserbegins to shift from
multichannel audio from such
vation; your mileage may vary...
new sources as satellite may start
• Product Thread #1: Several
companies that squeeze
to emerge in coming years. With
manufacturers appear to be geta Meridian-type system, one
performance from limited
ting wise to the advantages of
could buy the as-yet-unknown
computer architecture and control for the high-end audio data resources to those that hardware connection to future
datastreams and fit it directly into
world. Most notably, Meridian
can best direct and control to the original box. Makes sense,
again displayed their 800-series
especially if they include a
audio/video computers (see Vol.19
the rushing currents.
FireWire interface. Unless, of
No.9, p.93 for more details). The
course, you really want to buy yet
800 has slots for sprouting multianother incompatible component to graft into your system.
ple CD-ROM drives, with the ability to swap one out for a
I'll go out on ashort limb here and predict that, five years
future DVD transport. Following close behind in amore
from now, we'll look back and think that what Meridian has
analog implementation of expandable/upgradeable archidone was so obvious. Of course, there will still be compatecture are newcomers Eiger, with avery impressively built
nies making dedicated-purpose "boxes," but threatening
AV computen and Theta, with their Casablanca pretrends like "multimedia," "home theater," "convergence,"
amp/processor.
and "custom install" will be irrelevant to the folks who creA couple of otherwise sane high-end manufacturers have
ate products that continually accommodate new technoloactually told me that what customers prefer are not expandgies in an elegant fashion without sacrificing performance.
able-architecture systems, but multiple boxes strung together
For the perfectionist market, digital bandwidth has always
all over the place —with all the redundant, expensively
been one of the major bottlenecks, but that appears about to
machined cases, connectors, and cables. I've also been told that
change as we enter the era of "bandwidth abundance," to
this is abetter way for manufacturers to support dealers, since
quote futurist George Gilder. When it becomes possible to
you have to keep going back to pay for mow redundant stuff. Is
play with high-bandwidth datastreams, the focus of highthis true? Is this what future customers will gleefully support?
end audio technology begins to shift from companies that
There are sure to be some of you out there who fit this
squeeze performance from limited data resources to those
description, but what about future generations? They'll be
that can best direct and control the rushing currents.
coming from adifferent planet. (Reminds me of something
Differing opinions concerning high-bandwidth availability
Richie Havens once sang: 'The aliens are already among us...
abound, but one thing is clear: If the high-end audio industhey're small, have big eyes... they're called 'kids.'")
try doesn't aim to perfect the best application of whatever
have different assumptions about how products should work
formats and standards are thriving in the new mass market, it
together. Iwould think that being able to endow your basic
will find itself an island forever moving away from the mainentertainment cardframe/computer with new channels,
land on the tectonic plates of commette. The more trade
AD/DA converters, media drives, surround decoders, DSP
shows Iattend, the more this seems inevitable. For most conroom correction, Internet/DSS hookups, multi-zones,
sumers, audio in any significant form is becoming afeature
video game cards, or what-have-you would be the way to
somewhere down along list of digital options. —Jon Iverson S
go. Hopefully, Intel and Microsoft won't be the ones buildStereophile, May 1997
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Can Kyle Gann make
the culprit sing?

9

ythe time Igot there acrowd had already gathered.
There, in the middle, was the body, stretched out
with a reel's worth of high-grade tape wrapped
around its neck, and still soiled with the muck of the
East River. It was aghastly scene, but nobody seemed
particularly upset; in fact, several people were smirking. "If it had been united, it could never have been defeated,"
somebody chuckled near me. Ilooked up; it was Fred
Rzewski. Alvin Lucier said nothing, but cordoned off the
110

body with along thin wire that hummed ominously. John
Adams pushed his way through the crowd and grabbed my
arm. "This is the work of Arab terrorists!" he snarled. That
was a knee-jerk reaction; he was still bitter about the
Klinghoffer episode.
Classical music was dead. And Ididn't need to call the
American Symphony Orchestra League to know that they
were going to want somebody to pin charges on. Ineeded
answers.
Stereophiie, May 1997

Lett to right: Bob Ashley, Terry Riley, Pauline Oliveros,
John Adams, Philip Glass

When Igot to my office, there was alivid
message on my machine from Charles
Wuorinen. "You know who did it!" he
screamed. "Those damn minimalists! They've
been out to kill classical music for 30 years!"
Charlie's kind of anutcase, but hell, it was a
lead. Ipopped around to Steve Reich's apartment. "Sure, Ihad afling with classical music
in the '90s," he admitted nervously. "But ever
since The Cave, I've been strictly into electronics." "I buy your story, Steve," Icrooned
to calm him, "but the league's going to want
to see proof. You gonna come out to show
them?" "Come out to show them?" he
repeated. Isaw he had gone into one of his
phases, so Ileft him there.
Iknew Terry Riley was out of the loop,
and Phil Glass had been pretty cozy with
classical for the last few years; Imade amental walk-through of his entire output and
couldn't find amotive. So Ipaid avisit to the
Big Kahuna, La Monte "Hillbilly" Young. He
had an alibi, too. Problem was, it was six
hours long. Classical music died a quick
death; Young couldn't have pulled off ajob
like that in under amonth.
Iwaltzed around to Bob "Wolfman"
Ashley's digs. Iknew he hadn't done it— the
guy never touched an orchestra in his life—
but he was abig man in the underground, and
he seemed to know things other people didn't.
When Iasked if he'd heard anything, he didn't even look up from his vodka, just moaned,
"If Iwere from the big town, Iwould be calm
and debonair. The big town doesn't let its
riffraff out." That didn't mean anything to me,
so Ikept mum. When he saw Iwasn't going
to leave, he drawled over his shoulder, "You
ever know classical music to give awoman a
fair deal?" Ishook my head. "Cherchez la
lemme," he muttered bitterly. Then, more
slowly, "She was avisitor."
Ellen Zwilich's landlady suggested Itry her at the Pulitzer
Club. After Istiff-armed my way past the bounce ablur in
white gloves ran out in ahurry, clucking, "Oh dea4 oh dear! I
shall be too later Isaw enough to recognize David Del Tredici.
Once in the street, he disappeared into amanhole. Iresisted an
impulse to follow, but that was suspicious. When Icornered
Zwilich, though, sipping martinis with Joe "Fluttertongue"
Schwanner and Jack "Jack" Harbison, the trio looked as
morose as piano tuners at asynthesizer trade show. "You think
we were involved?" she laughed sardonically. That's right, we
bumped off the goose that laid the golden eggs." Elliott Carter
must have gotten wind that Iwas there, for suddenly two
Columbia grad students appeared from behind and gave me
an expenses-paid whirlwind trip into the back alley.
Idusted off my pants and decided Ihad barked up the
wrong tree anyway. The Pulitzer gang was high on classical
music's payola list; as long as they kept their yaps shut, it'd
come across with the occasional concerto commission. The
only broad big and outside enough to pull astunt like this
was Pauline "Ma" Oliveros. Oh sure, she talked peace and
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good vibes, but there was something about the way she
squeezed that accordion as if she meant it. But this time I
wasn't going direct. Ilooked up an old connection named
Annea "The Torch" Lockwood. Ifigured any dame who
started out her career burning pianos wouldn't scruple to
help deep-six an entire genre.
"It was just another random killing," she insisted when I
tracked her down at asleazy East Village gallery. "John Cage
is dead, hon," Icountered. "Try again." "Look," she stammered, "you're going after small game. Classical music was
drowned out, right? You need alouder suspect. Know a
schmo named John Zorn?"
Zorn had crossed my mind, but Ihad seen his victims
before: so cut up that you couldn't tell what piece came
from which body. This wasn't his style. Ithanked her for the
tip, though, and headed for the Knitting Factory in search of
ajoker named Branca. Icould hear his electric guitars as far
away as Washington Square. Word on the street was that he
was calling his pieces "symphonies" even though he didn't
use an orchestra. Sounded like atake-over. He had good reasons for wanting classical music out of the way. When Igot
there, an old guy named Nancarrow was guarding the box
office. "Branca may be backstage and he may not," he stated
mechanically, in two tempos at once somehow.
As Istepped into the back, the blast of ahigh-decibel
shriek knocked me against the wall, where Igot ablow on
the back of my head that made me hear Stockhausen's
Zykhts and Varese's Ionisation at the same time, with encores.
When Icame to, aharpy from hell with cavernous eyes and
sharp claws was leaning over me. Imade aquick grab for my
45 (I never carry agun, but just for the heck of it Ioften
make agrab for one), when the demon spoke: "Sorry, didn't
mean to rattle you, sport."
"Oh, it's you, Diamanda." Nice Greek girl from San
Diego. Had afunny thing about makeup, though, and a
voice that could bounce your eardrums off each other.
"Geez, try not to sneak up on aguy."
"I'm going to save you alot of trouble," she said, lighting
acig by breathing on it. "Nobody here had anything to do
with classical music getting waxed. It was asuicide."
"Suicide?" Icoughed, still caressing my noggin.
"Think about it," she urged. "Tried to starve itself to death.
A tiny, self-imposed diet of the same German and Russian
food over and over. Cholesterol in the high 600s. Didn't want
to grow. Refused to eat anything new. Kept trying to pretend
the 20th century never happened. Severe personality disorder.
It never established any roots here anyway — still obsessed
with the old country, and acted so hoity-toity to cover up its
insecurity. Suicide was the only way it could save face."
"You're sure of that, huh?"
"Sure I'm sure. Icould see it coming. That's why Iquit
playing Mozart concerts and singing Xenakis 15 years ago."
Something about the way she said it —in apiercing wail
three octaves above middle C—made me think that was the
best explanation Iwas going to get. Iwent back to my office
and was greeted by another blinking light on the machine. It
was Susan McClary: There was no such thing as classical music
in the first place, she claimed, it was just aconstruct invented
by white males to subjugate women and minorities. "Let her
believe that if it makes her feel better," Ithought, clicking her
off in midsentence. Ipoured myself an inch or two of cheap
whiskey, parked my loafers on the desk, and snapped my fingers to akickass rendition of 433" that the city was playing in
the street below.
S
Reprinted by permission of the author and The Ville.
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CaJun Conquerors

Robert Baird

he dance floor is like the crash of acommuter train, minus the screaming. Bodie
are flying in every direction. Smiling, oblivious couples pinbalfsom collision to collision, using neighbors as human bumpers. A
arp. elbows and hula-hoop hips pummels the
small and the sluggish. White men, arace famous for their
lack of rhythm or any reasonable explanation for their behavior (why fight? you're wrong), flail about like rag dolls whose
mojo ain't workin'. Women of all shapes and shoe sizes
pump their arms like locomotives, tramping indiscriminately on any feet that get in the way of their messianic zeal.
But unlike another marijuana-inspired mishap on Amtrak,
these crash dummies are smiling. And panting. And smiling
some more. But at the end of one two-step number, some
dance-drunk reveler near the stage yells out the word that
makes all Cajun bands cringe: "jambalayal Play jambalaya'r
Later, Iask Michael Doucet, founder, fiddler, and lead
vocalist of Beausoleil if he gets tired of knuckleheads yelling
out fast dance tunes, particularly Hank Williams's "Jambalaya" (the "La Bamba" of South Louisiana). The leader of
the world's premier Cajun band smiles his big smile and
wipes carrot juice from his mustache.
"No, we don't mind. If they want fast tunes, we'll play
one for 15 minutes. They'll quit yelling, ni promise you that.
We do our M-E-D-L-E-Y-S, [he says slowly, in amischievous
tone.] We keep playing and they're like, '1.Juuuhhh...' [simulates breathlessness] 'Oh, what — you want awaltz now?
How about afast waltz?'" [laughs]
Before anything else, Beausoleil is... well, Steve Pond said
it best, in Rolling Stone: "the best damn dance band you'll ever
hear." Its ability to turn adance floor into ajoyous junior
WWF match is equalled only by its dedication to the history
of Cajun music and culture. In the two decades they've been
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together
miry milestone when you consider
that playing traditional music of any kind rarely involves
achieving fame or making much money—they've become
both asteaming dance band and astudious ensemble dedicated to preserving and furthering the traditions of Acadiana, the
southwestern part of Louisiana —which, along with Texas,
constitutes the last bastions of flavorful regional American
music. Excelling both at ethnomusicology and cold-beer-andcrawdads mixology, Beausoleil is also the single biggest reason
why people all over the world now know about Cajun music.
Along with being their 20th anniversary together, this
year also marks the anniversary of that momentous
precipice from which all serious musicians eventually leap:
quitting their day jobs to play music full-time. Ten years ago
Doucet, his guitarist brother David, drummer/percussionist
Billy Ware, accordion player Errol Verret (later replaced by
bantam squeezebox dynamo Jimmy Breaux), drummer Tom
Alesi, and mandolin/guitarist Tommy Comeaux cast off
gainful employment to tour, record, and hopefully make a
career of playing the fiddle- and accordion-led waltzes and
two-steps that define Cajun music.
Briefly popular in the South during the late 1930s, Cajun
was amuch more regionalized music than its early contemporaries, hillbilly music and the blues —until Beausoleil.
The band's current lineup gelled in 1988, when Cornea«
left and bassist Al Tharp came aboard.
Along the way, this humble group of Cajuns has managed
to collect five Grammy nominations in arange of categories
that mirrors Beausoleil's successful rise from curators of traditional music to avital live act that both celebrates and curates.
The band's first two nominations were in the "Traditional
Folk" category, after which the National Academy of
Recording Arts & Sciences moved the band to perhaps the
toughest, most musically interesting category of all —
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Contemporary Folk—in which Beausoleil proceeded to score
with three albums in arow: Bayou Cadillac (1989, Roundel
Cajun Conja (1991, Rhino), and La Danse de la Vie (1993, Rhino
Unlike most traditional music bands, which tend to exist
below the radar of the musical mainstream, Beausoleil has
also had its brushes with rock fame. Doucet played fiddle on
Keith Richards's 1988 solo disc Talk is Cheap. And one night
that same year, both Bruce Springsteen and Bono showed
up at aHollywood club to see the band.
"I first saw Springsteen in the late '80s in Atlanta. It blew
me away," Doucet says. "That night in California, he came
up to me and told us how much he enjoyed it. He also knew
Blon.' He must have recorded or played it before,
because he did know that song."
What about Bono?
"He was very smart," Doucet says, grinning a"no comment" smile.
Weirdest of all is the band's biggest claim to fame —not
that they're all that interested in fame of the Vegas/Madison
Square Garden variety. Like Los Lobos and their love/hate
relationship with "La Bamba," (or any other
band that's unfortunately known for afluke),
Beausoleil's only lasting coat of mainstream
sheen comes from being both the subject of and
the backup band for Mary Chapin Carpenter's
"Down at the Twist and Shout." Though the
band has played the song only once in concert—
at abowling alley in Tucson —it remains the
sole reason Wal-Mart record buyers have heard
of them.
"I think that's what they know Gnpertter for,
too," 1)oucet says without being
defensive. "The thing that did it
was the video, of course. She used
to come out to see us in DC years
ago, before she was even signed.
They used to rent aVFW Hall, and
the Twist and Shout was just aclub of
dancers. When we first started playing
the Smithsonian back in '82, it started a
Cajun craze, and suddenly we started
playing at the Twist and Shout awhole lot.
"After she put us in the song, she called
us up to see if we wanted to play on it, but
we were busy. The next year, we did it. We
went to the studio, and she had all day booked. Isaid, 'Man
you don't know us. If we don't do it in two takes, get somebody else.'
"So we recorded it, we hung out, and that was it. We
thought, `Okay, we'll never see you again, thanks.' Then they
picked it as asingle, we did the video, then we did the
Country Music Awards, then we did the Grammies in 1992
La-de-da."
But the song they never play refuses to die. In January 1997
the band accompanied Carpenter in yet another rendition as
part of the halftime festivities for Super Bowl XXXI. While
Beausoleil's good-time side — the part that inspired
Carpenter to write and sing, "There ain't no cure for my blues
today /except when the paper says Beausoleil is coming into
town" — may be the first thing that grabs you, it's the band's
genuine relationship with the past that often proves most
rewarding for historians or those with amusicological bent.
From the beginning, Beausoleil has played artists series
(what Doucet refers to as "art gigs"), the most famous being
their nearly annual trips to the Smithsonian. At these theater-

style shows, the focus is on illustrating with musical examples
the history of Cajun music. For aband that Doucet swears
has never worked from aset list, art gigs can be achallenge
— the crowd energies, which usually guide the mix, are subdued. Drummer Billy Ware says the band has its "concert
mode" and it's "dancehall mode." Still, in talking to the band,
it's clear that they're proud of their ability to appeal to a
"straight" crowd.
"We've filled auditoriums with 1500 people, whereas for
amaster string quartet they'd get 500," Doucet says. "I joke
with the promoters and say, 'You see? We support classical
music.' But they support indigenous music, too, because
they know when they hear us play that we're for real."
The scholarly side of Beausoleil has its spark and inexhaustible fuel supply in Doucet. Born and raised in Scott,
Louisiana, the tall, balding fiddle player claims his family
didn't have atelevision until he was eight.
"To make along, long story short, my great-grandfather
was afarmer, and everybody who was afarmer had alot of
land and alot of children. My father had five sisters and
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three brothers, and they all inherited land right next
to each other. We could walk for miles and still be
on arelative's property.
"As far as the French style, the greatest influence
was an uncle of mine, T Will Knight, who played
fiddle, banjo, guitar, and bass. He had aracetrack,
the China Ball Racetrack, which was in between
my house and his house. That's where my
mother didn't want me to go, and of course
that's where Ihung out. It had these incredible
China Ball trees, three on each side, and that's where
they'd do these quarter-horse races. There was always music
out there. Istarted playing anything at six. Iwanted afiddle,
but Igot aguitar because my uncle wouldn't let the fiddle out
of his house. We had alot of relatives, and he figured if he lent
it to one person he'd never see it again.
"When it comes to the Cajun thing, that didn't happen
until Iwas asenior in high school in 1969. Things were
changing really fast in Louisiana as far as what we grew up
with. It was becoming an oil community, which meant alot
of outsiders. So we looked back to see what meant something to us, and it was the oldtimers, my grandfather's generation. So we started hanging out with T Will and his
friends. We skipped our parents' generation for people who
had more time for us, 'cause all we wanted to do was play
acoustic music."
There were also a few, shall we say, more far-flung
influences.
"Everyone was influenced by the Beatles," he says, anticipating the next question. "The swamp poppers didn't think
the Beatles could play rock'n'roll. They thought it was too
sweet. It was an infringement."
Although he played trumpet in his high school band,
Stereophile, May 1997
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Doucet switched to fiddle in aserious way when he was 21.
By then he'd enrolled in LSU in Baton Rouge, where he
ran decathalon. While he'd always lusted after his uncle's
fiddle, Doucet says the move from trumpet to strings also
had apractical purpose: Holding the fiddle under his chin,
close to his left car, helped offset the fact that he's been deaf
in that car since childhood. Another musical switch
occurred later when he changed from singing bass to the
more accessible tenor.
In 1969 Doucet picked up an album by Fairport Convention and was amazed to find the tune "Cajun
Woman." Intrigued that someone outside Louisiana knew
what "Cajun" meant, he decided in 1973 to journey to
France, the old world where, not too coincidentally, he
found afresh appreciation for the new. While there he
also met and was influenced by avariety of musicans,
most importantly Scottish fiddler Barry Dransfield, who'd
played on Richard Thompson's first solo album, Henry the
Human Fly.
Energized by his experiences abroad, Doucet returned
home, got aNational Endowment of the Arts grant to track
down the first generation of Cajun players (who'd recorded
in the '30s and '40s), unearth old Cajun songs, and
generally immerse himself in the music.
It was then that he began
learning Cajun fid-

Beausoleil. The name, meaning "good sun," derives both
from aregion of Nova Scotia where many of the French who
eventually settled in Louisiana lived before being driven out
by the British in 1755, and from Joseph Broussard, an Acadian
resistance leader. ("Cajun" is acorruption of"Acadian.")
After Coteau finally collapsed in 1977, Beausoleil lived
on. At first the band tried various instrumental combinations, at times including electric guitars and sax. The
group first recorded in 1976 in Paris; Michael is the only
member left from that band. The current edition of
Beausoleil coalesced later that same year when Michael's
brother David and drummer Billy Ware (who had been in
high school bands with Michael) came aboard. This new
lineup made its first album in 1977 for Swallow Records, a
label owned by Floyd Solieau of Floyd's Record Shop in
Ville Platte, Louisiana.
"I was interested to come home and record an album that
showed the whole gamut of Cajun music —not just twosteps and waltzes, but the roots of it, the ballads, the blues, the
Tm Pan Alley songs, the translated songs, so that was what
that first Swallow disc was all about. That was also the first
time aCajun ballad was recorded on acommercial record."
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Bad on the
Bayou: Beausoleil is
Acadiana's most famous
musical export.

dle from the players who remain his mentors: Dewey
Balfa, Camay Fontenot, and, most of all, Dennis McGee.
At the same time he fronted Coteau, apsychedelic Cajun
group that ranks as one of Louisiana's great lost —and, unfortunately, unrecorded —musical legends. "The Cajun Grateful
Dead," Doucet snorts. "We went to Canada to record, but the
guy ran off with the tapes. It was that kind of snakebit group.
We had twin guitars and we played jazz stuff, French stuff.
We really influenced alot of people in Louisiana."
Coteau, beloved as only lost bands can be, held its first
reunion in 1981 at the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage
Festival. In August 1996 the five surviving members (two had
died in the interim) held another reunion in Lafayette. That
felt so good that anew Coteau disc is now in the works with
Rounder Records.
'While Coteau was electric, the band also had an acoustic
alter ego, made up of the same members. It was called
Stereophile, May 1997

It was at this time that Doucet began singing almost
exclusively in French, ahabit that now distinguishes serious
Cajun bands from their more commercialized conterparts.
"I find it hard to sit down and listen to Romanian music
for an hour or two," Doucet admits. "But for us, it's true
to the music. There arc songs, three or four songs, that
we sing half in English. And we can speak English pretty good if we try," he says, affecting adeliberately
dopey backwoods French accent.
"But Idon't even think about it anymore, because
what we represent is the French music of Louisiana —
French music, so it should be sung in French. If it ever
becomes English music from Louisiana, then that's something else.
"I was fortunate to have been born at atime when French
was still used every day. We spoke French to our peers. Not
self-consciously, you just did it. Business was transacted in
French. I'd go around with my father, and he wouldn't speak
English all day. But things have changed."
After making four albums for Swallow, including the
Christmas classic, Christmas Bayou, the band moved on to
that great repository of American ethnic and regional music,
Chris Strachwitz's Arhoolic Records. There they recorded
another half-dozen albums, including the best-selling
soundtrack to the filin Belizaire the Cajun.
The next stop on the record-label trail was Rounder,
where the band really came into its own, thanks to discs like
Bayou Cadillac and Live from the Left Coast. It was during the
Rounder years that the band also KO'd the day jobs and
began touring behind their albums full-time. Along the way,
Doucet made asolo album (Beau Solo), aCajun frat-rock disc
(Michael Dowd & Cajun Brew), an award-winning children's
album (Le Hoogie Bolie, with wife Sharon), and several al117
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One sure sign that the band has reached acritical mass of
bums with the strictly traditional Savoy-Doucet Cajun band.
notoriety is the number of established musicians who want
"Ten years ago we decided, 'Okay, we'll give it achance.
to guest on their albums. Bonnie Raitt wanted to be on this
If we're gonna jump, let's jump. It's never been done before.'
disc, but couldn't fit it into her schedule. Even without her,
If you want to make aliving playing music in Louisiana, you
the guest list on L'Amour ou la Mie is solid. First is Richard
go to Nashville or somewhere else first. But that was bullThompson, who also played on Cajun Conja. Texas Tornado
shit. That wasn't us. We wanted it on our terms.
Augie Meyers plays piano and sings on his original, "Can't
"The point of Beausoleil is to show that you can have talYou See." Jazz clarinetist (and longtime Doucet pal) Dr.
ent, you can have national appeal, and still remain true to the
Michael White sits in on two cuts. A former Coteau memsource, still put your energy into the songs that matter"
ber, Bessyl Duhon — whose father Hector was aCajun fidThat energy and appeal was put to the test when, in 1984,
dle pioneer who taught Doucet — guests on lap steel and
the hand signed with —of all labels —reissue specialists
electric guitar. Harry Simoneaux, who played sax on Bobby
Rhino Records. According to Doucet, it took Rhino "five
Charles's 1955 hit "See You Later Alligator," also sits in on
minutes" to decide to sign them. As Rhino's Gary Stewart
one cut.
remembers, it took days. Even then, "It almost didn't happen."
The band and their label want this anniversary year to be
"I can't think of an artist that's better to work with than
special, and Michael Doucet, who began producing
Beausoleil," says the always-entertaining Stewart, who had
Beausoleil's albums in 1982, thinks L'Amour ou la Mie may
known Michael previously and was directly responsible for
be their strongest effort yet. Still, after 20 years what Doucet
signing the band. "They have arealistic sense of ambition.
remembers most is what inspired him in the first place.
They have ambition without entitlement, and graciousness
"It's something that's happened sort of in spite of us. Our
without passiveness. How's that for aquote?"
basic philosophy was just to play the music we love, pay
Doucet on the band's relationship with Rhino: "Hey,
attention, and adhere to some of the examples we learned
we're on alabel with the Monkees — what can Isay? But
from. We are at agreat place now because we were there
actually, it's been great. We do what we want to and hand
when this music wasn't that popular. You can coin the term
them the finished product."
No pressure to commercialize?
"Oh, I'm sure Rhino would like something
they could get on the radio. Over the years several people have mentioned it, and we've talked
about sort of getting to that hot spot in English. At
times Sharon urges me to do atune in English.
But no, Rhino has not tinkered with us."
Beausoleil albums are always apredictable but
mixed bag: fast two-steps, afew waltzes, acouple
tdI
Doucet originals, an old tune rediscovered by the
band —and, if you're lucky, acurveball. To cele`original observer' for those who saw what was happening,
brate Beausoleil's 20th anniversary, the band and Rhino
what should be happening, and what will happen. Iwas forhave released anew disc, L'Amour ou la Folie, that's even more
tunate enough to sit one-on-one with alot of these great
of amixed bag than their Rhino debut, Cajun Conja. Here
musicians, like Dennis McGee, who actually made the
the old tune is the jazzy New Orleans standard, "It's aSin to
music and first recorded it back in 1929, and do research on
Tell aLie (C'est un Péché de Dire un Menterie)," originally
others and bring them and their music out.
recorded in French by Cleoma Breaux in New York in
"So when we perform, we still have that remembrance
1936. Two tunes from the '30s by black Cajun accordion
of those people. That's what I'd like to bring to an audipioneer Amede Ardoin are given new arrangements, and
ence, people who don't know, just to show how great it
then there's "Boudreaux," atraditional tune arranged by
was. It's simple music, but there's something very special
David Doucet. The wild pitch here is the opener, "Newz
about it."
Reel," afiddle tune currently being used as anews theme by
Yeah, but what about the late-night etouffé orgies, the
the ABC-TV affiliate in Lafayette. Four Doucet originals,
wild Cajun fiddle groupies, the many Motel 6maids who
ranging from the percussive "Danse Caribe" to the sad waltz
could have knocked and didn't? To get the real dirt on any
"Ma Vie S'est Arrêteé," are all new songs written in atradiband, let alone a20 year-old one, you have to move from
tional style.
the front of the stage to the back You have to talk to the
"For me to write asong, Itry to make it as original as posdrummer. After an unprintable saga about ahard-drinking
sible. That's really adifficult thing, because when you hear
ex-bandmember who once, mid-retch, accidentally flushed
Cajun and Zydeco, it's the same melodies with new words.
his dentures down the toilet, Beausoleil drummer Billy
That's okay, because that continues it and kind of brings life
Ware recounts his favorite tale:
to it, but to come up with an original idea or an original
"We were at ahorse racetrack, in South Dakota, Ithink.
thought and meld it into atraditional song... now that's
Michael announced to the crowd that we were going to play
something that stands alone."
our national anthem, and would they please stand. The tune
Does Doucet, who has played other kinds of music, find
he was talking about was pie Blon,' which is sometimes
traditional music confining?
called `The Louisiana National Anthem.' Expecting `The
"The keys on the accordion are confining. But then,
Star Spangled Banner,' the entire crowd got up and put their
Dennis McGee has asong that's one chord. My approach is
hands over their hearts. Even after they realized it wasn't the
to stick within the genre, because that's what we grew out
national anthem, they still very earnestly and sincerely stood
of. There's got to be more there. It's not all done, by any
through the whole thing. It was surreal — hilarious — but
means. The trick is to push something ahead, but at the
beyond belief."
S
same time forget where you came from."

"The point oe et/ace/eel e
te show that 9oef eaet have talemt,
9teet eaft have national appeal, and
eieenale eme to
sowee."
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The Finest High-End
Audio and Video Systems
All Come With This
Indispensable Component.
Free!

Andrew N. Singer,
President,
Sound By Singer, Ltd.

When you buy from us, you get the one thing you
absolutely need to make your
system look and sound its best.
You get us!
couractaottnson Premier 11

Want state-of-the-art audio? You can't get it by
merely buying better equipment. You lir)
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creative vision to put it all together.
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For 18 years Andrew Singer and his staff of
dedicated professionals have designed, selected and
assembled complete state-of-the-art audio/video
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to recreating the live experience.
Krell Playback System
KPS 20 T

Combine an obsession for quality that borders on
mania with vast expertise, experience and a deep
love of music and the result is high-end
audio...done right. So, call us. We'll
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HIGH END AUDIO and VIDEO ... DONE RIGHT
18 East 16th Street, New York, NY 10003
(between Union Square West & 5th Ave. )(212 )924-8600 )

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS Acurus, Adcom. ADA, AMC, AMX, Aragon by Mondial. AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS. Audio Acess. AUDIO LAB. AUDIO NOTE, AUDIO
PHYSICS. Audio Ouest. Audio Truth, AVANTE-GARDE, AYRE ACOUSTICS, Benz-Micro, BILLY BAGS, B&K, MM. Cal Audio Labs, Cardas Audio, Chang
Ughtspeed, CEC, CHIRO, CITATION, CONRAD-JOHNSON, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, Creek, Crestron. CVVD, DAY SEQUERRA, Denon,
DYNAUDIO. EGGLESTON, Elite by Pioneer. ENLJGHTENED AUDIO DESIGNS, Epos, FAROUDJA, FORSELL, Grado. GRAHAM TONEARMS, JM Labs,
KRELL, KRELL AUDIO STANDARD, KRELL AUDIO VIDEO, LAMM AUDIO LABS, LYRA CARTRIDGES (CLAVIS ), MAGNUM DYNALAB,
MARTIN-LOGAN, MISSION, Monitor Audio, Monster Cable, MUSE, NBS, Niles, Nitty Gritty. OCM, Parasound, API Power Wedge, Proton, Rega. REL,
Rocksolid. Runco IDTV, Salamander, SME, Solid Steel, Sonance, SONIC FRONTIERS, Sonographe, SONUS FABER, Sound Anchors. Stewart
Filmscreen. Sumiko, Target, Theta Digital, TOWNSHEND AUDIO, Transfiguration Cartridges, TRANSPARENT CABLE, VALVE AMPLIFICATION
COMPANY (VAC ), Vandersteen, Velodyne, VIDIKRON, VPI, WELL-TEMPERED, WHEATON TRIPLANAR TONEARMS, WHITE AUDIO LABS,
Wilson Audio, Wire World, Yamamura Systems. YAKOV ARONOV AUDIO, ZOETHECUS.
Bold listings available in New York City exclusively at Sound by Singer.
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A Clear Winner: The Martin-Logan 513 loudspeaker
Wes Phillips

w

ow! fhat's that?' asked
the pizza delivery boy,
peering over my shoulder at the slender, 5'-tall Martin-Logan
SL3 visible behind me.
"k's anew loudspeaker."
"No way! k's bee-you-tee-full."
Inodded, but this was old news. For
weeks, everyone new to the household
had been pointing out that these lean
speakers, with their nearly transparent
panels flanked by blond oak rails, were
gorgeous, striking, sculptural, far and
away too handsome to be practical... in
short, nothing at all like any hi-fi gear
they'd ever seen.
The SL3's smooth wood finish seems
to invite caresses. Nearly everybody
who walks by them pauses to stroke
them sensuously — Ihave to admit, I'm
getting jealous of all the frottage they've
received. "Yeah, they're cute as kittens
and smoother than peau de sole," I'm
tempted to shout, "But what about me?"
Fortunately, I've learned not to ask

Martin-Logan SL3 loudspeaker
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such questions. Instead, Ismile, cue up a
CD, and start playing music through
them. And always get the same response.
"I knew you were kidding about these
being speakers. Where's the music really
coming from?"
Sometimes you just can't win. MartinLogan has produced a speaker that
draws universal raves for its cosmetics
and performs one of the best disappearing acts in audio, and the public refuses
to believe their eyes and ears. So let me
just say this once and get it over with:
"Yes, they're speakers. They really are
gorgeous. And yes, the music really is
coming from them, hard as it is to
believe. Yes, they really do sound as good
as they look. Okay? Okay? OKAY?"
Excuse me. Idon't know what came
over me.
Hybrid vigor
The SL3 is the successor to MartinLogan's Sequel, launched in 1987 (Lew
Lipnick reviewed the original in Vold'
No.12; JA weighed in on the Sequel II
in Vol.12 No.8). Iasked Martin-Logan's
founder, Gayle Sanders, why the SL3
wasn't the Sequel III. He responded,
"So many of its components have been
upgraded or changed that we felt we
should call it something else —it's less a
continuation than adeparture." Based
on the evidence of people's reactions at
my house, not everyone is familiar with
either of the original Sequels, so I'll
describe the SL3 and highlight its departures from its predecessors.
The SL3 is 64" tall, but only 13" wide
and 14" deep at the base. The 10"
dynamic woofer is contained in a20"tall sealed-box enclosure that forms the
base of the loudspeaker; the 48"-tall
electrostatic element is mounted to its
front, soaring above it. The perforated
black stators and transparent electrostatic diaphragm are curved in a30° arc that
bulges gently in front of the thin wooden rails framing the loudspeaker's face)
The result is one of the most elegantly
stylish façades in audio —and, since you
can see through the electrostatic driver,
the effect approaches the ethereal.
The electrostatic element is curved in
order to minimize the treble lobing that

Description: Hybrid electrostatic/moving-coil loudspeaker system. Drive-units: 48" curvilinear
electrostatic midrange/HF transducer; long-excursion, sealed-box,
10", damped-paper-cone woofer.
Crossover frequency: 250Hz. Crossover type: quasi-second-order,
12dB/octave. Frequency response:
30Hz-22kHz, ±3dB. Dispersion:
horizontal, 30'; vertical, 4' line
source. Sensitivity: 89dB/2.83V/m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum impedance: 1.5 ohms at
20kHz. Recommended amplifier
power: 80-200W. Finishes: light or
black oak, standard; dark oak, walnut, custom finishes available at
additional charge.
Dimensions: 64" H by 13" W by
14" D. Weight: 65 lbs each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: SEHE068/069.
Price: $3195/pair; (dark oak or
walnut add $300). Approximate
number of dealers: 86.
Manufacturer: Martin-Logan Ltd.,
P.O. Box 707, Lawrence, KS 66044.
Tel: (913) 749-0133. Fax: (913)
749-5320.

plagues the horizontal dispersion of
panel speakers, where the transducer is
larger than the wavelength it is producing. This beaminess created the notorious "one-person sweet spot" or "headphones effect" of older electrostatic designs. A large diaphragm projects agreat
deal of its HF energy at right angles to
its surface; curving the surface in the
horizontal dimension greatly facilitates
treble dispersion — this was one of
Martin-Logan's biggest innovations in
electrostatic technology (see sidebar:
"Controlling a Lightning Storm").
IAn electrostatic speaker contains three elements: the
stators, the diaphragm, and the spacers that separate
them. The diaphragm sits between the two stators; the
spacers hold the stators away from the diaphragm,
allowing it to move freely back and forth between
them. The stators, which are essentially electrodes, arc
energized with high-voltage signals equal in strength
but opposite in polarity. These charges attract and
repel the resistively charged diaphragm according to
the modulation of the musical signal.
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Tuning pads affixed to the diaphragm
alter its resonant frequency, changing
the single element into several smaller,
better-controlled radiating areas. This
prevents the diaphragm from having a
single, lower S
and therefore more musically intrusive resonant signature.
Another way in which all MartinLogans differ from earlier electrostatic
designs is the way the transducer design
has been pared down to the smallest
possible number of component parts.
The black metal screens that serve as the
front and back speaker grilles are, in
fact, the stators that drive the diaphragm. They are "conformally coated";
that is, insulated with athick mask of
specially formulated paint. Although
they carry several kilovolts of potential,
the paint is sufficient insulation to make
them safe to touch — even at voltages
far in excess to that any speaker will ever
be subjected. Since this insulation covers
all of the stators' surfaces, the diaphragm
is protected from arcing when driven to
high levels — unlike uninsulated electrostats such as my beloved Quad ESLs,
which
reacted disastrously one
Thanksgiving to my wife's miscalculation of the peak volume of Vaughan
Williams's Fantasia on a Theme by
Thomas Tallis.
Like the Sequel, the SL3 uses aheavily damped 10" paper-cone drive-unit,
this crossed over to the electrostatic element at 250Hz — but the SL3 uses a
quasi-second-order 12dB/octave design.
Sanders explains that eyebrow-lifting
"quasi-": "We do some electrical lifting

of the transducer because there's anatural acoustic rolloff below 500Hz with
adipolar source; we lift those frequencies slightly electronically to compensate. That means it doesn't have apure
12dB/oc-tave rolloff."
The bass bin's sidewalls extend to the
top of the panel, tapering as they rise to
focus the rearward wave of the electrostatic element—which also helps "lift"
the bass response by preventing some
small amount of dipolar bass cancellation. The result, Sanders claims, is a
much smoother transition from the
panel to the driver. "We were able to
normalize the impedance of the speaker as awhole, which gives better lowlevel detail and superior blending of the
'stat and the woofer. The crossover
design now optimizes the wave launch
between the two elements."
The bass enclosure is another area
where the SL3 departs from the Sequel.
"We now have access to multi-axis
CNC technology and special heat-set
polymers that bind the cabinets absolutely rock-solid, making their resonant characteristics much more uniform," Sanders explained.
And despite the woofer cabinet's
pebbly finish, Martin-Logan has abandoned Nextel finishes. "It's nasty stuff to
work with—extremely toxic and very
bad for the environment. We are now
using awater-based coating that's easier
to work with and far more benign."
The cabinet work is first-rate.. The
wooden rails flanking the speaker's face
are coated with aclear lacquer whose

Associated Equipment
Digital Front-End: Krell KPS20i//, Naim CD3 CD players.
Analog Front-End: Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable with Naim Armageddon power supply, Naim ARO
tonearm, Transfiguration Temper
cartridge; or VP! TNT Mk.III turntable with JMW Memorial tonearm,
van den Hul Frog cartridge.
Phono Section: Naim Prefix/
HiCap, Ayre phono module, or
Krell KPE Reference.
Preamplifiers: Ayre Ki, ConradJohnson Premier Fourteen, Krell
KRC-H R.
Power Amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson Premiers Eleven and Twelve,
Krell KAS and FPB-600, Plinius
SA-100.
Interconnects: MIT balanced 350,
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Cardas balanced phono, Monster M10004 Straight Wire Crescendo.
Loudspeaker Cables: Monster
M225, MIT 850, AudioQuest Crystal/Argent bi-wire, Straight Wire
Black Silc bi-wire.
Accessories: API Power Wedge 112
(two: one each for electronics and
loudspeakers), Magro 24 Component Stand, Bright Star Audio Ultimate TNT Isolation System, The
Shelf by Black Diamond Racing,
Mark 3 (equipment) and Mark 4
(speakers) Cones from Black Diamond Racing.
Room Treatment: RPG Abffusors; ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps,
Studio Traps, and Slim Traps; Urbicolous lapcat
—Wes Phillips

lustrous finish is inviting to the touch,
and the pebbled side and rear walls of
the woofer enclosure have ahigh-quality if no-nonsense appearance. Component quality throughout the speaker
is high — the transformers are customwound, and air-cored coils and polypropylene capacitors are employed.
The bi-wirable SL3 incorporates substantial metal binding posts of Sanders's
own design. "I wanted something more

The difference between
running the SL3 with a
single run and adouble
run of cable is not subtle.
Bi -wiring results in huge
gains in clarity, detail,
and grace.
rugged than the typical five-way binding post. Until the new European connector regulations came along, the
spade had become the de facto standard
in the High End, so Iwanted something you could really get awrench on
and cinch down. The posts also accommodate bananas, but unlike with fiveways, we haven't drilled out the center
post, which weakens it. Ididn't even
want to accommodate bananas at
all, but our dealers use them for the
day-to-day setup and teardown of systems, so Igrudgingly compromised."
Sanders's posts do allow you to crank
'em down hard, and the two pairs of
posts arc — for once — far enough apart
to accommodate the widest, thickest
spades Ihave.
Don't hesitate — bi-wirc the SL3,
even if it means you must use less
expensive speaker cables. Idon't know
whether or not the woofer's back EMF
interferes with the "unusually revealing"
electrostatic element, as Sanders claims.
But Ido know that the difference
between miming the SL3 with asingle
run and adouble run of cable is not subtle. Bi-wiring results in huge gains in
clarity, detail, and grace.
Next to the binding posts is aBass
Control Switch with two settings: "Flat"
and "-3dB." If your room is small, or if
you must operate the speakers close to
the wall, the -3dB setting may help
integrate the drive elements better. (I
didn't need it in my room.)
Since electrostatic drive elements
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must be energized, the rear panel also
sports an IEC-type mains plug; this
allows you to choose your preferred AC
cord (the transformer is housed within
the bass bin). Itried several different
high-end power cords and didn't notice
much, if any, difference, so Ireckon you
might as well use the ones that come
with the speakers. On the advice of Les
Edelberg, however, Iplugged the speakers into an API Power Wedge 112. That
lowered the noise floor, further increasing low-level detail.
The SL3 comes with two sets of feet,
one with metal "glider" pads. Use these
while you establish the best position in
the room for the speakers — aprocess
that will take alonger time than for
most speakers. Once you've chosen the
permanent placement, use the set of
spikes. This isn't optional — you must
spike these speakers to asolid floor. The
SL3 is capable of stunning clarity and
transparency; when the speaker is not as
stable as you can make it, you'll lose a
substantial amount of both qualities.

I

hate measuring panel speakers.
Why? Because the usual assumptions you make when you measure
a loudspeaker — that the microphone
distance is large compared with the
physical size of the speaker and that the
mike is therefore in the speaker's
farfield — are no longer true. As aresult,
the interaction between the microphone and the speaker is much more
complex than is normally the case. In
addition, the measured performance of
panel speakers is enigmatic. Compared
with atypical moving-coil speaker, the
measurements can look worse —yet listeners like the sound more. So why
measure? Because Ibelieve even asmall
bit of knowledge is better than alarge
amount of ignorance.
Having got that off my chest, how
did the SL3 look in the test lab?
The Martin-Logan's B-weighted sensitivity weighed in at an estimated
85dB/2.83V/m. This is somewhat lower than the specification, but in aroom
the line-source behavior of the panel
will mean that the SL3 will sound louder than a similarly specified pointsource speaker. Its impedance (fig.1),
taken with the woofer switch set to
"Flat," reveals it to be ahard load for the
partnering amplifier, which might partially explain why WP found it very
124

You paid for 'em and you deserve 'em;
don't throw 'em away.

ceilings; the speakers played, but sounded thin and bleached. Changing over to
the Premier Twelve monoblocks — at
Location, location, location
twice the power—made atremendous
Get the impression that this loudspeakimprovement. I wasn't playing the
er requires careful setup and component speakers any louder, but they began to
matching? Good —it surely does.
energize the room. The sound became
While the SL3 is revealing of every
more detailed, truer to timbre, and
link in the chain before it, it is particumuch more revealing of the recorded
acoustic.
Ibegan to move the speakers about
VVhile one has to stalk that
within the room, looking for the best
compromise between bass response and
magic spot with all
detail. While one has to stalk that magic
loudspeakers, the process
spot with all loudspeakers, the process is
made harder with adipolar radiator—
is made harder with a
the unimpeded rearward radiation can
smear detail if you move the speaker
dipolar radiator.
too close to the rear wall. Generally, you
want adipole way out in the room. And
larly demanding of power amplifiers. I that's where the SL3s ended up in my
started by connecting it to Conradtall, fairly lively listening room.
Johnson's Premier Eleven A, which had
By pulling them so far into my room,
proven an ideal mate to M-Us smaller
Isacrificed most of the rear wall's bass
Aerius. But the Eleven amp lacked the
reinforcement. The balance between
juice to drive my room, which has 14'
bass, midrange, and treble was reason-

revealing of amplifier quality Though
the impedance drops to 1.5 ohms at
20IcHz, there isn't much musical energy
present up there, meaning that the
amplifier will not be taxed too much. In
addition, as is typical, the lowest impedance magnitude coincides with aphase
angle of 0°.
However, there are three problem
areas at lower frequencies, both where
the music has alot of energy and where
the SL3 features acombination of low
impedance and high phase angle, something that asks alot of an amplifier. At
50Hz, 4.5 ohms impedance is coupled
with acapacitive phase angle of —470;at
lIcHz, amagnitude of 5ohms coincides
with aphase angle of —42*; while at
82kHz, amagnitude of 3.8 ohms com54.3 Ir. ...pawed Ii•• le••••1 • Mute...,
MO»

bines with aphase angle of —57°. In
each case, the amplifier's output stage
will be maximally stressed.
Switching in the 3dB woofer control
usefully increases the impedance in the
bass, and reduces the woofer output by
between 3dB and 4dB, depending on
frequency The tuning of the movingcoil woofer is revealed by the peak
in fig.1 at 36Hz. The impedance plot
was free from resonance-induced wrinIdes — Ifound the enclosure to be acoustically dead.
Moving on to the measured frequency response, this was taken on an
axis level with the midpoint of the electrostatic panel, 42" from the floor.
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Fig.1

Martin-Logan SL3, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed) with woofer
switch in 'Flat" position (2 ohms/vertical
div.).

Fig.2 Martin-Logan SL3, anechoic response on
mid-panel axis at 50", averaged across 30°
horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with complex sum
of nearfield woofer and panel responses
plotted below 350Hz.
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ably uniform, but Iwas experiencing
emphasis of tones that seemed out of
sync with the musical signal. Istill felt
that the sound was, by and large, lacking
in tonal contrast — my timbral box of
Crayolas was missing all the primary
colors; what was left were the pastels.
Iwas frustrated, but Ireckoned avisit
from Gayle Sanders might teach me a
few new setup tricks. As luck would
have it, he'd already scheduled an early
winter visit to our home office. Then
MITs Bruce Brisson called. Earlier in
the fall I'd spent apleasant pair of days
with Bruce, Joe Abrams, and Norm
Varney, all of MIT, creating averitable
forest of ASC Tube Traps throughout
my listening room while Iwas reviewing the Wilson WATT/Puppy 5.1
speaker system.
"How's the room sounding?" Bruce
inquired. (Having done all that work, I
guess he felt avested interest in it.)
"I had to take out alot of the Studio
Traps we set up, since dipolars react
with the room so differently. Ican't see

Visually smoothing out all the little ripples, the SL3's response appears to
shelve down above lIcHz. Remember,
however, that there will be an interaction between the speaker and the
measured response due to the relatively
close microphone distance. There will
be a"proximity effect" that raises the
speaker's apparent midrange output the
closer the microphone is to the speaker.
This is graphically shown in fig3,
which shows the on-axis response measured at my usual 50" mike distance
(bottom trace) and at 108" (top), the farthest away Icould place the microphone in the Stereophik listening room
where I perform my speaker measurements. You can see that not only
does the midrange dramatically shelve
up at the closer mike position, but that

nances in my room, Ibegan to hear just
how special the SL3 speaker system
was. While Iwas tremendously impressed by the original Aerius, much of
its strength derived from compromises
The integration of dynamic made in its frequency response —it succeeded because it didn't try to woof too
woofer and electrostatic
low. This was definitely not true of the
SL3. It may have lacked ultimate bass
driver was seamless,
extension, but it went plenty deep and
despite the relatively high
had abuncha buncha heft and impact.
And, just as Gayle had promised, the
crossover point.
integration of dynamic woofer and electrostatic driver was seamless, despite the
relatively high (according to conven"I've done alot of work with MartinLogan speakers and Tube Traps, and I tional wisdom) crossover point.
Bob Harley is fond of citing Frank
think Icould show you atrick or two.
Tell me when Gayle's coming in; Iwant Zappa's "The Ocean is the Ultimate
Solution" (from Sleep Dirt, Rykodisc
him to hear this." (See sidebar:
RCD 10527, CD) as an acid test of bass
"California Brisson and the Soundroom
resolution, so Ithought I'd give it a
of Doom.")
whirl. Bob's right. Not only does the
sound of Patrick O'Hearn's acoustic
Truth goes, when she goes best,
bass require an uncolored transducer
stark naked
capable of deep, deep response, it also
Once Bruce Brisson and Joe Abrams
serves as the propulsive agent of the
had helped me tame the wild reso-

how to utilize them in this context —in
fact, Idon't think they'll even work with
these speakers."

the speaker acquires more presenceregion energy at the farther position.
What is true for the microphone will
also be true for the listener. In small
rooms, the balance of the SL3 will
depend very much on how far away the
listener sits.
Vertically, the Martin-Logan seemed
quite uncritical of exact listening height.
Sitting with your ears anywhere between
32" and 48" from the floor will give similar balances. Laterally, however, fig.4
shows that while the curvature of the
panel gives reasonably good dispersion
below lkHz, the speaker is still very
beamy in the treble (other than in the

10kHz region, where the speaker actually puts out slightly more energy off-axis).
As aresult, the Martin-Logan's balance
might sound rather uninvolving in
rooms that are heavily furnished. Dispersive room suffices will be better than
absorptive. Much of the ra K ed-looking
behavior at extreme off-axis angles is due
to the presence of reflections of the
panel's output from the tapered "wings."
This should be subjectively inconsequential, however
In the time domain, the SL3's step
response (fig.5) is beautifully coherent,
the rise away from the time axis being
almost vertical. Further analysis is dif-
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Fig.4 Martin-Logan SL3, horizontal response family at 50", normalized to response on mid-panel axis,
from back to front: differences in response 9cr—e off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90" off-axis.
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piece. If your system isn't capable of
passing on to you arecording's pace and
swing, then "The Ocean" just lies there.
With the SL3, the bass was punchy,
well-defined, and propulsive, while
Zappa's guitar and Terry Bozzio's drum
and cymbal work really benefited from
the transient speed of the electrostatic
drive element. Most of all, the three
were working in unison — O'Hearn
most emphatically did not lag behind
the others. In fact, he was pushing them
along; the song's momentum is all
O'Heam's, and that's the way the SL3
played it.
At WCES '97, Mesa Engineering's
Srajan Ebaen sat me down and played
Suerte, by Pedro Aledo and Abed Azrié
(Cempriente digital ED 13029, distributed by Harmonia Mundi). I was
entranced by this strange disc, which
celebrates the "surge of mystifying
energy that traverses the body in the
musical moment," as the liner note has
it. Azrié sings in Arabic in acalm, deep
baritone, while Aledo sings in Spanish

ficult, so Ihave also shown the individual step responses of the panel and
woofer (fig.6), plotted to aslightly different scale. The panel can be seen to
overshoot the time axis on the return of
its step to zero, with its second positivegoing move overlaid with the slow rise of

in ahigh, penetrating tenor. The songs
are poems from the 11th-century
Arabian-Andalusian flowering of arts,
and celebrate that unique culture's fascination with love and beauty — all set
to sinuous, exotic, multirhythmic music

that borrows from flamenco, European,
and Middle Eastern traditions. The
fluid rhythmic structure changes constantly, and the musicians are accompanied (and egged on) by a rich background of hand-claps, castanets, dancing feet (a zapateado is credited), and
shouted "encouragements" (tatyib).
Several days after I returned from

Vegas, I discovered that Srajan had
mailed me acopy of the disc, which I
had already determined to search out
(and which Istrongly encourage everyone to do).
Coming home to the SL3 speaker
system, Ithought I'd play Suerte while
cooking dinner. Ikept getting pulled
out of the kitchen by the sensation that
there were people in my living room.
Fair enough — Itook the disc off and
returned to it after dinner, when Iwas
prepared to listen more attentively. But
even with my attention fully engaged, I
was stunned by how realistically the
musicians were present in the room via
the SL3s. When Carmen Alvarez began
to dance, Iimmediately knew not only
that it was awoman dancing (!), but also
everything about the size of the room
she was in, the placement of the musicians and the other palmistas (clappers),
and the weaving of Azrié as he sang. I
know that all of that is extra-musical,
but Icared about it because of the
intensely musical presentation of the

the woofer output. There will be some
cancellation between the two drivers,
meaning that the SL3 owner should
experiment with the room placement to
get the optimal blend between the two
drivers in the lower midrange. Ido note
that WP was not bothered by any integration problems in his room.
Finally, the SL3's cumulative spectraldecay or waterfall plot (fig.7) doesn't
look very good, there being ridges of
delayed energy apparent in the low treble and agood deal of hashy behavior in
the high treble. However, as WP found
the speaker to sound clean and transparent, Imust assume this graph looks
worse than it is. However, Ibelieve all

panel speakers, to a greater or lesser
degree, exhibit chaotic behavior (in the
mathematical sense): Although the drive
signal is uniform across the panel area,
the panel itself "shimmers" or "wobbles"
as it moves in response to that signal. In
effect, sonie areas of the diaphragm
move alittle more than they should, others alittle less, the result being the hashylooking plot of fig.7. However, as long as
the speaker designer knows what he is
doing with regards to the physical aspects
of the panel design, this will be to alarge
extent arandom process. The ups and
downs will therefore tend to cancel, leaving asubjectively clean reproduction of
the input signal.
—John Atkinson

Iwas stunned
by how realistically
the musicians were
present in the room
via the SL3s.

Fig.5 Martin-Logan 513, step response on midpanel axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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song itself, much of which seemed to
result from the incredible accretion of
detail. Spatially, tonally, rhythmically —
Ihad no complaints whatsoever.
Many electrostatic speakers can handle small ensembles, works of constrained dynamic range, or the presentation of the leading edges of transients —
that's what they're good at, after all. So I

played Mahler's First in the wonderful
Peter McGrath recording featuring
James Judd and the Florida Philharmonic (Harmonia Mundi HMU
907118, Cl)). Ihad to turn the sound up
quite abit to energize the room realistically, but that didn't faze the SL3 abit.
The stormy cymbal crash that introduces Stürmisch bewigt (the final move-

ment) rang forth decisively, full of
brassy color and HF clang. When the
brass and woodwind choirs took up th..:
movement's theme, the hall was filled
with agloriously burnished sound that
contrasted superbly with the hushed
strings' reiteration of "Frère Jacques"
Continued on page 129

California Brisson and the Soundroom of Doom

M

ITs Bruce Brisson and Joe
Abrams flew to Santa Fe the
day before Martin-Logan's
Gayle Sanders, thinking that Gayle
would prefer to hear the completely
treated system upon arrival.
At 16' wide by 17' long by 14' high, my
living/ listening room is awfully close to a
cube; still, the dining alcove behind my
listening position gives me another space
8' wide by 12' deep by 8' tall, and this cuts
down early rear-wall reflections. Exposed
2" by 14" beams support the ceiling, and
the floors are large ceramic tiles set over a
poured concrete slab. Although the walls
are covered with shelves of books and records, the room is by nature quite bright
and acoustically reflective. The tendency
of the upper walls (above 8') to develop
flutter echo has been partially controlled
by the placement of four RPG Abffusors
10' above the floor on opposing walls, although Istill need to work in this area.
Brisson's Prime Directive: Prevent
nonlinearities caused by bass lobing.
Toward this end, we placed alarge Bass
Trap in each corner of the room with its
absorptive side facing the room. (The
cylindrical Tube Traps have areflective
coating over 180° of their surface; the
other 180°, lacking it, are absorptive.) We
then listened to my system and discovered that many of the frequency anomalies — specifically, the unpredictable
emphasis of some tones over others —
had disappeared. Homing in on the lavastyle fireplace in one corner behind the
speakers, Bruce flanked it with Bass
Traps. Oddly, the result was to more firmly center the sound between the speakers.
Using amirror; we calculated the first
reflection points on the sidewalls and
placed Studio Traps — reflective side
out — at those points. (To calculate firstarrival reflection points, sit in your listening position and have afriend slowly
walk the length of the sidewall, holding a
mirror reflective-side out against the wall
and sliding it along as he or she walks.
When you see the speaker in the mirror,
you have found the first-arrival reflection
stereophiie, may
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point.) This broadened the soundstage
dramatically. We then placed a10"-diameter Tube Trap, absorptive side out,
against the wall behind the speakers and
precisely between them. This deepened
the soundstage, seeming to throw it beyond the wall itself.
Had Ibeen on my own, Iwould have
stopped then. But Bruce was on aroll. To
my amazement, he put a10" Trap directly behind each speaker to absorb the
backwave. Details previously lost in the
ambient murk leapt out vividly. Then he
flanked the speakers with Studio Traps,
reflective side facing the listening position, which fleshed out the tonal balance
with an almost bodily presence. Studio
Traps have height-adjustable stands; by
raising the Traps above the floor, Bruce
threw the soundstage up so that it presented an illusion of height that greatly
facilitated the presentation of sonic
holography. Bruce then added another
pair of Studio Traps on the outside edges
of the speakers, rotating them as though
focusing their projection, and I'll be
damned if that didn't alter — and
improve — the amount of precise detail
discernible at my listening position. By
day's end we had placed atotal of 16
Tube Traps around the room, and the
difference between the sound of the system that evening and when we had started was (ahem) day and night.
When Gayle walked in the next
morning and saw the grove of Traps
surrounding his speakers, he took a
long, slow saunter around them, examining the setup with asardonic smile.
He shot achallenging look at Bruce and
sat down in the sweet spot. Seconds
after the music began to play, he leapt
up and checked each Trap's placement
very carefully. Then he demanded,
"Take 'em all out and show me what
you did!" So we started all over.
Did the experience make abeliever out
of Gayle? Yesterday, he told me that it had
"What the Tube Traps bring to an absolute reference system are bass control
and dispersion control. As aresult of the

work we did in your room, Ihave changed my beliefs concerning dispersion.
"In order to have aproduct that images
well," he continued, "you need to damp
the nearfield reflections. The late-arrival
energy needs to be randomized throughout the room—you need to even it out.
That way, you obtain very keen imaging
within a big ambience envelope. But
even late-arrival energy can confuse resolution and ambience, so our recent
research is showing us that we need to
bring up reflections in the 10-20 millisecond window —which triggers your
perception of ambience — and then
damp it out.
"In your room, we tried something
startling for a dipolar design — we
damped most of the backwave. Then
we opened up the dispersion abit by
putting the reflective side of the Studio
Traps near either side of the 5L3[4.
We emphasized that energy, but we had
enough absorptive material in the room
so that the energy died rapidly and was
quite evenly distributed. That gave us
better imaging, better focus, and abetter sense of space.
"That whole experience has altered
the way Ithink. Iused to depend upon
the backwave, but absorbing it showed
me that we can free ourselves from it.
We can start to work closer to that back
wall as long as we can emphasize that
midfield energy."
Could we have gotten similar results
using something other than the Tube
Traps? Perhaps, but as Bruce Brisson
pointed out to me, we got extremely linear results using them —and that was by
design, not accident If you have rugs, wall
hangings, pillows, futons, by all means use
them —in fact, Iknow that athicket bigger rug would improve still further the
sound rm getting right now. But rm convinced that ASC Tube Traps, Bass Traps,
and Studio Traps are powerful tools that
will free a speaker from fighting the
room, and Iintend to make them apermanent part of my reference system.
—Wes Phillips
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Trying to Control a Lightning Storm:
Wes Phillips and Gayle Sanders discuss Martin-Logan's early days

u_

alking to Gayle Sanders is always a
treat; he's enthusiastic and gestures e
sive4,
,staying in constant motion until
something totally engages his attention. Then, it's
as (hotel: you can see the intellect dick on: His
(yes nanow, and he seems to quiver as he brings
hisfidl attention to bear. This can cause conversations to move in an odd rhythm, but one adjusts.
Irecently realized that Ihad never heard
the saga ofMartin-Logan's early days. Iasked
Gayle to tell me how he'd gotten into hi-fi,
and why he'd been driven to build electrostatic loudspeakers.
Gayle Sanders: Igrew up in amusical
family. As akid, Ibuik my own guitar. I
Gayle Sanders
read abunch of articles, sourced my
magnets, built abody, hand-wound my organ into aspecific room. I
just loved it
own pickups, cut the neck out of rose- —it was a thrilling experience every
wood, fretted it myself— and Ihad my time out But Ilike building things, so
very own instrument Not that Iposed the whole time Iworked for Rueuter, I
abig threat to Fender.
was moonlighting —assembling systems
Iwent into architecture because I for friends and for discos, constructing
loved to design, but there was much too record racks, and stuff like that
much rote work and not enough deImet John ICiefer a local record
sign. Looking around for something to mogul, and we started ahi-fi shop. We
do, Ibegan working at an audio store as were immediately successful, but Idisasalesman, and fell in love with the covered that retail wasn't my thing. By
audio industry — it was the perfect
1978 Irealized that Iwanted to build
place for the musician/technologist stuff. Kansas University had a great
And Iwas absolutely enchanted by engineering library, so Ispent ayear
electrostatic technology from the very and ahalf in the stacks investigating
first time Iexperienced it.
everything ever written on the subject
The Quad ESL gave me ahint of of electrostatic speakers.
what Iwas looking for, but rd have to Phillips: Some of that information must
say that hearing Arnie Nudell's Infinity have gone practically back to Edison.
Servostatics really was adefining mo- Sanders: Absolutely! ICellog and Rice
ment Iowned apair so Ialso became did their work in the 20s, which was the
very familiar with the rather consider- great flowering of speaker design —
able problems confronting electrum= — electrostats, ribbons, and moving-coil
which is, I'm sure, why Arnie has moved speakers all come out of that era. Kellog
on to other technologies.
and Rice lacked really good insulation
Wes Phillips: Mat were those problems?
technology —and, my God! their diaSanders: While the Servostat showed phragm material was apig's intestine
that inefficiency and dynamic-range burnished with gold leaf! Even so, the
limitations could be transcended, the difference in clarity and response was
mechanics were still hard to resolve: immediately apparent. It was adelightkeeping the diaphragm correctly ten- fully accurate and enchanting technolosioned, keeping the conductive coatings gy —theoretically, you could design a
bonded to the diaphragm, preventing low-mass, extremely linear crossoverless
the diaphragm from arcing under dy- diaphragm that was capable of handling
namic excursions — these were all up to nine octaves of information — but
extremely problematic.
it had huge drawbacks in implementaAt about that time Isuffered audio tion. The materials were not available,
burnout and left the industry. Imoved and the technology didn't really mature
to Lawrence, Kansas, where Iended because of all the focus that had been
up working for Rueuter Organ Comp- placed on dynamic speaker design.
any —a firm that builds tracker organs
When you design an electrostat,
from the ground up. Iwould take the you're trying to control a lightning
ranks of pipes and the wind-chests and storm. Electrostats didn't get loud, they
the consoles, and Iwould engineer the blew up amplifiers, they blew up them128

selves — but these were not immutable
issues, these were physical issues. Inever
felt that the concept was flawed. Ipursued electrostatic technology believing
that finding the right materials would
solve the "insurmountable" problems
that had plagued it.
Peter Walker Jim Strickland, Arnie
Nudell, and Arthur Janszen had all done
significant work, but Istill felt the transducer element could be taken much furthen Itook to calling high-technology
firms and asking questions and, surprisingly, Ifound alot of engineers who got
excited by my project and contributed
information that led to several of MartinLogan's breakthroughs, including vapordeposited coating of the diaphragm and
confonnal coating of the stator material.
That's also how we got the highly insulated spars we use as spacing elements on
our transducet
Phillips: Isuspect we're getting ahead of
ourselves.
Sanders: True, our first transducer had
none of those elements. Ibuilt that first
speaker right out of ahardware shop: perrated aluminum for the stators, Plexiglas
for the spacing elements, epoxy glue to
hold everything together Ifound some
half-mil polyester film somewhere and
sprayed insulation onto the statut To get a
conductive coating onto adiaphragm, I
burnished graphite onto the film.
Phillips: Youjust rubbed it into the polyester?
Sanders: That's right. It gives anice
semiconductive surface — you don't
want atotally conductive surface on the
diaphragm because all you want to do is
establish abias charge, so the more resistive the surface is, the better off you are.
That keeps the charge from migrating.
Ihad the basic elements together, but
my strengths were in physics and mechanical design —I was not really asophisticated electrical engineer. Imet Ron
Sutherland by chance and mentioned
that Iwas designing this speaker and that
Ineeded someone to design the power
supply. He said, "Oh, Fil do that." That
was the beginning of Martin-Logan. The
name comes from our middle names.
We finally completed the speaker
and hooked it up to a little Hailer
power amp. It worked! It looked like
something right out of abarn — it was
2' by 3', with bare metal stators and
wires hanging off it — but it worked
right out of the chute. We'd chosen the
right power supply, the right spacing
element, and the right transformer.
Stereophile, May 1997

panel had to be 48" tall, so that you
had even frequency response whether
you were standing or sitting; and I
knew, since it was acurvilinear line
source —
Phillips: We were just talking about your
prototype; which used flat panels. How did
you detemiine that you needed curved panels?
Sanders: That's the classic drawing-ona-napkin-in-a-Chinese-restaurant
design story. Ron and Iwere eating dinnet chit-chatting about speaker design.
As we talked, Isketched awaveform
moving away from apoint-source. It
became dear to both of us that the
information on-axis was farther away in
time than the information coming from
the sides—I drew these little points and
we literally connected the dots. Ilooked
at the napkin and said, "Ron, could it
really be this simple? Could we just
"Flushed with success,
curve the diaphragm?"
Icouldn't sleep that night, so Igot
Iuttered those famous
up and tried to build acurved panel,
words: 'Let's turn it up!' " with no success. Icouldn't stretch the
polyester in two dimensions and get it
—Gayle Sanders
to curve. Ifinally found away to
curve the diaphragm in free air, and
That's when the real research start- then use curved back and front stators
ed. We went back to the drawing to control it.
board and tried to figure out why it Phillips: How do you do that?
had happened, and how to prevent it Sanders: We don't really discuss that
Just say that, under tension, the panel is
in the future.
Phillips: Wouldn't asane man have said, rigid enough to maintain the curved
"Oh, this is why nobody is doing this," and shape, despite the fact that the material
resembles Saran Wrap in its free form.
walked away?
Sanders: Exactly. Anybody else Any competent engineer could devise
would have said, "This is why we asystem of controlling the material
need dynamic speakers." What did I enough to keep it from caving in to the
say? "I'm going to start acompany to rear stator; but the challenge is to do it
repeatedly and predictably. Forming
make more electrostatic speakers."
the panel into an arc allows us to conPhillips: Really? At the point offailur
trol the way its acoustic energy interacts
you decided to make it your business?
Sanders: No, not really. But neither with aroom.
were we deterred. We knew that the Phillips: So that's the major breakonly way to make asuccessful product through?
was to address reliability, longevity, Sanders: One of them. We also
dynamic range, and full-bandwidth res- developed anew insulating technique
ponse. So we knew, even before we had for the stators, and utilized the vaporasuccessful electrostatic transducer; that deposit method of making the panels
we would have to design aspeaker that conductive. Vapor deposition actually
coupled a dynamic woofer with a shoots the copper oxide and palladium
into the diaphragm material. These
workable electrostatic drivet
What had given hybrids a bad were the major factors that made our
name up to that point was that they speakers reliable and long-lived. We
were designed by specialists in planar actually made —and sold —speakers
speakers — the dynamic driver was before settling on the vapor-deposition
practically an afterthought We knew, process, and it cost us alot of money in
long before we had the planar ele- our first few years, replacing all the
ment designed, that we would have to diaphragms we'd already sold with
do abetter job with the woofer than better ones. But it was worth it —I
anyone else had, or we wouldn't have don't think Martin-Logan would be in
business today if we hadn't stood
aproduct that people would want.
From the get-go, our first product behind our products from the very
-Wes Phillips
had to be the Monolith. Iknew the beginning.

There wasn't much bottom end due
to dipolar rolloff, but the midrange
and the top end were transparent,
immediate, and open. It was glorious. Tears were running down Ron's
cheeks. We'd been working on
this for ayear and ahalf, and it had
paid off.
Flushed with success, Iuttered
those famous words: "Let's turn it
up!" A lightning bolt shot across the
panel with aloud crack, followed by
absolute silence and acurl of smoke
rising from the stator. We had just
experienced the power of an electrostatic loudspeaker —about 5000 volts
had ripped a huge hole in the
diaphragm, burnt away the insulation,
and blown up the amplifier.
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Continucd from page 127

and the first movement's central theme.
And at the finale, the timpani, tamtams, and bass drum just thundered — I
could hear the soundwave crash against
the walls of the hall—while the brass,
winds, and strings built to aheroic 1)major crescendo again and again. Could
the SL3 handle big orchestral works?
Oh man, I'd say so.
The best is the enemy of the good
As enthusiastic as I am about the
Martin-Logan SL3, I urge potential
buyers to consider afew warnings. First,
since they radiate unimpeded acoustic
energy to both front and rear, they will
interact with your room far more than
more conventional designs. If your
room lacks uniform frequency dispersion, as mine did, you either need to fix
it or look elsewhere.
Second, Iwould pay alot of attention
to room size in matching these speakers
to an appropriate amplifier. My room's
extremely high ceilings required that I
drive the speakers hard to achieve realistic levels for full-scale orchestral
works. This meant that high-powered
or high-current amplifiers —such as the
Plinius SA-100, or the Krell KAS or Full
Power Balanced 600 — were required
to control the speakers and energize the
room. In asmaller listening room, such
as my erstwhile Brooklyn apartment,
I'm convinced that smaller amps like
the C-J Premier Eleven would have
worked just fine.
Actually, you need to be extremely
careful in matching the SL3 to asystem,
period. While not inexpensive, the SL3
is one hell of alot of speaker for $3500,
and it will tell tales on any upstream
component that's not doing its job. At
the very least, mate it to a superior
front-end.
But fed afirst-rate signal, the MartinLogan SL3 should deliver afirst-rate
response. It is transparent (sonically and,
to agreat extent, visually) and detailed,
but capable of spectacular tonal color
and impact. Inever tired of playing
music through these reliable performers, and that state of affairs is rarer than
you'd think. And, while they required
effort in placement and component
matching, they repaid my efforts by
mirroring every improvement Imade in
the system or the room. While some
people may prefer a speaker that
demands less from them, these speakers
are designed for those who demand
nothing less than the best from their
speakers.
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Is that V for Video? The Linn AV5140 loudspeaker
Muse Kastanovich

T

he other day Icame across quite
the winning little personal home
appliance/accessory/utensil/entertainment center, right there in the good
ol' Damark mail-order catalog. This
trend-setting product is none other than
the Samsung miracle mini-stereo with
New Age Biorhythm equalizer and
background nature sounds. Just enter
your birth date and today's date, and
Bio-EQT" will customize the equalization to match your daily biorhythm

curve. As if that weren't fantastic
enough, you can also mix digital background sounds —a babbling mountain
brook, a peaceful ocean, or a gentle
spring rain — with your favorite consumer recordings. Who'd want aboring, ordinary stereo when they could
have this little wonder of technology?
Upon first inspection, Linn's AV5140
loudspeaker seems like it might fit into
this camp of "progressive" sound reproduction. Advertised as an audio/video
speaker, it was designed for close wall
placement and maximum domestic
appeal. Most of Linn's other products
have cute little names, but this baby has
amodel number in the thousands! But
wait a minute —Linn is that Scottish
company ("if iss no' Sco'ish, iss crapp!")
who are so determined to design better
audio equipment that they even designed their own improved manufacturing methodology. Linn is also the creator of the legendary LP12, one of the
more favored turntables for many years
and still held in high regard today.
So, given Linn's track record, Iwas not
averse to trying their "A/V" speakers in
my conventional, stone-age, two-channel
system. In fact, the AV5140 is very similar to my own reference loudspeaker, the
B&W Matrix 804, in size, price, and
driver type (dynamic). Though the Linn
is athree-way, the woofer is mounted on
the rear panel, suggesting that it was not
intended to handle any of the midrange
frequencies —a good thing.
Inside are many wonderful features
Yes, the

Linn AV5140 loudspeaker
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"V" in AV5140 stands for

"video." This speaker's magnetic shielding allows it to be placed close to atelevision, if one desires. It's been designed
for high power handling, so you can give
yourself aheadache listening to undistorted home-theater gunshots, explosions, and crashes.
Absolute power handling does not
appear to be Linn's very first priority for
the '5140. Iwas watching the midrange
cone with the volume turned up high,
and it seemed to be moving in and out
alot at some bass frequency. This observation, and the fact that there's adecentsized rear port for the separate midrange

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, reflex-loaded loudspeaker. Driveunits: one 0.75" (19mm) ceramicdome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling,
one 5.5" (100mm) polypropylenecone midrange unit, one 8" (200mm)
polypropylene-cone woofer with a
magnesium chassis. (All drivers magnetically shielded.) Frequency response: 30Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms. Finishes available:
black ash or American cherry.
Dimensions: 38" (980mm) H by 9"
(235mm) W by 12" (320mm) D.
Weight: 47 lbs (21.5kg) each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
001525/26.
Price: $2495/pair. Warranty: 5 years.
Approximate number of dealers: 60.
Manufacturer: Linn Hi-Fi, Floors Road,
Waterfoot, Glasgow G76 OEP, Scotland, UK. US distributor (until July 1):
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle
Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel:
(317) 849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107.

chamber, indicate that the high-pass
crossover to this driver is set for afairly
low frequency. This is good —all the frequencies that give imaging cues (lower
midrange and above) will come from
only the tweeter and the nearby
midrange. One may sit very close to the
speakers and still get well-integrated
sound, and none of the midrange needs
to come from the rear-mounted 8"
woofer. It would seem intuitive that a
midrange driver is better than awoofer
for reproducing mid-frequencies, yet
many speakers were designed to put out
lower-midrange frequencies from their
large woofers. It's one way of achieving
higher power handling, but Pin glad
Linn has opted to send all of the
midrange to the mid-driver.
My review samples came finished in
a handsome American cherry veneer
with quite apleasing level of fit and finish. The '4"-thick, high-density fiberboard walls are veneered on the inside
as well to improve rigidity. Inside there
arc one vertical and three horizontal
Stereophiie, May 1997

fiberboard braces to minimize cabinet
vibration. The speakers weigh in at a
respectable 47 lbs each.
The AV5140's tapered cabinet not
only looks good, it also provides anarrow front baffle for good imaging and to
minimize internal resonances. Both the
front bass port and the rear midrange
port are black cast aluminum, and flared
to eliminate extraneous air noises; the
flare also gives them an elegant, rounded appearance. The speakers come with
good-sized, easy-to-use spikes that provide asolid base through carpeting.
My review pair arrived with Linn's
(included) 015 stands: black, flat, 125"thick bases that raise the speakers slightly
and make them look even better than
they do on their own. These stands were
used throughout the review period.
The tweeter, a0.75" ceramic dome
with ferrofluid cooling, is mounted
flush with the front baffle. The middriver is a5.5" polypropylene-cone unit
with an aluminum voice-coil former for
high power handling. The 8" bass cone
is also polypropylene, with an aluminum former and adie-cast magnesium chassis, and is mass-loaded. The
electrical crossovers to all the drivers are
12dB/octave and use audio-grade capacitors and ferrite-cored inductors.
How up-to-date is your system?
The AV5140s were used mostly with the
Pass Labs Aleph 3 amplifier, rated at
60W into 4ohms. My home-built, 10W
Zen monoblocks, also single-ended
MOSFET amps, were also used abit. In
the AV5140 owner's manual Linn states
the amplifier power requirement as
"Minimum: 60W into 4 ohms." Who
do they think they are, Big Brother? I've
used my 10W amps with other speakers
"rated" for a much greater minimum
amplifier power, and will continue to do
so, damnit! If the Speaker Police come to
put me in jail for "conspiring to listen at
alevel fully too quiet to cause long-term
hearing loss and listening fatigue," then
that will just be too bad. Idon't know
about you, but Idislike it when companies tell me how loud Ishould listen.
These Linns have a fairly high 90dB
sensitivity, so they really do pretty well
with 10W. "Maximum recommended
music peak power input" would be a
useful specification, but it was nowhere
to be found.
Speaker cable was either AudioTruth
Argent, XLO/Pro, or TARA Labs RSC
Reference Gen2. The Pass Aleph 3
power amp was normally driven by the
Audio Electronics AE-2 preamp with
Kimber PBJ interconnect. Ialso tried a
Stereophile, May 1997

very transparent direct connection,
resistor-attenuated, to the D/A converter. The digital source was either an
Audio Alchemy DDS III or a Rotel
RDD-980 transport, driving either the
Rotel RDP-980, Audio Alchemy
DITB, or CAL Gamma processors.
Three jitter boxes were used individually and sometimes in series: the Monarchy Audio DIP, Theta TLC, and the

The AV51 40's tapered
cabinet provides a
narrow front baffle for
good imaging.
Audio Alchemy DTI Plus. Coaxial digital cables were the Audio Alchemy
Clearstream, Audio Magic Presto, and
the Sound & Vision Digiflex Gold I.
And don't forget the XLO/Pro Type
150 from D/A to preamp, later replaced
by TARA RSC Reference Gen2.
Line-level components were fed
power from individual isolation transformers. No matter what your system
costs, power-line filtering devices are
bound to make an improvement in its
sound. Iurge everyone to try some in
their own systems. (That means you,
JGH —Mister 'AC conditioners don't
do anything in my house because Ilive
so close to the power plant.")
Setup
When the AV5140s arrived, they didn't
sound so great. Iknew what the problem was: After shipment all the way
from Scotland, the drivers were fairly
loosely connected to the cabinet. Itightened them all with ascrewdriver and
some Allen wrenches, and they sounded
muuuuuuuuch better. This is not an
optional step in getting good sound from
these speakers. Removing the metal
grilles from the midranges and woofers
also improved the sound; 1Ileft the grilles
off for the entire review period.
The Linns started off in my usual
loudspeaker positions. After some measurements, afew calculations, and further listening, their positions were
adjusted abit to where the bass response
was smooth and well-balanced with the
rest of the frequency spectrum. These
positions, measured to the tweeter, were
37" from the rear wall and 49" to the side
wall for the left speaker, 31" to the rear
1The metal grilles covering the tweeters were not
designed to he removed, so Ididn't.

and 46" to the side for the right speaker.
My head was 6' from each speaker, and
the tweeters were separated by 67". The
speakers were toed-in about 15°. After
experimenting with the tilt-back angle I
decided to tilt the speakers forward abit
so that their top panels were just visible
from my listening scat.
Though the speakers had tri-wiring
capability, Iused them with asingle set of
speaker cables. The jumpers supplied for
connecting the three sets of binding posts
electrically appeared to be of nickelcoated steel. Since this is not the greatest
conductor of musical signals, Ireplaced
them with some uninsulated 12-gauge
solid-core copper wire jumpers. The
binding posts came with aspecial key to
tighten them, and this setup worked fairly well. The posts were designed more
for compact dimensions than for convenience of connection, though.
Like you've never heard it before
The AV5140s are larger than my reference speakers, so Iexpected to have
deeper bass. They did not. In fact, their
whole bass range was slightly less
weighty than the B&W 804s'. Linn's
design goal was to produce aspeaker
that has well-balanced bass when close
to awall, which usually means that the
bass will be alittle weak when placed
well out into the room. In my room,
their positions were indeed farther out
from the front wall than Linn recommends. My wooden-floored, woodenwalled listening room sucks up a lot
more low bass than the brick houses
typical of Europe. Idecided to keep
them out from the wall; the imaging
was better with the speakers there.
Despite being lower in level than that of
the 804, the AV5140's bass was strong
enough, tight enough, and smooth
enough to keep me happy. It's a bit
much to ask your average person to
make good speaker placement the
absolute No.1 priority for the location
of everything else in the room — the
AV5140's ability to be tucked away in
the corners without severe sonic penalties makes them asafe recommendation
to nonaudiophiles.
The AV5140 is like a minimonitor
with abuilt-in subwoofer stand. (Shoot,
Linn could have sawn them in two to
make the midrange-tweeter section a
separate, tweakophile minispeaker, and
sold it separate from the subwoofer
bases.) Its midrange was sweet and
detailed, and there were no major midband colorations. This just may be the
most important quality for aspeaker to
have, and here the Linns delivered the
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goods. Voices, orchestras, solo acoustic
instruments, even electric instruments
had the proper timbres and arecognizable feel. Steve Tibbetts's Safr Journey
(ECM 1270), an analog recording
made with all sorts of cool open-reel
tape-manipulation techniques, sounded
warm and rich. 'Tibbetts, self-taught in
the Beatles/George Martin school of
creative use of the recording studio, really shows it on this album. The pieces
sound nothing like Beatles songs,
though some of the analog effects are a
little psychedelic. (I'll take those old analog effects and tape tricks over digital
effects any day, even if it has all been converted to Cl)!) Thanks to the AV5140's
accurate midrange, the guitars and exot-

ic percussion were all well-balanced and
could be easily identified.
The treble was just atouch bright,
both in comparison to my references
and in absolute terms. This was not to
excess, but the balance was noticeably,
if slightly, lightweight. The treble
range was fairly smooth on its own,
with no single frequency conspicuous
by either its emphasis or absence. The
whole treble sounded alittle shelvedup above the midrange and bass, however. Again, this balance was slight
enough to get used to, and after afew
days of listening Istopped noticing it
at all. It's worth mentioning, though,
because of potential system-matching
concerns.

When the AV5140s first replaced the
B&W 804s in my system, there appeared to be alittle less detail available.
The polypropylene mid-unit in the
Limn is agreat little driver, revealing
most of the detail on recordings. Yet the
Kevlar midrange in the 804 manages to
uncover even more fine detail. The Linn
ceramic unit appeared to be very close to
B&W's aluminum-dome tweeter in its
ability to reveal musical subtleties. 'The
Limn were really quite revealing, perhaps suffering only atiny bit in comparison to my references. They served well
as diagnostic tools, aiding the review
process for upstream components. They
were not overly analytical, making listening more of an accessible, enjoyable

T

range, with aminimum value of 2.95
ohms at 220Hz. The partnering amplifier needs to have good current delivery.
The rather complicated graph in fig2
shows the individual outputs of the
AV5140's tweeter, midrange unit, woofer, and the two ports. The sharp bandpass trace centered on 48Hz is the output of the rear-facing midrange-unit

port. Its maximum output coincides, of
course, with the minimum-motion
point of the unit itself (the lowest trace
in the bass in this graph), and suggests
that, as MK suggested, the unit has been
allowed to extend quite low in frequency. Note, however, the sharp spike in
the port's output at 900Hz — it's agood
thing this port faces to the rear. The
woofer's output is the broad bandpass
centered on 100Hz: with its port the
bandpass curve centered on 38Hz.
Higher in frequency, the midrange
unit and tweeter are evenly balanced in
their passbands, crossing over around
3kHz. Note the ultrasonic peak in the
tweeter's output. The high stiffness of
the ceramic diaphragm material pushes
this resonance up to 28kHz, well above
human hearing.
The overall response on the
midrange axis, 36" from the floor with
the speaker on its plinth, is shown in
fig3. As MK said, the '5140 is basically
aminimonitor coupled to awoofer, and
that's what this graph shows: The rear
port can be seen to reinforce the

he handsome-looking Linn's Bweighted sensitivity checked out
at 87dB/2.83V/m, alittle lower
than specified, but that can probably be
accounted for by differences in measuring technique. (The B-weighted figure I
use is quite sensitive to response variations in the low treble.) Though the
AV5140 is moderately sensitive and will
play usefully loud with alowish-power
amplifier, its impedance (fig.1) is very
demanding. The electrical phase angle
may be small, but the magnitude drops
below 4 ohms throughout the mid-
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and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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experience than alaboratory study.
I broke out one of those far-out
Dorian recordings: Greasskeves (DOR90126), acollection of Baroque English
lute songs performed by Roma McFarlane and the extraordinary soprano
Julianne Baird. The imaging is not
super-precise on this disc, probably due
to Dorian's use of omnidirectional
mikes. The soundstage was quite large
and enveloping, however, as Iimagine
the Troy Savings Bank Music Hall is in
real life. The AV5140s managed to present most of the recorded soundstage
information so that these qualities could
be judged with this recording. They
opened up the space in front of me until
it sounded like areal hall, empty but for

midrange unit's output down to alowish 50Hz, while the combined output
of the rear-facing woofer and front-firing port covers the useful range from
30Hz to 200Hz. The woofer doesn't
extend the response by more than 10Hz
or so, but it will provide greater power
handling in the midbass. The overlap
between the woofer and midrange unit
might make setting up the '5140s alittle
tricky, but the shelving-down of the
lower mids will optimize the speaker
for use near the room boundaries. The
balance is slightly forward in the low
treble, however.
In the vertical plane (not shown), the
'5140's balance doesn't change significantly as long as the listener's ears are
between the tweeter and the top of the
enclosure -sit higher or lower than
that, and asuckout appears in the crossover region. Laterally (fig.4), although
there's aslight off-axis "flare" at the base
of the tweeter's passband, the dispersion
is basically well-controlled. This almost
always correlates with well-defined
stereo imaging. There's also aslight flare
at the low-frequency end of this graph,
due to the fact that at 90° off-axis, you

lutenist and vocalist, both emoting
beautifully up on stage.
There have been avariety of different

never failed to let me hear the differences in the upstream components'
imaging abilities. Their competent
imaging is good for more than just critical judgments of recordings and components - it's fun for hearing every different part of asong. When individual
instruments can be heard as such, it
makes the whole much more coherent
and meaningful.
On to the Corey Greenberg Memorial Loudness Test, auseful exercise
because of the very quiet levels at which
Inormally listen. This test is performed
to simulate the more average headbanging tendencies of red-meat-eating
Americans. 'The track of honor was
Eddie Murphy's version of "Hey Joe,"

The AV5140s never failed
to let me hear the
differences in the
upstream components'
imaging abilities.
components in my system over the past
few months, and all of them have had
different capabilities for uncovering
recorded soundstages. The AV5140s

start to get an increased contribution
from the rear-mounted woofer.
In the time domain, the AV5140's
step response (fig.5) reveals the tweeter
and midrange unit to be connected in
positive acoustic polarity Other than
the tweeter's ultrasonic resonance, the
associated cumulative spectral-decay, or
waterfall, plot (fig.6) is superbly free
from resonant artifacts.
Finally, the cabinet seems to be wellbraced. What resonances there are are
quite high in frequency. Fig.Z for exam-

plc, shows a waterfall plot calculated
from the output of asimple plastic-tape
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet
sidewall about 10" from the top. Four
modes can be seen, but as the lowest in
frequency lies at 370Hz, their subjective
effect will probably be small.
Overall, the AV5140 seems to be a
well-engineered speaker.
-John Atkinson
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Linn AV5140, step response on midrange
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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from Love's Alright (Motown 374636354-2). This version of the old standard rocks like you wouldn't believe,
nearly screaming to be played at unreasonable levels. The volume went up and
up and up, and the Linns kept pace. I
noticed a small increase in distortion,
but not so much as to rule out the possibility of listening at these levels. The
midrange cone was moving in and out
an awful lot, as mentioned before, but it
seemed to have no trouble with such
long excursions. The Linns were indeed
happy playing loudly, with amaximum
volume beyond any level that Icould
stand.
Miasma take apair home today?
There's agood bit of competition for
speakers retailing near the $2500 price
point. Some of the AV5140's competitors arc physically similar: moderatesized, floorstanding, with two or three
dynamic drivers. There arc also minimonitors, planar speakers, planar hybrids, bipolar dynamics, etc. You need
to ask yourself what qualities are important to you. The more exotic types might
excel in one or two areas of per ormance, but will that bring you longterm satisfaction? Ilisten for awell-bal-

smooth enough midrange for classical, a
smooth enough treble for new wave,
enough detail for purist-miked recordings, and bumpin' dynamics for da funk.
The speaker's additional capabilities of
high power handling and magnetic
shielding are sure to be of worth for
many listeners, particularly the multiThe Linns have enough
channel crowd.
This review might not read like a
bass to do credit to hard
rave, but don't worry. Lately in my system I've heard what arc perhaps some
rock, asmooth enough
of the finest speakers in the world in
midrange for classical, a this price range. Most notable are the
extraordinary Thiel CS1.5 and my own
smooth enough treble for reference speakers, the suave B&W
Matrix 804s. After having grown accusnew wave, enough detail
tomed to the kind of sound possible
with those loudspeakers, for the Linn
for purist-miked
AV5140 to keep me happy in my main
system for an extended period of time
recordings, and bumpin'
would be achievement enough, and
this the AV5140 has done. It's not the
dynamics for da funk.
best speaker I've heard, but it comes
close enough to that high mark to merit
a recommendation, and certainly
The good news is that the Linns possounds good enough to be competitive
sess that kind of balance. They didn't
completely blow me away with their at its price. The Linn AV5140 should
keep its owner pleased in the long
performance in any one area, but neiterm, even as the rest of the system is
ther did they disappoint. They have
S
enough bass to do credit to hard rock, a upgraded.

anced presentation in which all areas of
performance are at least competent.
This balance of qualities seems to allow
the music to speak for itself, without the
speakers telling the music how it should
sound.

"The Maggie 3.5s
represent the maximum
sonic value per buck in
loudspeakers
in the here and now, ,,*
Harry Pearson,
The Absolute Sound Magazine
Issue 107, 1996
*Quoted with permission of Absolute Sound
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Musical Fidelity X-DAC digital processor
Robert Harley
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lie reintroduction of Musical
Fidelity products in the US fills a
void left by the departure of
Audio Alchemy. The California-based
AA combined skillful engineering
with cost-effective mass-manufacturing techniques to offer high-value products to the audiophile on abudget.
Musical Fidelity has taken up that banner, bringing to market afull line of
low-cost products reminiscent of AA's
offerings.
The money-saving technique of using
the same parts in many items across the
line — particularly the chassis —is the
cornerstone of Musical Fidelity's latest
products. These include the X-1013
tubed analog buffer for CD players, an
all-tubed class-A preamplifier, an MM/
MC phono preamp, asix-band tone
control (with gentle, low-Q filters),
apair of 50Wpc monoblocks, and the
X-CAN headphone amplifier. All of
these components are housed in an
unusual cylindrical chassis made from
extruded aluminum.
Unlike Audio Alchemy, however,
Musical Fidelity takes the approach that
expensive internal components have little or no effect on sound quality. Their
product philosophy is to keep the cost
low by eschewing high-cost resistors,
capacitors, and even premium op-amps.
That view is expressed in Musical

Fidelity's new $595, HDCD'-based
X-DAC digital processor.
Technology
Having many products share acommon chassis, as Musical Fidelity does,
greatly reduces the cost per unit and
allows that single chassis to be of a
higher quality for the same cost than
chassis custom-made for each product.
The X-DAC's chassis is sturdy and
solid, with anice finish quality. It doesn't look or feel cheap.
The front panel has lots of LEDs: one
indicates that the unit is powered; arow
of three shows the sampling frequency;
another illuminates when apre-emphasized CD is playing; and the last
lights up when the X-DAC is decoding
an HDCD-encoded CD.
My look inside the X-DAC was a
simple matter of removing two hex bolts
on the rear panel and sliding out the circuit board. The 2" by 8" board, attached
to the rear panel, slides through slots on
either side of the round, extruded chassis
— a very economical construction
method that requires no point-to-point
wiring.
Analog output is via two pairs of goldplated RCA jacks. A third gold-plated
RCA jack is the coaxial digital input, augmented by a TosLink optical digital
input. Switching between the coax and

MUSICAL FIDELITY
C.)

Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A processor
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Description: Frequency response:
20H z-20kHz, ±0.2dB. THD: <0.03%,
20Hz-20kHz unweighted. S/N
ratio: >100dB, A-weighted. Conversion: 18-bit hybrid DAC. Digital
filter: Pacific Microsonics PMD
100 HDCD decoder/filter, 8x-oversampling.
Dimensions: 4.3" diameter by 8.6"
L(cylindrical).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
None found.

Price: $595 (the unit was on sale
for $499.95 when this issue went
to press in March '97). Approximate number of dealers: 1 (mailorder only, money-back guarantee).
Manufacturer: Musical Fidelity,
15-16 Olympic Trading Estate,
Wembley, Middlesex, England HA9
OTF, UK. Tel: (44) 181 900-2866.
Fax: (44) 181 900-2983. US distributor: Audio Advisor, 4649 Danvers Drive SE, Kentwood, MI 49512.
Tel: (800) 942-0220, (616) 9756100. Fax: (616) 975-6111.

optical inputs is automatic. The rear
panel is finished off by asmall jack that
accepts 12V DC from the external "wallwart" power supply. Four regulation
stages, each using aTO-220-cased regulator, supply the input receiver, filter,
DAC, and analog output stage.
Oddly, the input receiver is the
Yamaha 16-bit YM3623, not the ubiquitous Crystal CS8412. The older
Yamaha chip has higher jitter than the
Crystal, which led to processor designers' nearly complete abandonment
of the Yamaha when the Crystal became available. When asked about this
choice, Musical Fidelity designer Richard Ansell said the Yamaha part was
chosen for its low cost and ease of
implementation; the Crystal input receiver costs more to begin with, and
needs more associated circuitry.
A Pacific Microsonics PMD100
decoder/digital filter chip performs
HDCD decoding and 8x-oversampling.
The 6dB of attenuation required by the
HDCD license for non-HDCD discs is
Stereophlle, May 1997

performed in the digital domain by the
PMD100, and the 8x-oversampled data
are input to a Burr-Brown PCM69
hybrid DAC. This unusual DAC converts the upper 10 bits with amultibit
resistor-ladder DAC, and the lower 8
bits with a 1-bit DAC. The PCM69
reportedly has the dynamic impact and
tight bass of aladder DAC and the treble smoothness of 1-bit. The nearly
identical PCM67 has been used successfully in Theta products and the
Sumo Theorem processor.
The PCM69 is followed by a5532
op-amp acting as acurrent-to-voltage
converter. The analog output filter is
op-amp-based, with the circuit topology similar to the Frequency-Dependent Negative Resistor (Fl)NR) circuit
used in some PS Audio digital processors. The filter uses polystyrene caps,
one of the X-DAC's few concessions to
parts quality. Another 5532 op-amp
forms the output buffer.
Listening
The X-DAC was impressive right out of

T

he X-DAC's maximum output
voltage was 2.15V when decoding
alkHz, full-scale sinewave. The
left and right channels had nearly identical output levels, matching within
0.02dB or under. The X-DAC had a
very low output impedance, measuring
just 0.3 ohm at any audio frequency. This
is among the lowest output impedances
I've measured, and suggests that the XDAC will drive any preamplifier with
ease. DC levels were moderately high at
18mV (left channel) and 14mV (right).
The X-DAC doesn't invert polarity.
All measurements were made with 16bit input signals—the X-DAC's Yamaha
input receiver won't pass 18- or 20-bit

Associated Equipment
Iauditioned the X-DAC through
Aerial 5and Diapason Adamantes II
loudspeakers. Amplifiers included a
Linn Majik-I, and Classé's new
CAP-100 105Wpc integrated amplifier. Transports on hand were the
Rotel RCD-990 CD player (driving
the X-DAC through the Rotel's
coaxial digital output) and aMark
Levinson No.31.5. Digital interconnects included the $99 Prisma
digital interconnect and an Ensemble GigaFlux. Other digital sources
available for comparison were the
RCD-990 used as aCD player, a
Sonic Frontiers SFCD-1 CD player,
and the Theta Chroma 396 pro-

-Robert Harley

the box, with abig, full sound similar in
many ways to that of the $1499 Rotel
RCD-990. The Rotel sets abenchmark

level of performance in its price range,
making it tough competition for a$499
outboard processor. Nonetheless, the X-

data. This means an outboard resolutionenhancement device such as the Audio
Alchemy DTI•Pro or Genesis Digital
Lens won't work as great an improvement
with the X-DAC as it will with processors
that can process 20-bit input data.
Fig.1 shows the X-DAC's frequency
response and de-emphasis error. The
frequency response shows aslight rise
(02dB) in the top octave, and the digital-domain de-emphasis response is
predictably perfect. Channel separation
(fig2) was good, measuring 105-110dB
at lkHz. The decrease in channel separation as the frequency rises is due to
capacitive coupling between channels;
the decrease in separation at low fre-

quencies is associated with a highimpedance power supply.
A spectral analysis of the X-DAC's
output when decoding alicHz, -90dB
sinewave (fig3) shows some power-supply noise at 60Hz, but this is low in level
(-100dI3). We can see some positive linearity error (the lkHz energy peaks
above the -90dB horizontal division),
and the DAC has some second-harmonic
distortion. A wideband spectral analysis
(fig.4) shows no unusual behavior, and
we can see the effect of the analog output
filter on the ultrasonic response.
The linearity error suggested in fig3
is confirmed by fig.5, the X-DACs linearity curves. The error is higher than in
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cessor. The Chroma is the $830
HDCD version that Imodified to
defeat the 6dB of attenuation when
playing non-HDCD discs (which
puts such discs at asonic advantage).
The digital sources drove the integrated amplifier through 1m runs of
MIT Terminator 2 or Audio
Quest Topaz. Loudspeaker cables
were MIT Terminator 2or AudioQuest Forest. My system sat on a
Billy Bags 5500 series equipment
rack, and the AC powerline was
conditioned by an Audio Power
Industries Power Pack II ($179).
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Fig.1

Musical Fidelity X-DAC, frequency response
(top) and de-emphasis response (bottom)
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.2 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, crosstalk (R-L channel dashed, 10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -90.31dBFS, with
noise and spuriae (16-bit data, V
r octave
analysis, right channel dashed).
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DAC held its own in some areas of
musical performance.
The X-DACs most impressive sonic
aspect was its deep, authoritative bass. This
little converter went down deep, with a
power and solidity Iusually hear only in
more expensive products. The bass drum
and acoustic bass on ¡(ci Magi's Playmom
(Blue Moon R2 79342), for example, had
just the right balance, with the bass drum's
dynamic envelope cutting through the mix.
This is also one area in which the Rotel
excels; the RCD-990 had atoudi more bottom-end solidity, but it was adose call. The
X-DAC's bass was also full, dynamically
expressive, and well-defined, with excellent
pitch definition and dynamic impact. Again,
the $1499 Rood had more mutness and conmil, but, considering the price difference, the
comparison was closer than I'd expected.
The Theta Chroma 396 also had more
weight than die X-DAC, but the Musical
Fidelity processor had abit more rhythmic
coherence and lxiunce.
The X-DAC's overall perspective
was on the forward side of reality, but
less so than the Rotel's. Instruments and

was in its portrayal of midrange textures. The X-DAC was smoother and
more liquid, with less grain overlaying
instrumental timbres. The beautifully
recorded piano sound on the Reference

most converters, measuring 3.55dB positive error in the left channel and 3.75dB
in the right, both at -90dB. This means
that asignal with an amplitude of -90dB
is reproduced at -86.45dB. Moreover,
the positive linearity error begins at a
fairly high level of -70dB. This linearity
error, afunction of the PCM69 DAC,
will vary from unit to unit. I'm surprised
that the 1-bit section of the hybrid DAC
has these linearity errors; 1-bit converters
are touted as having excellent intrinsic
linearity.
As expected from the linearity deviations, the X-DAC's noise-modulation
spectrum (fig.6) shows some spacing
between traces. This indicates that the XDAC's noise floor shifts in level as afunc-

tion of input amplitude. But because the
ation distortion spectrum when reprotraces don't cross — which would indiducing afull-scale mix of 19kHz and
cate shifts in the noise floor's spectral bal- 20kHz. Although the spectrum has
ance, not just in level — this may mean
many ¡MD components, they are all
that the deviations are more sonically very low in level.
benign than you might expect.
The X-DAC's reproduction of a
1kHz, -90dB undithered sinewave
(fig.7) further suggests the unit's poor
low-level behavior. In addition to the
DC offset that shifts the trace upward,
we can see that the DAC has differential
nonlinearity. Look at how the positivegoing step is much lower in amplitude
than the negative-going step. Again, this
behavior is afunction of the DAC chip,
and will vary from unit to unit.
Fig.6 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, noise modulation,
Fig.8 is the X-DAC's intermodul-60dBFS to -100dBFS (10dB/vertical div.).

voices had an immediacy and palpability without sounding pushy or aggressive. The Chroma was a little more
relaxed — an advantage on some music.
One area in which the X-DAC beat
both the Rotel and the Theta Chroma

The X-DAC's most
impressive sonic aspect
was its deep, authoritative
bass. This little converter
went down deep, with
apower and solidity
Iusually hear only in more
expensive products.

Recordings disc of Eugene Istomin playing Mozart's Piano Concertos 21 and 24
(RR-68CD) was superbly rendered by
the X-DAC. The recording sounded
remarkably free from glare and hardness, sounding almost tubelike in its liquidity. The Rotel was alittle grainier,
and the Theta put aslightly glassy sheen
over the piano's timbre. Ihad asimilar
impression of the string sound on this
disc through the three digital front-ends.
The X-DAC's clean midband and treble were also an advantage on vocals. In
addition to sounding smooth, vocals
weren't overlaid with that fatiguing sibilance that can make them sound hashy.
The treble was generally clean, with a
slightly softer, more relaxed sound than
either the Rotel or Theta. The X-DACs
midrange liquidity and lack of treble tizz
played alarge role in my overall enjoyment of this processor.
Soundstage size and definition were
exceptional for aconverter at this price.
The X-DAC threw aspacious, welldefused soundstage with the Diapason
Adamantes II at the end of the chain.
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Fig.4 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, spectrum of digital
silence (16-bit data, '4-octave analysis, right
channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, departure from
linearity (right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical
div.).
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Fig.7 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, waveform of
undithered 1kHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(16-bit data).
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Eric Marienthal's soprano and alto saxes
on Mike Garson's The Oxnard Sessions,
14)hune 'Tim (Reference Recordings RR53C1)) illuminated the acoustic of the
recording space.
The X-DAC also had surprising transparency for a$600 converter. The sound
wasn't thick or congealed, acommon
fault of low-cost processors. In fact, the
X-DAC had greater clarity and ability to
keep individual instruments separate
than did the Theta. Image focus was less
tight than the Rotel's, and the RCD-990
had more air around instrumental outlines, but the X-DAC wasn't embarrassed in a head-to-head comparison
with the $1499 Rotel.
The X-DAC is noteworthy for what
it doesn't do wrong. Most inexpensive
digital processors sound grainy or coarse.
or lack resolution and transparency. In
addition, Igenerally hear through budget digital products athinness, athreadbare character in instrumental timbres.
The X-DAC avoided these common
shortcomings to produce an engaging,
musical, unfatiguing presentation.

Fig.9 shows the X-DAC's clock-jitter
spectrum with data representing a
OdBFS, lkHz sinewave, measured at
the 8x-clock on the PCM69 DAC with
00

MOO

*OM

Fig.8 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).

Conclusion
The Musical Fidelity X-DAC has raised
the stakes in budget digital processors.
This little converter was surprising in its
overall musicality and ability to hold up

If Ihad $600 to spend on
adigital processor today,
the X-DAC would be at the
top of my list. Even if you
have abigger processor
budget, you should
audition one; it offers
much more performance
than you'd expect.
in long listening sessions without producing fatigue. In its best qualities —
midrange liquidity, clean treble, transparency, deep and solid bass — the X-

the Meitner LIM Detector. The spectrum is dominated by periodic jitter
components, seen as spikes in the trace.
The RMS level, measured over a
400Hz-20kHz bandwidth, was ahigh
670 picoseconds. The jitter spectrum
was cleaner with an input of all zeros
(fig.10), and the RMS level dropped to
just 140ps [though note thefrequency periodicity of the jitter components—Ed]. When
processing a lkHz, -90dB sinewave,
the spectrum shows very strong signalinduced periodic jitter components at
lkHz and 2kHz, and an RMS level of
485ps.
Overall, these are high jitter levels.
Although Iexpected the X-DAC to
M umr

fie.,

DAC is competitive with the best $1000
processors. My system's overall musical
presentation with the X-DAC didn't
have the stamp of budget digital sound;
Ihad to remind myself that Iwas listening to a$600 converter.
Only in relation to the Rotel RCD990 CD player did the X-DAC show its
shortcomings. The X-DAC didn't have
the Rotel's transparency, soundstage
size, or sense of bloom around image
outlines. The RCI)-990 also had a
tighter, better-defined bass. But considering the X-DAC's $595 price, it's hard
to hold that against it.
If Ihad $600 to spend on adigital
processor today, the X-DAC would be
at the top of my list. Even if you have a
bigger processor budget, you should
audition the X-DAC; it offers much
more performance than you'd expect.
The Musical Fidelity X-DAC's excellent sound quality, HDCD decoding,
and price tag have earned it my enthusiastic recommendation for budgetminded audiophiles.
S

have highish jitter because it uses the
Yamaha input receiver, these levels are
greater than I've measured in other
products using the Yamaha chip.
The X-DAC's measured performance was mediocre. The low-level
performance (linearity, noise modulation) could be better, and the jitter levels
were rather high. Low-level performance is dependent on the individual
DAC chip in the X-DAC, and will vary
from unit to unit. There's no way of
knowing from just one sample if this is
worst-case, best-case, or typical performance.
-Robert Harley
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Fig.9 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
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Fig.10 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing digital silence; PS Audio Lambda transport
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Fig.11 Musical Fidelity X-DAC, word-clock jitter
spectrum, DC-20kHz, when processing
lkHz sinewave at -90dBFS; PS Audio
Lambda transport (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB--Ins).
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Speed Kills: The lmmedia RPM-2 tonearm
Michael Fremer

I

fthe sole criterion for choosing a
winner in today's hotly contested
premium arms race was original
thinking, the Immedia RPM-2 might
well come out on top. While some of its
design details resemble those found on
other products, in many significant areas
the ann is unique — not for uniqueness's
sake, but in order to efficiently implement some clearly considered goals. If
the unipivot RPM-2 bears aresemblance
to any other contemporary arm, it is
Naim's highly regarded ARO —which
I've never heard. The similarity, though,
would appear to be superficial.
In designing his unipivot, one-time
SOTA employee Allen Perkins (largely
responsible for the design of the SOTA
Cosmos turntable) began with some
clearly defined objectives: structural rigidity, minimum geometric error in all
planes of play, careful preservation of the
minute electrical signal, and, most critically, the efficient dissipation of unwanted
mechanical energy. These are goals
shared by most arm designers, though
sometimes other considerations —such
as convenience, compatibility, and ergonomics—can cause aclash.
Rigidity and the efficient evacuation
of energy were the starting points for
Perkins's design. As the LP groove is
dragged past the stylus, the cartridge
converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. An arm's bearing system

must be loose enough to allow the stylus
unimpeded movement in both vertical
and horizontal dimensions, yet rigid
enough to prevent the forces unleashed
by this violent mechanical interface
from tossing the arm around — the "tail
wagging the dog" effect. Clearly, achieving aproper balance between these
seemingly conflicting objectives is extremely difficult.
No matter how successful the bearing design, excess mechanical energy is
generated that must be controlled
and/or dissipated. Various combinations
of mass, mechanical stiffness, and damping are used in all tonearms to rid the
systems of unwanted energy, either by
absorbing (damping) it and turning it
into heat, or by evacuating it via apath
to "ground," where it is again turned
into heat. Failure to deal with this errant
energy results in vibrational reflections
and resonances that remain in the system and find their way back to the stylus, where they can color the tonal balance and smear the sound.
Basics
Perkins first sought adirect mechanical
connection from tonearm to "ground";
his design begins with athreaded brass
post that screws into the armboard or
plinth via atapped hole. A polished,
synthetic sapphire cup set into ahollow
atop the post fonns the "female" com-

lmmedia RPM-2 tonearm
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Description: Medium/high-mass
damped unipivot tonearm.
Dimensions: Effective length: 10"
(254mm). Weight: 2lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
N/A
Price: 52495 (includes tonearm
cable). Approximate number of
dealers: 9
Manufacturer: lmmedia, 2629
Mabel Street, Berkeley, CA 94702.
Tel: (510) 893-2573. Fax: (510)
893-2579.

poilent of the unipivot bearing. In other
words, there is adirect connection between the arm bearing and mechanical
ground. Iknow of no other contemporary arm that accomplishes this.
Of course, asingle post embedded in
acrylic or MDF does not exactly constitute arigid connection, so the post
is supported by an almost 3"-tall shaft
machined into alarge, massive, flat-bottomed hunk of stainless steel that serves
as arm base, damping-fluid reservoir, and
cueing-lever support. The sizable flat
contact area between the Immedia
RPM-2's bearing/base assembly and the
armboard or plinth creates a rigid
mechanical interface.
The base and brass post are snugged
down onto the mounting surface by a
brass nut, which fits over the post and
tightens down onto the top surface of
the base shaft. Since the top of the brass
post is fitted with the bearing cup,
before securing the assembly with the
nut, you are instructed to line up the
bearing surface with the top of the platter using astraight edge: Just screw the
post up or down until it is precisely
lined up, then tighten the nut with the
flat wrench included with the RPM-2.
Acall to arm
The arm assembly consists of aheadshell, main inner armtube, and outer armtube set into aheavy, cylindrical housing
machined from solid stainless steel, and
radically flared at the bottom for added
weight and stability. A decoupled counterweight shaft set below the pivot point
protrudes from the rear. The arm's
Stereophite, May 1997

effective length from pivot point to stylus tip is 254mm, or 10".
Installing the arm atop the bearing
post is complicated somewhat by the
Discovery wiring harness — one continuous length running from the cartridge pins to the RCA plugs. The wires
run the inside length of the armtube,
exiting ahole drilled into the top of the
stainless-steel pivot assembly. From there
they continue unshielded for another 4"
or so, finally terminating in arubber/
metal junction followed by a3' shielded
run ending in the RCA plugs.
Because the shielded section is heavy
and stiff; and there is no immediate strain
relief for the exposed unshielded section.
failure to exercise care here can result in
serious damage to the wiring harness.
Placing the ann atop the bearing post and
aligning the male and female parts is easy.
The hard part is doing so while controlling the shielded wire, which wants to
explode out of your hand and sever its
connection with the arm.
•
Of course, there is strain relief, both to
keep the wire in one piece and to form the
loops necessary for unimpeded arm
movement. The tubular rubber/metal
junction sections of the harness fit under
cutouts in aneatly devised clamp fitted to
the left-hand back corner of the base,
which tightens via ahex-head screw. Once
secured, the screw can be slightly loosened
so you can untwist the loops and optimize
their arcs. Then you'd better remember to
tighten the sucker down again!
At this point the assemblage of parts
finally begins to look like afunctioning
tonearm. The stainless-steel headshell,
neatly machined to reduce mass, is
press-fittedl and glued to the rigid armtube (aluminum under baked-on carbon-fiber weave) with aquick-setting
(10 seconds), high-tech adhesive, which
serves only to fill in minute air spaces
between the press-fit pieces. The other
end of the tube is press-fitted and glued
into an outer aluminum tube, itself
press-fitted and glued into the stainlesssteel bearing housing. Note that, for
added mechanical rigidity, the main
inner anntube runs the entire length of
the outer anntube — all the way to the
center bearing.
The anntube is damped with aspecial expanding foam. According to
Perkins, the effect of the stainlesssteel/aluminum/stainless-steel interface
is an extremely fast transfer of energy
-----1 In this and other arms -such as
JMW
Me ----- rial
relers to pans that have to k
put in mechanical press to be mated. so nght are the
tolerances. not because some guy presses 011C pan into
the other with his hands!
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from the headshell to the bearing.
The back-end business comprises a
complex, rather ingenious, decoupled
stainless-steel counterweight and a
threaded and keyed stainless-steel shaft
assembly. The counterweight can be slid
fore and aft on the shaft by turning the
knurled stainless-steel nut situated directly behind it. The key keeps the
counterweight, which is drilled off-center, from rotating on its axis as you
adjust the tracking force. An inter-

In addition to setting
the tracking force,
the counterweight is
used to adjust the
arm's azimuth.
changeable aluminum nut is also supplied for lighter cartridges.
But wait! There's more to this assembly — much more. The counterweight rides on apair of rubber 0-rings
sandwiching aDelrin insert, and thus is
decoupled from the threaded shaft,
which itself is decoupled horizontally
from the stainless-steel bearing housing
via an ingenious hinge-pin and rubbersleeve device. This allows the counterweight assembly to pivot in anarrow
horizontal arc.
In addition to setting the tracking
force, the counterweight is used to adjust
the arm's azimuth: Because the shaft hole

is drilled off-center, rotating the counterweight around its axis causes the
weight to shift either left or right, thus
changing the arm's lateral balance. Turning the screw heads that are accessible on
either side of the counterweight shifts the
weight in either direction in precise,
repeatable increments.
Of course, as with every other arm
save the Graham, which features outrigger weights offset at the same angle as
its headshell, rotating the Immedia arm
around its lateral axis does not compensate for the offset headshell. But at
least here, unlike on the JMW Memorial
arm, shifting the azimuth does not
change VTF; nor does the angular deviation from the offset shift, depending on
how far from perpendicular the correct
azimuth setting turns out to be.
So what about VTA?
Unfortunately, with the RPM-2, you
can't change VTA while arecord is playing. However, the Immedia arm does
solve aproblem common to arms with
adjustable VTA: As you change the
VTA, you move the pivot point. But if
the female part of the arm's bearing is
fixed, how do you change the arm's
height? The male part of the bearing is a
polished tungsten pin set into asmall
stainless-steel hex-head screw riding
tightly in atapped hole set into the center of the main bearing housing. Turn
the screw (accessible from the top)
clockwise and the arm rises. Turn it
counterclockwise and the arm descends.
Because the housing is machined from a

Associated Equipment
Phono Cartridges: Transfiguration
Temper, Lyra Parnassus and Clavis
DC, AudioQuest Fe-5, Dynavector
XX-1L, and Crown Jewel.
Tonearms: Rockport Series 6000,
Graham 1.5t/C, JMW Memorial.
Turntable: VPI TNT Mk.III.
Digital Front-Ends: Audio Alchemy DDS•Pro transport, DTI•Pro
32 enhancer/jitter reducer, Enlightened Audio DSP-9000 III HDCD
processor.
Preamplifiers: Audible Illusion Modulus 3A preamp, Millennium linestage, Audio Research PH-3 and FM
Acoustics 122 phono sections.
Power Amplifiers: Cary 805 SE
triode, V'TL Signature 175.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo,

Audio Physic Terra subwoofer.
Interconnects: Yamamura Millennium 5000, A.R.T., and XL0
Signature.
Cables: XI,0 Type 3.1 Signature,
Transparent Audio Ultra, and Precision Interface Technology phono
cables. A.R.T. speaker cables. Transparent, A.R.T., Mango, WireWorld,
and TARA Labs AC cables.
Accessories: Power Wedge 116 line
conditioner; Bright Star Audio Big and
Little Rock and Air Mass platforms,
Townshend Seismic Sinks, A.R.T. "Q"
dampers, DJ. Kasser Black Diamond
Racing cones, Hannonix tuning feet,
Lloyd Walker Valid Points, and
Yamamura Millennium Bearing speaker supports.
-Michael Freiner
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solid piece of stainless steel, only asmall
section of the screw is exposed beyond
the end of the housing, thus maintaining
structural stability. Another simple but
ingenious mechanism (I'll spare you the
details) keeps the screw tight.
Think about this: When you change
VTA on the Immedia, while the back of
the arm moves up and down relative to
the stylus, the pivot point remains stationmy. The Immedia RPM-2 is the only
ami Iknow of that accomplishes this.
'Why is it significant? For one thing, it
means that when you adjust azimuth,
both the bearing pivot point and the stylus tip share the same point of rotation.
Thus alateral shift at the arm bearing
results in atrue lateral shift, not one that
includes an unwanted vertical component. If you can conceptualize this.
you'll understand its potential significance
when using a"line contact"—type stylus.
Iwish Icould draw.
Moreover, because the pivot point
does not change with changes in VTA,
and because you've set that point parallel to the stylus, you've minimized the
effect of "warp wow" — the arm moving up and down in response to unflat
records and, in effect, "traveling" forward and backward in time. The shortest distance between two points is a
straight line. Deform the groove surface
with avertical warp and the stylus takes
longer to get from point A to point B.
The farther the pivot point is from parallel with the stylus, the greater the
stylus's vertical arc when tracking a
warped record, and thus the greater the
"wow" — which is similar to what you
hear when a stylus tracks a record
pressed off-center.

tract for each VTA setting.
You'll also have to check and probably
readjust VTF when you change VTA —
there is an interaction between the resistance caused by the oil in the reservoir
and the tracking force. The lower the
VTA, the lower the VTF. In one
instance, lowering the arm caused the
VTF to go from 1.8 to 15 grams. That
changes the sound as much as changing
the tracking angle.
Iused Hi-Fi News & Record Review's
new test record, imaginatively entitled
Test Record (HFN 001), to help me
determine the proper amount of damp-

it's precisely parallel to and centered
between the two long etched lines. That
places aTetched into the surface right
below the headshell area. Looking
directly from the front, you line up the
stylus so that it sits centered in the horizontal line of the Twith the cantilever
running down the vertical line —
in effect, making it disappear. There:
Both overhang and zenith are precisely
locked in.
The second reflection from the mirror can lead to initial confusion, and getting the armtube properly situated
between the two lines offers an uncomfortably subjective amount of latitude depending on where you line up
The RPM-2's anti-skating
your eyes. But with abit of careful orientation, Ifound the system to be accumechanism is a
rate when I checked it against a
Dennessen protractor.
string-and-pivot
Once you've locked down the cartridge and used the supplied Allen
lever/weight assembly.
wrench to get the VTA approximately
right, you set stylus force with the
ing fluid to put in the reservoir. This disc knurled knob and then, using the slotted
contains some extremely useful bands for
screws set into the counterweight, you
determining both the horizontal and veradjust azimuth however you do it: by eye,
tical resonances of the arm/cartridge
or by using the "out of phase" method to
combination you're setting up. The
null crosstalk. The latter is what Iuse,
RPM-2 behaved ideally with all of the
and what Graham, Perkins, and many
cartridges Iused for this review, with both
other manufacturers recommend as a
resonance points being at around 9Hz.
starting point for those not fortunate
enough to own acartridge analyzer or a
Anti-skating
test record with modulations in only one
The RPM-2's anti-skating mechanism is
groove (which you can use to minimize
astring-and-pivot lever/weight assemcrosstalk from the other channel).
bly. The string, attached to aset screw
One thing Inoticed right away —
tapped into the stainless bearing housbefore playing any music — was the
ing centered below the armtube, passes
lowest level of crosstalk from the Transthrough an eye guide and rides in a figuration Temper (and later from the
groove on the pivot housing, which is AudioQuest Fe5 and Claws Da Capo
attached to the right side of the arm
cartridges) I've ever achieved. There
And damping?
base. The string feeds through ahole in
was essentially no audible crosstalk — it
Damping is via synthetic motor oil
the housing, where it is held in place by
was so quiet, at first Ithought I'd done
(doesn't shift viscosity with normal
along, thin screw inserted into atapped
something wrong. This tribute to the
room-temperature changes) packed in a hole in the housing. A pair of circular arm's inherent stability promised outfat syringe fitted with aneedle, which
weights riding on the screw thread
standing channel separation and awide
allows you to "inject" fluid into the
allows you to adjust the amount of bias.
soundstage.
small space between the flared lower Two set screws in the anti-skating
part of the bearing housing and the
mechanism permit you to adjust its
The look, the feel, the sound
outer walls of the reservoir/arm base.
height to keep the string's travel parallel
With everything set up and ready to go,
More important, the needle also lets
with the record surface once you've set
the Immedia RPM-2, with its matte
you easily suck fluid out, something you
your VTA.
black and stainless-steel accents, cut a
might need to do every time you lower
Now that's attention to detail. Of low-key, businesslike appearance on the
VTA — doing so lowers the flat bottom
course, if you don't believe in anti-skatVPI turntable —more like an impresof the housing, which contacts the oil.
ing, you can easily remove the whole
sive piece of machinery that's had its
This is one adjustment parameter in
mechanism.
outer shell removed than apiece of
which Immedia has created aserious
sculpted audio jewelry. Despite my
inconvenience —especially if you're the
Overhang and final adjustments
complex description of it, the RPM-2's
type who feels the need to adjust VTA
The overhang jig is amirror with apatoutward appearance is simplicity itself, a
with every thickness of record in your tern etched onto its surface and aspintribute to its well-thought-out design.
collection. Fortunately, with the markdle hole cut into one corner. To set
The combined amilock/cueing mechings on the syringe you can calibrate
overhang you put the jig over the platter anism feels secure and sturdy, and the
how much fluid you have to add or subspindle and line up the armtube so that unique, laterally operated, nondamped
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system gives you total control at your
chosen speed in both directions: You're
never left waiting for the stylus to reach
the record. Because the cueing mechanism must transfer lateral movement to
vertical, the arm shifts sideways almost
imperceptibly each time you raise or
lower the cueing lever. Ididn't have a
problem with this — especially as I
found the curved fingerlift user-friendly, and the arm's overall stability such
that Idid most of my cueing by hand.
This is one unipivot thatfrels like aconventional arm — it doesn't flop over
when you lift it.
Having heard the RPM-2 at HI-FI
'96 on Immedia's turntable with a
Clavis DC feeding a CAT preamp,
CAT amps, and Audio Physic Caldera
loudspeakers, Ihad acertain expectation
of what it would sound like, and Iwas
neither disappointed nor surprised.
First of all, the RPM-2 had the deepest, most dynamic, most controlled,
"fastest" bass response I've ever heard in
an arm. While the JMW Memorial arm
that Ireviewed last January (Vo120
No.1, p.171) had equally good extension,
it could not match the RPM-2s bottomend focus, stop-and-start control, dynamic slam, speed, and tonal purity. The
RPM-2 didn't just give me "bass," it
gave me the instrument creating it — its
timbre and texture — with absolute
authority. The RPM-2 surpassed the
Graham's bottom-octave performance
by aconsiderable margin, and absolutely creamed my reference, the Rockport 6000.
Ipulled out all my bass-rich LPs: The
Small Faces' Ogden's Nut Gone Flake
(British Immediate IMSP 012); Davy
Spillane's Atlantic Bride (Cooking Vinyl
009); Elvis singing "Are You Lonesome
Tonight" from Elvis's Golden Records
Vohinte III (RCA LSP-2765), in which
the bass player drags his stand-up across
the studio floor during the chorus (don't
ask why); The Power and The Glory
(M&K Realtime RT-114); The Rolling
Stones' Sticky Fingers (Mobile Fidelity
MFSL-1-060) —and subtler fare: Classic's superb new reissue of Earl Wild,
Arthur Fiedler, and the Boston Pops performing Gershwin's Concerto in F,
Cuban Overture, and "I Got Rhythm"
Variations (LSC-2586); and Alto's wowiezowie reissue of España (SXL 2020), an
original Ipicked up at agarage sale for a
buck (nyuk, nyuk).
The RPM-2 delivered the bass goods
better than any am I've ever heard —
always under control, always making
music, never surrendering to one-note
monotony or bloat. Of course, if you
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don't have asubwoofer or afull-range
system that goes down to 20Hz and
below, you won't hear any of this. But if
you crave the wave, you've got to hear
this arm.
More impressive, though, was the
way the arm "hung together," bottom to
top. To my ears, the RPM-2 was, essentially, tonally neutral, while maintaining
an unsurpassed ability to deliver transient speed and incredible dynamic
energy throughout the audio band —a
"fast"-sounding arm. When adrummer
hit the snare hard, the arm "popped" the

The RPM-2 delivered
the bass goods better than
any arm I've ever heard —
always under control,
always making music,
never surrendering to onenote monotony or bloat.
energy level and the music sounded
supercharged. Small dynamic gestures
were carved out of spaces that other
arms simply fly right over. Its speed, its
ability to deliver the rhythm and pacing
of real music, killed me every time.
As Iexpected from its low crosstalk
performance, the RPM-2 provided a
gigantic soundstage with superb center
focus and equally impressive image
solidity at the extreme sides and back. I
could follow rear-wall reverberant trails
as they ricocheted off hard surfaces and
slid out of earshot. On superb studio
recordings like John Hiatt's "Lipstick
Sunset" (from Bring the Family, Mobile
Fidelity MFSL 1-210; a record that
belongs in every audiophile's collection
for music and sound), the clarity of
the reverberant picture behind Hiatt's
voice — the way it set up, moved, and
disappeared — was truly remarkable. So
was the timbre and texture of Ry
Cooder's slide guitar.
Here's a heretical statement: The
RPM-2's timbral balance was virtually
identical to good digital. Okay, okay,
calm down. Ibelieve, at this point in
time, that when Bernie Grundman
masters, say, Mingus's Tijuana Moods for
Classic Records (LSP-2533) on both
vinyl and gold CD, the results should be
timbrally identical when played back on
top-notch gear. There is no reason why
the high frequencies should sound
rolled-off on the record, or the bass

should be more bulbous and "warm," or
dynamics should be flattened compared
to the CD. With the RPM-2 and any of
the more neutral cartridges Iused with
it, in direct A/B comparisons using a
remote-control preamp and precise
level matching, that's what Igot. Idefy
anyone reading this to distinguish, on
the basis of timbre alone, LP from CD.
Of course, when you listen for small
musical gestures, air around instruments, three-dimensionality of images,
and the communication of emotional contau — something you can't measure, so
of course it doesn't exist — the record
kills the Cll. You understand completely why you lose interest in CD
sound after afew minutes, while records can keep you thrilled for hours.
In fact, the closer the timbres, the
closer the two formats sound, the more
devastating the differences reveal themselves to be, and the more evident it
becomes that digital sound — at least
16-bit, 44.1kHz digital sound — is an
emotionally disturbed, emotionally insipid medium. As Neil Young once said
about it, "The mind has been fooled,
but the heart is sad."
Sonic downside
For the same reasons some think the
Classic reissues don't sound as natural as
the original RCA Living Stereos, for the
saine reasons some prefer the warmth
and midrange purity of single-ended
tube amps to even the best solid-state
designs, and elec-trostats to dynamic drivers, not everyone will appreciate or
admire the RPM-2's sonic performance.
No doubt some will find it too "etched"
on top, too "lean" in the midbass, not
"fleshed out" enough in the midrange.
And if your system doesn't plumb the
depths, with no midbass gut hanging
out to warm things up, the RPM-2
might sound "thin."
But Ididn't hear any of that. The
RPM-2 let me hear, with greater
authority and detail, for better or for
worse, what was engraved in the
grooves — the glories and grotesqueries
of analog playback. Bright, awfulsounding records sounded so. Bad EQ
choices made by ham-handed mastering engineers were exposed with brutal
clarity. Multimiking phase anomalies
were laid bare like adolescent zits under
fluorescent light. And my chewed-up
records? Ididn't enjoy those.
But the great records — the wideband, dynamic ones, the ones that brilliantly balance direct and reverberant
sound, that get instrumental and vocal
timbres correct, that place believable
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images in three-dimensional space, that
demonstrate engineering genius — the
records made by the Roy Halees, Glyn
Jolunes, Bill Porters, Geoff Emericks,
Henry Lewys, and Ron Malos of the pop
world; the Fred Plauts, Harold Holzers,
and Rudy Van Gelders of the jazz world;
and the Bob Fines and Lewis Laytons of
the classical world — well, those were well
served by the RPM-2.
Does that mean that Ithink the
RPM-2 is the "best arm in the world"?
Sorry, I'm not into that kind of phony,
fawning hyperbole. Given the high
quality of the competition and the wide
variety of valid sonic tastes audiophiles
exhibit, I'm repelled when Iread any
review that indulges in such egomaniacal crap. Nor am Iinto providing
the gullible with easy answers and
cheap, sycophantic thrills. You want
that? You know where to look.
No doubt some audiophiles will prefer the lush, sweet midrange of the JMW
Memorial arm, or the upper-octave airiness, roundness, and overall graceful balance of the Graham. Then there's the
Wheaton, which I'll review next, and the
world's other great arms —like the Nairn
ARO (though that does have some serious ergonomic limitations, as WP
reported in his review in May'96). As for
the Rockport 6000, it offers another set
of sonic pleasures in terms of air, textural
subtleties in the very upper and lower
frequencies that the RPM-2 may slightly
exaggerate or harden, plus acomplete
freedom from "mechanicalism," probably owing to the Rockport's tight air
bearing and linear track across the record.
But it simply can't match the RPM-2's
bass performance at this point (nor can
any other arm I've heard).
Thoughts
What accounts for the RPM-2's solid,
superb performance? Clearly Allen Perkins (also a fine drummer; not surprising, given his arm's timekeeping
abilities) has done his homework and
designed an arm with some unique and
ingenious engineering features that, in
some ways, give it amechanical advantage over its competition.
Is it the bearing pivot point, which
remains at stylus height regardless of
VTA changes, that accounts for the
RPM-2's superb performance? Or the
bearing's rigidity and intimate mechanical "ground"? Or the rigidity and
mechanical integrity of the arm/turntable interface? Perhaps.
Is it the purity of the electrical path —a
single wire from headshell pins to RCA
plugs, instead of the series of connectors

some other arms feature? Perhaps.
Is it the large-radius damping surface,
greater than that of any other arm?
Perhaps. The complex "decoupled"
counterweight mechanism? There, probably no. The RPM-2's counterweight is
no more "decoupled" from the arm's
mass than the Graham's or VPI's.
Perhaps some of the RPM-2's sonic
clarity and focus is attributable to the
exquisitely machined, constrained-layerdamped TNT annboard Immedia supplied with the arm, which the company
plans to offer TNT owners for around
$300. The board is much heavier and far
more mechanically inert (tap it and you'll
feel and hear) than the solid slab of
acrylic VPI gives you.
Whatever the reasons for its superior
performance, the RPM-2 is in the top
echelon of toneanns.
Conclusion
While the RPM-2 is, for now, my favoritesounding tonearrn, it is certainly not for
everyone, either sonically or physically.
Consider that, if your turntable plinth is
anything less than superbly isolated from
its motor and/or the outside world, the
arm's mechanical grounding is atwo-way
street—vibrations can travel into the bearing as easily as out. In addition, if you need
to make quick cartridge changes—say, to
play 78s or less-than-pristine LPs, or if
playing old 45s with a$3000 transducer is
not your thing —you might be better off
with the ergonomically superior Graham,
which allows you to change annwands
in seconds.
If you like playing around with tonearm wire, the RPM-2 isn't for you —
you have no choice there, nor can you
move the 'table beyond the 3' reach of its
interconnect. And forget about changing
VTA during play. Remember, when you
change VTA with the RPM-2, you
change both VTF and damping. So
while the RPM-2 offers complete
adjustability, it is not the arm for the
audiophile who regularly likes to "play"
with his toneann — unless you enjoy
wielding asyringe!
Finally, the instruction manual is simply
inadequate if you plan on setting up the
arm yourself Like most computer manuals, it makes gigantic leaps from point to
point, into which all but the most experienced analog person will fall during setup.
Yes, I'm grasping at negative straws to
blow dirt on this product. It is, in most
ways, brilliantly designed and executed,
and it sounds bitchire! The Immedia
RPM-2 demands a serious audition
before you choose what may be your
last toucan.
Stereophile, May 1997
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Super Tuner:
The Magnum Dynalab MD 108 FM tuner
Don A. Scott

M

ydefinition of a"best" tuner
is one that does everything
correctly: It allows no-compromise reception of weak or strong
signals and provides enough selectivity
to tune weak stations next to strong
locals without splatter or undue distortion, yet provides enough bandwidth for
mirror reception of strong, high-quality
stations, and is never overly noisy in
stereo regardless of signal level. To put it
more simply: No matter who buys a
"best" tuner, the owner will be delighted with the purchase regardless of
reception conditions.
Has there ever been atuner that did
everything to perfection? A few came
close. While Iwas chief engineer of a
New York-based radio network in the
early '70s, the stations had elaborate,
all-tube tuners built by General Electric
in the '60s for monitoring the network's distant member stations. The
massive tuners had two tuned RF stages
and six selectable IF bandwidths. In the
narrowest mode, there was actually
tuneable space between adjacent stations, and the distortion still remained
relatively low. But these were custom
professional units; probably only a
handful were ever built, and they were
mono.
Of the high-performance consumer
products most audiophiles are familiar
with, there were McIntosh's analog MR
78 and their semi-digital MR 80. The
crystal filters in the MR 80 varied enough
in frequency that unit-to-unit differences
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Description:
Usable
sensitivity,
meant one out of 10 was asupertuner.
mono: 0.7pV/9.0dBf. 50dB quieting,
The MR 78s, on the other hand, were
stereo: 2.3pV/20dBf. 50dB quieting,
nearly all consistently good, except for a
stereo: 10pV/31.22dBf with blend,
few that suffered from tuned-frequency
15pV/34.7dBf without blend. Wide
drift And there was the mythical MR 81
and Narrow, Super-Narrow, deduct
—king of all tuners —that was never put
10% (refers to sensitivity only). Capinto production because McIntosh
ture ratio: 1.5dB. Image rejection:
thought no one would buy one at the
125dB. Signal/noise ratio, mono and
projected retail price of $3700. In all, the
stereo: 80dB at 65dBf. Alternateonly serious problem with the MR 78
channel attenuation: Wide, 46dB;
and MR 80 was that they got lots of staNarrow, 60dB; Super-Narrow, 80dB.
tions, but didn't include enough audio
Adjacent-channel attenuation: Wide,
finesse to be all-out winners.
3dB; Narrow, 21dB; Super-Narrow,
Another supertuner that comes to
48dB. THD: mono, 0.1%; stereo,
mind is the Accuphase T-105. Properly
0.1%. Stereo separation: 50dB at
aligned, this tuner was only ahair less
1kHz. AM suppression: 70dB. SCA
selective than an MR 78, but had better
rejection: 75dB. 19kHz and 38kHz proaudio quality. Its only quirk was a
ducts: —75dB. Audio frequency remechanical relay that automatically
sponse: 15Hz-17kHz, ±1dB. Balanced
switched from mono to stereo — with a
audio output: 2.2V. Unbalanced audio
momentary mute in between. On fadoutput: 1.0V. Power consumption
ing signals, the tuner would stutter
(typical/maximum): 50W/1 00W.
unless left in mono. Outside of that, this
Dimensions: 19" W by 5" H by 16" D.
was perhaps the best older, all-around
Weight: 40 lbs.
tuner encountered.
Price: $5500. Warranty: 2 years, nonThere were other formidable prodtransferable except by written permisucts: The very rare Sony JT-888, made
sion from the manufacturer; 1year on
in 1981 and retailing for -$900, had
tubes. Approximate number of deal120dB alternate-channel selectivity, with
ers: 35.
35dB adjacent-channel on afew samManufacturer: Magnum Dynalab,
ples. The Sony was asuperb product,
575 Kennedy Road, Cheektowaga,
except that it was alittle too noisy in
NY 14227. Tel: (800) 551-4130. Fax:
stereo and could have used some audio
(905) 791-5583.
tweaks. Too bad Sony didn't make more
of them and do alittle refining. The
Hannan/Kardon Citation 23 was also a
notable tuner, with excellent sound
30dI3 adjacent-channel selectivity, with
quality and unusually good AM. It had
unit-to-unit variations and poor mono
sensitivity on early production units.
I'm sure that tuner buffs are already
screaming, "What about the Yamaha
T-2 and T-85, Tandberg TPT3001A
(now available again), Kenwood KT-917
and L-02T, Revox B261, Sansui TU9900, Pioneer TX-9800, Onkyo T990011, Denon TU-800, Sequerra Model
I, Day Sequerra, and some of the Magnum Dynalabs themselves?" The answer
is that only the two Macs, Accuphase,
Sony, and Citation 23 were/are, according to my hands-on experience, in the
Magnum Dynalab MD 108 FM tuner
upper echelon of "supertuners." The
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new Magnum Dynalab MD 108, however, might well prove to be one of the
best five or six products for FM reception
ever engineered.

Description
Ile MI) 108 is 40 lbs' worth of tuner in
a large, very heavy-gauge, black aluminum cabinet with a sturdy center
divider to separate and shield the audio
and RF sections. Additional weight is
accounted for by large toroidal transfonners and separate power supplies (12V DC
for tuner circuitry, 5V DC for the frequency display), filament supply for the
two Russian 12AX7s in the audio section,
and the old-time, green, four-section tuning eye, plate supply for same, separate
supply for the remainder of the transistor/IC audio circuitry, and the heavy flywheel behind the tuning knob. All internal wiring and parts are first-class. This is
not atoy.
The front panel has mitt-sized 23
A6"diameter knobs on each side that add to
the 108's general ease of operation. The
left knob selects antenna input (Al or
A2) and has two blank positions for
future digital converters, or whatever.
The one on the right is for tuning (tuning is continuous, but the display
changes in 100kHz steps), displayed below the green tuning eye. Two large,
matching tuning meters indicate multipath (left) and signal strength (right). A
row of eight toggle switches with green
LED indicators select power on/off,
mute, stereo/mono, three IF bandwidths, signal-strength—dependent blend,
and panel-light dimmer. If powered up
from scratch, an IF bandwidth will have
to be selected for the tuner to operate. It
is recommended that the tuner be left in
the powered/standby mode; nothing
will then have to be reset, and performance will be more stable. The rear
panel has provisions for two antenna
inputs, 'scope output, and balanced and
single-ended audio using WBT jacks.
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Circuitry
The MD 108 uses afive-gang front-end
instead of the four-gang found in most
tuners. This helps fend off out-of-band
signals. Three separate IF amplifier
strips are used for each IF bandwidth
selection. The merit of this is that each
can be optimized for maximum fidelity.
No tubes are involved in the RF signal
path. A single Russian 12AX7 is used in
each audio channel as the first audio
stage and phase inverter. (An additional
tube is used as a green center-tuned
indicator.) Following the phase inverter
is atwo-stage push-pull transistor amp

in each channel, precisely trimmed for
lowest DC offset. Balanced audio (an
option on Magnum tuners) receives full
benefit of the push-pull stages: cancellation of odd-order hannonic distortion
and high headroom. Unbalanced audio
is tapped off one side of each of the final
push-pull stages, which is typical audio
design. The choice of using atube/transistor audio circuit (hybrid) appears to
have no negative effects, although one
can argue that discrete transistor stages
could do as well.
RF performance
Gets 'em even after they've signed off.

Well, almost. The specs speak for themselves: There arc few hindrances to hearing any FM-band signal presented to the
antenna terminals, weak or strong.
However, there were two small problems: Distortion was higher than desired
with weak signals, and sensitivity was
lower than spec in the Super-Narrow
bandwidth position. With medium or
strong signals, distortion was not excessive in any of the three IF bandwidth
modes. Idon't think there should be any
flaws in a$5500 tuner. However, lower
sensitivity in the narrowest IF position is
not always adisadvantage; strong signals
often need to be separated, without
overload, as well as weak ones. But Istill
feel the manufacturer needs to further
refine the narrowest bandwidth position.
Capture ratio —the ability to drown
out other lesser signals on the same frequency — was 1.5dB, adequate for all
but the most stubborn cases. For those
not desiring or needing all the RF pizazz but who still want reasonable
audio quality, the Arcam Alpha 5($399,
Vol.17 No.12) is still agood buy.

Audio quality
Evaluation of the MD 108's audio took
very critical listening, $5500 dictates special consideration. In the balanced mode,
which proved to have the lowest distortion and preservation of the soundstage,
listening was done using two excellent
OCM-58 line amplifier/controllers, 2m
lengths of Madrigal's new, superb CZ Gel
interconnects, Krell KST-100, Amrita
Monitors, and various speaker cables.
Single-ended listening was done with a
much-modified Audio Source PRE-One,
Marantz Model 5s (triode-connected),
Krell KST-1, two Audio AMP Ones
(strapped mono), Atlanta Monitors, and
assorted speaker cables and interconnects.
The first thing that struck me was
that the MD 108's soundstage was
about a foot forward of the speakers
rather than being recessed or flat with
Stereophile, May 1997

the cabinet front surfaces. A round-table
conversation on NPR via Long Island
Public Radio was heard with each person having adefinite circular place in
the studio — left, right, front, and back.
Also, there appeared to be excellent vertical imaging. Rustling of papers was at
the correct height, not heard as foreign
noise. Iheard the same unusual sense of
movement and space when listening to
several morning music/talk/news shows
in which there was dialog between two
or more people. Bass, midrange, and
treble response were properly balanced
and did not inject added colorations to
what was broadcast. Dynamic bass
punch on rock was particularly solid,
but this did not seem to be gained by
artificial LF boost. There were no SCA
birdies heard (SCA rejection was 80dB).
The sliding high-blend was found to
work well, preserving some stereo separation without noise on all but the weakest stations. The blend can be fully
switched out —a good feature for comparison purposes.
My conclusion was that audio in balanced mode from the MD 108 did justice to the finest FM stations. In unbalanced mode the audio quality had less
refinement but was still very good: The
soundstage was not as vast or as pro-

nounced, and overall audio quality was
not as clean. Some of this may be due to
certain cancellations in the inherent
qualities of afully balanced system itsel£
in which it should sound superior.

The MD 108's
soundstage was about
afoot forward of the
speakers.
Conclusion

instruction manual states
that use of the narrowest IF bandwidth
should be avoided when possible. Idisagree: This is one of the three primary
reasons for possible purchase of this
tuner. According to the FCC, as of April
30, 1996, the US FM roll call was 5345
commercial stations, 1834 educationals,
and 2589 translators. Add several Canadian or Mexican high-powered FMs
that can be heard on US turf, and
10,000 FM signals make the task of sorting out signals very difficult. In Connecticut, for example, Iwas able to log
over 200 stations using the MD 108.

The MD 108

The number of stations in the US
also means that in most arcas there arc
numerous possibilities for entertainment and high-fidelity listening, provided agood antenna can be used. For outdoor use I recommend any of the
antennas from Antenna Performance
Specialties.' Indoors, the RadioShack
15-183RZ amplified FM antenna appears to do as well as any tried to date.
The second justification for purchasing
the MD 108 is for use in abalanced system. Here it does well and has little competition. While the Day Sequerra had balanced outputs, the Fanfare FT-1 is currently the only other available tuner having balanced audio outputs that Iknow of.
The third reason is nostalgia. The oldstyle tuning eye is a reminder of the
Grunov and other radio consoles that
were popular in the '40s. The closing
green magic eye still makes the tuner a
breeze to tune. And the general styling —
suggesting that this is an old-time, ru K ed,
time-tested analog tuner still using some
tubes —adds an all-business touch.
Put all three of these reasons together, and $5500 is ajustifiable price tag.
Recommended.
S
IAntenna Performance Specialties, P.O. Box 9597,
Bolton. CT
1
13 Tel: (860)643-2733.

FREE High-End Aül)

Audio Catalog!
Get This Catalog Before You Make
Your Next High-End Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices. Ilundreds of name-brand
high-end audio products including hard-to-find accessories,
analog and digital audio, audio cables, loudspeakers, speaker
stands, power conditioners, acoustic treatments, equipment
racks, replacement vacuum tubes, audio books, and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before You Buy. Get complete
information—product descriptions, specifications, buying
tips, colorful images, detailed comparison charts, revealing
cut-away illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and
designer, and much, much more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The High-End Audio Catalog.
Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445, and give us your name and
address. The call is free, and so is the catalog. This catalog
request hot-line is open 24 hours aday, 7days aweek, so
call anytime. Why not call now? Call 1-800-451-5445
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Krell KRC-3 line level preamplifier
Thomas J. Norton

W

input in asurround-sound mode essentially bypasses the KRC-3; the other
KRC-3 inputs are available for normal
stereo playback of your other sources,
thus making use of the ICRC-3's possibly higher-quality circuits. (Of course, if
you have or intend to purchase agenuinely high-end surround-sound processor —like, for example, Krell's own
Audio+Video Standard, to be reviewed
in the next issue of Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater—the KRC-3 might well
be superfluous.)
Another input, S4, may be operated
either as atape monitor or as aconventional input. Factory defaults are for
astandard input with normal gain for S3
and tape monitor for S4. Changing
either or both to the options described
is a simple matter of resetting DIP
switches inside the preamp.
There's only one moveable control
on the front panel, for output level. This
freely rotating knob merely serves to
relay the level commands to the internal
circuitry. LEDs surrounding the control
give the user a visible indication of
where he or she has the control set, but
Technology
the number of steps is by no means limThe KRC-3 provides one balanced and
ited to the number of LEDs. There are a
four unbalanced inputs. One of the
large number of available settings beunbalanced inputs, S3, may be operated
tween each indicated step.
as aunity-gain stage — for use with a
There are also indicator LEDs on the
surround-sound processor. In this confront panel for balance, polarity, and
figuration, the main left and right chanmute. These features are only accessible
nels of the processor are fed into the
via the remote control. In addition to
ICRC-3's unity-gain input. Selecting this
these functions, the remote — ahefty
etend to accept remote control for preamplifiers, forgetting that it took the High End
several years of hand-wringing to accept
the very idea. My favorite story is of a
high-end dealer who kept the remote
control of one of the first referencequality, remote-controllable preamps —
the Rowland Consummate — hidden
from sight during demonstrations. Perhaps he thought his customers would
otherwise imagine that they'd wandered
into Circuit City?
All of the specialty audio manufacturers now have well-established remotecontrollable designs, and Krell Industries
is certainly no exception, as indicated by
WP's review of the impressive Krell
ICRC-HR preamp in our October 1996
issue. But at $6900 (line-level only,
phono modules optional), the KRC-HR
is not for everybody.
Enter the KRC-3. While you might
argue that its $3200 price isn't exactly
lunch money, it's certainly more in line
with what many of our readers can
aspire to.

Krell KRC-3 preamplifier
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Description: Solid-state, remotecontrolled line preamplifier. Balanced and unbalanced operation.
Frequency response: 0.3Hz-300kHz,
-3dB. S/N ratio: 101dB (A-weighted).
Distortion: <0.005%, 20Hz-20kHz
(conditions not specified). Input impedance: 47.5k ohms. Output impedance: 15 ohms. Voltage gain: 12.36dB
(balanced). Input overload: 9.0V RMS.
Power consumption: 36W (idle).
Dimensions: 19" IN by 3.5" H by
15.5" D. Weight: 22 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
6195100248.
Price: 53200. Approximate number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Krell Industries, 45
Connair Rd., Orange, CT 064770553. Tel: (203) 799-9954. Fax:
(203) 799-9796. E-mail: krell@krell
online.com

chunk of metal —may be used to adjust
the volume, switch inputs (including tape
monitoring), and operate key functions
on Krell CD players/transports and
power amplifiers. (There are two unused
controls: B-2 and gain. These are
reserved for the KRC-HR, which uses
the same remote.)
As in all Krell designs, the ICRC-3's
gain and power-supply regulation stages
operate in class-A. The circuit topology
is push-pull, fully complementary (separate amplification of the positive and
negative signal phases). The design is
direct-coupled, with no capacitors in the
signal path. Unlike Krell's more expensive preamps, the KRC-3's power
supply is built into the main chassis.
Whether aseparate power supply is a
net performance plus or not, Isuspect it
adds more to the price than it upgrades
performance. It's certainly more convenient to have everything in one neat
package.
All of the preamp's switching functions are performed by relays. The most
interesting feature is, of course, the
remote volume control. The system
used in the KRC-3 is identical to the
one in the more expensive KRC-HR.
Stereophile, May 1997

Controlled by a16-bit microprocessor
that performs level changes by switching banks of fixed mil-spec resistors,
Krell claims over 300 discrete attenuation steps. Ididn't count them, but
found the control resolution more than
adequate for normal use —and experience has convinced me that just afew
tenths of adB up or down can make a

Associated
Equipment
The system used in the auditioning consisted of aSony CDPXA7ES CD player, and Aragon
8008ST and Kinergetics KBA280 power amplifiers. Cables
were TARA Labs RSC Master
Gen2 interconnects from CD
player to preamp, and Cardas
Hexlink interconnects from preamp to power amp. The listening, except as noted, was done in
unbalanced mode, using the Aragon power amp. The loudspeakers were Energy Ventas v2.8s biwired with Monster ML5 loudspeaker cables.
—Thomas.). Norton

A

full set of measurements of the
KRC-3 was made in the unbalanced mode, with selected
measurements repeated for balanced
operation. Unless otherwise noted,
the results below are for unbalanced
operation.
The output impedance of the Krell
KRC-3 at its line output measured 16
ohms unbalanced and 32 ohms balanced in the left channel (16.5 ohms
and 32.5 ohms, respectively, in the
right). The input impedance measured
47k ohms left and 46.8k ohms right,
unbalanced (107.5k ohms left and
102.5k ohms right, balanced). Neither
input nor output impedances were significantly affected by the level-control
setting. The 28 ohm output impedance
at the tape output did not change significantly with changes in the source
impedance, indicating full active buffering of the tape outputs.
The DC offset at the Krell's balanced
outputs was 0AmV in the left channel,
1.0mV in the right. The polarity is pin-2
Stereophile, May 1997

surprising difference in the "rightness"
of the sound.
Occasionally Ifound that pushing the
remote level-up button produced a
trace too much level change. Invariably,
pushing level-down would then let me
dial in the right setting. The level
change obtained was critically dependent on how long the level control was
held; it was relatively easy to slightly
overshoot the mark, but easy to correct
by backtracking alittle. The only improvement Ican see to this arrangement
would be afull digital readout of every
level setting — which would add considerably to the price, and be of real use
to only asmall subset of users (like fussy
reviewers).
Last but not least, the overall construction quality of the KRC-3 could
hardly be bettered — not exactly asurprise, given our previous experience
with Krell products.
Unlike the KRC-HR, the KRC-3 has
no provision for aplug-in phono stage. If
you desire LP replay capability with the
ICRC-3, therefore, you will need an outboard, self-powered phono stage. These
can be obtained either from Krell —the
Standard and Reference KPEs, at $1600
and $2200, respectively, are possible
candidates — see WP's review of the former elsewhere in this issue —or from a
second party.

Listening
Idon't review many preamps. Iprefer to
have at least one piece of my system
remain stable, and the Rowland
Consummate Iuse, though recently discontinued, has never disappointed me.
And with its small step changes and digital readout, the Rowland gives me a
degree of repeatable control over volume
levels that only afew preamps offer.
If Iwere to contemplate achange, the
Krell KRC-3 would certainly go on a
very short list of potential candidates. Its
sound is hard to criticize. On first listen,
it sounded slightly softer than the
Rowland (which, before it was discontinued, cost twice as much as the Krell),
with aricher if somewhat less crisp bass
and slightly less depth.
Beyond that, the Krell brought along
its own set of strengths. Neither "solidstateish" nor "tubelike," it produced all
the detail Icould wish for, yet never
sounded etched or analytical. The term
"sweet" didn't really fit; that word is too
often aeuphemism for atop end you
have to use your imagination to hear.
Nothing was missing here, yet the Krell
was silky-smooth, never calling attention to itself except where the program
material demanded it.
The KRC-3's midrange was also
pristinely clear and open. On the King's
Singers' Here's aHowdy Do (RCA 61885-2),

positive in the balanced mode, noninverting in the unbalanced connection.
The maximum voltage gain measured
63dB unbalanced and 123dB balanced.
The unbalanced S/N ratio (reference
1V) measured 89dB left, 93dB right
(unweighted) over a 22Hz-22kHz
bandwidth, 78.5dB left and 79dB right
(unweighted) from 10Hz to 500kHz,
and 922dB left and 95.7dB right, Aweighted. The balanced, A-weighted
S/N measured 98.5dB left and 100.4dB
right, also referenced to 1V.

The KRC-3's level control could be
adjusted in steps that were less than
025dB over the most important part of
the range, and frequently less than
0.15dB. But alight touch on the remote
was needed to avoid alarger change.
The balance-control adjustments were
approximately ldB per step, slightly less
(0.8dB) on the first step.
There was no difference between the
Krell's unbalanced frequency response
(fig.1) and the balanced (not shown).
The crosstalk is shown in fig2. Neither
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Fig.1

Krell KRC-3, frequency response in unbalanced mode at 1V output into 100k ohms
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.2 Krell KRC-3, crosstalk (from bottom to top
at 2kHz): R-L, L-R, unbalanced (10dB/
vertical die).
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"Best Sound
At Show"
At the Los Angeles
Hifi '95 show,
attendees cast their ballots
for the best sound at show.
Despite the usual mega-buck
contenders, arelatively
unknown company with a
small pair of $1299 speakers
emerged to place on the
best sound list.

MAGNUM DYNALAB
"The FM Specialists"
hnprove your FM reception.
Add a
MAGNUM DYNALAB
ST-2 antenna
HTR-880 audio/video receiver (85 Watts x
30 Watts x2): $859 suggested retail
"Recommended component...
without question the most
musical A/V receiver I've
reviewed...the A/V receiver of
choice in acrowded field of
lesser products."
Robert Harley, Stereophile Guide lo
Home Theater, Spring 1997

"...a best buy for home theater."
Kevin Hunt, the llar/ford Courant,
November 1996

Must be the M&M's.

CARVER
Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202

This uniquely designed omnidirectional antenna will greatly
improve your listening pleasure
on any receiver or tuner.
There is only one MAGNUM
DY NA I
,
A15 ST-2. the rest are
only copies.
ESA: 575 Kennedy Road
Cheektowaga, NY 14227
Tel: (800) 551-4130
Fax: (905) 791-5583
EXPORT & CANADA:
8Stratheam Avenue #9
Brampton Ontario
Canada L6T 4L9
Tel: (905) 791-5888
Fax: (905) 791-5583

Pellaster
Mtc•;icAllti irresistible

The award-winning RAM.
from $1299/ pair.

losephAticlio
2 PINERIDGE ROAD
WHITE PLAINS NY 10603

Featuring the same solid silver Z-Core technology
as our most expensive cables. Spellcaster offers a
musical experience that is to pats science
and one part pure wizarchy.
Even the most critical audiophiles will find
the clarity and coherence of these
attractively finished cables to be
unsurpassed by anything
remotely approaching
their price.

(800) 474- HIFI (4434)
INTERNET :JOSEPHAUD@AOLCOM
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The Needle Doctor
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the individual voices were palpably
there, with arealistic sense of space, plenty of air, and amusically natural degree
of wamith. There is alovely ensemble
sound on this recording that the Krell
did nothing to diminish. Sibilants were
clean, with no fizz or dryness. The clarity in the vocal lines was superb —I could
hear all the words. Or almost all; "Patter
Matter" is hard to decipher completely
on any system Ihave heard. The Krell
was no exception, yet it still handled the
lyrics with aplomb — always sounding
like English, and not just ababble of
words. (Try listening to"Thisparticularly
rapidu nintelligiblepa tte risn'tgeneral yheardandifitisitdoesn'tmatter" — which
is sung exactly as I've written it here —
and you'll understand what Imean.) If
the overall imaging of the Krell was a
little less tightly focused than I'm accustomed to with the Consummate, it
nonetheless had its own solidly defined
soundstage with arealistic, rewarding
sense of depth. And, not incidentally, it
had asomewhat less dry sound than the
Rowland, with agreater sense of bloom.
The bass of the KRC-3 was full,
deep, and rich. All of illy favorite bass
test discs — from the crisp percussive
impact on Dies (Reference Recordings
RR-12CD) and Patriot Games (RCA
66051-2) to the growling, sustained bass
on Jean Guillou's organ transcription of

Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition
(Dorian DOR-90117) — were handled
with ease. Big, weighty symphonic
works were convincing. Ididn't get the
opportunity to use the KRC-3 with one
of Krell's own monster amps, but I
somehow suspect that the KRC-3
would not leave them wishing for better
bass, either in extension or quality.

result requires comment. As is our
usual practice, we used ahigh-level
input (1V) for the crosstalk measurement to minimize the effects of noise.
The same is true of the THD+noise
percentage vs frequency result in fig.3
— another result not worth further
discussion.
Fig.4 shows the THD+noise percentage plotted against output voltage
for both unbalanced and balanced operation. The minimum points in the

curves, just before the distortion increases rapidly, were the values chosen
to run the measurements plotted in
figs2 and 3.11e only point worth noting in figA is the higher output available
in the balanced mode, as expected. In
neither case, however, will you be likely
to overload the KRC-3 with any typical
source.
Finally, the Krell's output spectrum
reproducing a50Hz input at an output level of 5V is shown in fig.5. The

The bass of the KRC-3
was full, deep, and rich.
All of my favorite bass
test discs were
handled with ease.
Big, weighty symphonic
works were convincing.
Compared with the Rowland Consummate, the differences Inoted at the
beginning of my auditioning were still
evident at the end. But Iwouldn't characterize them as strengths or weaknesses —
rather, simply, as the small differences
one would expect between two first-rate
preamps. The Rowland was slightly
more open on top, the Krell alittle softer. The Rowland's images were alittle

t110400.1.[ 14.1141C.310.0.na.

smaller but more precisely defined;
there was that attractive bloom to the
sound of the Krell that made it sound
both alittle more dynamic and louder
(at matched levels), while at the saine
time reducing the image precision
slightly. It's hard to have it all — big surprise. And the bass of the Rowland was
alittle tighter. Very little.
Up to this point, all of my listening to
the KRC-3 was in unbalanced mode,
using the Aragon 8008 power amplifier.
Because my sample of the 8008 has single-ended inputs only, Iswitched over to
the Kinergetics KBA-280 (review to
come) to check out the Krell's balanced
operation. That the Kinergetics is asofter-sounding amp than the Aragon was
quite evident when it was driven, unbalanced, from the Krell. Switching over to
balanced operation, however, resulted in
anoticeable change for the better—
with more clarity and overall detail.
This is one of the few times I've been
able to say this about balanced operation. I
generally find that switching to balanced
operation in ahome environment results
in little or no significant improvement.
(Though the last time Irecall asubtle
though worthwhile advantage to balanced operation was also with Krell gear.)
But really, the significance of this is less
than it may appear. The sum of my experience with the KRC-3 tells me that if

highest-level artifact, the third harmonic at 150Hz, is well under 80dB
(0.01%).
As amatter of course, we measure
all the products that pass through
Stereophile for review. There are only a
very few of which, after the measurements are completed, you ask yourself,
"Why did Ibother?" The Krell is one
of them.
-Thomas J. Norton
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Fig.3

Krell KRC-3, THD+noise vs frequency at 2V
and 4V, respectively, into 100k ohms (from
top to bottom at 100Hz): unbalanced,
balanced (right channel dashed).
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Fig.4

Krell KRC-3, distortion (%) vs output voltage into 100k ohms (from top to bottom
at 5V): unbalanced, balanced.
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Fes Krell KRC-3, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 5V into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale). Note that the third harmonic
is the highest in level at -86dB (0.005%).
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your associated equipment is balanced,
then by all means use the KRC-3
balanced. But you don't need abalanced
setup with the KRC-3 to get superb
performance.
Take the bypass
I've always been intrigued by the bypass
test J. Gordon Holt routinely performs
on preamps he reviews. The preamp is
the only component in the chain fully
suitable for such atesting technique;
bypassing other components is either
impossible (a source or loudspeaker) or
involves compromising the component's
conventional operation (a power amp).
But by inserting apreamp in the tape
loop of another high-quality preamp, it's
possible to get ahandle on the sonic signature of the preamp under test by
switching it in and out of the circuit.
There are limitations in such aprocedure, to be sure. The resolution of the
host preamp will limit the overall resolution of the combination. And the
input/output impedances of the tape
loop of the host preamp must be such
that they do not cause problems. But if
the latter condition is met, it's possible to
determine something about the timbre
of the preamp under test by using this

method. If the host preamp is remotecontrolled, the procedure becomes even
easier. Furthermore, the levels can be easily matched without adding outboard
devices, since the level control of the preamp under test may be used in the normal fashion. (Which adds another limitation, of course: The bypass can only be
performed at the unity-gain setting of the
test preamp.)

The Krell KRC-3 offers
great sound, impeccable
measurements, and,
as high-end preamps go,

piece of electronics to be with cables
attached to both ends.
To further refine the procedure, I
performed abypass test on the cables alone
used to connect the KRC-3 in the test
(TARA Labs RSC Master Gen2), with
the KRC-3 removed and the cables
linked by high-quality RCA-RCA connectors. The result here was also very
close, but I'd say that the cables alone
brightened the sound slightly. Which
implies that the Krell softens the sound
alittle more than its bypass test might
indicate ... or, again, by just about the
amount observed in my conventional,
nonbypass listening.
Conclusion

Great sound, impeccable measurements, and, as high-end preamps go, an
affordable price. You eats get alittle better sound for alot more money; Krell
Iperformed the bypass test on the
themselves still offer their KRC-H R.
KRC-3, unbalanced, by inserting it But for most of us, that additional cash
into the Rowland Consummate's tape
—assuming it's even available —would
loop. The bypass revealed only two
be better spent on upgrading the rest of
changes with the Krell in the loop: a the system. If you're looking for ahighvery slight softening of the top end,
end preamp and aren't terminally
and asubtle enlarging of images. But obsessed with tubes or in need of aselfthe sound was nearly transparent —
contained phono stage, the choice of the
about as transparent as Iexpect any
Krell KRC-3 is ano-brainer.

an affordable price.
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Sonic Frontiers Power 2 power amplifier
Robert J. Reina

11

was attacked by Chris Johnson of
Sonic Frontiers at HI-F1 '96. "Hey,
Bob Reina! Ienjoyed your review of
the Cary SLM-100 amplifier in the May
1996 Stereophile. So you're still looking
for your dream amplifier under $5000?
Well, here it is! The Sonic Frontiers
Power 2. A review sample will be ready
for you in two weeks. What's your shipping address?"
"Uh, well, actually, Ihave quite afull
plate of review samples in-house, so I
really wouldn't be able to get to your
amp for quite some time. It looks like a
very interesting design, but maybe you'd
be better off having it reviewed by someone who could get to it abit quicker."
Johnson's facial expression resembled
that of the young executive who's just
been told he's not getting the promofloto he'd expected.
"But this is a direct trickle-down
from our Power 3220W monoblock!
What we've done is make a 110W
stereo version on one chassis. You've et
to hear this thing!"
"Well, let me discuss it with Wes
Phillips."
Ultimately, Iwas able to squeeze the
Sonic Frontiers into my review schedule. Aside from the fact that Ienjoy
reviewing four-6550/6550C-pentodes-

Description: Push-pull, tube stereo
power amplifier. Tube complement:
eight 6550/KT88s (output), six 6922s
(input/voltage amp), and two 5687
WBs (driver cathode followers).
Power output: 110W continuous into
8, 4, and 2ohms (20.4dBW), terminated with rated load, 20Hz-20k1z,
with <1% THD, both channels driven. SMPTE intermodulation distortion: <1%, 20Hz-20kHz, at 110W
output. Power bandwidth (110W
output): 15Hz-90kHz (-0.5dB points).
Frequency response: 5Hz-40kHz at
1W (-0.5dB points). Input sensitivity:
1.25V RMS balanced for 110W outper-side tube amplifiers because they
tend to be very versatile and cost-effective, Iwas especially interested in the
Power 2because:
1) Ihave two well-heeled audiophile
friends who constantly rave about their
Power 3amplifiers. Both of these guys
are very picky and can afford anything
on the market.
2) Sonic Frontiers' President, Chris
Johnson, claims that the designs of the
Power 2and 3amplifiers are so close
that, if one owns speakers that require
no more than 100W per side, he would

Sonic Frontiers Power 2 power amplifier

Stereophile, May 1997

put. Input impedance: 200k ohms
balanced, 100k ohms single-ended.
Damping factor: >50. Output impedance: 0.30 ohms at IkHz. Rise time,
3ps. Slew rate, 16V/ps.
Dimensions: 18" W by 9" H by 22"
D. Weight: 110 lbs net.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
963609.
Price: $4995. Approximate number
of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: Sonic Frontiers, 2790
Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario,
Canada L6H 5T4. Tel: (905) 8293838. Fax: (905) 829-3033.

not be able to tell the difference between the 2and the 3. And my easy-todrive Alón V Mk.IIs sing quite happily
on 100Wpc, thank you very much.
The overall topology of this 110Wpc
push-pull amplifier comprises an input
cathode follower (6922) and two differential plate-loaded voltage amplifiers
(6922s) in cascade, followed by adriver
cathode follower (5687WB) direct-coupled to the output tubes (KT88).
The amplifier is fully balanced
throughout, including the output transformer. The input voltage amplifier
configuration allows balanced as well as
single-ended inputs, and balanced feedback, to be used. The second voltage
amplifier is direct-coupled to the output
of the first, and uses both positive and
negative power-supply voltages. Next,
the cathode followers are capacitor-coupled from the second voltage amplifier,
and these are in turn direct-coupled to
the output tubes. Balanced feedback
from the secondary of the output transformer is returned to the first voltage
amplifier, but the input signal is isolated
throughout the input cathode follower.
Sonic Frontiers claims this eliminates
any influence the feedback might have
on the input signal and results in lower
distortion than conventional feedback
techniques. Finally, the amplifier uses an
inner positive-feedback loop, which
serves to lower the amp's output impedance and which, the company
claims, further results in ahigher damp153
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ing factor and lower midband distortion.
Sonic Frontiers is fanatical about providing very high parts and construction quality for the money. The Power 2 is no
exception, sporting parts from MIT
MultiCap, Solen, Vishay, Roderstein,
Cardas, and Kimber. Convenience features
also abound: In addition to balanced, single-ended inverting and single-ended noninverting inputs and individual powertube biasing, the Power 2has astandby
function (to extend tube life) as well as a
mute function (to enable interconnect
chat iges while the amp is fully powered, as
well as to facilitate tube biasin
Setup &System
For $4995, the Power 2purchaser will

T

he measurements of the Sonic
Frontiers Power 2were made in
the unbalanced configuration,
with selected readings taken in the balanced mode. All measurements were
taken with the amplifier configured for
an 8ohm output tap (see more on this
at the end of this sidebar).
Following its preconditioning test,
the Sonic Frontiers Power 2 was typically hot for atube amplifier. Its voltage
gain into 8ohms measured 28.5dB, balanced or unbalanced. The input impedance measured 101k ohms (190k ohms
balanced). DC offset was negligible at
0.4mV in the left channel, 0.5mV in the
right. The Power 2was noninverting, a
positive-going input emerging positive
at the output (pin 2 of the balanced
input was wired as positive). The S/N
ratio, unweighted (at 1W into 8ohms),
was 80.9dB over a22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, 79dB from 10Hz to 500kHz
(872dB, A-weighted). The output impedance of the Power 2varied between
0.13 ohms and 0.17 ohms, the higher
values occurring at 20kHz. This is a
refreshingly low output impedance for
1.tewt
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also receive aset of screwdrivers, abiasing tool, tube coolers with 0-rings, an
extra fuse, and aset of cotton gloves to
keep from tainting tube glass with body
oils during installation. The amp also
comes with the most comprehensive
owner's manual I've ever seen — an entire page is dedicated to the proper
method of installing tubes.
Don't you hate manufacturers who
list detailed unpacking instructions in
their owner's manual — which, of
course, you can't read until after you've
unpacked the amp? What Ihate even
more is packing up the stuff— especially the heavy stuff— and shipping it back
to the manufacturer. So my favorite
Power 2accessory is asheet of paper ac-

cessible on the top of the box. This
shows, step by illustrated step, the easiest way to pack and unpack this 110-lb
monster (most of whose weight is, awkwardly, on the transformer side). Following Sonic Frontiers' instructions, it
took me less time to pack this baby up
than any product in my 13-year reviewing experience (and it was the secondheaviest product I've ever reviewed).
For this review, Iused aGoldmund
Studio/Syrinx PU-3/Koetsu Urushi/
Vendetta Research Sp-2C and California
Audio Labs Delta/Sigma II front-ends,
Audible Illusions Modulus L1line-stage,
and Acarian Systems Alón V Mk.II
speakers. Wires included MIT Digital
Reference and MI-350 Twin CVTenni-

atube amplifier, suggesting arelatively
consistent frequency response with
varying loudspeaker loads.
Fig.1 shows the frequency response of
the Power 2at the conditions indicated.
Note that, with our simulated real load,
the deviations due to the amplifier's output impedance are relatively negligible,
and the frequency response overall is
more typical of agood solid-state design
than of atube amp. (The balanced frequency response, not shown, was virtually identical to the unbalanced.)
The output of the Power 2in response
to a101cHz squarewave is shown in fig2.
This is afair to good result, there is some

visible overshoot, with just under two
cycles of damped high-frequency ringing. The latter is also just barely visible
on the 1
kHz squarewave (not shown).
Fig3 shows the crosstalk. The separation
is high, with the typical decrease at higher frequencies due to capacitive coupling
between the channels.
THD+noise vs frequency is plotted
in figA. This is agood result. The spikes
visible in the left channel at 120Hz and
5kHz were repeatable and are likely
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Fig.2
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Fig.4 Sonic Frontiers Power 2, 8 ohm tap,
THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to
bottom at 10kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into
4 ohms, 1W into 8ohms, 2.83V into
simulated speaker load (right channel
dashed).

Sonic Frontiers Power 2, 8 ohm tap,
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8 ohms.
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Fig.1

Sonic Frontiers Power 2, 8 ohm tap,
frequency response at (from top to bottom
at 5kHz): 1W into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(right channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Sonic Frontiers Power 2, crosstalk (from
top to bottom at 20kHz): L-R, R-L
todB/vertical div.).

Fig.5 Sonic Frontiers Power 2, 8 ohm tap.
IkHz waveform at 2W into 4 ohms (top);
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).
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"X10-D IS AMIRACLE PRODUCT

it will bring fine and romantic tube sound into thousands of
homes. From now on tube sound is no longer the privilege
of tube amp owners only," Audiophile of Hong Kong
"X10-D may be the most cost-effective CD
upgrade ever," —Stereophile's Sam Tellig*
Connect Musical Fidelity's new X10-D pure Class Atriode
tube CD upgrade between your CD player and preamp or
receiver and something magical happens to the sound.
"X10-D transformed the sound, especially in those
areas where the ¡CD player/ itself is weak," raves Sam
Tellig. "It takes the $500 Marantz CD63SE and makes
it sound more like a$1,500-$2,000 CD player"*
The X10-D produces no appreciable distortion or noise
and does not change the frequency response. It's measurements are far better than most CD players! Distortion
from 10Hz to 100kHz is >0.005%. Noise is -98 dB.
"A musical pleasure. The improvement from using
the X10-D is the greatest Ihave ever experienced in
listening to Hi-Fi," says High Fidelity of Italy.
The problem with most CD players is their analog output
stage is technically inferior to their state-of-the-art digital
electronics. The X10-D solves this weakness by providing
aremarkably transparent, absolutely state-of-the-art pure
Class Atriode tube output stage.
Musical Fidelity X10-D tube CD player upgrade, regular
$249. now 199.95 ($8.95)

X10-D Specifications: THD:
<0.005% 10-100 kHz. Frequency
Response: ±0.2 dB 10-100 kHz.
Crosstalk :
<-90 dB. Noise: <-98
d8. Input: 470 ki2. Output:
<200 il.Tubes: 2xECC88
169221. Dimensions: 7.75" long;
4.25" wide, 4.25" toll. Outboard
on-wall power supply w/6ft power
cord. Warranty: 2years

*Stereophile vol. 19, no. 11, November, 1996
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"If you're looking for an upgrade...on asensible budget
the X-DAC should definitely be on your short list," says
England's Hi-Fi News & Record Review, "Thoroughly recommended!" The superbly designed X-DAC brings audible
improvements like better dynamics, firmer bass, and
smoother treble to both standard and HDCD-encoded
CDs. Offers coaxial and Toslink digital inputs. Features
Burr-Brown PCM69AP converter and PMD100 digital filter.
Musical Fidelity X-DAC HDCD-compatible DAC, regular

$595, now 499.95 ($8.95)

X-DA( Features: HDCD-campatible
DA( with 18-bit co-phase system, 8x
oversampling, 256 Fu master clock,
auto decoding of HD(D-discs, etc.
Spedfications: FR: 20 Hz-20
kHz±0.2 dB. THD: <0.008% 20
Hz-20 kHz 'A" weighted; S/N:
>100 dB "A" weighted. Output:
2.2 Vrms @0 dB. Dimensions: 4.3"
Hx3.9" Wx8.7" D(including feet).
Weight: 3lbs. Warranty: 2year
parts 8labor. Made in England.

X-citing Triode Tube Preamp—Only $299.95!
This elegantly simple four input line stage preamp features
the same pure Class Atriode tube circuit as the legendary
XIO-D CD player upgrade and competes with the sound of
far more expensive preamps, yet mates well with awide
range of power amps.
Musical Fidelity X-PRE Class
Atube preamp, reg. $395, /.;
now 299.95 ($8.95)
MUSICAL FIDELITY

1111111Mitn9icnd.

1

X-Rated HDCD D/A Converter, Only $499.95!

Audio Advisor, Inc. 4649 Danvers Drive S.E.,
6
Kentwood,
MI. 49512. Phone: (616) 975100. Fax: (616) 975-6111. O Copyright
1997 Audio Advisor, Inc.

X-PRE Features: Class AMode
tube (6922 x2) preomp with four
line level inputs. Specifications:
FR: 20 Hz-20 kHz±0.3 dB. TOO:
<0.007%. S/N: >78 d8. Input
impedance: 10 ki2. Crosstalk: >63
dB. Warranty: 2year ports/labor.
Made in England.

Order With No Risk!

In the USA Musical Fidelity products are
available exclusively at Audio Advisor, Inc.

If not satisfied with an "X" product for any
reason return within 30 days for arefund!

Web Site: http://www.audioadvisor.com

To Order Call 1-800-942-0220
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review, Ihad trouble coming up with
words that summarized what Iliked
best about it.
A reviewer from another magazine
Sound
What I've found most fascinating about gave me an idea. Said journalist was visiting my summer place for the weekend,
banging around the reviewing commuand we were hanging out listening to
nity for as long as Ihave is how different
reviewers can hear the same thing in a obscure alternative music. Of course, I
am bound by the Stereophile Prime Dirgiven component and not only differ in
ective not to reveal to anyone my views of
their reactions to it, but use the same
equipment under review. (JA installs
descriptive vocabulary differently in
this little chip under the scalp when you
verbalizing their opinions.
Ihad such an experience with the join up. It doesn't really hurt, and, hell,
Uncle Larry pays for the surgical procePower 2.
dure.) But my friend was free to say
Iliked the Power 2very much —I
what he pleased; he wasn't reviewing the
would be quite happy using it as my
amplifier.
reference power amplifier. But when
My friend was not impressed. "Yeah, it
I'd completed my listening for this

nator interconnects, and Acarian Systems
Black Orpheus tri-wired speaker cable.

noise-related, perhaps from atube on its
way out. (The spikes were not visible in
the balanced result, which was otherwise identical to the unbalanced and is
not shown.)
The 1
kHz THD+noise waveform at
2W out into 4ohms (fig.5) is heavily
second-harmonic. The same is true
with other loads (not shown), though
signs of higher-order distortion products became more evident into our simulated load (if still at alow level).
The output spectrum resulting from
a50Hz input at 74W
rated power)
into 4 ohms is shown in fig.6. The
largest artifact is the second harmonic,
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Fig.6 Sonic Frontiers Power 2, 8ohm tap,
spectrum of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at
74W into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).

at -62.6dB (about 0.075%). The
19+20kHz 1M spectrum at 74W into 4
ohms is plotted in fig.7 The lkfiz intermodulation artifact is at -62.5dB (also
about 0.075%); the distortion at 18kHz is
-53.4dB (about 02%). The artifacts were
slightly lower into 8ohms, the single
most prominent exception being -58dB
(about 0.12%) at lkHz (not shown).
The Power 2's THD+noise te output
power curves are shown in fig.8, its discrete clipping in Table 1.
While the impedance of the output
taps may be easily changed by going into
the underside of the amplifier, this is not
something we recommend atypical user
do without dealer help. While we did
not, therefore, measure the amplifier
with the output taps configured for 2or
4ohms, Sonic Frontiers provided us with
their measurements for the clipping levels into different loads with different tap
settings. These indicated that the 8ohm
configuration for the output taps is probably the best choice from an objective
(certainly areasonable) standpoint. The
single possible exception is a2ohm load
at 20kHz.
The Sonic Frontiers Power 2's overall

sounds like aSonic Frontiers amp. It's
boring!"
That's the word 1was searching for. I
love the Power 2because it's... boring!
Okay, I'll explain. As far as listening
biases are concerned, Ihave two primary drives. First, Iam aflaw-minimizing
audiophile, not astrength-maximizing
audiophile. I'm not the kind of guy who
will settle for an egregious coloration in
order to achieve sonic nirvana elsewhere in the spectrum. If acomponent's
got abig zit somewhere, it gets knocked
out of the box pronto. The Power 2had
remarkably few flaws, and those it had
were minor — and, Isuspect, would be
easily dismissed by most listeners.
Second, Ihave ahigh regard for prod-

test-bench results are solid, particularly
for atube amplifier — the first tube
amplifier Ihave measured in some
time, in fact, that Iplan to try out in my
own system. I'm particularly impressed
with its relatively benign output impedance, which will result in arelatively
consistent performance with varying
loudspeaker loads. There are few tube
amplifiers Icould use in good conscience to evaluate loudspeakers; the
Power 2is one of these.
I'd also like to compliment Sonic
Frontiers on their slick packaging., the
tubes are safely stored for shipment, but
are still well organized and clearly
marked for installation. They even
include two screwdrivers and abiasadjustment tool. While this probably
isn't abig deal for most users, who will
install the new set of tubes once and not
have to bother to do it again for acouple of years (okay, maybe ayear) reviewers do it constantly for different
amps. For acouple of hours on the test
bench, unpacking and plugging in tubes
can get to be ahassle. Not with the
Power 2.
-Thomas J. Norton
7

Table 1 Discrete Clipping levels
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)
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Fig.7 Sonic Frontiers Power 2, 8ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 74W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Sonic Frontiers Power 2, distortion (%) vs
output power into (from bottom to top at
40W): 8ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.

Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
Load
W(dBW)
W(dBW)
ohms
L
8
133.9 (21.3) 131.5 (21.2) 141.5 (213)
116V
116V
116V
4
157.2 (19)
149.7 (18.8) 172.8 (19.4)
116V
116V
116V
2
111.1 (14.5)
117V
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You've heard the difference...
Introducing the latest titles available on xrcd, JVC's acclaimed mastering and
manufacturing process which allows listeners to experience sound closer to that of
the original master tape than ever before. The xrcd is compatible with all CD players.
Count Basie and his Orchestra
118 Sails Sind"

OUNI 11%UL &BIN OKItrsTRA

88 Basie Street
JVCXR-0021

k

eel

The title of one of the songs on this classic album is "The Blues
Machine," an apt description of the big band which Count Basie
maintained for half acentury. Basie and his orchestra are presented
here in outstanding fidelity captured by Allen Sides at Oceanway Studios.

N

Duke Ellington
Duke's Big 4
JVCXR-0022

This sonically pristine release captures Duke Ellington,
Joe Pass, Ray Brown, Jimmy Blanton and Louis Bellson
at the peak of their game. An intimate look at one of the
greatest musicians and composers of all time.

— Doug MacLeod
Come To Find
JVCXR-0023

Come To Find is the remarkable fruit of Handy Award winner
Doug MacLeod's collaboration with harmonica great
Charlie Musslewhite and Mighty Flyer members Jimi Bott
and Bill Stuve, recorded by Joe Harley at Oceanway Studios.

...now you can understand it.
MANUFACTURING
BIT DOWN 20

JVC 20 BIT
1(2 A 0
CONVERTER
•

PROCESS

EFM ENCODER DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESS

20 BIT
MASTER
•

e

GLASS
MASTER

LISTENING TEST

crud
Also available on xrcd:

To find out more about xrcd access our
web site at: xrcd@jvcmusic.com

Jimmy Rogers Blue Bird JvcxR-cois-2
Victor Feldman Audiophile
John Coltrane Black Pearls

To order by phone with amajor credit card,
call toll free 1•800•JVC•1386

JVCXR-0016-2
JVCXR-0017-2

The Montgomery Brothers Groove Yard

.JVC-XR 00'8

Barney Kessell, Ray Brown and Shelly Manne The Poll Winners
Bill Evans Trio Everybody Digs Bill Evans

JVCXR-0020-2

JVCXR-0319-2

JVC Music, 3800 Barham Blvd.,
Suite 305, Los Angeles, CA 90068

JVC
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ucts that present abalanced sound —
products whose strengths are uniform
across the timbrai and dynamic spectra,
as opposed to products that excel at one
frequency extreme at the expense of
another, or whose dynamic performance
is uneven at different frequencies or volume levels. In this respect, the Sonic
Frontiers Power 2 had many, many
strengths that were uniform across the
sonic spectrum. But none of them particularly called attention to themselves.
So the Power 2is boring —because its
few flaws are not very noticeable, and its
strengths are many and balanced across
the frequency and dynamic spectra. The
strengths of the Power 2that most impressed me were: 1) exemplary dynamics,
micro and macro; 2) superb resolution of
inner detail; and 3) realistic soundstage
presentation. Images were placed with
holographic precision on awide and deep
stage, with abit of alaid-back spatial presentation (mid to rear of hall; say, Row L).
With such performance characteristics, one would expect the Power 2to
excel in reproducing well-recorded classical music, and it did. On Classic Records' reissue of Pulse (New World/
Classic NW 319), John Cage's Third
Construction was reproduced with layers
of depth, and the low-level dynamic
nuances of the percussion instruments
came through as "live." Interestingly, the
transient reproduction of this amplifier
was extremely fast, but without ahint of
sharpness or edge.
The definition of individual instruments on Kohjiba's The Transmigration of
the Soul, from Stereophile's frstion/ CD
(STPH007-2), was captivating. The woodblocks resonated in real space after they
were hit, and the slaps of bows against
strings were sharply defined. The pitch
definition on the timpani was extraordinary —for the first time it became clear to
me that, in the middle section of the
piece, the timpani were actually playing a
contrapuntal melody against the female
vocal line. On the Prcvin performance of
Messiacn's Turangalila Symphony (EMI
SLS 5117, LP), the piano reproduction was
natural and airy, gongs shimmered realistically, and the bass drum was powerful
and deep. Iclearly heard the trombones
resonate in the recording space against the
back wall of the deep stage.
Though the Power 2was very revealing, Iwouldn't call its presentation "analytical." Its natural perspective was very
easy to listen to: relaxed but not slow,
laid-back but not rolled-off. And it
sounded much more powerful than any
110W amp I've ever heard.
The Power 2did have two colorations
Stereophile, May 1997

that deviated from complete neutrality:
Its overall silky and liquid presentation
was combined with aforward midrange.
This added an emphasis to certain woodwind instruments at the expense of
instruments whose predominant energy
profile is in the lower-midrange/upperbass or high frequencies. Also, the midbass was abit fat and forward, but was
obtrusive only on recordings with prominently mixed electric bass guitar — like
Mighty Sam McClain's Give It Up to Love
(AudioQuest AQ-1015).
These colorations did not interfere
with well-recorded strings — the solo
violin on Boules interpretation of
Rachmaninoff's Symphony 3 (EMI
ASD 2185, LP) was arresting—nor
were vocals or brass particularly affected; the layered vocals and French horns
along the back wall on Cantate Domino
(Proprius 7762) were as lifelike as I've
ever heard them.
The Power 2's colorations are best
described as "sunny and warm." The
opening track of the Ginger Baker
Trio's Going Back Home (Atlantic 265222) has ahappy Caribbean lilt. With the
Power 2, Bill Friscll's guitar was alittle
forward and Charlie Haden's bass was a
bit thick, but who cared? Iwas sitting in
the hot sun on some Caribbean island,
swaying gently in the hammock, pifia
colada in hand.
When compared with my reference,
the long-discontinued Audio Research
Classic 60, the Sonic Frontiers Power 2
presented an interesting tradeoff of
strengths and weaknesses. The Classic
60 had the more neutral midrange and
midbass presentation, but the Power 2's
high frequencies were much more convincing. The ARC did not, however,
approach either the low-level or highlevel dynamic capabilities of the Power
2. And, although one of the Classic 60's
strengths is its resolution of inner detail,
the Power 2exceeded the 60's performance in this area by agreat margin. All
in all, although the Classic 60's character
is more in tune with my own listening
biases, Ifelt that the Power 2's performance was asignificant step higher.

FREE

High-End Audio
Catalog!

Get This Catalog Before
You Make Your Next HighEnd Audio Purchase!
Huge Selection At Low Prices.
Hundreds of high-end audio products
including hard-to-find accessories,
speakers, analog and digital audio,
audio cables, power conditioners,
acoustic treatments, equipment racks,
and more!
Learn What You Need To Know Before
You Buy. Get complete information—
product descriptions, specifications,
buying tips, colorful images, detailed
comparison charts, revealing cut-away
illustrations, profiles of the manufacturer and designer, and more!
How To Get Your FREE Copy Of The
Catalog. Call toll-free, 1-800-451-5445,
and give us your name and address.
The call is free, and so is the catalog.
This catalog request hot-line is open
24 hours aday, 7days aweek.

Call Now!
1-800-451-5445

Summing up
Chris Johnson, designer Mike Kerster,
and the Sonic Frontiers team should be
congratulated for their high-quality, userfriendly, and superb-sounding Power 2
amplifier. Although its character may not
be to everyone's taste, anyone considering
spending close to $5000 on apower amplifier would be afool not to audition the
Power 2. It's one of the finest-sounding
amplifiers I've ever had in my home. S L—
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"My overriding impression of these speakers can be
summed up in one word -transparency." -Mark Block,
The Audiophile Voice
"An aesthetic jewel, astunning piece of design,
materials and construction... An airy, lively, musical
sound of mesmerizing presence." -Lawrence B. Johnson,

111.,

IMP

Audio Video Interiors/NY Times
"Awesome!" -John Atkinson, Stereophile
"Remarkably accomplished in the bass... Astoundingly
dynamic... World champion imagers... This really is
modern hi-

in one

L.

"-Art Dudley, Listener

pac

"Superb looks, small size

and'

high

coupled with real bass capability." -D.
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The Stereo Exchange
627 Broadway, New York, NY 10012
212.505.1111

Overture Ultimate Audio/Video
2423 Concord Pike, Wilmington, DE 19803
302.478.6050

Audio Ecstasy

anywhere. If there is one pair of speakers meant

786 Higuera St., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
805.544.8392

for you, it is ONE OF THESE.

Overture Audio
618 South Main St., Ann Arbor, MI 48104
313.662.1812

Audio Nexus
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901
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Cary Audio Design 51M-200 monoblock power amplifier
Jonathan Scull

IN

hat would be the result, I
wondered, if well-known single-ended aficionado Dennis
Had of Cary Audio turned his attention
to push-pull amplification? Ipondered
this question while perusing Cary's attractive color brochure at HI-FI '96 last
June. The SLM-200 caught my eye: a
200W class-AB monoblock, 100W in
triode mode (as delivered, dealer-selectable).
Ilooked closely and saw that the amplifier was stuffed with KT88s. Squinting, Icould just make out that these
KT88s were Golden Dragons. Upon inquiry, Dennis allowed in that aw-shucks
North Carolina way of his, that, yes, in
his opinion, the 200 was, after much
work, indeed afine-sounding amplifier.
Raising his eyebrows meaningfully, he
mentioned that it now came equipped
with the new Teslovalem ICT88S, available from Penta Labs.
Slovakian tube doings
In due course — Carolina Standard
Time — apair of the big Cary monoblocks arrived. That is, one of them did.
Our Man in Brown was evidently suffering from fits of the vapors—UPS
misplaced the other amplifier deep
within the bowels of the local depot,
finally tracing and laying hands on it
about aweek later.

Both crates had obviously been much
mauled by their Pre-Crustacean handlers. Unpacking the second amp, Inoticed ascuff mark on its thick, attractive,
gold-anodized faceplate. Then Iheard
from Dennis that they'd experienced a
curious failure on some of the first batch
of tubes delivered —including the ones
we had, in fact. Of course.
The damage occurred when the shipping container was subject to Abrupt
Handling by the atavistic drones of UPS.
Unbelievably, afew tubes actually suffered from ashift —and actual displacement — of their internal frameworks.
They were, as aresult, prone to arc.
Iidentified two tubes that were sparking, for which Dennis immediately sent
replacements, matched to the amp by
serial number. While these were fine, a
third ICT88S acted up almost immediately afterward. It wouldn't flash during
play, but when Iswitched from Standby
to Operate it would arc and take down
the tube fuse. And because there's only
one tube fuse and one line fuse on the
rear apron of each SLM-200, and only
one bias control for all eight tubes, these
babies require matched octets—that arcing KT88S resulted in acall from Steve
Sanett at Penta Labs, who quickly supplied asecond set of matched octets from
the latest stock.' (Penta offers a sixmonth guarantee on the tubes, and has

Cary Audio Design SLM-200 monoblock power amplifier
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Description: Monoblock tube power amplifier with class-AB1 pushpull output stage. Tube complement
per side: two 6SN7, eight KT88.
Output power: 100Wpc (20dBVV) in
triode mode or 200Wpc (23dBVV) in
ultralinear mode, dealer-selectable,
both 20Hz-20kHz into 2, 4, 8ohms
with 3dB global feedback. Sensitivity: 700mV for full output Power
consumption: 240W (Operate),
122W (Standby).
Dimensions: 12 1
/"W by 8'6" H by
4
24" D. Weight: 75 lbs net, 100 lbs
shipping.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: 960685/960686.
Price: $8995/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 63.
Manufacturer: Cary Audio Design,
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court,
Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 4814494. Fax: (919) 460-3828.
addressed the arcing problem by beefing
up the nickel-alloy frame grid rods.)
The 20/20
Iset the SLM-200s up on AudioPoints
on top of apair of small Michael Green
TuningStands. Then Isprang apair of
Italian Bluenote Midas Tube Dampers
around each pair of 6SN7s, and dropped aShakti Stone on each of the power
transformers.
The 200s looked handsome on the
"Night Sky" finished stands. Their burnished gold faceplates (each sporting a
retro green Magic Eye) were nicely set
off by the stands' large brass footers and
black corner posts. The amps looked
like attractive, eager hunting dogs ready
to spring on gilded feet.
The amps are decked out in what I'd
1Idescribe these tube doings not to cast aspersions on
the well-intentioned gendemen from Cary and l'enta,
nor to give anecdotal comfort to the tube-wary. Yes, it's
true, you might feel an expensive amplifier like the
SLM-200 should work perfectly right out of the box,
no qualifications. (And mostly they do, Dennis Had
would lure you know.) But Penta stood behind their
product and shipped replacement '88s our way doublequick. And there's nothing diat would lead nie to suppose they wouldn't do the sanie kw you. After all, most
high-end companies stand or fall on their reputation for
customer service.
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describe as Classic Americana style —
they'd look at home in the Ralph
Lauren emporium at 72nd and Madison. (I see green baize wallpaper hung
with 19th-century hunting scenes, the
faint odors of old leather and Cuban
cigars...)
You will observe from the photo that
the SLM-200 adheres to contemporary
Euro layout: not terribly wide, but fairly
deep. The rear apron accommodates a
standard IEC receptacle and the input
RCA jack. There are also 2, 4, and 8
ohm binding-post pairs to choose from.
On the rear two-thirds of the upper
deck, the black power and output transformers are set in staggered arrangement, alternating with four cylindrical,
black-sheathed power-supply storage
capacitors (computer-grade electrolytics
of 1500ILF at 450V).
The eight KT88s are mounted on the
front third of the amp; no tube cages arc
supplied. The top chassis cover plate
features subtle graphics embellished
with atypeface much like that found in
dialog panels of silent films. Un hommage
àla Belle Époque, as it were.
The Teslovak KT88Ses look muscu-

lar and purposeful ranked in two curving rows of four push-pull pairs. On
the leading edge of the top plate are
the On/Off and Standby/Operate toggles — heavy-duty, old-style switches
that look and feel as if they'll last the
lifetime of the amp. Standby drops the

The Teslovak KT88Ses look
muscular and purposeful
ranked in two curving rows
of four push-pull pairs.
voltage to zero (with voltage potential of
250V but with no current capability)
and keeps the filaments brightly lit (very
cheery at night). The amps thus remain
ready for listening at any time.
Normal operation from acold start
requires 30 seconds in Standby before
going to "high boltage," as José Jimenez
put it many eons ago. (Talk about politically incorrect ... imagine acomic act
like that today. My father thought Bill
Dana was ascream.)
Full-power mode prods to life the

gee-dad-it's-a-Wurlitzer green Magic
Eye. This is acircular version of the
indicator Irecall from amid-'50s Telefunken receiver in my parents' bedroom, beautifully finished in ivory and
dark brown, with sexy rounded piano
keys with which to select the frequency
band. It had acaptivating green tuning
tube that closed in the middle when top
dead center on asignal. The multicultural hubbub on the Telefunken's shortwave bands was fascinating; Ihad a
sense that it was bringing me closer to
something Icouldn't then name. Perhaps an inkling of the Global Village to
come? (Although rec.audio.destroy-allsubjectivists hardly seems a worthy
flowering of the concept.)
Back to the Future: When the Magic
Eye wraps around and touches itself
(hoo-hah), the SLM-200 is pushing a
full 100W in triode mode. As the green
strakes overlap, you're into the amp's
headroom (which seemed considerable,
by the way). Dennis says the SLM-200
will do 130W in triode before hard clipping sets in. This never became an issue;
there was, for the most part, more than
enough power to drive the music to

Dennis Had of Cary talks with Jonathan Scull
about the circuit topology of the SLM-200
onathan Scull: What mode does the
SLM-200's output stage run in, Dennis?
Dennis Had: In class-AB1, close to
class-A. In fact, most listening will be
done in class-A. The output-stage KT88s
are biased with anegative fixed-bias voltage for low distortion and maximum
output capabilities.
Scull: And the SLM-200s are normally
supplied in triode mode?
Had: Right. As shipped from the factory, all SLM-200s are wired for triode
with the screen grid of the KT88 connected to the plate through a100 ohm
resistor. Triode puts the KT88 in low
plate-impedance mode — 670 ohms.
We've found that triode operation is the
most linear and yields the most musically satisfying presentation.
Scull: The amps put out +100W in triode?
Had: Right. About 130Wpc before hard
clipping sets in. Our dealers can switch
the SLM-200s into 200W ultralinear
mode if you think 100W is not adequate
for your needs. The output transformer
does comes equipped with ultralinear
screen taps for 200W operation.
Scull: Let's talk about the transformer...
Had: Sure. The output transformer is
the most important component in the
Stereophile, May 1997

amplifier. Those in the SLM-200 have
been specifically designed by us for use
in this amp. We've taken an approach
not too dissimilar from that of the single-ended amplifiers we design and
produce.
Scull: How so?
Had: The primary and secondary
windings on portions of the output
transformer are wound in abifilar process with the two inductors interleaving
16 times. The bifilar wind —two conductors wound at the same time —
yields the closest balance and coupling
of any design currently used in vacuumtube output transformers. The EI laminates are silicone-impregnated hypersil
steel, which contributes to the extremely low loss of the output transformer.
Scull: So it's similar to your single-ended
transformers, but not quite the same?
Had: That's right — no air-gap.
Scull: How much overall negative feedback
do you use?
Had: 3dB of feedback, and that's to
improve speaker damping. The SLM200's original engineering design was
implemented with zero feedback, so you
can be assured that the feedback circuit
is not used to correct distortion and

transient response.
Scull: Whew—you had me worried! Let's
get to the circuit details...
Had: Sure. The input pre-drive stage is
the first 6SN7 dual triode on the SLM200 — the sanie as we use in our singleended amplifiers. It's asingle-ended,
class-A, anode current-source gain
stage. The input signal from the preamp
or line source is direct-coupled to the
grid of one section of the 6SN7 input.
The anode of this section is direct-coupled to the cathode grid of the second
stage. This takes the place of the conventional dropping coupling-resistor
network found in conventional gain
stages. It's called the anode current section and offers infinite resistance and
the proper current and voltage to operate the gain stage.
A balanced drive signal is applied to
the control grids of the KT88 output
tubes from the 6SN7 driver tube. The
driver is configured in adual-differential network that operates in the following manner: The first section of the dual
6SN7 tube is direct-coupled to the
input pre-driver stage. The drive signal
is amplified through this first section in
aclass-A grid-driven circuit with the
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mind-numbing levels with the 87dBsensitive Avalon Radians. If not sounding quite as macrodynamic and BIG as
some of the solid-state boys manage. the
Cary was nonetheless impressive.

half their price.
Another minor annoyance was the
rather soft, all-copper binding posts. I
appreciate the fact that they were chosen for sonics, and Iknow that typical
users won't change speaker cables at the

Build considerations
The SLM-200 is built up of grainDennis Had prefers triode
oriented stainless steel, with anickelchrome-plated chassis optional. At a
mode, and that's how the
dense 75 lbs each, it feels as solid as the
amps were supplied.
proverbial brick — when Ithrew the
switch, the whole affair felt reassuringly
same rapid-fire pace as do reviewers.
hewn-of-a-piece. The amp features oilBut these connectors feature apost with
filled coupling capacitors, 1% metalaslice of its center section removed.
film resistors, and point-to-point wiring.
It's true that there remain afew build They look like little copper tuning forks
when seen from above. This way you
compromises in comparison to the
won't strip the threads as, hug-eyed with
+$23k list price of the four-chassis pair
anticipation, you rabidly screw down
ofJadis JA 200s that usually sit between
the terminals. If you do go too far, the
the Avalons. To get picky, let's mention
two halves of the post deform toward
the transformer covers. On the Cary
they're formed with abent metal box each other. Should this occur, one need
only to back off and use ascrewdriver
and asomewhat déclassé spot-welded
blade to separate the two halves of the
top-plate, which shows the seam. The
Jadis is finished in much more elegant post, then rethread the screw-down top
and begin again.
fashion. The point, of course, is how the
However, Irecall cursing amighty
Carys sound in comparison to the suave
blue streak as Istruggled to attach two
French monoblocks at abit less than

output signal inverted 180° out of phase
at the anode, then coupled to one half
of the push-pull bank of KT88s.
At the same time, the second half of
the dual-triode 6SN7 is cathode-driven
in agrounded-grid, noninverting, classA gain stage coupled to the other half of
the push-pull bank of KT88s.
With this network the balance is a
perfect plus-and-minus dual-drive signal that drives the final output KT88s in
abalanced push-pull configuration.
Scull: How about the power supply?
Had: The power supply in the SLM200 actually consists of five different
supplies. The power transformer is designed to operate at a150% continuous
commercial service at the full rated
200W output level. As the SLM-200s
are delivered from the factory in 100W
triode mode, the transformer is at 300%
duty service.
The high-voltage power-supply section is afull-wave center-tap configuration —not some cheap voltage double
as is used in many competitors' amps —
using aPi network with afilter choke.
This high-voltage section feeds the final
output KT88s.
Another full-wave center-tap supply
feeds aPi network filter-choke medium
voltage for the input and drive 6SN7
tubes. And yet another supply provides
Stereophile, May 1997

the negative DC grid-bias circuit, once
again aPi network. There's an additional DC supply with two voltage regulators to supply DC to the filaments of the
two 6SN7 input driver tubes. These regulated filament supplies prevent AC ripple from capacitively coupling to the
electrodes in the 6SN7 gain stages.
Scull: Iunderstand that _last overload recovay is amajor priority in your design.
Had: That's right. A great deal of
attention was paid to that. The ability
of an amplifier to instantly recover
from clipping is much more important
than is commonly believed. In the
amplifier power wars, the mentality has
been focused on higher and ever higher
power output to solve the clipping
problem. In reality, the most critical aspect of this is how fast arecovery an
amplifier can achieve after overload.
With the incredibly wide dynamic
range of music, even 2000W of power
is not enough.
Scull: Yes, but really... it's thefirstfew watts
that count, isn't it?
Had: Exactly... most music heard in an
average home listening room requires
only about 3W of power. It's on the
transients of loud, low-frequency program material that tremendous signal
voltages appear at the input of the
amplifier. It's here that overload recov-

unwieldy runs of Synergistic Resolution
Reference and one run of their Signature
No.2 for the bass. This proved impossible, as the 4ohm post never fully
recovered from its initial deformation.
Tightening down on that tap was always
adelicate operation. And it's the 4ohm
tap that did the nick with the Radians.)
Other system doings
Bowing to outrageous fortune, Iwired
up an XLO Signature hi-wire pair, along
with athird standard run for the bass. I
also dropped in all-XLO line-level interconnect for The Perfect Connection
contact-enhancement treatment that I
reviewed in the March issue. Shortly
thereafter, afreshly assembled hi-wire
pair of Synergistic Rez Reference made
an appearance, and life got easier. (They
took ft.
vever to break in, however. Impatient audiophiles are advised to cultivate other pursuits.)
The Rez Reference/Signature No2
speaker cable and Synergistic's Designer's Reference line-level lashup were
used for best results throughout most of
the test period. They proved clean, clear,
transparent, extended, fast, and yet har-

ery ability is of critical concern.
The SLM-200 has the ability to handle transients and instantaneously recover from brief and even extended
overloads. And it will overload symmetrically at any frequency in the audio
bandpass. It will also yield faithful reproduction of extremely low frequencies at
full output levels. Power transformer,
power-supply regulation, output-transformer design, and careful shaping of
the overall frequency-response curve all
play very important parts in the ability
of the SLM-200 to recover quickly
when overloaded.
Interestingly, if one were to monitor
the high-voltage rail at 525VDC on our
SLM-200 during soft and then loud
music passages, it would be found that
there is no more than avolt or so change.
Scull: The SLIVI-200s seem very robust. I
couldn't believe it when you asked me to pull all
the output tubes and turn the antes on to check
the arcing KT88s from that Just batch had
anything to do with the amps themsehys.
Had: That's right. The amplifiers can
also be operated with no load—without the speakers —with no damage to
the amp, output transformer, or tubes.
Scull: Thanksfor the rundown, Dennis. You
oughta put this in writing and add it to the
manual!
Had: I'll do that!
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monically plush through the midband
and highs. Their bass range was altogether above criticism. And what ahuge
and airy soundstage! They come as close
to the Zen sense of not being there at all
as any interconnect I've heard. Take a
look at my sidebar conversation with
Synergistic's Ted Denney regarding the
build details of this mighty green stuff. I
also used Ted's AC Master Couplers
throughout the system.
A few other reviewerly details: Ilistened to the SLM-200s almost exclusively linked to the YBA 6Chassis dualmono-everything phono preamplifier. At
$19k, the space-robbing 6Chassis has
proven over time to be utterly the reviewer's tool.
CD front-ends included the YBA
CD1 Blue Laser, Forsell Air Bearing
Transport and D/A, and Ensemble's Dichrono duet. Digital setup was as described in some detail in last month's
review of the YBA CD1.
Analog was not in play for the moment; my Forsell Air Force One had
begun to show its age, and sat waiting for
alittle Swedish TLC from the factory.
Iadmit it —I'm biased!
The biasing scheme for the SLM-200 is
abreeze. Cary supplies apair of multimeter probe wires (positive and negative) terminated in asingle phono jack,
this to be inserted into the amp's rump
while in Operate mode, with no signal

applied. There's ascrew adjuster next to
the 1
/
4"
jack with aknurled lockdown
collar. Small movements of the screw
produce dramatic shifts in bias current.
Dennis mentioned that he prefers a
nice, bloomy sound at 280mA total DC
bias current. At aslightly higher 300mA,
Inoticed that the sound became usefully
tighter and more precise, but also rather
too buttoned-down. 280mA did it for
me. The operation is bog-simple — even
aneophyte with four left thumbs will
have no trouble getting it right. Only
thing is, you need amultimeter that
ranges to 400mA, and not all of them
do. RadioShack part #22-174A will do
nicely, at $89.99 list price.
A few words about the unexpected
circuit topology arc in order. This is no
run-of-the-mill push-pull amplifier.
Actually, Dennis Had and company are
having one over on us. Each SLM-200
monoblock is virtually two singleended amplifiers.

you might say. Idid hear immediately
that the ICT88S, as implemented in the
Carys, developed that special sense of
corporeal 3-D virtual reality that only
tubes seem to do.
The amps took afew days to leave
grain and grittiness behind, never to
return. In fact, from the lower midrange
up, where had festered the dark and
gritty stuff, the sound opened up, illuminated and blooming in awonderful,
soul-satisfying manner.

Carolina comfort
Ialways begin by looking for that special sense of clarity and openness in the
midrange and highs, so female vocals
arc where we begin. There is an embarrassment of riches of such recordings
these days, many beautifully recorded
and of high artistic purpose. Audiophiles
should consider themselves quite lucky.
Speaking of which, the 24kt-gold
PopeMusic release of Lori Lieberman's
Home fWhispers (PM1005-2) has been
growing on me like afungus. This is a
Initial impressions
superb recording of wonderful, intenseIwas impressed that Dennis didn't
ly personal music. Lieberman's sweet
equivocate: He prefers triode mode, and
that's how the amps were supplied. I disposition keeps the unabashedly romantic from slipping into abubbling
thought the quick, transparent, reviewcauldron of haute schmaltz.
er-tight Avalon Radian HCs would benListening to "Something of My
efit from what I'd characterize as triode's
Own," Ijotted the following: "At 1:49
bloom factor, and this proved to be so.
the last few words hang sweetly in the
On the first set of tubes, the SLMair, followed by alight, shimmery bell.
200s sounded attractive, but without
At track's end, the strings are fast and
any remarkable distinguishing features,

o

Synergistic's Ted Denney talks with Jonathan Scull
about his latest cables

j

onathan Scull: Ted, what were the
key design elements for Designer's Reference interconnect?
Ted Denney: Well, Jonathan, it owes its
performance to four primary factors.
First, it employs two cable geometries in
parallel —one for signal, the other for
ground. This unique application means
that both signal and ground channels
have their own separate transmission
lines from component to component,
resulting in zero crosstalk between signal and ground. It also means we get
excellent shielding from RF! and EMI.
Scull: It also means we get acable that's as
steas hell!
Denney: [laughs] That's right! The
second element is that our Macro
Geometry sets new standards for ultra low
capacitance and inductance. You know,
the greater the distance between signal
and shield, the lower the capacitance.
Stereophik, May 1997

Third, when we select the alloy conductors for Designer's Reference interconnects, we listen for particular sonic
virtues, much as awinemaker selects
grapes. Some growing years are better
than others —same plants, but much better characteristics. The same is true of the
rare alloy we use. Every so often—about
2% of the total purchased annually—we
come across one of exceptional merit.
This alloy is set aside for our Resolution
Reference and Designer's Reference
interconnects, while the rest is graded and
used to craft our S.C. No.1 and Looking
Glass interconnects.
Scull: Doesn't that limit the amount of wire
you make in any given period?
Denney: That's true. We don't always
have materials to build Designer's
Reference and Resolution Reference
interconnects.
Scull: You also pay particular attention to

cable resonance
Denney: Exactly. That's the fourth
design element — suppression of conductor resonance through the use of
dissimilar materials. All Synergistic
Research cables employ technology to
achieve this goal. The Designer's Reference interconnects take this to anew
level, with seven layers of dissimilar
material, including four polymer shafts
with cotton cores. The combination of
seven layers and four shafts virtually
eliminates conductor resonance, and
therefore smearing of the signal due to
vibration.
Scull: Okay... thanks, Ted. Let me statefor
the record that your efforts seem to have paid
off big-time I love the way Designer's
Reference doesn't sound in our system!
Denney: Thank youjonathan!
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clear, the clarinet so tonal, the final bell
chime sent ashiver down my spine." As
Maynard G. Krebs put it so long ago, I
got, like, all misty.
And that's key. As Igrew to know the
sound of the SLM-200s, Ifound that
they regularly created musically emotive experiences. They were emotionbearing, so to say. When the equipment
brings the listener the poignancy of the
work, Icall it audio magic.
Ihear you now: "Oh, Scull, it was
your mood and Thanksgiving torpor.
Or the Côte du Rhône from the night
before. It's all in your mind!"
Quite. When you visit agallery or a
museum and peer at awork on display,
isn't what happens... in your mind? Is
that not its very purpose?
In that wonderful nonpareil manner,
then, in which single-ended triodes
deliver female vocals — in the way the

Jadis JA 200s do, or the magnificent
Wotans — we now have ... the Cary
SLM-200s.
You again: "Ah, he just loves everything with tubes."
Well, not everything. But we're not
blasé about it, and that's the point. The
SLM-200s reached me in that special
way that only the best equipment manages to. Once again, spoiled bastard that
Iam, this special audiophile magic was
taking place — with apologies to Ed
Sullivan —on our rilly big soundstage
with tubes.
Real gone
More female vocals: Icouldn't stay away
from them. Grab Patti Smith's latest,
Gone Again (Arista 18747-2). Here's my
playlist: "Beneath the Southern Cross"
(ineffable), "About aBoy" (for the sonic
tricks at the beginning), "My Madrigal"

(touching and soulful), "Wing" (I can
feel it), "Ravens" (we're bounding the
main and loving it), and finally Patti's
heartfelt ode to her husband, the late
Fred Sonic Smith, "Farewell Reel"
(you'll plotz, it's so beautiful).
My notes: "I love this album. The
phasey stuff at the beginning of 'About a
Boy' —a bit Pink Floyd-like —is so...
unstuck from the speakers. It occurs far
forward in the ambient soundfield,
floating free from her voice, which is
set well back in the soundstage. She still
sounds abit digital. But with the Ensemalink, the '(BA CD1 especially, or
even the Forsell front-end, I don't
mind. The power of the bass really sets
up the piece. Oliver Ray's blarey guitar
feedback, Smith's powerful, emotive
voice positively velvet with inner detail
in the midrange, soaring, meaningful,
distinct, and corporeal back there be-

Steve Sanett of Penta Labs reveals the Teslovak KT88S to Jonathan Scull

5

teve Sanett: The Teslovak
KT88S was ajoint venture between three different groups:
Penta Labs, Groove Tubes, and the factory in Slovakia.
Jonathan Scull: Isee the Tesla name has
changed slightly...
Sanett: Right. k's no longer Tesla, but
Teslovak.T" Six or seven years ago we
were interested in creating aseries of
high-quality tubes, and we looked at
various manufacturing facilities around
the world. We visited Elektronska (also
known as EI) in Yugoslavia, Tesla in
Czechoslovakia, and two or three other
places. We concluded that our best bet
would be to work something out with
Tesla. Itraveled to Czechoslovakia — as
it was still known at that time — with
Aspen Pittman, President of Groove
Tubes, to talk with them. So we started
bringing in and marketing quite afew
EL34s, 12AX7s, and 6DJ8s.
Scull: No KT88s at that time?
Sanett: No. The only power tubes available were EL34s. But we happened to see
some EL34 derivatives sitting on the side.
They were on special order from alocal
electronics factory that wanted Tesla to
slightly modify the grid for increased
power. We asked for samples and
brought them back to the States for testing. It proved to be areally good tube, and
we encouraged the factory to make them
in quantity. Which they did. It eventually
became known as the E-34L
Scull: Iremember that tube— Iheard them
Stereophile, May 1997

in the Jadis JA 200s. Now, did Iunderstand
you to say earlier that you were interested in
buying thefactory?
Sanett: That's right In 1990, going into
1991, we did have plans to buy the factory. But then they began splitting up
the country. The debt service on the
factory was very high. Making tubes
was only avery small part of ahuge
manufacturing facility, you understand.
So we weren't able to do it. As aresult,
the idea kind of died.
Before that happened, however, we
had already designed the new KT88.
We acquired 6550s from Genelex and
Tungsol and dissected them. We took
their best attributes, added some of our
own ideas, and came up with our new
design. We were just going to start production in 1990 when the whole thing
broke down.
Scull: When did things improve?
Sanett: In 1994. The factory was
acquired by the general manager and
some of the employees of Tesla. They
moved the entire works to Slovakia, and
put our design into production! We lifetested them, of course, and have actually been selling the final product for only
the last seven to ten months.
Scull: Why the KT88?
Sanett: Because at that time we felt
there hadn't been areally decent tube
since the Genelex Gold Lion part, and
there was adefinite need for ahighquality beam-power tetiode.
Scull: Who can use the K7W8S?

Sanett: Anyone who uses either the
6550 or the KT90. The pin connections
are the same. The only version of the
whole series that actually required a
change in the biasing circuit was the
KT99A. In all other cases, the KT88
will normally bias up just fine.
Scull: How about telling us afew details
about construction and materials?
Sanett: Well, we use borosilicate for a
hard glass envelope — the Czechs are
famous for their high-lead-content
glass. All of the internal components are
made of the highest-quality materials.
We use agold-coated grid wire, for
example, in aframe grid construction.
The tube has a50W plate dissipation
capacity. We test them at 300 or 400V,
although they're good up to 650 or
700V. In fact, when we check these
tubes, we use the same voltages and
biasing as we would for a6550.
Scull: How much are the KT88S tubes?
Sanett: The retail price runs $75 each.
Matched sets usually add between $7.50
and $10 atube, depending on whether it's
amatched pais; aquad, asextet or an octet
Scull: Any other tubes up your sleeve?
Sanett: We're coming out with a300B
in the next three to six months. And the
first samples of our new 6L6/KT66
derivative are in life-testing right now.
Scull: Where should tube people call if
they're interested in hearing more about these
tubes?
Sanett: They can call Penta Labs at
(800) 421-4219.
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—see this month's "Calendar" section
for our seminar announcement
hall in New England?
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One system that we have selected to highlight is the Spectral, MIT,ASC and Avalon 2C3D system.This system is
extremely well matched because each component was designed to interface with the next component in the
chain — right from the source all the way through to the speakers — with no weak links.
The final link is the thoroughly designed listening environment — which includes room acoustics, AC line
treatment, properly placed & arrayed components, and proper acoustic isolation.
Now the second best concert hall in our town can now be in your home!
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Avalon Acoustics
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Spectral Audio
A system composed of the Spectral SDR-3000 CD Transport, SDR-2000 Professional DIA
converter with HDCD (right), DMC-20 Series II preamplifier and the new DMA-ISO power

-

amplifier is capable of producing on extremely high degree of transparency. These perfectly matched
components deliver an unparalleled combination of musicality, transient speed and high current capability.
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Eminent Technology
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and MH-850' CVTerminator -•(right) are the arteries of the system
and ore the components that ultimately makes the amazing result of the
2C3D Hologram possible. The MH-850 speaker interface is aunique Multi-Bandwidth

Hales

Terminator design in which each port of the tri-wire configuration has o network opti-

Magnum Dynalab

mized for its respective frequency range — operfect match for the electronics and speak-

McCormack

ers. The critical AC line treatment for this remarkable system is MIT's comprehensive Z-

MIT

Series

Featuring Stable Image Technology (SIT -)

Musical Design
Parasound
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Runco
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Stewart Filmscreen
Sunfire

Avalon Acoustics
The Avalon Radian HC loudspeaker is capable of avery high degree of purity and seamlessness top to bottom coupled with superior transparency and imaging — in short, amusically involving speaker that invites
you to listen for hours on end without fatigue. Imagine aspeaker that combines the traits of o very high
quality mini-monitor with the bass and dynamics of alarge floor standing design. As an added bonus, the
cabinetry and veneering are truly owork of art!

Theta
Totem
Vandersteen
Von Schweikert
Wheaton Triplanar
Wilson
Zoethecus

ASC Tube Traps
Tube Traps are essential conditioning for the acoustic interface of the audio signal for those who
strive towards musical perfection.ASC's floor to ceiling columns are designed with pressure zone
bass trap technology and voiced through specular diffusion to reach performance levels that
redefine state of the art in the dedicated hi-end listening room.
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As Ilistened to this fab album, it
occurred to me that the SLM-200s
surged far beyond the somewhat limiting concept of layering, in the audiophile sense. The acoustic was always
entirely viable and of awhole. There
was ahalo of air around each performer;
the burnished horn sound, brass blattiness and all, filled my soul with musical
contact of the third kind.
The remarkable ambience was supported by the SLM-200's ability to play
Lout) with little apparent stress. The
Chairperson sounded full-size, correct
height, chestiness intact, countered by
fast, extended, powerful trumpet tiffs.
The wraparound effect was startling. As
was the dynamic "made you blink" startle factor — another hallmark of the
SLM-200s' presentation.
The amps sounded subjectively fasr,
transients on the Sinatra disc crackled
with energy. In fact, they could sound a
bit splashy at times, but never, how shall
Isay, unpleasantly or unmusically so.
Those zippy leading-edge transients defined the acoustic wave billowing out to
the boundaries of the soundstage before
climbing the walls and falling back to fade
into the noise floor, much like awave
against arocky shore. (Yes, the SLM-200s
did have aliquid presentation.)
This acoustic presence and transparency were utterly defined by the 6
Chassis preamp, which does them better than any other preamp Ihave ever
heard — clearly the result of YBA's

hind the speakers. The amps lay everything out beautifully, even at loudest
levels."
As Igrooved maximally with Patti, a
few thoughts percolated to the surface.
Ifelt, at the end of the disc, quite close
to her — like afriend, almost. As alistener, you, too, can be next to someone
like Patti Smith. In fact, you may feel
that you share her innermost thoughts
and emotions. It's not like Patti's passing you on the street, preferring to
remain anonymous and private. She's
made this CD to express herself, after
all. She's offering apart of herself to all
of us who have the ear and the heart to
enjoy her poetry and probing, powerful
music.
And it's by way of ahigh-end system
that you may make this journey of discovery. It can be shocking. It can take
you places you've never imagined you
could be. And that's what the great highend search is all about.
Idid it my way...
For those of you wondering what the
SLM-200s sound like on male vocals,
let's turn to Frank Sinatra. Let me tell
you, they were made for each other.
Francis A. and Edward IC (Reprise 1024-2)
set up asoundstage as airy and bloomy as
sin. Frank was set way back toward the
rear; the soundstage was startlingly
deep. The horns, acoustic bass, and
trumpet were arrayed left and right,
somewhat closer to the listener.

fanatical attention to the very smallest of
details.
Thinking to slip my classical hat on, I
picked up Mozart's last two string quartets as performed by the Shanghai
Quartet — another fine recording by
John Eargle for Delos (DE 3192), recorded with the PrismSound AD-1 20bit converter with Sennheiser and Neumann mikes. Iapplaud Delos for including afew pages of large-type Young
People's Notes. 'This is so intelligent—
involvement is the name of the game.
(Audiophiles! Be not alone in your
listening rooms, eyes clamped shut, constipated with anxiety before your systems. Lighten up! The audio experience
is so much more compelling when it
engages your family and Significant
Others. Iam aghast at how solitary an experience some of you make this, while
at the same time asking how to open the
High End to the greater world of music
lovers who know nothing of our divine
pursuit. Exposure is the key, starting
with your family and persons in your
immediate vicinity. Socialize and share
your passion.)
Ahem ... where was I? Oh yes, Mozart. The Delos release isn't about pinpoint imaging, but rather concerns itself
with re-creating the lovely resonant signatures of the instruments. As for me,
you can keep your multimiked-to-hell
Big Six productions; this recording is
lovely, redolent with, yes, emotionbearing harmonic richness.

1-10's Adventures in Tubeland

I

fyou run JA 200s or any other
6550-powered amplifier, you may
want to try the TeslovakT" KT88S,
though its $75 retail price (plus matching fee) sounds rather high compared to
the fine-sounding Svetlana 6550C at
$30 ($40 when purchasing matched
pairs).
However — there's always acaveat —
in addition to the problems we had with
the first set of KT88Ses in the Cary
amps, one of the '88s sent along for the
Jadis amps acted up as well. It was fine
as long as Ileft the amps in low-voltage
mode between listening sessions. But
1came down with the Killer Flu and
shut 'em down for afew days. A bit
later, realizing Ihadn't died after all, I
flicked the JA 200s into Standby to
warm them up, and after asuitable period, switched smartly to high-voltage. At
that point, one of the Teslovaks thundered and arced.
Stereophile, May 1997

It seems this tube doesn't like getting
hit too hard when the B+ voltage
comes up. In fact, Dennis Had mentioned that he was reconfiguring Standby mode on the SLM-200s to idle the
tubes at some intermediate low voltage
rather than the filaments-lit/zero-voltage mode employed by my review samples. Idon't know if the JA 200's Standby mode is zero or low voltage, but Ido
know they have areputation for running the tubes hard. In any case, it's not
the bias we're talking about here, but
the tube's turn-on sensitivity.
The KT88S is awonderful-sounding
power tube with an extended frequency
response, powerful bass, lush midrange
textures, and oh-so-sweet highs. It's
dynamic, very fleshed out, and vivid. I
consider the TeslovakT" '88S to be the
hot setup for the Jadis JA 200.
On the other hand, of all the 6550s
I've ever heard, the Svetlana "C" iteration

is far and away the best. It blows away
GEs of any vintage, and is clearly superior to the Sovteks I'd been tubed with for
some time.
In comparison to other 6550s, the
Svetlana C sounds, first and foremost,
more linear. It goes deeper (and tighter),
and seems more extended in the highs.
Importantly, it exhibits far less grain
than I've heard from this tube type
before, and can sound quite smooth and
sweet. Its midrange is also far more
developed and textural than that of any
other 6550 I've ever heard.
At $30 to $40 apop, the robust Svetlana C is an outright bargain —especially when you consider that I've had zero
problems with any of the ones I've used.
(Svetlana offers a90-day warranty for
their tubes, starting the day you plug
'ern in.)
Light 'em up and have fun!
—Jonathan Scull
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The plush, fully developed tonal colors are just what's called for. The
Shanghai's elegant, restrained musicianship suits the program material perfectly. (While no expert, my father surrounded my brothers and me with little
else but Wolfgang during our formative
years. With tubed electronics, no less.
You probably guessed that.)
Nitpickin' time
Once again, Inoted asubjectively fastsounding presentation. Ikeep coming
back to "subjective" when describing
the top octaves: As mentioned, the
SLM-200s could sound alittle splashy
on cymbals, for example, at highest spis.
This was surely part of the reason the
amps sounded so quick.
In addition, over time Inoted an
ever-so-slight boiriness in the uppermidrange/lower-treble region. Iwas
able to mitigate this effect with changes
in front-end and cabling. Yet it was
ever-present, if somehow ... unobjec-

F

°flowing its warm-up/preconditioning, the Cary SLM-200 was
typically hot for atube amplifier.
All of the measurements below were
taken at the output tap corresponding
to the load used (the 4 ohm tap was
used for the simulated real-load measurements). The sample measured here
was configured for triode operation, but
for logistical purposes was sent directly
to us by Cary Audio and was not one of
the (similarly configured) pair auditioned in the review.
The input impedance of the Cary
measured 129k ohms, the voltage gain
into 8ohms was 26.1dB. The output
impedance was respectably low for a
tube amplifier: at the 8ohm taps, ahigh
of 1.18 ohms at 20Hz and lkHz, and
1.09 ohms at 20kHz. At the 4and 2
ohm taps, the output impedance at
lIcHz was 0.6 ohms and 0.37 ohms,
respectively.
The approximate maximum value of
the Cary's DC offset was 4.6mV — it
varied wildly, though largely remaining
below this maximum. Signal/noise
(unweighted ref. 1W into 8 ohms)
measured 78dB over a22Hz-22kHz
bandwidth, 763dB 10Hz-5001cHz, and
alow 98.6dB A-weighted. The SLM200 was noninverting,, apositive-going
impulse at the input remaining positive
at the output.
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tionable. It resulted in this region
sounding lightly sweetened and atad recessed, saved from airlessness by the
tremendous dynamics on tap, and the
stroked presence region just above.
And here is where we separate the
sound of the amp from the sound of the
power tubes. These slight upper-frequency anomalies were less in evidence when
10 matched pairs of Teslovak KT88Ses
were dropped into our Jadis amps. (The
small artifact that remains may be
crossover related.) Caveats abound, however, so see my "Adventures in Tubeland" sidebar, which details our Jadis/
KT88 experience, as well as my interview with Penta Labs' Steve Sanett.
Basso profundo
Now, about the bass. The high plate dissipation of the KT88s, combined with
some mighty fine transformers —never
mind that they weren't hand-wound in
France — made for formidable, powerful, room-energizing bass. Acoustic im-

Fig.1 shows the SLM-200's frequency response, which varies slightly with
load at ultrasonic frequencies. The small
but likely audible response variation
with asimulated loudspeaker load, due

pact and slam were much in evidence.
For instance, Ienjoy challenging audio
systems with the beginning of track 2on
Spititcluuer, the relatively new Dead Can
Dance album (4AD 46230-2; also available on LP from Music Direct, (800)
449-8333). After some initial mesmerizing sonic effects, there comes an insistent
drumbeat that redefines the concept of
power and drive as it relates to tautness.
The incredible impact of these powerful
strokes was tremendously real, very
acoustic, seemingly without hi-fi artifice.
And no bloat or overhang—a big plus
with these amps. (It's worth noting that
the follow-on vocals were beautifully
illuminated, both in areflective sense —
lit from without, as it were —and combined with an essential dollop of light
from within.)
Another interesting bass element
could be heard when playing "Ravens,"
from Patti Smith's Gone Again, turned
way up. My notes speak of HUGE
drum strokes way down in the frequen-

to the amplifier's output impedance,
may also be seen. The 10kHz squarewave response is shown in fig2. There
is aslight leading-edge overshoot fol1111111110111.11 Ca,
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Fig.1
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Cagy SLM-200, 8 ohm tap, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at
20kHz): 1W into 8 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated speaker load
(0.5dB/vertical div.).

Fig.3 Cary SLM-200, THD+noise vs frequency at
(from top to bottom at 5kHz): 4W into 2
ohms, 2ohm tap; 2W into 4 ohms, 4 ohm
tap; 2W into simulated speaker load, 4
ohm tap; and 1W into 8 ohms, 8 ohm tap.
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Fig.2 Cary SLM-200, small-signal 10kHz squarewave into 8 ohms.

Fig.4 Cary SLM-200, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4 ohms (top); distortion and noise waveform with fundamental notched out (bottom, not to scale).
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cy range. Powerful, energizing waves of
sound set up the larger acoustic ambience in aremarkable way. It billowed
out at me, as much felt as heard.
The JA 200s, even when stuffed with
KT88s, were simply not able to keep up
with the SLM-200s in recovering this
deep, room-filling bass. You can't have
everything. [SOL] Then, too, when
doing the bass, no tube amp can plaster
me into the Ribbon Chair like the Forsell Statement can. (That giant among
amps is back on its dual-mono feet
again after Idiscovered an overlooked
and much incinerated fuse that had,
unbeknownst, brought our Statement
gaine temporarily to an end.)
Let's consider "Too Rich for My
Blood," from Patricia Barber's Gfti Bhie
Cl) (Premonition PREM 737-2). It
proved an almost overwhelming sonic experience with the Carys. The vocals are
driven along by an astounding slam and
pace in the bass. The drum line becomes
more and more prominent toward the
end of the piece as Barber's voice begins
to trail off (in the megahertz range, it

lowed by adamped ultrasonic oscillation. The same overshoot is visible on
the lkHz squarewave (not shown).
The low-power THD+noise vs frequency results are shown in fig.3.
Except for arise at low frequencies (in
any event, below 1% above 20Hz),
these are good results for atube design.
The plot of the small-signal distortion
waveform at lkHz (fig.4) indicates that
the distortion is heavily second-harmonic. (The result was very similar into
8ohms and 2ohms, not shown.)
Fig.5 shows the Cary's output spectrum reproducing 50Hz at 82W into 4
ohms. The result here is not exceptional,
but not atypical for atube amplifier. The
two largest artifacts are the second har1.1.0.0•Mt Ca, SIM )00 IOW ...ern al .0

ah..•

•••

seems). Listening at high volume proved
quite physical. The full, powerful, fastpaced drumbeats pressed me into my
seat as if Iwere in acentrifuge. The countering cymbal licks cut through all razorsharp and shimmery. The power and
majesty of Barber's voice was truly awesome; the midrange textures to die for.
Now, while the SLM-200s managed
to get agood grip on the Radians, things
did get amite untidy at the loud, driving
climax of the Barber Aural Assault. I'm
not complaining. It was too musically
engaging, thrilling even, to utter any
objections. If you're power-mad, order
yours strapped for 200W.
The bass could sound alittle small at
low volumes on the tightly controlled
Radians. When Icranked it up, however, and kicked some serious audiophile
butt in the bass, it was just fantastic.
Tight, pitch-differentiated, very deep,
quite in control, meaty and powerful,
and finally, ultimately, acoustic.
The sum of its many parts
There's an organic character to sound

monic at —34dB (2%) and the third at
—48.8dB (about 0.4%). The very similar
spectrum into our simulated loudspeaker
load is not shown. The spectrum in fig.6
shows the IM distortion artifacts in
response to acombined 19+20kHz signal at 20W into 8ohms. This is the maximum power attainable with this signal
prior to visible signs of clipping (the
onset of clipping is quite mild, and difficult to see on an oscilloscope trace).
Again, this is not aparticularly distinctive
result, but common in tube products.
The lkHz difference IM is —373dB
(about 1.5%), the 18kHz IM is —25.8dB
(about 5%). The result for a similar
power output into 4ohms is reasonably
similar, though the IM at lkHz is signifi6.
111«0•11e Ca, SLY >1.0

that tubes somehow or other seem to
get better than silicon. And diese superb
amplifiers do an outstanding job of creating that blush of musical magic.
The SLM-200's sound is rooted in
its superbly developed, lushly musical
midrange. One almost takes for granted the midband's velvety textures and
extraordinary detail. The highs were
always vivid, extended, and sweet as
any recording called for. The bass of
the KT88S, in conjunction with the
unusual circuitry and some pretty
slick transformer work, was altogether extraordinary for atube amp. For
any amp, for that matter. The dynamics on tap, from the deepest bass to the
very top of the frequency range, were
always startling. Altogether a most
palpable and musically engaging presentation.
Bravo, Dennis — I'm glad your brochure caught my eye. I'll keep my
more-than-twice-the-price Jadis JA
200s, thanks, but the SLM-200 really
made me think about that decision.
Recommended.
S

candy lower (-50.5dB, or about 03%).
The percentage of THD+noise vs
output power curves for the Cary are
shown in fig.7. The actual discrete clipping-point measurements at lkHz (in
this case, we measured clipping at 3%
THD+noise) were 1232W (20.9dBVV)
into 8ohms, 122W (17.9dBW) into 4
ohms, and 120.8W (14.8dBW) into 2
ohms. In all cases, the line voltage was
116V.
The measured performance of the
Cary SLM-200 was not exceptional for
amplifiers in general, but quite respectable for ahigh-powered, triodeconfigured tube design.
— Thomas.). Norton
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Fig.5

Cary SLM-200, 4 ohm tap, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 82W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Cary SLM-200, 8 ohm tap, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
20W into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Cary SLM-200, distortion (
0/0) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 8 ohms,
8 ohm tap; 4 ohms, 4 ohm tap; and
2ohms, 2 ohm tap.
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ORDER
CD'S, HARDWARE
TOLL FREE
& ACCESSORIES 800-782-34n.
Ask About
Quantity
Purchase
Discounts!
0
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three blind mice

25th Anniversary Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180g LP's

TBM-6
IBM-2
IBM-19
IBM-63
TBM-25
IBM-39
IBM-35
IBM-24
IBM-43
TBM-30
TBM-15
IBM-23
TBM-1005
:

/Gold CD
CD's:
14.99 / Gold CD's: 027.99
Mozart:
osto ovi
Symcphonies
h: Symphony ,5

lgo
li
ip0:

ve
i
elj
or
l
i
sF
e
.0..
Vol 3
Alum.
56"/Gold•
Sc
1006 /2006 Tchoikovsky: Sen. #6 /Francesca da Rimini /Gorenstein
1011 /2011 Tchaikovsky & Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet /West Side Story
1010 /2010 Chopin: Waltzes, Nocturnes, Scherzos, Ballades, Fantasies,
1007 /2007 Mark Gorenstein: Sch#n
2
itt5k
#e
2/9 e gO
ol

....,

POr r.

prlinceorlebretvt; soervice
rtntwr
ecta.
wiltl
ommeerest ot oe
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e
o
a
w
te
a
s
n
t
y
competitors advertised or catalog price!!

LP'S: $34.99
4 or More SCALL

Q: Horn section, piano, bass, drums, guitar & xylophone.
Now!: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sox.
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2trombones.
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, bass, drums.
Green Caterpillar: Masoru 'moda Trio + 2(guitar & congas)
You Are M Sunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standards.
Blue City: sao Suzuki Quartet + Kozurne Walonobe (guitar).
MIDNIGHT SUGAR
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & bass).
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Lote night piano trio [razz at its finest! Yoryte,ctoTaàyoe• 'no lb, 23
Blow Upl: lsao Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
Scandonovian Suite: Big bandazz like you hove never heard before!
CD

1

hit lid d"

MOBILE
FIDELITY SOUND LAB
200g LP's & Gold CD's -$22.99*

LP / Geld CD
254 / 661' Cat Stevens: IZITS0 (CD includes Bock To Earth & Numbers •a 3-CD set $64.99)
NA / 687 Ten Years After: Cricklewood Green -&- Sssssh (2 LP's on 1CD) (NEW!)
NA / 679 The Kinks: Kinda Kinks -d- You Really Got Me (2 LP's on 1CD)
NA / 686 Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. 2 (NEW!)
NA / 685 Thelonious Monk: At the Monterey Jazz Festival, Vol. I
270 / 692 Bernard Herrmann: The Mysterious Film World of B.H.
NA / 676' Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker: Hooker 'n Heat
262V 678' Peter Frampton: Come Alive (2 LP's & 2CD's)
NA / 691 Steve Winwood: Steve Winwood (NEW!)
[leaser And The Firma
NA / 683 Red Hot Chili Peppers: Mother's Milk
NA / 684 Robin Tramer: Bridge of Sighs Anodise 200 LP's New
NA / 690 Nirvana: In Utero (NEW!)
Orf-.I-PrIet! Buy Refer.
They're Ail Ilene!
NA / 688 Ben Sidron: Mr. Ps Shuffle
NA / 666 Nirvana: Nevermind
Werld'• Larger* Seleffien
NA / 650 02: The Joshua Tree
Of Clef Of Mot
Yr-Speed & D2D Lee
263 / 680 Bee Gees: Trafalgar
New 111/1•110
264 / 681 Cream: Goodbye
NA / 677 REM: Reckoning
'2 & 3 CD & LP Sets additional cost •'Out of Print

KAT STEVEN

Records Goss GOLD!!

Classic
LSCD2449
Gounod: Ballet Music
Gold CI:!>:.$21.911
CSCD6023
Ravel: Mo Mere L'Oye
CSCD6252
Harold: La Fille Mal Gorden
LSPCD2438
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
IM32121U13111
LSPCD2612
Sonny Rollins: Our Man In Jazz
LSPCD2533
Charlie Mingus: Tijuana Moods
LSPCD1972
Harry Belafonte: Sings the Blues
LSOCD6006 Harry Belafonte: At Cornegie Hall
LSPCD1993
Chet Atkins: In Hollywood (NEW!)
JPCD5002
Dean Peer: UCross (Also in LP-S29.99)
(OPI PLIÏT
CSCD6013
DeBussey: Iberia (Images Pour Orchestra)
LSPCD2712
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk (NEW!)
CSCD6191
Mendelssohn: Sym. #3 /Moog /LSO (NEW!)
1043 Ronnie Earl /Eye To Eye
LSOCD6007 Harry Belofonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (NEW!)
NA usi ii--. 1039 Joe Beard & Ronnie Earl /Blues Union
LSOCD6065 Royal Ballet Gola (with Deluxe Pkg. & 24 pg. booklet)
1,-__.• 1038 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Pullin' It Down (SROM)
RTHCD5052
Jennifer Wornes: Famous Blue Raincoat (Also in LP-S24.99)
LP. $17.99
1041 Doug McLeod: You Can't Take My Blues (HDCD -$21.99)
JPCD4/5001
Art Davis: A Time Remembered (alum.414.99 /LP-129.99) (SROM)
CWet $12.99
1042 Mighty Sam McClain: Sledgehammer Soul &Downhome Blues
1.5C2230
Spain: Reiner /CSO
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME
JP5004
Bronford Marsalis: Dark Keys
1
RR-73CD
Terry: Express
180G LP SALE! SELECT
RR-72CD Clark
Dick Hyman:
Swing Is Here
CD's/LP's: 180g LP's:
LSP2927
Sonny Rollins: Now's the Time!
TITLES WERE: S-29 99
RR-74C0 Chadwick: Aphrodite Suite Sym./Elegy _
_. -D., .,,..L. , .
-,$16.99*
• ., ,,,.!
LSP2533
Charlies Mingus: Tijuana Moods
li
f:
512.99*
Brahms: Sym. #4 /Walter /CSO
NOW: $26.99
RX- 1000 RR & XLO: Stereo Test 8 Burn-In CD -$27.99 I t
,•
•.ii .,, i••i• 1 MS6 I13
RR-76CD Dallas Wind Symphony: Holidays & Epiphanies
r
,
CS8127
Duke Ellington: Jazz Pory In Stereo
,PECIALII Numbered Ltd.
R
1?
RR-68CD Mozart/E.Istornin: Concertos #2/ & #24 (SROM)
,,,,...,. ,,..,,. r,.,, ,! LSP2712
Sonny Rollins: Sonny Meets the Hawk
Ecirtion Verve, Is, 2. Brit Boxe
RECORDINGS RR-75CD Janacek: The Makropoulas Case/Cunning Little VixenL ,... ,-,,..,----- _¡
BA17023 Tubby Hayes: Tubby the Tenor (NEWI)
LSC2327
Bizet: L'Arlesienne Suites /Morel /ROHO
available for $349.99
ggur
ell
ig iegeggo ian Blues
LP'S & GOLD CD'S, $29.99
CS8503
Kenny Burrell: Weaver of Dreams (NEW!)
ALUM. CD'S: $1499/51599
M56036
Beethoven: Sym. #3 /Walter /CSO (NEWI)
APLP/CD 027 Janis Ian: Breaking Silence (SROM)
4 or more: SCALL
LSC2271
Rovel-D'Indy: Piano Concerto /Schweitzer /Munch
APLP/CD2003 Jimmy D. Lone: Long Gone (LP: 524.99) (NEW!)
VICS1102 Beethoven: Sym. #4 /Egmont Overture /LSO (NEW!)
APLP 033
Amanda McBroom: Midnight Matinee (Alum. CD available)
1506007 Harry Belafonte: Returns To Carnegie Hall (2 LPs-546.99)
APLP 032
Amando McBroom: Dreaming (Avail. in Gold CD for '24" on Gecko & Alum. CD
APLP/CD 036 Sonny Boy Williamson: Keep It To Ourselves (LP, Gold & Aluminum CD available)
LPs: $34.99
LP's: 829.99
APLP 038
Gene Ammons: Nice and Cool
1 .•IPG('D 038/9 C hint, These 2.‘i•er
4 or more: SCALL
4 or more: SCALL
APLP 039
Gene Ammons: The Soulful Moods I
Li", into One Great GoN Ur!
ADEC 4173 Bernard Herrmann: Music From the Great Movie Thrillers (NEW!)
APLP 035
Miles Davis: Prestige 5LP Box Set Ltd. Ed. of only 2,5001 $199.99 (NEW»
ADEC 6398 Hindemith: Sym. Metophorses /Janacek: Sinfonietta
ANALOGUE
3013 Art Pepper: So In Love
ADEC 6139 Massenet: Scenes Alsaciennes /Scenes Pittoresques
PRODUCTIONS 3012 Art Pepper: New York Album
ADEC 2243 Albeniz: Iberia /lutina: Danzas Fantosticas
3014 Art Pepper: The Intimate Pepper
ALON 6013 Debussey: Images Pour Orchestre (NEW!)
REVIVAL
3016 Otis Spann: Good Morning Me Blues
ADEC 2218 Prokofiev: Peter & the Wolf
ADEC 6113 Mahler: Sym. #1/Solti/LSO
cos, :14.99
3017 Sonny Boy Williamson: Portrait of A Blues Man
ASD 8534
Pagonini: Violin Concerto #1 (NEW!) ASD 2448
Bizet: Carmen Ballet
es: S17.49
3015 Albert King: I'll Play the Blues For You (LP Only) (NEMI
ASD 608
De Follo: 3Cornered Hat
ASD 162
Orff: Camino Borona
THREE NEW GOLD CD'S - $15.99 (Limited Time
r-Act Fast)
ASD 3345 Elger: Coronation Ode
ASO 493
Bruckner: Sym. #9
04032 Hamlett atinen: Bluietts Borbecue Bond
ASD 5258 Strauss: Four Last Songs /Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (soprano)
03632 Jack Jeffers Big Band: New York Dances
ASD 2410 Maria Callas: French Operatic Arias /French Natl. Radio Orch.
03932 Avi Lebo with Slide Hampton: Shades of Brass
ASO 3090 IS. Bach: Sonatas & Partitas For Solo Violin /Ida Haendel - 3 LPs: $74.99
03852 Joe Stanley Sextet: King of the Honky Ta nkSax
LP's $21.99 /CD's $12.99 /Gold CD's $22.99
02632 Norris Turney: Big, Sweet & Blue NOW IN GOLD!
02752 Sweetmon: Austin Back Alley Blues NOW IN GOLD!
.0155
Sara K: Hobo (NEW!)
56292 Clifford Jordan Quartet: Live At Ethers NOW IN GOLD!
10147
Livingston Taylor: Bicycle
4
1D154
Bodi Assod: Echoes of Brazil (NEW!
10157
Best of Brazil -o compilation (NEW)
MUSIC

LP
NA
2025
NA
NA
2027
2029
2032
2031
NA
2030

/Oeld
/ 1101
/ 1099
/ 1100
/ 1102
/ 1051
/ 1104
/ 1108
/ 1107
/ 1106
/1105

23.99* /

CD
1809 LP's $
Gold CD's $21.99*
Chet Baker: In New York
Bonnie Rain: Nick of Time
1( 1
Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
Bill Evans Quintet: Interplay
Il• .4 .
Phoebe Snow: Phoebe Snow .
....e
(
4 1_,4.1.,‘ 1.
Nat King Cole: Love Is the Thing ea
John Coltrane, Lush Life (NEW!)
Bonnie Raitt: Luck of the Draw (NEW!)
Miles Davis Quartet: The Musings of Miles
Jethro Tull: Aquolun CD=S24.99/LP=S27.99) •
•
co, aLP% odddenol .0,

8C8

audi°quest

DECCA

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S
.44 3 Janis lop in: Pear
64212 Santana: Santana
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
64367 Michael LeGrand: ILove Paris
64426 Roger Waters: Amused To Death
64274 Duke Ellington: Block, Brown & Beige
64425 Stevie Ray Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...

57207
66226
64368
64408
53814
64411
64405
52944

23.99

(

Journey: In linty
CALL FOR
Carole King: Tapestry
COMPLETE
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
LIST,
Dove Brubeck: Time Out
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Pink Floyd: Wish You Were Here
Rohl. Johnson- King of the Delta Blues.

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD :$14.99 & LP: $27.99
PREM-737

Patricia Bal ber Cole Blue (CD

GOLD CD'S: $29.99

CISGCD8001
CISGCD8002
CISGCD8003
CISGCD8004

180g LP) STEREOPHILE R204

'efielf.r000/1/'

Stradivarius On Gold (Beautiful violin & piano)
Massenet: Le Cid (Orchestral spectacular)
Gory Karr: Adagio D'Albinoni (Contra-bass & organ)
Favorite Opera Arias (It's like you're at the Met ,:

EM I

CISCO

10152
JD141

Christy
RebeccaBoron:
Pidgeon:
IThought
New York
About
Girls
You
Club
(NEW!)

CIIESKY
RECORDS

10145
Poquito D'Rivera: Portraits of Cuba (SROM)
JD153
John Pizzarelli Collection: One Night With You
CDIO
Chesky 10th Anniversary (2 CD's for ONLY $15.99!!)
113156
A Tribute to Paul Desmond -Desmond Blue /Finck, Basile, Mequito, Crossley (NEW!
0012 Mighty Sam McClain: Give It Up To Love (SROM) (NEW!)
0001 The JVC XRCD Sampler: Selections from Various Artists
0004 Tiger Okoshi: Two Sides To Every Story (SROM)
0007 Spirit Traveler: Playing the Hits From Motor City
0014 Terry Evans: Puffin' It Down (SROM) (NEW!)
0013 Bennie Wallace: The Old Songs (NEW!)
CD's $29.99
0011 Misha: Connected To the Unexpected
4 or more: SCALL
0008 Oscar Castro-Neves: Tropical Heart
0002 Bill Holeman: A View From the Side
0005 Carmen Lundy: Sell Portrait
0010 Tom Coster: From the Street
0006 Nakagawa: Posey
0009 Hiroko: Pure Heart
0003 Ernie Watts: Unity

x rc

Abkco •A8. M •Arneitcon Gramophone •Arne/Kan PressIng LP's •ASI •Athena •Al k•Audro Du-ecru:rut •Audire •Boiliffiidge •Beehive •Bell /Jeton •Block Dahlia •Capri •Cordas •CBS •Cello •Century •Chandos •Chesky
•acuity •Concord •Crusaders •Crysffil Clear •Direct Disk Lobs •Discwosher •DMP •Dorian •East Wind •Editions EG •Em Arty •Encore Performance •Flying Disk •Fono •Fortuna •EOW •Gecko •Gemini •Gowen •GML
•Golden Siring •Harmonic, Month •Hot Club •Hyperion •India Navigation •John Marks Records •Kiku •King •Klovier •Linn •Irrita •M &K•MA •MCA •Meantime •Mercury •Nobel •Nautilus •Nimbus •Nopa •North
Ski, •Noms •Odin •Opus 3•%prism •Quartet •Quien It •Ravi Shankor •RCA Living Stereo •Ryko •Solisbury Labs •Son Francisco Sound •Sheffield •Sonic Ms •Stereophile •Sopar Mologue •Sweet Thunder •Tacet •
Taurus •Telorc •Toshibo •Trend •Umbrella •Vanguard •Villa •Vital •Water Lilly •Wilson •Windham Hill •Ask About Other Labels

ORDER
TOLL FREE:
800-782-3472

BEST PRODUCTS!
ORDER OR INFO
BEST PRICE!
BY E-MAIL:
BEST SERVICE!
GUARANTEED!!

ElusDisc@aol.com

* *A Sampling of the Latest & Hottest Hardware & Accessories For Spring 1997! * **
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cittipileetti'

IENZ-MICRO SWITZERLAND s
t

JQVIING COIL CARTRIPGE&:
UBY
SCALL W/ Trade SCALL
EFERENCE
SCALL W/ Trade $CALL
1C I-120; M0.9;10.4 SCALL W/ Trade SCAU.
IC GOLD (0.4mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
IC SILVER (2.0mV)
$350 W/ Trade $225
IC-20E11
$150
UKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
$1,199.99
ancs/Aestfieribt Cartridge Demagnetizer$199.99

rom Immutable Music.
around
vr,
'

$750

HW-19JR Turntable w/ New VPI Low Mass Arm': SCALL
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': SCALL
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCALL f fREf
••

(HI •2.0mV & Medium •I.0mV Output Available)

"this is akiller cartridge. _more lifelike,
more holographic, more involving, ... more musical.
the Glider is way recommended." Lonnie Brownell, Stereophile, Aug. '96. *1.19 #8

fe,plide ems 14 19.

ansfiguration: Temper Cartridge

THE GLIDER

HW-194R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm": 5949.99
• Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special': $1,174.99
• Add Benz-Micro Glider': $1,549.99

With Trade «ALL

"1,r:est....I.', Into analog is sure to
cant one or the tine batirry•powered
eanodge demagnetizers from
Aesthein'
sa
tm.

..... SCALL

Men ...•

"That quality of a'coherent bubble' of ultimate transparency, the prmersuion uf the harmonic
and musical event, and the estontshing purity of tone an what ici the Tempe NNW fit«
make
sound noire like live music to
-M. &mend, Sterraphile,July Mt. trid./9g7

iHAKTI STONE: cfmuollne. • .
...

$199.99

he shakit otter> a,onhuhile and cost effective boost in sound quality. ...Focus, transparency, clarity,
ad speed mere better, as roas the sense of space & pace." Jonathon Scull Stereophile, 2/96, Vol 19 #2

CARTRIDGES & TURNTABLES

31[1111MI

Block Pearl Cartridge
SCALL Oyster Cartridge
SCALL natirAlise
SCALL Pro-Ject 6Turntable
$84.99 Pro,lect 1.2 Turntable

J.1etr
oving
efl
Coil/High

Output
llue Point Special Cartridge
qua Point Cartridge
'earl Cartridge

$64.99
$39.99
SCALL
SCALL

"I've hied better gables, arms. cartridges. preamps. cables, and isolation scheme".
as. ever gem nie the kind, of imprusemenii in nuise reduction, clarity,
- ...none has
*nil diminution of mid-to-treble ringing that theme record-cleaning niachines
ha, c... If uou i,ten to records. run need • record-cleuning machine. Period."
ore.
,e,rernb..re, Siereophile. .Stay '94, yol.)7 MS
PRODUCTS
MODEL I0
Manual curb, ,1114,1 I
1

N1TTY GRITTY
."

CORD CARE
totaling while vacuuming

ULTRA DELUX
CLARIFIER
Trees CD's, LPs
d Loser Disc's.
5349.99

Ultra Clartfier:
$114.»
"Bess break
elf VW

larifier:
$34.99
Battery Eliminator: 415.99

audioquest cables Eit accessories
RCA Interconnects: Jode, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Quartz. All lengths available (NMI)._ $CALL
Speaker Cables: Type 2, 4, 6, Indigo, Crystal & Midnight. All lengths available MVO_ $CALL
Emerald X4 Tonearm Cable: (OM) .. $149.99 Pro Toneorm Cable (NEW!)
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner. No residue
Record Brush: Anti -stol Carbon Fiber
$14.99
$29.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four)
Juniors: $31.99
seniors, $419
4.
.99
99
Laser Guide: Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -"Improves CD sound!"
$26.99
$49.99
Sorbothane Little Feet: (Pock of 4)
$32.99. Sorbothone Big Feet: (Pock of 4)

Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

$134.99

The ultimate bum-in and demagnetization Dischallineint .

Gruv-Glide II -

Improves sound removes state. Improves trackno, records and ste lest longue

GEO-DISCria

By Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
Precision cartridge alignment system. achieve critical alignment wfon .003 inch

RECORD SLEEVES -

Japanese Resealables - .40e ea

•

,F,

Please ask about our Package Prices For

Source!!
SCALL

platter and spring suspension
HW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb. acrylic platter.

SCALL

IMEIVE#
.
SCALL
mil -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 miel Requires only a 22' ic 16' spoce
TNT 3 platter 8. bearing.
SCALL
TNT JUNICNI -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from supe ,
tobles. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. stainless steel motor assembly.
e is_Afp
TNT SERIES 2,5 &

SCALL
SCALL

-The ultimate in turntable technology.

ifiLmeuiludgRIAL

-VPI has designed an all-out affordable tonearm reference that is
extraordinary in its ability to extract information from on LP's grooves. Soundstoge is wide & deep
with air & separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images 8. top to bottom coherency is unmatched. 5-star rated in TAS issue 106!
«ALL
GRAHAM 1.5 BASIÇ -Award-winning uni -pivot design. Fully upgradeable.
fob's.
We offer off models of Graham Tonearms and Accessories!! Coll for details.
Model 309 -Classic design. Best medium-priced arm on the market!
«ALL

II

We offer all models of SME Toneorms, Turntables & Accessories!! Call for details.
AUDIOGUEST PT-6: PT-7 (Emerald X4 Cable &
Cable .
Adjustable pivot damping. 'PC internal wire, Adjustable VTA.
KALI.
NEW VPI LOW-5144 -VPI*s newest tonearm. Budget priced! Great performance!
VAL&

SLIERRIAMMIUNIIsimiet#

46064

Features: Self-contained liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs ircord at same time; Bidirectional cleaning.' pushbUilllil controls: "The
Mali deluxe record cleaner on the market!"

"...have found the 11W-10.5 to be an outstanding
performer The record surfaces am micra,copicalk clean & ore so pristine they look neo!" Audio Magazine

li1N-1 -$769.99
Both fully automatic

HW-16.5Seml-Automatic
$399.99

leV-17F -$849.99
with cooling fon

$24.99

moments.

l
Th

étCCESSORIES:
POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power loiter GREAT UPGRADE!!
$399.99
'MAGIC BRICK -EMF control device .$49.99 STROBE DISC -Set turntable speed .... $17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE- .... $14.99 PRECISION BULL'S EYE LEVEL $5.99
K.A.B. SpeedStrebe Digital Phonograph Speed Readout: Accuracy w/in
03%! Hottest accessory r.

. .y1 lutdoesle.

,

SIM.»

-

u dio Prism
CD BLACKLIGHT

Large ISO Rearlag
16.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$74.99
Small ISO Itisariag
4.5 lbs. Per Globe Rating
(3 pack)
$49.119

-•-•

•01,CitiGNI/

...and these little guys WORK! ...Fin keeping
them under all my gear." -Corey Creenhery.
Steerophile. Apr '42 1,1 15, 94
nytt.Proser•

$19.99

INNER -40e ea $30/100
OtHEE -20e ea $15/100
$30/100 MoF RICO Paper -$8/10 pack It $70/100

ROLLING BARREL RD,

IN

made lin u.s.a.

14W-19 JUNIOR A totally dead-solid acrylic platter, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgrodeable to 11W-19 Mark Ill ($599) /HW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
flW.19 MARK W -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, block acrylic

The improvement was astonishing" Dick Ola/por Stereophile. Mar '90, Vol 13 3
$14.95 /3 OR MORE $12.95

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669

PENDLETON,

rape., cartridge t
ii•questi

Turntable Models!

TURNTABLES:

ORDER or INFO BY E-MAIL:
EIusDisc aolcom
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"
"ALL in-Stock orders shipped in 24

CombmIng mechanical
dampening, conductive
carbon traces reducing
electrostatic charges &
luminescent face reducing jitter results in your
music sounding more
natural, 3-D & dynamic
with significantly less
glare & edge. .$39.99

"The mat works in abig way. Idid not have to strain
to hear the improvement. Improved definition, detail. dynamics, amore analog-like soundstage. To tell
you the truth, I begged Victor for amat on the spot."
.s1(tet
Apr.116 Vol. 19 64

1

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022

au VPI

•

an

/inyl
oodgrain Cabinet
TEM #.ANIT1.0
$199.99
AODEL 1.5 - Auto scrubbing. A
oration, sluk-out waste fluid tray.
,ore 0.0..0.106,
Jinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
,,,Salid Oak Cobinei
01 220i, yeisicio.
TEM #-ANIT1.5
$349.99
MOOR 15
MODEL 1.514 - Aura fluid applu al.', ...rubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
.
•
' ITEM #-ANIT1.5F1
6409.99
'MOD L MINI-PRO 1 - MIscrubs A vacuums both sides simultaneously
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
ITEM 0-ANIT1.5F1
$599.99
MITT OBITT1( CD MASTER (CD Cleaner)
$39.99
DUST COVERS (DC-1 Soft Vinyl for 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5)
$118.9110
(vinyl for 1.5Fi, 2.5F1, Mini-Pro 182 .... 20.99 Acrylic -all models)
$36.99
Record Cleaning Ilru: $13.99 RECORD& CD CLEANING FCLIIDS Vac Sweep ICit: (4 Voc-Sweeps)
$13.99 Purifier 2
16 oz.
$15.99
Capstan Kit: (4 Capstans)
$13.99 (for all LPs)
1/2 gal.-$36.99/1 gol. .$59.99
co Buffer 8. Loser Buffer Pads'
$13.99 Pure CD
4oz.
$13.99

me`
ewe.. mow refowd nu-el I
W twal
Imprnted
ot 'bag detner hex.,
...better pntWeterrerrattettoa. "

Your Ultimate

SPECIAL!!!

150+ pager3°° U.S.A. /'5" INTL.
CATALOG J FREE WITH ORDER!!

VISA

hrs!"

POMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items: 55 (ode items .50e ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 (adtl. Items Si ea.) /
2nd Day Air, 1-3 Items- $8 (adtl. Items 51.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA . 1st Item 57 00 (
ad /I items 51
)

J] .

Na m

* AUDIO/VIDEO 8 HOME CINEMA

ïe,-

Presents Contemporary AN Furnitun
fro 171 •••

a•z) Architecture

A•V Architecture is redefining audio and video furniture. Modular by design, they give the user the flexibility to build an
entertainment system tailored to their specific needs. A•V Architecture works as good as it looks. Every
unit has cutouts in the back to keep each wire and cable from view of the audience. It is the perfect
balance of form and function. Now you can finally see how good sound should look.

Innovative Cable ManagemE

only
$149

AV 1

AV 2

4-Shelf AV Rack*

3-Shelf AV Rack*

S18

AMPSTD 1

4-Shelf Audio Rack

Speaker Stands

Ampstand

height

51.5"

height

51.5"

height

51.5"

height

19"

width

38.5"

width

47.5"

height

13"

width

27.5"

top plate

7x7"

base

12 x 12"

depth

18.0"

depth

22.0"

depth

18.0"

weight

88 lbs

weigh:

126 lbs

weight

66 lbs

'Holds

27" TVs or smaller

12" & 30" also available.

top plate

12 x 17"

glass

15x18x.2f

'Holds most 35" TVs or smaller.

•A convenient cable management system.
•Finable bases (to eliminate resonance &add rigidity).

•1/4 inch tempered glass.
•Easy assembly (usually less than 10 minutes).

NEUTRAL

MECO
ELECTRIC
lle

,

f

rhe nadir'

LO

Neutral: Not supporting either side of a debate, quarrel or party.
a color which does not contain a decided hue.

XL0's Cables define neutrality!

ELECTRIC

"The Bev in the it gorlii"

Their amazing ability to exhibit the warmth of tube gear and the excitement of solid
state without an editorial effect is a testament to their ultimate transparency.
So stop listening to your cables and find out what your components really sound like!
The complete line of XLO cables are in stock at all times at Dynatek A/V & Home Cinema.

Reference Series

Signature Series

Type 1 Interconnects*: "XL0's [Type IJ ability to pass asignal
seemingly unchanged revealed all sorts anew little niceties in records
Ithought Iknew extremely well."

MillG.11w Absohne Sound. 4 92

Type 5 Speaker Cable*: "The Type 5cable is better than any
other speaker cable I
.%
etried, by an even wider margin than the
interconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders."
Absoluic Sound. 4 92

.11.11G.

Call for special pricing.

Type 1.1 Interconnects*: "...neutral, detailed, very flist, alive, exciting.
with areally big soundstage. plenty of well-controlled deep bass,
ahumpless midbass, and asomewhat leaner midrange than some
cables, and airy, open highs." Jonathan Scull, Stereophile.
April 1996
Type 4.1 Digital Cable*: "There was also that as expected XL() sense of
immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge transientshallmarks of Roger Skofrs cables. The X[.° Signature is an
exciting cable..."

*Stereophile Recommended Component, 10/96

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

.hmathan Scull, Stermphile. September 095
Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

Alón by Acarian Systems •Atlantic Technology •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •B&K Components •Camelot Technology •Cambridge Audio •
Chang Lightspeed •Discovery •ESP •KEF •Lovan •Magro AN Furniture •MAS •Micromega •Monarchy Audio •Nakamichi •NEAR ••Panasonic Superflat •
Parasound •PS Audio •Sanus •Tara Labs Space & Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XL0 Electric •and many more!

To

I1yJiaTEK

ORDER: 1-800-DYNATEK
OTHER INQUIRIES call 215-396-8288CINEMA

AUDIO VIDEO 8HOME

http://www.dynatek-ay.com

Fax: 215-396-7999
Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966
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here are two axioms about collecting music that inevitably prove
true. First, the more records you
own, the harder it is to find something to
listen to. Second, when you get to the
point where you're having an argument
about cello players and you're stymied
because your Jacqueline Du Pré is
moldering away in abox somewhere,
you have to find amethod of organizing
them. To borrow from the lexicon of
MIS., you gotta get asystem. On top of
that, half the fun of collecting is displaying your booty.
All of this may seem horribly inconsequential, and, in the larger scheme
of things, it is. But what I've come to
realize is that most record collectors
spend an inordinate amount of time,
energy —and, yes, money—figuring this
one out. The number of companies
out there making beautiful modular
shelves is proof that servicing record
geeks (wait... that didn't come out right)
has become more than acottage industry.
You can tell alot about aperson by the
way they organize their record collection.
On the anal-retention scale (which
roughly corresponds to the knob on
Nigel Tidnel's famous amp), my CDorganizing obsession rates asolid 11.5. I
Tend countless hours swilling wine and
fussing with my spun petroleum. It's a
labyrinth created by the deep wells of
Type A behavior that is somehow
embedded in my essentially messy Type
Bpsyche. For example, the first step is to
genre-ize everything: Put it into general
categories like classical, jazz, and rock/
pop. From there you move to subgenres.
Classical music, for example, gets
broken down into opera, sym\
phonies, chamber music, vocal re\
citals ... you get the idea.
Then there's the age problem,
particularly with rock. Do you
lump "oldies" like the Rascals next
to new artists like Raging Slab?
Classical music has the additional irritation of having to
decide between composers and
performers. Is Isaac Stern famous
enough to be filed under "S", or
should his recordings of the Brahms
Piano Trios go under "B"? Then
there are the catch-all, miscellaneous
categories to which are consigned
Stereophite, May 1997

Guitarrorists, Duck Tracks, and Doctor
Ammondt —Elvis Songs Sute in Latin, and
the like. (Hopefully by this point you're
laughing with me, not at me.)
Ifind comfort in the fact that I'm but
one of atormented minority, many of
whom are much worse than I. Take, for
instance, afriend of mine, aChicago
blues collector. One night, under duress,
he admitted that he did have a few
"other" records, whereupon he opened a
cabinet to reveal afew neglected Beatles
albums and Texas blues discs, which
were shuttered away like deformed relatives just because they weren't bounced
on Muddy Waters's knee. Blues nerds
are asingular breed.

On the anal-retention
scale, my CD-organizing
obsession rates
asolid 11.5.
To thwart his girlfriend's curiosity, this
fiendishly clever soul arranged his
albums by record label —if you didn't
know that Howling Wolf was on Chess,
you were reduced to squinting at spines.
Not to be outfoxed, the girlfriend
promptly sat down, studied blues books,
and beat him at his own game. In fact,
she began correcting some of his filing
mistakes, arguing with
him over records that

were recorded for one label but later
were leased to another. Needless to say,
that relationship and that filing system
are things of the past.
On the opposite end of the sae are
those who forsake rationality for whim.
One friend — who was genuinely disturbed —abandoned all hope and decided to file his CDs the way he arranged
his wardrobe: by the color of the jewelbox spine. His shelves were beautiful
swashes of color whose contents were
jumbled into complete uselessness.
Another novel approach, one often
favored by rookie music writers, is to
arrange CDs by quality of performance,
best to worst: The farther down the line
of Beethoven CDs you travel, the less
essential they are. Or, if you're dealing
with arock band like, say, The Stones,
you simply rank the catalog —Exile On
Main Suva to ... (so many choices, so little
space) Black and Blue—so that everyone
can see your opinions at aglance. And I
was worried about my sanity.
The most imaginative filing system I
know of, however, is one based on emotion. I)iscs are arranged from those
appropriate for times ofjoyous abandon
to those that would either provoke or at
least enhance those yawning hours of
suicidal self-recrimination. In many
ways, this method makes the most
sense: Ultimately, emotions — usually
the strong ones evoked by great music
— are why we put up with all
these damned, expensive, heavy,
temperature-sensitive, decaying
forms of playback technology
in the first
place.
S
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DIP —The World's Best Under
$1,000 litter Reduction Unit!

Model 228 20-Bit D/A Converter
..imi _ Reg.980 .

NOW s199

NOW 149

,

•Special PLL performed jitter suppression.
•Converts digital signals to either coax or AES/EBU. . ''''
•Re-clocks digital signals from CD transport to D/A converter,
•Isolates D/A converter from transport, blocking hum 8.
interference.

The Dragon v1.1

...4.101

Sale
Price
4295

a '
it
Ili

.

•Five digital inputs
TECII \OLO(. \ •Precision Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillator
'''' ''''' A;' . •Resolution Enhancement (16. 18 20-bit)
'
or
•Three dgitat outputs (Coaxial. AES/EBU &li SI

component racks & stands

re"
.
.."

for those who value
aesthetics, functionality

Ill

p

Reference Rack

and superior build quality.

LOVAN
audio
The Art of
the Metal
Triangle

e,.

•Teflon dielectrics used for minimal signal la

•Unique braiding results in maximum RF
rej
ec ti on.
,, •Gold plated 5pin connectors for maxim ur
conductivity and resistance to corrosion S
oxidation
•High purity, silver plated, stranded copper

All
powder
Lovan
coated
products incorporate aheat fused epo xy
"Durian" scratch resistant finish on
tubing. All are made of high carbon steel tubing and
are fillable for improved damping. Only hardened steel

s

Only s99 95.•For any length under 2meters

$525/ ,605

I 1111

gIn I
/

1
-Ill I

This rack consists of 70 lbs. of
heavy metal tubing, decoupling
for each shelf, sandfillable pillars,
abull's eye spirit level and an
exquisite rosewood finish. Also
available as a5shelf audio rack.

Classic II

reg. sI29.9:

Reference A/V Rack

4 shelf/5 shelf

affordable for everyone .
Shelves available in
rosewood or dark grey
,

s499

The Excalibur Ill Silver Teflon IS cable

•Ar
Arthur v3.0 D/A converter
•tither v1.0 DM converter
IMIL01" •Uther v2.0 0/A converter
(ictured iefh
Call for pricing!
(p

Harmony has brought
the beauty and durability
of titanium & rosewood
t
o a l
eve l
th
at '
s

SALE

Like its big brother, the 18B

•
Merlin PRO CD transport
•
The Dragon v2.0 jitter reducer

.

{
.1111.1.1111
:

./

features acombination of superior parts
and build quality. Their use of atoroidal
compares favorably with competitors that
transformer at this price point insures
cost twice as much
silver faceplate only spectacular bass punch and dynamics.

The New Links in the Royal Bloodlines.

. Harmony 479
-I Si mow.
i
A.12ammu
TLAwwNwwwwwsk
.I
The introduction of the
A distinguished line of

I'kdleam.--

(-

The 228 is one of the most highly acclaimed
and well reviewed DACs available. Using
select grade Burr Brown PCM-63 "K" DACs
and innovative circuit design, this unit

Coming Soon!

reg. $1495
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Mode118B D/A Converter

..
a

aeMECINEP

only ,475

This unit

—

combines the
flexibility of an
Audio/Video radl
with the quality
and finish of the
audiophile
Reference Rack

Classic II T

Sovereign Iii -Fi

>i* NOW $479

$efiiti NOW S479

Sovereign THi -Fi

chrome plated spikes and isolation cones are used.
•Hand painted satin epoxy furniture grade finish
.Unique patented insolation' system provides
sensitive electronics components with exceptional
stability and superior isolation from vibration.

The single greatest

•Multi-conductor, patent pending
geometry.
•Proprietary connector components &
termination process.
•Shielding prevents RFI & EMI emissions.
•Precise soundstaging & resolution.

Solo A/II

$399 Elite 3/4

The elegantly contoured Solo Series
offers Tice performance
improvements in
picture & sound quality

CHANG
LIGHTSPEED
Pawns°
Filters

NOW S319

World's Greatest AC Power Cord
The Essence Power Cord:
$499/611.

performance
improvement a
$499 component
can make!!

AUDIO

>e,

at areasonable price.

$775/$850

the ESP's make your system
sound as if you doubled your
amplifier output particularly during
loud dynamic swings.., you'll hear
the entire quality of aperformers
movement about the stage change...
in agoosebump raising way."
Michael Gindi, Fi Magazine

ask

The Elite dramatically improves sound &
picture quality while providing the ultimate
in spike and surge protection.

•8outlets — 1875 watt capacity
•New hyper filter design
•TP technology for increased sound
stage & video color accuracy

•16 outlets — 1875 watt capacity
•8' TP treated power cable
•3individually filtered circuits
•TP technology for increased sound
stage 8. video color accuracy

--

>4:i,
NOW $549 ]

NOW AVAILABLE!
ESP Power Distributor
•8outlet hospital grade power strip.
•Includes 6ft. Essence Power Cord.
•Provides ESP benefits for up to
8components

Power Block Series Ill

Only $1199

only 4,499

The Power Block Ill is two independent power
conditioners in one common chassis.
•THE POWER BLOCK Ill WILL NOT
LIMIT CURRENT WHEN USED
WITH HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS

•16 outlets
•6point -spike &surge protection
•Dual scale AC volt meter
•2independent high current
•2775-3700 watt capacity
circuits for power amplifiers
•Dual 8' TPT treated power cables •3independent 300 watt circuits
•Independent video monitor circuit for source component

Chang Lightspeed powerline

CLS 3200

15 amp capacity, 6 unswitched industrial grade outlets

conditioners

CLS 6400 ISO

15 amp capacity, the best selling Lightspeed

protect components

from the damaging effects of

.$295
$535

Stereophile Recommended Component, October 1996

voltage sources & reduce AC

amp capacity,

interference without adding artifacts.

CLS 6400 ISO 20 AH -- 20

Chang delivers current instantly—

CLS 9600 ISO

20 amp, hospital grade parts w/ 11 gauge pwr. cord

$819

CLS 9900 Amp

30 amp capacity: for high performance pwr. amps

$819

without limitation or hesitation

6 unswitched hospital grade outlets

$696

Check Out Our NEW Web Site: www.dvnatek-aecom

To Order call 1-800-DYNATEK

Other inquiries call 215-396-8288

Last Chance to Save BIG!
In the Fall of 1997, Wire world will introduce Series Ill cables in their high-end lineup.
Act now and you can buy these Series II cables at 20-30% off the regular price!

INTERCONNECTS
Now only
$899/m

Regularly 1,000

GOLD ECLIPSE II*

II

Available in balanced or RCA.

Now you get the spectacular performance of Gold Eclipse II at aprice too good to be true!

SILVER ECLIPSE II*

Now only
$449/m

Saé-ir

Regularly s600

Available in balanced or RCA.

Exceptional sweetness from asolid silver cable.

ECLIPSE II*

Save`
20%

Regularly s300

Now only
$2411/m

Available in balanced or RCA.

This cable has dynamics and extension bettered only by the Gold Eclipse II.

Now only $24/1m

SOLSTICE II*
Available in

Ce;:ej&Au

save

._

EQUINOX II*

A teflon insulated cable for only $24.
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CABLES

$136.50/ft.

1 s1f.
Now $78.75/ft.
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Prices do not include terminations.

Polaris II"

\

off

1'4 1

1

Eclipse IN
/
25%
bid /
off

Silver Eclipse II*t

off

Available in
balanced or RCA

High-end sound at a fraction of the cost.

SPEAKER
eit

Now only
$104/m

'130
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Gold Eclipse Irt
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/
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4
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Now $37/ft.
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.
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20% •
•
err
'22.50/ft.
Now 18/ft.

TERMINATED PRICES
GOLD ECLIPSE II*
6.5 ft. 8.2 ft.
reg

2800

Now 1960

10 ft.

SILVER ECLIPSE II*
13 ft.

ECLIPSE II*

POLARIS II*

6.5 ft. 8.2 ft.

10 ft.

13 ft.

10 ft.

13 ft.

10 ft.

13 ft.

1600

1950

2300

3000

reg

825

990

1155

1485

reg

450

525

600

750

1459

1725

2250

Now

659

789

925

1179

Now

360

420

479

599

3450

4100

5400

reg

2415

2869

3779

Now 1200

6.5 ft. 8.2 ft.

WIREWORLD AURORA NOISE CANCELLING AC CORD
op.11,:k1

6.5 ft. 8.2 ft.

Price: $180

reascd. the bass firmed up. and dynamics. both macro and micro, improved

signiticantiv. Ilungs %%ere notably less distorted and Lister....I Mund it hard to believe that apower cord could make such dil lerences. hut continued
to s‘‘ itch bask and took Ifound the impro\ ement, o th the hi,,,,, completel consistent, and not subtle. - Audio hicav
AndreW MarqicIll. If inter '97

FREE SHIPPING

CONTINENTAL US ONLY!*

•Offer good while quantities last. Limited to quantities on hand.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

Pnces subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

Alón by Acarian Systems •Atlantic Technology •Atlantis •Audio Alchemy •B&K Components •Camelot Technology •Cambridge AudioChang Lightspeed •Discovery •ESP •KEF •Lovan •Magro AN Furniture •MAS •Micromega •Monarchy Audio •Nakamichi •NEAR ••Panasonic Superflat •
Parasound •PS Audio •Sanus •Tara Labs Space & Time •Tice Audio •Toshiba Cinema Series •Wireworld •XL0 Electric •and many more!

Fax (215) 396-7999

1390 Industrial Blvd., Southampton, PA 18966
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e-mail: sales@dynatek-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

CLASSIC
RECORDS
130X

SE

GIVEAWAY

Enter to Win an Entire
Collection of Classic
Records' Box Sets when
you order* from Classic
Music Direct!
cisimPeterl

$2100.00!
Each limited edition set

LIVING

STEREO .;

LIVING

STEREO ,2

Premier Classical Recordings
contains Individually-

from the RCA Living Stereo
Catalogue...

numbered records In a
TME lE SOX

THE 1S SOX MBE

deluxe, custom-designed
IIIL RODAI 11%11 I. I

7., LIVING

STEREO

LIVING

STEREO

box. As withal! of

our releases. I.Ps' are

mastered by Bernie

Grundman hem the

THE ROYAL BALLET
GALA PERFORMANCES
DELUXE EDITION

THE BRIT BOX

THE BRIT BOX VOLUME II

And for Jazz Enthusiasts...

180
gram
vinyl

original master lapes.
THE VERVE BOO

pressed on 180 gram vinyl
CLASSIC

at

Rn,

and presented in

the original artwork

Order now from

RE CORD

*Minimum order $100.00 No dealer inquiries please. One entr3
per order. Deadline for qualifying purchases May 23, 1997.
Winner will be announced al Ili Fi 97 in San Francisco.

UUJ)0(
DIRECT
I-800-157-2377
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John Swenson
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was a banner
year for Ray
Davies —one of
the most talented writers and conceptualists rock has
ever produced. After more than 30
years with The Kinks, the group he has
led off and on with his younger brother
Dave, Ray was enjoying anew career as
asolo artist. His keen wit and storytelling ability enabled him to take his
remarkable one-man play, 20th Century
Man, to packed houses and critical
acclaim all over the United States. The
play, based loosely on his equally
remarkable fictionalized autobiography,
X-Ray, provided aunique insight into
the forces that have shaped Davies's
long, prolific career as arock songwriter.
As if that weren't enough, two of his
classic songs —"Tired of Waiting" and
"You Really Got Me" — were turned
into soundtracks for ubiquitous television commercials for, respectively, a
cold remedy and an automobile.
The best news for fans of Davies's
work, however, is that he has been
encouraged to reassemble The Kinks
for a1997 tour in support of the band's
current two-CD live retrospective release, 7i) the Bone.
Davies's solo success is ironic in light
of his desperate efforts to keep The
Kinks going in the face of general disinterest from the record industry. Despite Davies's own well-documented talents, atrack record of hit singles over

more than 30 years, and the continuing
support of ahard core of fans who have
faithfully followed The Kinks from the
start, the group has been roughly treated by aseries of record companies, and
found itself in the mid-1990s without a
major-label deal.
The fact is that The Kinks have created one of the most important album
catalogs in rock history, and yet it is in
shambles. None of the major labels that
have released the band's albums over
the years has treated this body of work
with much respect. The only company
that has served The Kinks well is the
specialty reissue label Rhino, which has
actually enhanced the part of the catalog
it controls.
Conceptually, Ray Davies has consistently been one of rock's true visionaries. The Kinks more or less accidentally invented heavy metal with the mon-

ster riff that powered the band's #1
1964 single (1965 in America), "You
Really Got Me." That was the loudest,
rawest piece of primal rock to ever top
the charts at that point, and its echoes
are still being heard in the countless
generations of bands that have followed
the noise:
•Before George Harrison introduced
sitars into the Beatles' music, The Kinks
used adroning, Indian-music modality
on the eerie single, "See My Friends."
•A year before the Beatles incorporated
sound effects to help fashion aseries of
unrelated songs into the concept album
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, Ray
Davies had applied the same techniques
to the making of Face to Face, an album
that has been out of print for so long it's
become one of the true "lost" albums of
the rock era.
•Before The Who assembled the "rock
opera" 17)nuny, Davies had written the
album-length story Arthur, which was
then performed by The Kinks as part of
a British television special that was
never aired.
•A decade before MTV debuted in
1982, Davies tried to get his record company to finance aseries of multimedia
rock stage plays featuring videos as
an essential part of the concept. The record company rejected
the idea, but Davies
went ahead anyway
and produced Soap
Opera, Preservation, and
Schoolboys in Disgrace.
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'talk about having
one's ducks in arow.
Acoustic Sounds Chad
Kassem has David
Wilson's Audio
Research tube driven...
Neumann SN 74
"Fitted" cutting lathe

ra
Keep It To Ourselves
180 gram LP=AAPB 036 $30
Gold limited edition CD= CAPS 036 $30

set up at VI's...

Midnight Matinee
180 gram LP=AAPP 033 $30

r1+1,-1, 1

plating and pressing
plant. So now veteran
mastering engineer
Stan Ricker tall out

Band /Hoodoo Man Blues
180 gram LP=AAPB 034 $30

Amanda McBroom
Dreaming
HO180
180 grain LP= AAPP 032 $31'

a

lacquer, take it down
the hall far plating,
and have atest
pressing in hand with
Polaroid like speed and
convenience...There's
something for envy
taste (in the Analogue

44
Gene AMI110118
The Soulful Moods Of
180 gram LP=AAPJ 039 $30

Gene Ammons
Nice an' Cool
180 gram LP=AAPJ 038 $30

Miles Davis Quintet
5LP Box Set
LP=APJ035 $200

.
à
àfià•

Productions catalogue),
oUCTIONS

and... (it) offrrs vinyl
fans achance to

R EVIVAL S ERIES

explore some great
sounding out oft&
way sue they
wouldn't ordinarily
bear...I recently
received some test
pressings of the first
group of"Revival Series"
releases... You'll be in for
mutual and sonic treat
—Michael ¡renier.
STEREOPHILE.
19, No. 7, July 1996

Sonny Boy Williamson
Portrait of aBlues Man
LP :AAPR 3017 S17 50
CD=CAPR 3017 $15 00

Otis Spann
Good Morning Mr Blues
LP=AAPR 3016 $17 50
CD=CAPR 3016 S15 00

Albert King/ I'll Play The
Blues For You
LP=AAPR 3015 $17.50

The Intimate Art Pepper
LP=AAPF13014 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3014 $15.00

Ii 'Blues/
Not Pictured

For Vol 5(300 impel Catalog con
taming all audrophele LPs and CDs
send S5 on the USA $10 else.
Willie Refundable coupon yerth
catalog FREE with order

Shelly Manne 8Jack Marshall/ Sounds Unheard Of
LP=AAPR 3009 $17 50

A NALOGUE P RODUCTIONS
Gene Ammons/ Gentle Jug
Gold limited edition CD=CAPJ 3839 $30
Combines Nice an' Cool /Soulful Mood on 1CD

I
i

Clark Terry, Freddie Hubbard, Dizzy Gilespie plus Oscar Peterson/ The
Alternate Blues
LP=AAPR 3010 $17.50

is

A NALOGUE P RODUCTIONS R EVIVAL S ERIES
Lonnie Johnson with Elmer Snowden Blues, Ballads, and Jumpin Jazz,
Volume 2
LP=AAPR 3001 $17 50

TO ORDER CAW

1-800-716-3553
ShIpping

111RBORIVE.
SI 95 Air borne
Or
54 95 UPS Ground
Any size order in COnlirrenlal USA

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS As
PO 006 1905
SALINA KS 61402.1905 USA
INFO 19131825 8609
FAX (9131 825-0156
Asyw hnp, rwowsbiownoom
Emad asoundseaol corn

184

Thelonious In Action/ Thelonsous Monk Quartet with Johnny Griffin
LP=AAPR 3002 $17.50
Bola Sete/ Tour De Force
LP=AAPR 3003 S17.50

Sidney Maiden/ Trouble An Blues
LP=AAPR 3011 $17 50
Art Pepper /New York Album
LP=AAPR 3012 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3012 $15.00
Art Pepper/So In Love
LP=AAPR 3013 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3013 $15.00

The Tony Bennett/ Bill Evans Album
LP=AAPR 3004 $17 50
Shelly Manne 8, His Men/ At The Black Hawk, Vol. 1
LP=AAPR 3005 $17 50
Curtis Counce/ You Get More Bounce With Curtis Counce
LP=AAPR 3006 $17 50
Fitzgerald 8. Pass... Again
LP=AAPR 3007 $17 50
Jimmy Witherspoon/ Evenin Blues
LP-AAPR 3008 $17 50

The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival Serres LP was cut by Stan Ricker
using the state of the art Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering system, recently acquired
by AcousTech Mastering. aJoint venture between Acoustic Sounds and Record

'o ii

Teel)

Technology, Inc, The system was further upgraded by the renowned Neil Muncy and
installed at RTI's production facility in Camarillo, California With one of the world's finest plating and preseg Metres
located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut. before any degradation to the delkee grooves
could occur nest pressings, generated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously inspecLvd visually.
and carefully auditioned, before the stamper was approved for use in alimited production run of records
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The Kinks had the essential combination of elements necessary for arock
band to achieve greatness over an
extended period of time: asongwriter of
extraordinary skill and imagination, and
agroup sound developed and sustained
by avirtuoso instrumentalist. The two
elements will inevitably come into conflict over the course of along career, the
test of atruly great rock band is to transcend or even feed off that conflict in
order to maintain its creative edge. The
fact that these two key elements of The
Kinks' identity are represented by brothers makes the initial bond and subsequent conflict all the more intense. Ray
and Dave Davies can create together or
war with each other, but they can never
stop being brothers. That bond has been
the secret weapon that has made The
Kinks one of the most important bands
in rock history.
"Before we even had aband, me and
Ray used to play together," recalled
Dave. "Ray was very much the instrumentalist and Iwas the rhythm guitarist,
but when we formed aband it changed.
My playing was more aggressive, and it
seemed to fit better when we had drums
in the band.
"Ray and Ihave avery special relationship; it's been terrible at times, and
yet we are still trying for something. We
have the same goal but different methods of getting there. We're both fighting
against each other and with each other.

It's afusion of tension that makes something real. Ray is an intellectual person,
whereas I'm not, and I've gotten into a
lot of emotional difficulties with people
because of that. He's stimulated my
intellectual part and I've stimulated his
feeling part."
Ray's remarkable description in XRay of the band's early days reveals an
awful lot about what makes The Kinks
tick as well as what forces produced the
golden age of
British rockers
who emerged in
the 1960s.
Few groups
of popular musicians were as unanimous in their
influences as the
English rockers
of the '60s. They
were all well-versed in American blues
and roots music. Like the Rolling Stones,
Animals, Who, Them, etc., the early
Kinks were a blues band capable of
delivering afast-paced backbeat and a
particularly raunchy guitar-driven sound.
These bands understood the importance
of distorting the guitar tone at the center
of the sound. The rattle and hum of rock
guitar, which set it apart from the "clean"
tones used by most country and jazz guitarists, are traceable back to the secondary ambient sounds that are acentral
part of the African musical aesthetic.

Ray and Dave Davies can create
together or war with each other,
but they can never stop
being brothers,

On the tube: The Kinks perform on the short-lived television show "Shivaree" (1965. Left to right:
Peter Quaife, Mick Avory, Dave Davies, Ray Davies (bottom).
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Early rock bands had to be pretty
innovative to come up with the appropriate distortion techniques. He arrived
at his distinctive instrumental voice during jam sessions with Ray in the family
sitting room. He had alittle green 10watt Elpico amplifier whose tinny sound
the brothers hated. He ran the Elpico
amplifier's speaker output leads through
aVox AC 30 speaker, then slashed the
speaker cone of the Elpico to produce a

buzzing, distorted sound. The boys
christened this piece of custom equipment "the fart box."
The earliest Kinks albums, made
before Ray developed his unique songwriting voice, are studded with blues
covers and '50s rock songs culled from a
variety of black American sources, some
fairly obscure: "Milk Cow Blues,"
"Long Tall Shorty," "I'm aLover Not
aFighter," "Cadillac," "Long Tall Sally,"
"Beautiful Delilah," "Too Much Monkey Business," etc.
Ray enthusiastically admits to the blues
influence, tracing it back to his first
glimpse of Big Bill Broonzy on aBritish
television documentary Ray began his
professional career playing rhythm guitar
and harmonica for the Dave Hunt band,
whose residence at the Crawdaddy club
in Richmond was later taken over by the
Rolling Stones.
Meanwhile, Dave had formed an
instrumental band called the Ravens,
with his friend Pete Quaife on bass, and
the band recruited former Rolling
Stones drummer Mick Avory. Ray
joined them in 1963. Rechristened with
the attention-grabbing (they hoped)
name The Kinks, the Davies brothers
and friends cut their first single, a
remake of Little Richard's "Long Tall
Sally," for producer Shel Talmy. The session, which also yielded "I Took My
Baby Home," "You Do Something to
Me," and "You Still Want Me," was an
uneventful start for The Kinks, but better days were ahead.
Talmy had been pressuring Ray to
write some Beatles-type tunes, but during apackage tour of England the band
was getting its best response from another of Ray's songs, "You Really Got Me."
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Though he wrote it, Ray attributed its
sound to the whole band, describing it as
"a sort of Ventures-like instrumental
track with avocal line on top."
The band went into the studio to cut
"You Really Got Me," didn't like the
way it was produced, and insisted on recutting it with asound closer to the live
performances. Dave pulled out all the
stops on the second take, even adding
the doctored "fart box" to his gear for its
peculiar distortion, and proceeded to
record amilestone in rock history.
There has been much subsequent
speculation as to whether it was actually Jimmy Page who played the dexterous guitar solo on "You Really Got Me."
(Page was asession guitarist at the time

Kinkdorn are collected as aRhino twofer.
The best way to approach the early material, however, is to head for the collections — the Rhino Greatest Hits disc, or
the quirky, lovable Kink Kroniklm
The Rhino collection is without question the best-value Kinks release on the
market 18 tracks of hits and essentials.
The set starts off with the rip-roaring
noise of the early singles, including "You
Really Got Me," "All Day and All of the
Night," "Set Me Free," "Who'll Be the
Next in Line," "Come On Now," "Everybody's Gonna Be Happy," "I Need You,"
and "Till the End of the Day."
But as early as "Tired of Waiting for
You," it was obvious that Ray was not
simply going to churn out aseries of
soundalike songs.
The complexity of
his vision as a
songwriter and the
torrent of influences he was drinking in led him to
write a series of
more thoughtful
singles for The Kinks in aquieter, folkrock style — closer to what Bob Dylan
was doing than the metal crunch of
"You Really Got Me." The Rhino Hits
package backs up the folk-rock singles
"Tired of Waiting for You" and "A Well
Respected Man" with the little-known
"You Do Something to Me" and "You
Still Want Me."
"Stop Your Sobbing," originally written in response to Talmy's request for

The best way to approach the
early material, however, is to
head for the collections.
and was used extensively by Talmy.)
Page was also rumored to have played
some trademark guitar parts on the
recordings of another of Talmy's famous
clients, The Who. Session musicians
standing in for band members was common practice back then. Nicky Hopkins
also did a lot of uncredited keyboard
work on Talmy-produced albums — Witt
Really Got Me, Kinks-Size, Kinda Kinks,
The LiVe Kinks, Kitskdom, The Kink
Kontroversy, Face to Face, and Something
Else—as well as on various singles
appearing on The Kink Kronikles.
Popular music history has since
proven that the idea is more important
than the instrument. The use of samples
and other sonic prosthetics has become
standard practice in the studio. It doesn't matter so much who actually played
what on early Kinks records as much as
it matters that the band came up with
the ideas in the first place. For the
record, the official line still is that The
Kinks played all the music.
The first seven Talmy-produced albums collect awildly inconsistent bunch
of songs ranging from the sublime to the
ridiculous. Ray Davies's Tin Pan Alley-level writing discipline enabled him
to churn out an enormous quantity of
work, some of it obviously made to
order but much of it superb, while Dave
sang most of the reconstituted blues
tunes.
You Really Got Me and Kinda Kinks are
packaged together as aMobile Fidelity
Sound Lab gold disc; Kinks-Size and
Stereophile, May 1997

Beatles-style material and one of the earliest manifestations of the emotional delicacy Ray could wrap into alyric, went
on to become an integral part of Kinks
legend when Chrissie Hynde recorded it
with the Pretenders. "Something Better
Beginning" also looks forward to Ray's
later writing with its interesting melody
and awell-developed story line with a
barbed edge.
Ray continued to pursue the role of
social critic he first took on with "Well
Respected Man" in the arch "Dedicated
Follower of Fashion," amanners-skewing caricature that reportedly delighted
no less awit than Noël Coward. The rest
of the album contains Ray's dramatic
self-description "I'm Not Like Everybody Else," the strangely prophetic lament "Where Have All the Good Times
Gone," and one of his greatest songs, the
languorous #1 hit from the summer of
1966, "Sunny Afternoon."
"Sunny Afternoon" was the centerpiece of Face to Face, an album that
marked adramatic change in Ray's songwriting. He extended the conceit of
"Dedicated Follower of Fashion" into
"Dandy," a song covered by Herman's
Hermits for a#1 hit before Ray could
release it himself. Ray dealt with the
peculiar difficulties of the deteriorating
British class system in "Sunny Afternoon," "House in the Country," and
"Most Exclusive Residence For Sale."
He languished in exquisite solipsism on
"Fancy" and "Rainy Day in June," and
began to turn out aseries of cameo tunes

Kinky want a kracker? (1965) Left to right: Dave Davies (bottom), Ray Davies, Mick Avory, Peter Quaife.
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to the one Bob Dylan had taken not
love song; the bossa-nova "No Return";
long before, disengaging himself from
and the wonderfully evocative "Lazy
the pop world to make amore personal
Old Sun."
music. Preservation Society parallels the
Dave also stepped in with his best
themes of both Dylan and The Band's
compositions to date, particularly "Death
of aClown," which became akind of The Basement Tapes and The Band's Music
trademark song for him. Something Else from Big Pink — the search for meaning
in the past, the attempt to deconstruct
concludes with one of the best-written
the myths of history to find some kind
songs of the rock era, the chilling, bitterof truth applicable to an increasingly
sweet "Waterloo Sunset." Initially inhostile world.
spired by the characters played by TerIn the title track and "Village Green,"
ence Stamp and Julie Christie in Farjrain
Ray celebrates the central principles of
the Madding Crowd, "Waterloo Sunset"
social organization common to old
has taken on alife of its own. From the
simple, elegant melody to the soaring European towns. He finds akind of panchorus, this song
fires the imagination with asubtle
grace few rockers
have ever achieved.
At this point Ray
Davies produced
his own work as
the auteur of The
Kinks. New Kinks
projects were contheistic truth in the countryside, comceived as large-scale works in which the
songs and the sound of the band itself muning with nature and animals in "Big
Sky," "Sitting by the Riverside," "Animal
were in the service of alarger concept.
Ray's first such project, The Kinks Are Farm," and "Phenomenal Cat."
In "Do You Remember Walter?,"
The Village Green Preservation Society, was
"Picture Book," and "People Take Pican unabashedly nostalgic look at the
tures of Each Other," Ray explores the
world he remembered from his childhood, aworld that was now slowly dis- persistence of memory as a spiritual
principle in itself, concluding in "Walappearing right before his eyes. It was
ter" that "People often change, but
1968, and the rock rank and file was
memories of people still remain." He
calling for revolution, but The Kinks
were celebrating the past. In fact, Ray extends his nostalgia to the personificwas taking aroute dramatically similar ation of abygone era's symbol of power
in "Last of the Steam-Powered Trains,"
and introduces the incorruptible character of "Johnny Thunder" — who is, in
Ray's world of ideas, the last of the rockers, and who turns up later in the album
and stage versions of Preservation.
While Preservation Society contained
several songs that didn't seem to fit its
i
i
theme, Ray's next project was a fullfledged concept album commissioned
to accompany atelevision show. Arthur
(Or The Decline and Fall of the British
Empire) was astory based on the history
of an average middle-class Briton,
Arthur Morgan, whose son Derek is
about to emigrate to Australia. (The
concept was inspired by a relative of
Ray's who had done just that.) The
events portrayed in the songs occur in
the minds of the Morgan family on
Derek's last day in England. Davies uses
this framework to write asong cycle
about English history, beginning with
the traditions of the Victorian era buried
deep in the psyche of the British middle
class ("Victoria"), and continuing with
Schoolboys in Disgrace (1975).

on such odd subjects as studio musicians
("Session Man"), rude neighbors on the
telephone ("Party Line"), and extraordinary vacations ("Holiday in Waikiki").
Ray was turning into nothing short of
an eccentric whose songwriting vision
was sharp as atack. He was still capable
of producing hit singles, yet focused on
aseries of themes about which no one
else in the rock pantheon would dream
of writing— with afew exceptions. The
Rolling Stones later did songs apparently fashioned after "Dandy" ("I'm Just
Sitting on aFence") and "Party Line"
("Connection").
Sadly, Face to Face is simply impossible
to corne by, leaving acavernous gap in
material between Kontroversy and the
extraordinarily quirky albums that followed: Something Else, The Kinks Are The
Village Green Preservation Society, and
Arthur (Or The Decline and Full of the
British Empire).
Something Else is the last of the Talmyproduced albums, but it's evident that
Ray was already calling most of the
shots, writing intensely personal songs
based on memories from childhood —
like "Harry Rag," atitle inspired by his
father's slang phrase for cigarettes; "End
of the Season," with its recollections of
schoolboy rugby games; and the catchy
put-down of a twisted gentryman,
"David Watts." Then there were songs
reflecting ambivalent feelings toward
marriage ("Two Sisters," "Situation
Vacant"), and more of those witty
cameos — like "Afternoon Tea," which
turns adistinctively English ritual into a

The promo shot from
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It was 1968, and the rock
rank and file was calling
for revolution, but The Kinks
were celebrating the past.
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the struggles of World War II ("Yes Sir,
No Sir," "Some Mother's Son," "Mr.
Churchill Says").
Davies goes on to depict life in postwar England, epitomized by the middle-class homeowner living in his own
"Shangri-la." But Arthur's Shangri-la
leaves son Derek feeling "Brainwashed"
and looking for anew start in "Australia."
Davies leaves no doubt about where his
sympathies lie on the album-closing

despite the fact that Ray was anything
but aglam rocker.
Nevertheless, RCA records, undoubtedly impressed by the success of "Lola,"
signed The Kinks to join aroster of sexually ambiguous glam rockers headed
up by David Bowie and Lou Reed. But
instead of delivering a record like
Reed's Transformer or Bowie's Ziggy
Stardust and the Spiders front Mars,
The Kinks began their association with
RCA by recording one of the
most down-toearth albums in
the band's career,
Mtuwell Hillbillies.
The cover shows
the group standing at the bar of a
cavernous old-fashioned London pub,
having apint with
the locals. One of
the songs, "Alcohol," offers an ironic nibute to the drinking life. The protagonist
is aswell who's fallen from grace and hit
the skids, leading Ray to deliver the dramatic homily that went on to become a
staple of the group's stage act for years to
come: "Sad memories Ican't recall /
Who thought Iwould fall /A slave to
demon alcohol."
In fact, Muswell Hillbillies became the
blueprint for arevamped Kinks sound,
returning the group to its foundation in
blues and roots rock while changing the
lineup to include anew bassist, John
Dalton, and keyboardist John Gosling,
as well as a New Orleans-style jazz

"Muswell Hillbillies" became
the blueprint for arevamped
Kinks sound, returning the group
to its foundation in blues
and roots rock,
title track, which celebrates the protagonist's life-choices with ajoyous chorus
of "Somebody loves you don't you
know it."
Lola IHTSUS Powerman and the Moturygoround, Part One was the last album
recorded by The Kinks under the band's
original recording and management contracts. The band had been ill-served both
financially and promotionally, and was
eager to sever its business ties. Several of
Ray's songs for this record were cynical
denunciations of the world of popular
music, and his bitterness translated into
great rock'n'roll.
"The Moneygoround" is Ray's fairly
straightforward description of where his
songwriting royalties disappeared to,
using the actual first names of its handlers. In "Denmark Street" Davies heaps
scorn on the denizens of London's publishers' row. "Top of the Pops" is asatiric
look at the insanity surrounding apop
group's rise up the charts, titled after
England's weekly hit-parade television
show. Dave's guitar part really burns on
this track and on "Powerman," Ray slaps
at the mogul who's "got the money and
my publishing rights."
"Lola" wasn't part of the satiric song
cycle aimed at the record industry. It was
written before the rest of the album, after
Ray took an enforced rest following a
particularly hectic American tour. The
song is awitty tale of anaïve boy's nightclub encounter with atransvestite. Ray's
deft handling of what would have been a
lurid story in the hands of most rock
songwriters kept "Lola" on the light side
of controversy and enabled it to become
a#1 hit single as well as his theme song,
Stereophile, May 1997

combo, the Mike Cotton Sound. This
version of The Kinks was amusically
versatile lineup that could rock out with
abandon, turn around and play musichall arrangements for some of Ray's
more outrageous stage theatrics, or handle expertly the subtleties of country
and folk blues numbers. Dave and Ray
had developed adistinctive two-guitar
sound over the years, and when Ray put
his mind to it, as on "20th Century
Man," "Here Come the People in
Grey," and "Muswell Hillbilly," the pair
could weave arhythmically ambitious
bed of guitar parts.
Emboldened by his new band's versatility, Ray tried in 1972 to convince
RCA to back the group in aseries of
conceptual album-length stage shows
he was developing.
"I wanted to do visual albums over at
RCA," said Davies. "I taped the meeting
because it was such aludicrous meeting.
Iwas trying to get them to finance this
film Iwanted to do of us on tour so I
could score the next album based on the
film, which ended up as the Everybody's
in Show-Biz album. They said they
weren't in the film business. But now
they're heavily involved."
Everybody's in Show-Biz was an ambitious record that shows the outline of
Ray's plan. Half of it is live concert
recordings, mostly of the Muswell
Hillbillies material, and the other half is
astudio set of songs about life on the
road — "Here Comes Yet Another
Day," "Unreal Reality," "Hot Potatoes,"
"Sitting in My Hotel," "Motorway" —
and Ray's ultimate fantasy song about

The Kinks in their Eagles costumes, circa 1973. Left to right: John Gosling, Dave Davies, Mick Avory, John
Dalton, Ray Davies.
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stardom, "Celluloid Heroes."
In defiance of RCA, Davies went
ahead with plans to record and stage his
masterpiece, Preservation, an epic tale of
change and survival. It originally appeared as two separate albums, the single-disc Act Iand double-disc Act II, but
seemed more a blueprint of an idea
until The Kinks performed it as atriumphant stage show. Years later, Rhino
reassembled the project in coherent
form, adding aprologue and collecting
the two albums' worth of material in a
single package.
After the prologue, the piece opens
with abeautiful evocation of sunrise in
"Morning Song," which makes excellent use of the horn section and asmall
choir. Ray delivers the classic Kinks love
song "Sweet Lady Genevieve" in the
person of the Tramp, one of the three
main characters he portrays in Preservation. "There's aChange in the Weather" deals with individual reactions to
change from different parts of the
English class system.
The Tramp also sings "Where Are
They Now?," asking the question "I
wonder what became of all the rockers
and the mods? /Ihope they are making it and they've all got steady jobs /
Oh but rock and roll still lives on..."
As if to prove this last statement,
Johnny Thunder, the character from
Preservation Society, returns in the next
song, "One of the Survivors."
The evil politician Mr. Black (also
played by Ray) makes his appearance in
"Money and Curruption/I Am Your
Man," in which Ray satirizes the selfserving moralizing politician whose
idealism is just acon job. Two of the
play's most powerful songs, "Here
Comes Flash" and "Demolition," usher
in Ray's third major character the realestate-developer-cum-politician Flash.
The Tramp returns to sing "Sitting in
the Midday Sun," which sums up the
Tramp's answer to the troubles of the
world: "I'd rather be ahobo, walking
around with nothing /Than arich man
scared of losing all he's got."
By the time Ray's morality play
reaches the open warfare of Act II, the
action seethes with aBrechtian life seldom glimpsed by the rock imagination.
Mr. Black's people's army and Flash's
government clash; "Money Talks" precedes dim views of Flash in "Scum of
the Earth," and of Black in "He's Evil."
The Tramp returns to condemn it all in
"Nobody Gives."
Flash undergoes atransformation in
"Flash's Dream," which leads him to
confess his sins only to be overthrown
Stereophile, May 1997

by Black, who ushers in the new era of
the "Artificial Man." In the finale,
"Salvation Road," Ray draws a satiric
picture of "The People's Army" singing
aSalvation Army-style hymn to their
newly sanitized world —not a happy
ending, but apowerful one.
Ray lightened up considerably in his
next stage project, Soap Opera, designed to accompany a television
drama. This was followed by the last of
his rock plays, Schoolboys in Disgrace, a
prequel to Preservation in which Flash,
Mr. Black, and the Tramp are schoolboys in the same English grammarschool class. "I'm in Disgrace" and
"The Hard Way" went on to become
Kinks classics.
The Kinks resurfaced in the late
1970s on Arista
Records, where Ray
was persuaded to
drop the theatrics
and go back to
writing individual
songs. Sleepwalker
and Misfits marked
a return to the
cameo songwriting
style Davies had perfected in the 1960s,
and contain several memorable songs.
On Sleepwalker Ray celebrated the
band's continued success on the concert circuit in "Life on the Road," and
the transforming power of rock on
"Juke Box Music." He explored the
nether regions of his psyche on the title
track, "Sleepless Night," and "Full
Moon." On Misfits, Ray institutionalized the outsider status of both his
band and his fans: "They say that even
in your day / Somehow you never
could quite fit in." Misfits also includes
a striking statement of purpose,
"Rock'n'Roll Fantasy," written shortly
after the death of Elvis Presley and
sounding like aplea to the rest of the
band to continue on: "Dan is a fan
and he lives for our music / It's the
only thing that gets him by
/And
when he feels the world closing in he
turns his stereo way up high / He
just spends his life living in a rock'n'roll fantasy."
Though Ray had always kept his
songwriter's eye on England, the rise
of punk in the mid- and late 1970s
made The Kinks passé in their homeland and forced the group to concentrate on its American audience, which
was growing quickly as the '70s turned
into the '80s. The tough, blues-based
Low Budget became one of the group's
most popular albums. Once again,

The Kinks were playing to packed
houses; "(Wish I Could Fly Like)
Superman" became the band's biggest
hit since "Lola."
The group's confidence grew as
Kinks riffs were appropriated by half
the heavy-metal bands in the business,
and young groups of every genre covered songs from the band's catalog —
the early 1980s tours featured some of
the best Kinks performances ever. This
era is well documented on One for the
Road, a recording that demonstrates
once and for all that Dave Davies is one
of the most underrated guitarists in
rock history. Give the People What They
Want completed the Kinks' renaissance

Ray Davies found his band
staring down the time tunnel
toward the millennium
without arecord contract
in 1993e
as the band headlined arenas, including
Madison Square Garden. State of
Confusion featured the huge hit "Come
Dancing" and the remarkable "Heart of
Gold," Ray's bittersweet send-off to
former lover Chrissie Hynde of the
Pretenders.
The band celebrated its 20th anniversary by re-releasing "You Really Got
Me," which once again appeared on
the British charts, and Ray reprised the
group's career with the great "Do
It Again," on Word ofMouth. That album
also included one of Dave's best songs,
"Living on aThin Line." Come Dancing—
The Best of The Kinks does a fine
job of collecting the high points of the
Arista era.
Despite the fact that Ray had anticipated the video revolution by a
decade, the advent of the video age in
the 1980s spelled doom for The Kinks
as record companies looked for fresh
faces to fill MTV's power rotation. The
band resurfaced on MCA with the
release of Think Visual, Ray's thoughtful
rocking takes on the video revolution.
But turmoil at MCA left The Kinks
stranded once again, and though the
band followed with another fine live set
(The Road) and the quirky UK five, its
stay at MCA barely registered on rock's
Richter scale.
The band's next stop was even worse.
In 1993, just as the band was releasing
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Phobia, its first album for Columbia, a
high-level Columbia executive threw a
temper tantrum at acompany meeting
and singled out The Kinks as an example of the label's over-reliance on older
acts. Though Bruce Springsteen's pair of
solo albums was making the loudest
hissing sounds at the time, The Kinks
were made the scapegoats.
So it was that Ray Davies found his
band staring down the time tunnel
toward the millennium without arecord
contract. Though he'd kept The Kinks
together through all the fickle twists of
the pop-music industry over three
decades of change, he was finally forced
to face the seeming inevitability of his
band's extinction.
In 1994 Ray decided to convene the
band in their Konk studio in London to
record "unplugged" versions of some of
his favorite tunes before asmall audience of fans and friends. "We wanted to
record some of the lesser-known songs
that had not been on any of the numerous compilation albums," Ray wrote in
the liner note for To the Bone. "The band
had been on along world tour and were
avery 'tight' unit and so it was decided
that the recordings were good enough
to make it onto an album. These recordings have been cut together with some
live concerts performed during the
same period."
Ray's own performance is a cross
between the carefully considered ambience of his confessional one-man
show and the freewheeling abandon of
The Kinks. Dave is in particularly good
form on this material, which includes
two new songs recorded in 1996, the
title track and "Animal." He shines on
"You Really Got Me," opens aslowtempo version of "Set Me Free" with a
marvelous solo, and draws raves from
Ray for his work on "I'm Not Like
Everybody Else" and "Gallon of Gas."
A document that stretches all the
way back to the beginning and touches
on every aspect of the band's history, including clever new arrangements of
such chestnuts as "Do You Remember
Walter?" and "Apeman," To the Bone
would have served as an appropriate
finale to The Kinks' recording career.
But in what may be the greatest irony
of alife steeped in that quality, Ray's
solo success seems to have whetted the
music industry's appetite for The
Kinks. Instead of the end the band
thought it was, To the Bone now stands
as the beginning of anew chapter in the
story of The Kinks.
Maybe they'll finally get that happy
ending.
S
Stereophile, May 1
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WOULDN'T YOU RATHER
HAVE THE UTHER?

NATURALLY
'They say that there is no substitute
for the sound at alive performance.
Ithink there is -the Sound Lab A-1.
Not only do Ihear all the sounds of
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amelot Technology adds to its
reputation for producing state-ofthe-art AN products with the introduction of the Uther v2.0 Balanced D/A
Converter, which takes CD playback to
unsurpassed heights of resolution.
Long in the design stage, the Uther
v2.0 is aperfect match for the higher
expectations of music lovers and especially as a synergistic addition to
Camelot's other high-tech products including the Merlin Pro CD Transpon
and the Dragon v1.1 Jitter Reducer and
Resolution Enhancer.

an orchestra but, uniquely, experience
its true size, from subde pianissimos
to full power. And Ido mean full
power. Power free of all cabinet resonances, etc. that corrupt the spectrum of sound." —Bruce Surtees
Music Critic &
Broad caster
Classical Music
Magazine
Spring 1997

Among the high-performance features
dthe Uther v2.0 are:
•Burr-Brown PCM 63-J Dualilifferential digital-to-analog section
•State-of-the-an jitter reduction
utlizing precision VCXO with Crystal
Semiconductor 8412 input receiver
*Full-function remote control
with analog domain volume control
*Eight user-accessible dither
positions via remote control
•Fully-discrete analog stage driving
balanced and single-ended outputs
•Eight (8) digital inputs including
Iwo (2) IS
*Optional The Charm IPure DC
i,ittery-based power supply for continuous DC operation
Once again, Camelot Technology sets
the standard for AN component reliability and affordability.
Camelot Technology,

Inc.

30 Snowflake Road 0 Huntingdon Valley 0
Pennsylvania 19006 USA 0 215.357.8356 0
fax 215.357.7859 0 www.eamelot-tech.com
Email: catmint @camelot-tech.com
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Cream: Goodbye
BeeGees .Trafalgar
Frampton Comes Alive
R.E.M.: Reckoning
Nirvana: Nevermind
Sonic Youth: Goo
Queen, ADay at the Races
Robin Trower: Bridge of Sighs
B. Herrmann: Four Faces of Jazz

Jethro Tull Aqualung
Nat King Cole. Love is the Thug
Phoebe Snow Phoebe Snow
New Miles Davis Quintet: Miles
Bonnie Raitt: Nick of Time
Bill Evans: Interplay
Chet Baker in New York
Creedence Pendulum
Wings: At the Speed of Sound
Korngold .Golden Age of Motion Pics
Sonny Rollins: The Sound of Sonny

Gershwin: Piano Conner t,,
Dvorak: Symphony 2
Belafonte at Carnegie Hall
Belafonte Returns to Carnegie Hall
Chet Atkins in Hollywood
Dave Brubeck. Time Out
Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
Holly Cole: Temptation
Dar Williams The Honesty Room

Otis Spann. Good Morning Mr Blues
Albert King .Ill Play the Blues for You
Art Pepper: New York Album
Art Pepper: So In Love
Art Pepper The Intimate A. Pepper
Sidney Maiden: Trouble and Blues
Gene Ammons: Nice an Cool
Gene Ammons: Soulful Moods
Junior Wells: Hoodoo Man Blues
Miles Davis: Prestige Recordings
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F.M/bue just announced a
Arias ofgorgeous 180-gram
rock reissue Li's. Ibu wont
believe !bee lithe —don't miss
these superb LPs. $25.99 each!
EMI REISSUES
Syd Barrett. The Madcap Laughs
Beach Boys: Pet Sounds
Jeff Beck: Beckola

Argenta .España
Ravel: L'Enfants &Sortileges
Prokofiev Peter and the Wolf
Rimsky-Korsakov. 3pieces
Mozart: Clarinet Concerti
Albéniz: Iberia; Turma
La Fille Mal Gardée
Débussy: Images pour Orch.
Bartók: Miraculous Mandarin
Borodin: Symphonies 1.2
Hindemith .Maetamorphoses

Fabulous 180g LPs!
ill Draw and tondo', "'print reissue
lilies hi slot*

David Bowie: Ziggy Stardust
Jethro Tull: Stand Up
John Lennon. Rock and Roll
Freddie Mercury: The Album
Pink Royd: DadcSideof the Moon
Queen: ANight at the Opera
Sinatra: Songs for Swingin' Lovers
Genesis: Selling England...
Mike Oldfield: Tubular Bells
Sex Pistols: Never Mind the Bollocks
...and others!
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John Atkinson's reference headphones are Sennheiser's spectacular HD580 And now, eclipsing
the 580 at the top of Sennheiser's
line, the new H0600 also uses
extraordinary technology filtered
down from the $12,000 Orpheus
system to create an ultra-smooth.
ultra-detailed sound. with uncanny low-frequency capability for
headphones. The 600s (and 580s)
are huge steps up from the excellent (but inexpensive) Grados, and
awonderful advance at this price.
Not cheap, but you'll wonder how
you listened to anything less once
you've heard these outstanding
'phones. Special limited-time
price: $339.99. (580, $289.99)

New' The Highwire Power Wrap
is astraightforward and costeffective power cord tweak that
reduces RFI. Ahelically-coiled
strand of insulated metal-composite RF suppression material
(not ferrite), this accessory wraps
around your power cord. The
effects are so dramatic that you
can "tune -the Power Wrap by
moving it up and down the AC
cable. Power Wraps kill the ringing in AC cords, and are abargain
compared to other products. The
Power Wrap was most effective
on fixed power cords and cheap
removable ones. This is one of our
best bargain tweaks. High Wire
Power Wrap $49.99.

The Black Diamond Racing Cones
are Music Direct's pick for Accessory of the Year 1996! Their effect
on audio systems is nothing short
of jaw-dropping. The two versions
of the cones. Mark 3and Mark 4,
sound radically different. Though
they vary by sonic characteristics
(the Mark 3is warmer, with more
midrange bloom; the Mark 4is
more linear in response), your system may sound best with acombination of both types. We suggest trying both the Mark 3and
Mark 4with our 30-day money
back guarantee. The best cones
that we carry, by far, and reasonably priced! Set of three EOM
Cones, Music Direct price $59.99.

From Joe Grado comes a
series of reference cartridges,
including this rosewood-body
beauty. This new model takes
direct aim at the other $300 cartridges out there, and really
makes agreat case for itself.
Fuller-sounding than the legendary (and still in-stock) Blue
Point Special. the Grado trades a
slight (very slight) articluation in
the bass for sharper images and
very high output —4.5 mV—
enough to drive any preamp
around. The Audio Adventure
(February '96) says this cartridge
is aptly named: reference-quality.
Others in the line are even better!
Reference Platinum. $299.99.

When we heard the prototype of
Audio Prism's CD Blacklight mat
at the 1996 CES, we were amazed
at its stunning effect on the sound
of CDs. In addition to the standard
increases in clarity and resolution.
the CD Mat increased the musicality of every disc substantially.
Now recent raves by Stereophile's
irrepressible Sam Tellig (Nov '96)
have confirmed our initial reactions. Unlike previous dampers,
the CD Blacklight operates hi
three domains -- the mechanical.
optical and electromagnetic spectrums. Just hold it up to abright
light until it glows, and you're
ready to roll . er. spin. Music
Direct price $37.99.
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High End
for Red People.

The Adcom GFA5802 Amplifier
300 watts stereo..., Simple 3-gain stage
design..., 32 reference grade IR' MOSFET
outputs..., Single-ended Class Ainput
stage... While it might sound like we're
talking about some $9000 super amp, in
fact we're describing the new Adcom GM5802 ($1750). Not only does the 5802's
design read like amegabuck contender,
but its' combination of performance,
power and price are truly remarkable.

Also just introduced, the GFP-750
($1250) remote preamp is the perfect
companion for the 5802 amplifier. The
750 will operate as either purely passive
for maximum transparency, or as fully
active, utilizing azero feedback, differential circuit for increased dynamics.
Both of these exciting new Adcom
products exemplify what we mean by
High End for real people.
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"Harp" Quartet (0p.74) take on such
hough string quartets by Moathree-dimensional shape, the music
zart, Ravel, and Debussy all
seems almost balletic. Much the same
provide chamber musicians
thing happens in the gently rocking
with reasons to live, the Beethoven
rhythms of Op.130. The anxious,
quartets keep them together. The
manic qualities of the opening movestring quartet is the medium in which
ment of Op.18 No.4 arc apparent in
Beethoven most consistently gave his
any performance, but in the Emersons'
richest, most introspective efforts in
the rhythmic precision reveals the terall periods of his evolution. Conror locked into it. This precision also
sidering that they contain several lifereveals all sorts of unifying relationships
times of human experience, expresamong the movements of Op.130.
sed through everything from wild
Most remarkable is the range of
adventures in counterpoint to forays
technical feats the Emersons are capainto Russian folk songs, Beethoven's
BEETHOVEN: The String Quartets
ble of. Their performance of the
string quartets demand to be lived
Emerson String Quartet
Eugene Dnicker. le violin, Philip Setzer, le
more backward-looking, Haydnwith over along period if they are to
violin, Lawrence Dutton, viola, David
esque Op.18 No.5 is just as airy and
receive the supreme efforts they
Finckel, cello.
congenial as its Op.18 predecessor is
1)G, 447 075-2. (7 CDs). 1997. Alison
deserve from their performers.
and Roger Wright. exec. prods; Max
dark and heavy. This sort of range
Now in its early middle age, the
Wilcox, prod.; Nelson Wong, rug. D1)1).
serves the motley collection of 11
TT: 8:18112.
Emerson String Quartet has arrived
movements that make up the masterat anear-ideal juncture of wisdom,
music *****
sonics *****
ly Op.131 particularly well, and the
intelligence, and physicality, surpaseven wider range of music in Op.132,
sing most of their previous efforts
which has some bagpipe effects
with acycle that's never less than
(sounding especially buoyant here) amid more typical
superb, and often sets new performance standards. In fact,
Beethovenian storms and calamities. Though the Emersons
this box may turn out to be the one most likely to gain allcan be as emotional as any quartet (witness the Romeo and
around, all-purpose recommendations for asingle cycle of
Juliet—inspired slow movement of Op.18 No.1), their readings
the Beethoven string quartets.
of Beethoven's late quartets have an emotional maturity and
In attempting to approximate many of the composer's
dignity that other performers don't frilly acknowledge.
notoriously fast metronome markings, the Emersons
Not everything is terrific. Op.59 No2 is merely excelarrive at an approach that's brisk, highly architectural,
lent, intelligently but unoriginally played. Similarly,
sometimes daringly volatile and explosive, but never too
among the late quartets afew of the longer-movement
rushed. In the context of the string-quartet world at large,
spans in Op.127 seem abit beyond them. And, like virone finds them having the best of several worlds: the intertually every quartet I've heard, the Emerson meets its
pretive x-ray vision of the Juilliard Quartet, the cohesion
Waterloo with the Op.133 Grosse Fuge. They leap into it
of the early Amadeus Quartet, and the tonal sheen of the
fast and loud, and though it has some fine, insightful
Hollywood Quartet. There's all that, plus the distinctive
moments, the whole is not that satisfying. But then,
athleticism and rhythmic eloquence among the Emerson's
nobody gives a really successful performance of this
four members. They're like champion race horses galloppiece, which is perhaps best heard in your mind's ear
ing in perfect synchrony. Though some may prefer ensemwhile reading the page rather than by hearing musicians
bles where the members express greater individuality, the
submit to its finger-twisting rigors. —David Patrick Stearns
Emersons' homogeneity is often breathtaking.
Such technical matters may not initially seem like attribJA on the sound
utes likely to unlock Beethoven's mysteries. But while
String quartets are often not well-served on record, the
many quartets can have deep insights into these dense
sparse scoring being either rendered too dry, too scratchy,
works, the Emersons have the chops to project them to the
or too "bathroomy." While DG's engineers have gone for
listener. Hairpin dynamic changes are so effective that
aclose perspective, resulting in full-bodied sound, the balyou'll think the volume knob on your equipment has been
ance is still not in the listener's face. Iwould have liked a
turned abruptly up or down. All sorts of colorful vertical
little more of the room to leak around the outlines of the
sonorities emerge from what, in other performances,
instruments—as it does in the Op.59 performances—but
sounds like atangle of counterpoint. The sparkling pizzithis is still afine recording overall.
—John Atkinson
cato effects and other gestures in the first movement of the
AllleN
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CLASSICAL
LEONARD BERNSTEIN
New York Philharmonic Debut
R. Schumann: Manfred Overture; Rózsa: Theme,
Variations, & Finale; R. Strauss: Don Quixote
Leonard Bernstein, Philharmonic Symphony Society
of New York (Cl)). 199(,. Craig Anderson, prod.
Konrad Strauss, crag. ??? TT: 73:28
Musk ****
Sonics **

W

e have to wonder what it
must have been like for 25year-old assistant conductor
Leonard Bernstein when he was told,
the morning of November 14, 1943,
that New York Philharmonic maestro
Bruno Walter was ill and could not conduct that afternoon's concert —which
just happened to be alive nationwide
radio broadcast. As one of the members
of the orchestra relates, in the 38 years
that he was in the Philharmonic, "we
never had an occasion where aconductor was sick." Bernstein hadn't even
rehearsed with the orchestra, and the
program was rugged, demanding, and
full of pitfalls. Although he was helped
by the fact that the players "knew the
music backwards and forwards," the
musicians also realized, as the program
went on, that Bernstein was the real
thing. More than one of the musicians
described how there was something
special about the performance that had
everything to do with "Lenny."
As Lenny himself said late4 it wasn't
the tricky spots in Don Quixote that bothered him the most; it was the opening of
the Schumann Manfred, avery difficult
entrance that begins with arest. He had
never conducted the orchestra before,
and had had no chance to go over these
troublesome places with the players. The
liner notes are full of interesting accounts
of the concert — from musicians, the
New York limes, Bernstein's brother Burton, and from Lenny himself—a reminiscence from his last interview, in 1989.
Invariably, these stories remark that this
was ahistory-making event in the music
world. Here, for the first time, ayoung,
handsome American conductor successfully and convincingly led a major
orchestra, in adebut that one newspaper
likened to "making ashoestring catch in
center field."
Thanks to the producer of this disc,
we not only hear the music, but also the
announcer's comments throughout,
which give us asense of the original
occasion and some idea of what it was
like to hear the radio broadcast. Along
Stereophiie, May 1997

with this atmosphere we also get afair
amount of noise, both from the audience and from the fact that the recording was made from "16" glass-base
acetate discs" recorded for the Office of
War Information "to be disseminated to
troops overseas."
But the historic value of this recording, the proceeds of which go to benefit
the New York Philharmonic Musicians
Supplemental Pension Fund, far outweighs the inherent flaws in sound quality. In the announcer's voice you hear
the heightened excitement brought on
by this very unusual circumstance, and
in the performance there is real fire and
spirit and energy, certainly sparked by
the presence, poise, and musicality of
this virtually unknown genius. It's interesting yet not abit surprising that this
same feeling of transcendence, of electricity, of heightened sensation emanates
from Bernstein's last performance, recorded with the Boston Symphony during aconcert at Tanglewood in the summer before the conductor's death in
1990. It's appropriate and important that
we now can relive this debut, which, in
light of what's happened since, reminds
us that such aperson as Leonard Bernstein probably comes along only once
every century.
-David Vernier
PHILLIP KENT BIMSTEIN
Garland Hirschi's Cows
Phillip Kent Iiimstein, digital samplers/editors; Modern
Mandolin Quartet (Mike Marsh.d1, Dana Rath, nundolins; Paul Hinkley, mandula; John Imholz, muidocello); Turtle Island String Quartet (Darol Anger,
Tracy Silverman, violins; Ikumy Seidenberg, viola;
Mark Stunner, cello); Garland Flirschi, Verdel Jake,
Vivienne Jake, Lucille Jake, voices
Starkkand 205 (CI)). 1996. Pltillip Bimstein, prod. and
eng. ???. TT: 48:40
Music **** 1/2
Sonics ****

ou wanna know a little
'bout. A little bit about. You
wanna know alittle 'bout.
A little bit about. You wanna know alittle 'bout. A little bit about. A little bit
about my cows, huh?"
No it's not "Rappin' Mr. Green
Jeans," though it could be. These sampler-manipulated spoken strains are the
opening words of Phillip Kent Bimstein's Garland Hirschi's Cows, the centerpiece of the CD of the same name. Any
way you cut it, Bimstein is ... er outstanding in his field.
As few before him have, this Springdale, Utah composer —who, in the '80s,
led the new-wave band Phil 'n' the
Blanks—has used digital-sampling technology to tell wry and moving stories,

PUitaip

and to elevate the mundane to the
level of high art. And while there are
limitations to his tools, Bimstein's fertile imagination shrinks them to near
invisibility.
The 12-minute title work is simply
eloquent. Inspired by the sounds of cows
mooing in the pasture next door,
Bimstein interviewed their owner, farmer Garland C. Hirschi, and ended up
in asonic goldmine. Hirschi's speech is
music in itself. His accent, phrasing, and
vocal rhythms, along with the sounds of
the cows, became the germs of afascinating three-"moovement" piece that
won Bimstein Austria's Prix Ars Electronica in 1992.
Bimstein's brilliance is in creating
forms that complement and musically
evolve the rhythmic and melodic contours of these vocal snippets, and in
somehow demonstrating their relationships to the fundamentals of the American musical language. The cut-and-paste
vocal-snippet first movement becomes a
hilarious electromechanical hoedown
that serves as an introduction to the story
and as the cornerstone of Bimstein's
craft. In the second movement he shifts
gears, touchingly setting long lines of
Hirschidiscussing his family's dependence on the cows to slow, lyrical, noble
musical lines. The third movement, featuring sampled and harmonized cow
"vocals" and bits of Hirschi's discourse on
the nature of the cows' sounds, becomes
an animated, whimsical circus when
combined with sampled percussion,
woodwinds, and strings, all woven
together with thematic fragments from
the entire piece.
But Cows is just the start. In "The
Louie Louie Variations," played to spry
and sleek effect by the Modern Mandolin Quartet, Bimstein generates permutations of the rock staple akin to the
way bassist Charlie Haden approaches a
tune in an Ornette Coleman piece —
referring to and elaborating on the rhythmic impulses and chord changes with201
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loose linkage without need for repetition, stengthened by a clear, logical
sense of flow, accented along the way.
Gwiazda has afondness for creating textural crescendos that are then abruptly
thinned to leave asingle naked sound
element. According to Kyle Gann's
liner notes, Gwiazda performs these
works live, too, slapping discs in and out
of his samplers at afrenzied pace while
playing alittle guitar at the same time.
That would be something to see.
Gwiazda wants total control of his
sound world, particularly in the last two
works on this disc. "thefLuteinthewor
LdthefLuteistheworLd" requires the
unique perspectives on both.
Gwiazda (the "i" is silent) is amusical donning of headphones to catch the 3-D
poet in the truest sense. He understands effects of footsteps, tearing and rustling
the pure, sensuous allure, shapely con- paper, rushing jets, rolling thunder sharp
tours, and contrasts of sound. Calcu- flute blasts, rain, and scattering birds
latedly stringing together aseries of raw, moving through and around the listenunrefined sound effects while linking, er's head. Likewise, "buzzingreynold's
layering, merging, and splicing them dreamland" is preceded by verbal inwith both musical and other pure-sound structions on speaker placement that
elements, Gwiazda triggers with near- should allow asingle listener to perceive
tactile sensation invisible environments a sonic world of remarkable physical
of remarkable beauty. Each could be a depth and stereo spread.
Gwiazda's work is groundbreaking, if
miniature time capsule; aconcentrated,
mysterious reduction of late-20th-centu- not for everyone. It is undeniably musical and poetic, however. If you have the
ry earth to be sent out to other galaxies.
"maneatingchipslisteningtoaviolin" sound system and the inclination, it will
starts with alight plane passing overhead. surely stretch your !wad. —Daniel Buckley
Chips are munched. The sounds of aguitar, ascurrying violin, and the clacking of
THE KING'S NOYSE
railroad tracks as atrain slowly passes are
poetically blended. A crowd mills. Seals
The Queen's Delight 17th-Century
honk in tune. Oblique guitars, sighs, and
English Ballads and Dances
more planes give way to rattles, cows, and
The
King's
Noysc, David 1>ouglas, dir.; with Paul
pizzicato violins. Throughout the piece
ODene, lute and cittcrn.
sparse musical elements (primarily frag- Hannonia Mundi HMU 907180 (CI)). 1996. Rolina
Young, Brad Michel, prods.; Craig Silvey, eng. 1)1)1).
ments of guitar, flute, and violin) dovetail
TT: 71:37
with the sounds of crowing cocks, honk- Music
****
ing geese, pigeons taking flight, crows, Sonics ****
passing cars, horses, swarming flies, conga
drums, and firearms. Yet somehow these
n 16th- and 17th-century England,
consorts of unfretted violins like
very disparate elements are organically
The King's Noyse would have been
HENRY GWIAZDA
woven into something rich, oddly calmmost associated with "lighter" music;
ing, and illuminating.
noTnoTesnoTrhyThms
In other works Gwiazda's palette they were also commonly the choice of
Henry Gwiazda, sampling
.,und effects,
changes, but not the skill with which he professional musicians and the wealthiguitar, voice; Jeffrey Krieger. electroine cello; Ann
blends and smooths his sonic ingredi- er classes who could afford to employ
Ldkrge, electronic flute
Innova 505 (Cl)). 1997. Henry Gwiazda, prod, cis.
ents. "whErEyoulivE" takes on more of them. A well-to-do London burgher
Pi.. Tr: 63:31
a
funky beat as assorted animal cries, might well own a"case" of fretted viols,
Music ****1/2
horns, gongs, sitar strums, organ tones, but violins were more difficult both to
Sonics ****
and horse hooves are wedded with jazzy make and to play.
Considering the standard they have
cnry Gwiazda's fascinating no- and abstract overtones to the sounds of
TnoTesnoTrhyThins lends the breaking glass, choir, and birds. Similarly, set for themselves in previous recordings,
impression of using all your sens- in "wM" (who knows what Gwiazda's Iam happy to report that David Douglas
es rather than just your ears. The seven fixation with capitalization is based on), and his band definitely earn their keep.
surreal and mentally cinematic works an aviary of birdsong, kids' whistles, a Their fluid style of improvisational play
from the Moorhead State University pro- dog panting, and asoprano entwined and the sweet sounds they obtain from
fessor tap the unlimited sonic resource of with howling winds, female coughs, their Amati (Andrea, not Nicolo) copies
remind me of Jakob Lindberg's late,
the digital sampler to generate musique wood being sawn, and crickets.
There's an amorphous yet recogniz- lamented Dowland Consort, one of the
concrete collages merging the physical and
musical worlds, in the process rendering able structure to all of these pieces — a loveliest of Renaissance ensembles.

out dwelling on them or, often, even
stating them outright.
Another surprise is "I)ark Winds
Rising," asimple yet strikingly moving
work for tape and string quartet (here,
the Turtle Island String Quartet) that
uses the narrative of three members of
the Jake family of the Kaibab Paiute
Reservation wrestling with the intrusion of aproposed toxic-waste incinerator onto their lands. The result is aprofound showcasing of deeply felt emotions fueled by traditions at odds with
such reckless exploitation of the land.
Bimstein succeeds in creating music
that amplifies without overshadowing
the strong verbal content. Stylistically,
"I)ark Winds Rising" strongly reflects
Native American musical traditions. It's
apowerful, original statement of traditional cultures in resistance.
"The Door" is as brilliantly original as
"Garland Hirschi's Cows." The actual
door to Bimstein's studio (the source of
his samples) proves to be one hell of an
instrument. Exploiting the door's unique
sonic properties and using the sampler to
trigger them, Bimstein spins a witty,
funky, and oblique piece that recalls the
skill, virtuosity, tone, and extended technique of such jazz-trombone frontiersmen as Albert Mangelsdorff, Julian
Priester, and George Lewis. By striking
chords on the sampler, Bimstein unleashes choruses of convoluted sound. He sets
up funky grooves and stretched, sci-fi hifi moments that are something of asurreal tightrope act. It's hilarious.
Bimstein has the vision to see the
potential of his sonic world, and the
range and musicality to meaningfully
develop those resources without merely
repeating himself. Here is atalent to
watch.
-Daniel Buckley
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Of course, it doesn't hurt in the least §
that the Noyse has brought in Paul
O'llette to play on their record (and tour
with them). I'm tired by now of throwing superlatives at the Columbus, Ohio
native, so ill keep it short: Some players
are atouch sweeter in lyric pieces, others
may be alittle more idiomatic in French
or Spanish repertoire, and no mortal has
the sheer speed of Lutz Kirchhof— but
on balance, ODette is the greatest living
lutenist, bar none.
This disc is, however, aballad collection, so singing is of paramount importance. Soprano Ellen Hargis is aformidable asset here. Her tone is absolutely gorgeous throughout her register, and she
has considerable force and fire at her disposal. Icould perhaps wish for alittle
Beauty and the Beast: Gyórgy Ligeti (pictured here with Esa-Pekka Salonen on left) is one of modern
more pianissimo at times, but the sheer choral music's greatest innovators.
beauty of her sound mostly overwhelms
The best place to start is the beginning
such considerations. She also assays ing of vocalizations that defy our deeply
"authentic" pronunciation, with less suc- ingrained notions of what singing is for of A Cappella Choral Works. A good liscess than Glenda Simpson (on Hyperion and about. Gyórgy Ligeti's choral music tening exercise is to hear the first two
Cl)A66003 with Paul Hillier and the generally defies those notions by taking mucks —"Night" (Éjszaka in Hungarian)
Camerati of London), but once you've occurrences that are rare in traditional and "Morning" (Reggel) —without readheard her sing "Begone sweit night," you music and making them commonplace. ing the translations. Then, after reading
His techniques involve what the com- the translations, listen again. The pieces
won't care if she's singing in Welsh.
The Hamionia Mundi recording is poser calls "chromatic tone clusters" make complete sense when you know
wonderfully transparent, but there is (and and "micropolyphony," which essential- the meaning of the texts. The descriptive
Iseldom say such things) almost too ly means that what we hear is not even words of the poetry are perfectly evoked
much reverberance. This works beautiful- close to traditional key-based tonality. by Ligeti's musical language.
"Far From Home" (Idegen fdclin) is
ly at times, as when Hargis pushes hard in The harmonies are not always clearly
her upper range and the room responds definable, nor are melodic lines. Ligeti aset of four pieces based on folk literarichly and warmly. However, O'llette's describes "micropolyphony" as "a poly- ture written in 1945 and 1946. These are
cittem tends to get lost in the ambience, phonic texture so thickly woven that quite accessible, even to listeners who get
and the very delicate tone of the Amati the individual voices become indistin- nervous in the presence of aminor seccopies might have benefited from slightly guishable, and only the resulting har- ond or a13th chord. Actually, many of
monies, blending seamlessly one into these works are easily appreciated, especloser miking. (Andrea Amati, unlike
DaSalo or Stradivari, made instruments of another, can be clearly perceived." "Lux cially the "naïve," folksong-like "Kings of
surpassing sweetness but less force and aeterna,” the piece that disturbed and Bethlehem," asetting of a20th-century
projection.) On the other hand, as asonic delighted many ears during the film Hungarian poem; and "Wedding Song,"
picture of an environment this Cl) would 2001: A Space' Odyssey, was composed adelightful folksong adaptation. "True
Love," part of whose text reads "My litbe nearly impossible to beat. -Les Berkley using this micropolyphonic technique.
On the surface, and based on the tle angel's brass-trellised gate, oh, how
composer's own descriptions, many of often it was open for me," has abeautithe works included on these two discs ful chandike melody and rhythm, sung
LIGETI
seem innocent enough, especially when by women's voices. There's even someA Cappella Choral Works
you discover that they are arrangements thing for the politically incorrect: asong
Terry Edwards, London Sinfonietta Voices
of Hungarian folksongs or based on folk called "Gossiping Women" that, well,
Sony Classical SK 62305 (CI)). 1996. Sid McLauchlan,
poetry and literature. Others sound is the composer's rendition of apoem
prod.; Marins Herzog, mg.
TI': 7529
Music ****
more imposing and difficult; for exam- about "Auntie Julie and Auntie Kathy"
Sonia ***
ple, apiece called "Fair," in which eight and their "tongues full of chatter,"
LIGETI: Vocal Works
voices "proceed at five distinct, inde- complete with appropriate rapid-fire
Maihigids, Mysterie of the Macabn; Adventures,
son.e
pendent speeds, combining to create a vocal effects.
Ilse King's Singers, Rosemary Hardy, Malena Ernman,
Not all of the works on the program
complex polyrhythm." In fact, on first
Members of the Phillunnonia Orchestra, Esa-Pekka
listen, you may find it difficult to find are as easy to understand or to like. The
Saloum
Sony Classical SK 62311 (CD). 1996. Ulrich Schneider.
your way through the dense vegetation, "Three Fantasies after Hiilderlin" are
David Mottley, prods.; Mike Ross-Trevor, Marcus
complicated
by the fact that the texts are only for the most adventurous listeners,
Herzog, engs. DDD. TI": 68:59
Musk ****
in Hungarian. But on subsequent hear- as are the "Hungarian Etudes." But
Sonics ****
ings many of the pieces become clearer most of the pieces are short — between
erhaps because we identify the and more fixed in structure, and what at one and two minutes — and so are not
human voice so closely with first seemed arbitrarily dissonant begins difficult to absorb or to listen to several
song, melody, and traditional to suggest amore logical overarching times. Although this music is rarely
recorded or performed (there are severfour-part harmony, we are less accept- sonic scheme.
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al world premieres on these two discs),
it proves worthy of the world-class
attention it receives here. The performances are excellent, with exceptional
contributions by the London Sinfonietta Voices and — showing that they
can leave pop schmaltz for awhile to do
some really virtuosic singing — the
King's Singers.
Speaking of the King's Singers, their
performances of the "Nonsense Madrigals" — with texts from Lewis Carroll,
William Brighty Rands, and Heinrich
Hoffmann — bring this technically
daunting music to life with humor and
engaging dramatic force; "Cuckoo in the
Pear Tree" is a masterpiece. Soprano
Rosemary Hardy also is magnificent, especially in the five songs from texts by
János Arany (banned from performance
and publication by Soviet authorities because of too great asimilarity to Debussy
and Stravinsky), and in the marvelous
"Four Wedding Dances," which she performs with soprano Eva Wedin and
mezzo-soprano Malena Ernman.
Ligeti describes his compositional
style (in the very useful and informative
liner notes) as ever-changing. "After
each completed composition Irevise my
position; I avoid stylistic clichés and
know no single `right way.' Ikeep myself
open to new influences ... indeed, the
whole wide world is the material of
Art." Ibegan listening to these discs
expecting to not like the music. In fact, I
loved it.
-David Vernier
ROSSINI
Ricciardo eZoraide
William Matteurzi,
icciardo; Ne Ilv Maricioia,
Zoraide; Bruce Ford, Agorante; Alistair Mileus,
Ircano; Della Jones. Zomira; others; Geoffrey
Mitchell Choir, Academy of St. Martin in the Fields.
1/avid Parry
Opehl Rara ORC 14 (3 CDs). 1996, Patric Schmidt,
prod. I)1)1). TT: 308:16
Music ****
Sonies ****

R

icciardo eZoraide, Rossini's 26th
opera, debuted in Naples in 1818
with acast that included soprano
Isabelia C,olbran and tenors Giovanni
David and Andrea Nozzari. It was
staged 60 times throughout Europe
until the mid-1840s, when it disappeared until it was presented at the 1990
Rossini Festival in Pesaro. The plot/
libretto is nonsense: Agorante, the king
of Nubia, loves and kidnaps Zoraide, an
Asian princess, who is in love with
Ricciardo, aChristian knight.Agorante's
favorite wife, Zomira, is jealous and foils
Ricc-iardo's attempt to rescue Zoraide,
whose father, Ircano, has also been
Stereophiie, May 1997

taken prisoner because he has his
eye on the Nubian throne. The
Christians beat the Arabs at the
end, but Ricciardo spares Agorante's life, upon which Agorante
pardons everyone and all are
happy except Zomira, who remains bitter. k's absolute crap,
and no characters come alive.
Rossini was afar greater innovator than one would guess from Il
barbierr di Siviglia. Throughout his
career he sought ways to break the
aria-cabaletta formula, used the
orchestra in avery "un-Italianate"
manner (so much so that he was
accused of being Germanic), and
toyed with the overture form as
Brazil's answer to Grouch° Marx —Hector Villa-Lobos.
well. In this opera the chorus
Orchestra and chorus are superb, and
enters during the overture, there are very
David Perry comes close to doing all he
few formal arias, and astage band is introduced. All of this experimentation is, in a can, but abit more ferocity all the way
way, wasted on this opera; aside from a through might have helped. Opera Rara's
great terzetto and quartet and acouple of sound is very fine, and the presentation,
including a165-page readable booklet, is
nice duets it has very few memorable
all you could ask for. No, this may not be
tulles, and, given the stupid libretto, fails to
agreat work, but it's great fun, and real
infuse the drama with real passion. Even
Rossinians (and those who love acrobatthe battle sequence near the opera's close
ics) will need it.
—Robert Levine
sounds like one of Rossini's famous
"stonn" interludes. (Ermione, his next
opera, is far greater —he pulled it after
VILLA-LOBOS
one performance, saying he wanted to
leave it "to posterity" —but that's for
Bachianas Brasileiras Nos.4, 5, 7, 9;
another discussion.)
Chôro No.10
That said, Ricciardo is far from acomRenee
Fleming,
sop,
,no (No.5); BBC Singers (Clew);
plete dud, and Iwouldn't want to do
New World Svii1Iuny, Michael Tilson Thomas
without this recording. Not only is it an
RCA 68358-2 (CI)) 1997 Markus Heiland, prod.:
Ulrich Schneider, cog. DIM/ TT: 78:10
important piece of the Rossini puzzle,
Music *****
it contains some exciting music and
Sonics ****
some great singing. As Ricciardo, Matilla-Lobos is one of those oneteuzzi, in the high-flying Nozzari part,
piece composers, and his one
sings in his usual nasal manner (which
piece, the Bachianas Brasi/eiras
some find torturous), but his ability
No.5 for eight cellos and female voice,
with fast, high music is astonishing,
has been recorded often with some of
right up to high E-flat. His opening aria
the most celebrated sopranos of the cenis almost insanely florid, but he works
tury. Renee Fleming more than holds
wonders with it. Agorante was originally sung by David, a tenor with a her own with those who have gone
before, but this release is also about
great middle and bottom range, but
bringing the cachet of top current perdon't think the part avoids heights —
formers, up-to-date production values,
there are plenty of high Cs. Bruce Ford,
and the clout of amajor record compawho should be more widely recorded,
ny to aselection of other Villa-Lobos
has the richness, beauty, and flexibility
Bachianas and the Chen° No.10.
to do the role proud.
This release marks RCA's first recNelly Maricioia, albeit without a
very distinctive timbre, is an excellent ording by Tilson Thomas with the
Zoraide, making the most of her big Miami-based New World Symphony.
One is tempted to pull the MTT/
scenes and really trying to create charNWS Tangazo off the shelf for asonic
acter. Best at characterization is Della
comparison. That must-have Argo proJones as the scheming Zomira, alduction is the more obvious audio
though it's abit late in her career and
blockbuster, but Villa-Lobos has less to
the middle of her voice has lost its
do with rattling your next-door neighfocus. Miles is good in the dreary role
bor's crockery than with establishing
of Ircano, and the rest of the cast is
mood in the listener's mind.
first-rate.
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Not that these are quiet pieces. The
famous Bachianas 5is quiet and subtly
recorded, with the cellos arrayed convincingly around Ms. Fleming. The
other Bachianas range in color from the
strings-only No.9 to the lavishly orchestrated Nos.4 and 7. Most extravagant of
all is the Chôro No.10, considered to be
the best of that group, in which the
composer sought to combine the elements of indigenous Indian music, street
music, and popular Brazilian music into
asingle expression. This last Chôro involves abattery of Brazilian percussion
instruments.
Nominally a training orchestra for
advanced conservatory graduates awaiting placement with the orchestras of
their dreams, the NWS can stand up to
any of the well-known major ensembles.
'Filson Thomas is obviously in his element, guiding these youthful players
through challenging, unfamiliar repertoire. Although alack of depth and spatial quality costs this production that fifth
star, the overall presentation embodies
the full range necessary to project the
power of these pieces, as well as the color
of the orchestration, with stable, believable imaging. Those readers and writers
who bemoan the state of classical music,
with its artery-clogging glut of standard
repertoire, will want to support arelease
such as this, featuring highly committed
and polished performances of mostly
neglected pieces by an important 20thcentury composer.
—Richard Schneider

COUNTRY
BAD LIVERS
Hogs on the Highway
Sugar Hill SHCD-3862 (CD). 1997. Danny Barnes,
prod., mg.; Bobby Arnold, cng. ???. Tr: 47:47
Music ****
Sonics *** 1/2

T

rios are easy to respect. For three
pieces to carry aset, someone has
to be amonster —a singer and a
brilliant instrumentalist, like Stevie Ray
or Hendrix. Austin's wonderfully named
Bad Livers are one of the few trios who
have three strong legs instead of just
one. No one here's asoloist, exactly, but
then no one's less than amazing either.
Banjoist Danny Barnes, bassist and tuba
pro Mark Rubin, and fiddler Ralph
White all are virtuosos, plain and simple. Best of all, they're blazing talents
who've never taken themselves too seriously. This group's tongue has been in
its collective cheek so long it's taken
root there.
Stereophile, May 1997

Austin's Bad Livers will tickle your innards.

Here, on their fourth full-length, this
quirky acoustic bluegrass trio — whose
initial claims to fame were furious, impromptu covers of Metallica and Motorhead in astylistic aberration they dubbed
"speedgrass" — has settled into something like astyle. Part old-timey string
band, part Texas music encyclopedia,
part Bill Monroe and his Bluegrass Boys,
the Livers mix influences as diverse as
blues ("Shufflin Off to Memphis"), Norteño ("Saludamas aTejas"), and goofiness
("Falling Down the Stairs (with aPistol
in My Hand)"), and come out with a
hybrid acoustic music that's as intelligently arranged and expertly played as
any Iknow.
Another thing that's gotten better over
the years is Barnes's engineering abilities.
Recorded at his home studio and at the
Fire Station in San Marcos, Texas, Hogs on
the Highway is the best-sounding Livers
disc yet.
—Robert Baird
LEFTY FRIZZELL
Look What Thoughts Will Do
Columbia/Legacy C2K h1880 (2 CDs). 1997. Bob
Irwin, prod.; lkbra l'ai kimon, mix, mastering mg.
AAIM TI': 1:28:74.
Music **** 1/2
Sonics ** 1/2

I

nterms of sad life stories and brilliant, short-lived success, only Hank
Williams tops Lefty Frizzell. The
crazy, lovable Texan who invented
and whose voice embodied the honkytonk style of country music remains
the single biggest influence on male
country singers from George Jones to
Alan Jackson. Immortalized in song

by another tragic Texan, Townes Van
Zandt, Lefty is truly one of country
music's greatest talents, a point this
long-overdue collection poignantly
illustrates.
Lefty ruled the country charts from
1950 until 1954, at one point in 1951
holding down four of the Top Ten chart
spots. At the end of that glorious run he
sank into 20 years of struggling with
changing musical tastes (did rock'n'roll
kill Lefty Frizzell?), creative differences
with record labels, domestic disputes,
and, worst of all, alcoholism. He died of
a brain hemorrhage in 1975 while
attempting yet another comeback, this
time with several atmospheric and possibly successful tunes.
More complete than a previous
Rhino single-disc collection but leagues
below the Bear Family's typically peerless set, Look What 'noughts Will Do
strikes adecent balance in terms of both
amount of material and price. Disc 1
documents Frizzell's meteoric rise and
includes such honky-tonk standards —
most penned by Frizzell —as "If You've
Got the Money I've Got the Time," "I
Want to Be With You Always," "Give
Me More, More, More (of Your Kisses),"
and his cover of Jimmie Rodgers's "My
Rough and Rowdy Ways." Disc 2starts
brilliantly with hits from the glory years
— like 1952's "I'm an Old, Old Man
(Tryin' to Live While ICan)" —and
ends with Frizzell's last Columbia hits,
"Saginaw, Michigan" (1963) and "She's
Gone, Gone, Gone" (1965). Better, more
in-depth liner notes and alisting of session credits would have been welcome
additions to this set's skimpy booklet.
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Almost everything here is in mono, so
the sound has little depth and less presence. But out of these scratchy acetates
comes the voice that is still changing
country music.
-Robert Baird
JACK INGRAM &
THE BEAT-UP FORD BAND
Livin' or Dyin'
I(ising Tide rt3p-1009 (H1)C1)). 1997 Steve Earle, Ray
Kennedy, prods. ???. TI': 43:47
Music ****
Sonics ****

T

here's a new breed of country
singer—call 'em the "Out-of-theTrunk Guys." Chris Ledoux started it by literally peddling discs out of the
trunk of his car. Most do it off the bandstand. However you move 'em, once the
sales figures hit some astronomical figure
like 10,000, you get noticed.
Jack Ingram is the latest of this breed,
and, from the sound of this disc, he's
suddenly and unmistakably aforce to
be reckoned with. Ingram's obviously
had his nose to the honky-tonk grindstone for some time — the hommages
to vintage George Jones are umistakable. And then there are those gritty
Guitar 'Bum overtones that are so fashionable in Nashville as of late. Tunes
like the big, melodic "Ghost of aMan"
bristle with Earleisms — not surprising,
considering who produced, played
acoustic guitar, and helped out on the
arranging chores.
As you can see by the above credits,
this is yet another fine product brought
to you by Music City's answer to
Babyface, who, along with Ray Kennedy, bill themselves here as the
"Twang Trust." Without rehashing the
whole saga, lees just say that Steve Earle
is on aroll. In ayear's time his résumé
has gone from convicted felon to
respected studio domo. Just about every
knob he's twisted has turned out gold,
and Livin' or ¡)yin' is no exception.
Stereophi/e, May 1997

While his voice has anice, dry edge
that fits his ironic Texafied couplets,
Ingram's sharpest chops lie in his songwriting. He wrote or co-wrote nine of
this disc's 14 tracks, and every one is a
keeper. His (or his collaborators') lyrics
are particularly clever. "Picture On My
Wall," aduet with Jerry Jeff Walker, is
promising. And the sad "Don't You
Remember" is aclassic in the vein of
Earle's own "Valentine's Day": "Don't
you remember who Iused to be /I'm
the one you said you'd always need /
Have you forgotten the love you promised me /Don't you remember who I
used to be."
The man also has impeccable taste in
covers, turning in an appropriately rowdy
version of Guy Clark's "Rita Ballou" and
abare-bones, steel-guitar-accented version of Jimmie Dale Gihnore's oft-covered "Dallas," with scratchy LP sounds
added for effect. Another bit of studio
electronica appears on the rocker "I Can't
Leave You," where Ingram's voice is run
through abuzzy processor.
One of the first discs from another
promising new Nashville indic, Rising
Tide, Livin' or Lyin' is more proof that
there are plenty of interesting things
coming out of Nashville—you just have
to know where to look. If you're one of
those people who whines about how
everything out of Nashville is the same
sweet, overproduced pop garbage, then
this record will restore your faith, or at
least shut you up.
-Robert Baird

as his songs —the differences between his
performances of the same material on the
two albums is illuminating.
But Shaver's songs are attraction
enough for any record, and Old Five and
Dimers Like Me is filled with songs as
bracing as overproof whisky. Listening
to Shaver, you remember that common
people are consumed by uncommon
dreams, passions, and aspirations. If that
sounds too highflown, the failing is
mine, not Shaver's, for every song here
is centered within the specific, concrete
details that come from living wholly in
this physical realm — albeit, given
Shaver's humble Christianity, with his
eyes also focused on the next.
The sound is clean and workmanlike;
this is astudio recording with very little
depth of field. However, the transfer is
quite good — Koch has managed to
retain the highs while losing any trace
of analog hiss. If you haven't yet heard
Shaver, Pump on Your Street is stronger
and better recorded; but if you treasure
that album and hunger for more — as I
do — you'll count this avery welcome
reissue indeed.
—Wes Phillips

hit

STRAIGHT OUTTA
BOONE COUNTY
Various Artists

Bloodshot CI) 44302-0019-2 (Cl)). 1997. Darren
Blase, prod. ???. TI': 61:07
Music ****
Sonia ***

I

fyou believe that grunge eventually
became an excuse not to write songs,
then the whole Uncle Tupelo/No
Old Five and Dimers Like Me
Depression thing can't be far behind.
Koch KOC-C1)-7938 (Cl)). Kris Kristotierson, prod.;
About the only down side to the whole
Charlie Bragg, eng. AAD? TT: 34:31
let's-canonize-Gram-Parsons movement
Music *** 1/2
soaks ***
is that the flesh is often willing but the
songwriting is weak. Here that problem
havees 1973 debut album on has been solved in spectacular fashion
Monument sounds, in retrospect, by supplying today's alt-country acts
less like the beginning of ade- with aclassy collection of mid-'40s councades-long recording career than ademo try originals.
Back in the '40s, along the Ohio
disc designed to shop his songs to the
River, WLW in Cinncinati carried
country community at large. This is due
in part to Kris Kristofferson's stripped- Boone County Jamboree, a radio show
down production style, which relegates much like the Om. Many of the perthe band to the background— wider- formers on the show also recorded for
standable from a fellow songsmith to Syd Nathan's King Records, also in
whom the words were, undoubtedly, the Cinncinati. Straight Omitía Boone County is
attraction. And it probably was the correct acollection of covers of tunes played on
decision, since Shaver didn't bring awhole that show by alist of original performlot of craft as asinger to the table —hejust ers that includes Webb Pierce, The
rared back and let 'er rip in the most Delmore Brothers, Moon Mullican,
straightforward manner possible. In con- The Stanley Brothers, Merle Travis,
trast, on his 1993 Tramp On Your Street Homer &Jethro, and others. The brain(Zoo 11063 CD), Shaver had become a storm of the Bloodshot label out of
singer with avoice as subtle and complex Chicago, this sparkling collection solves
BILLY JOE SHAVER

III
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one big mystery: Given good material,
the No Depression crowd knows how
to handle aguitar and apedal steel.
The bands here include most of the
cream of the alt-country crop — Whiskeytown (now signed to Outpost),
Robbie Fulks, The Waco Brothers, Flathead, The Grievous Angels, and Hazeldine, to name afew. The range of material is superb — from the Handsome
Family covering Merle Travis's version
of "Barbara Allen" (an English ballad
much older than America) to Robbie
Fulks's bizarre cover of Moon Mullican's
fevered, sci-fi-esque "Wedding of the
Bugs." The female vocal harmonies of
Albuquerque's Hazeldine also render a
beautiful version of The Delmore Brothers' "l'in So Lonesome Without You."
For adisc that was recorded in as many
different studios as there are bands, the
sound is consistent if not spectacular.
Most acts stick to the spirits of the originals, but because the sensibilities and
arrangements are so different, these old
songs come out sounding hip and new.
Again, this is one of those discs for people
who "hate" country music. The fresh
energies here —not to mention the occasional fuzz guitar and punk drum rumble
— are hard to resist.
-Robert Baird

between for the hard-traveling performer), ahandful of classic countryfolk tunes made famous by others
("Pancho & Lefty," "If INeeded You,"
"Tecumseh Valley"), and a school of
troubadours who'll spend their dying
days trying to recapture the weary wisdom that flowed from Van Zandt like so
much small talk.
"Rear View Mirror" and "The Highway Kind" are the first two titles in a
live-and-obscure series Sugar Hill began preparing prior to Van Zandes
death. Of the two, Rear View Mirror is
the choice collection. Originally a1993
limited release, it provides an overview
of the songwriter's career, reaching back
frequently to his most productive period: 1968-72. Backed by second guitarist
Danny Rowland and fiddler Owen
Cody, Van Zandt works his way through
tunes he'd performed hundreds —perhaps thousands — of times in coffeehouses and clubs from Arkansas to
Australia. He does so, however, with
enduring verve and veracity.
"The Highway Kind" is adicier matter. All but three of the tracks are again
cut live, but these selections represent a
weathered and weakened man. His
picking isn't quite so fleet, his phrasing
is fleeting. Listen to his version of Texas
sidekick Guy Clark's "Dublin Blues" to
hear aman not long for this world. Still,
somehow the notes here that fall flat or
sharp are the ones that ring most true,
which may in the end be the perfect
epitaph for one of Texas's most eccentric musical treasures
-Steven Stolder

The late and very great Townes Van Zandt

to much of Desire Road—that plush blue
Rickenbacker on the back of the album's
jacket is no fluke.
Woodruff writes or co-writes most of
his material, and his songs, populated
with dreamers and has-beens, sound like
they're coming straight from the heart.
"That Was Then," the album's most cinematic narrative, tells of alonely, longpast-his-prime guitar player who wants
nothing more than to find acorner bar
where he can plug in his guitar, crank it
up, and play for the folks. Woodruff's
inviting vocals drive home the longing for
adistant time without sounding maudlin,
conveying Woodruff's own passion to
TOWNES VAN ZANDT
play simply for the sake of the song. In
The Highway Kind
'All that Love Has Worn Away" the
singer tries to rekindle the magic of a
Sugar Hill, SHCD-1056, (CD) 1997. Townes Van
Zandt, prod. Harold F. Eggers, Jr., mg. ??? Tr: 49:29
south-of-the-border fling with aMexican
Music*** 1/2
girl by returning to her for good.
Sonics ***
Woodruff calls it his "Neil-Young-meetsTOWNES VAN ZANDT: Rear View Mirror
Marty-Robbins song," but it really sounds
Sugar Hill. SHCD-1054 (CD) 1997. Townes Van
Zandt, prod. Harold E Eggers, Jr., prod. ??? Ti':
like "While My Guitar Gently Weeps" as
BOB WOODRUFF
57:44
written
by Joe Ely.
Music ****
Desire Road
The only blunder on Desire Road
Sonics ***
comes with Woodruff's soul-drained
Imprint IMPCD 10008 (CD). 1997. Bob Woodruff.
prod.; Ray Kennedy, prod, cog. ???. Ti': 41:33
version of Arthur Alexander's sweet
he Late, Great Townes Van Zandt Music *** 1/2
"Every Day IHave to Cry." For Woodwas always appreciated by his Sonics ****
ruff, who grew up loving Otis Redding
musical peers. Listeners who fell
and Al Green, there's no excuse for the
under the spell of his lived-in songs
hree years after the release of his
first album Dreams & Saturday gutless enunciation here, which makes it
revered him. But over the course of a
sound as if he's casually reading the
three-decades-long career, he was never
Nights, Bob Woodruff jump-starts
words off alyric sheet rather than feeling
his second with an inspired slice ofjangcelebrated on ascale commensurate with
the despair they should convey. Woodly, fiddle-filled country-rock in the form
his skills. That may happen posthumousruff's asincere, convincing vocalist, but
of John Fogerty's "Almost Saturday
ly this fall, when a four-disc Tomato
this misstep indicates that he's not one of
Night." Its unassuming punch makes it
Records collection featuring Van Zandt
those singers you'd want to let loose with
the perfect opener for Woodruff, who
with the likes of Bob Dylan, Neil Young,
the proverbial phone book.
reveres rootsy, fuel-injected country
Willie Nelson, Johnny Cash, and Beck is
Produced with Ray Kennedy, whose
music from yesteryear.
released. Sadly, but perhaps appropriately,
own rootsy early '90s records were a
Growing up in New York and New
the Lone Sur balladeer won't be around
refreshing contrast to the overblown
England, Woodruff was smitten early on
to accept his autumnal applause.
productions of the day, Desire Road
by Buck Owens, George Jones, Merle
The master of the narrative song died
sounds rich and deep. And with acast of
Haggard, and their gift of bringing ordiNew Year's Day, following years of illnary people to life in their songs. But ace players, including fiddler Sam Bush,
ness and alcohol abuse. His legacy
there's also adistinctive Gram Parsons/ guitarists Kennedy and James Burton,
includes relatively few albums (trips to
bassist Garry Tallent, Maverick drummer
Flying Burrito Brothers/Byrds warmth
recording studios were few and far
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Synergistic Research

Designers' Reference Now at Sound Consultants!
Designers' Reference Interconnect and Speaker Cable- Total Neutrality For Perfect Musicality
"...it may be the hest interconnect I've ever heard. It's like listening to music with no interconnect whatsoever.
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile February 1997 Vol. 20 No.2 on Synergistic's Designers' Reference Interconnect
$600 per stereo foot

limed

,

„
Designers' Reference Interconnect and Speaker Wire

Ittence

now available for the discerning kw

Sound Consultants
9517 Avenida Del Oso Albuquerque NM 87111

phone 505.821.9626 fax 505.292.4203

The Golden Dragon project is controlled in England by former employees of Mullard, M-0 Valve, and Brimar.
Each Golden Dragon tube goes through many prototype iterations, each of which is evaluated for both measured performance
and sonic character. Only when superb sound is achieved does adesign become aDragon.
TRIODUIPENTODES

12AT7A
12AU7A
12AX7A
6DJ8/6922
12AT7A Gold Pin
12AU7A Gold Pin
12AX7A Gold Pin
6DJ8/6922 Gold Pin
6SN7GT
EF86 Gold

POWER TUBES

EL84/61305
E84L/7189
6V6GT
EL34M
E34L
6L6GC
5881
350B
6550A

VISA

Each
18.00
18.00
18.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
22.00
25.00

Low Noise
28.00
28.00
28.00
40.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
45.00

Pairs
23.00
30.00
42.00
55.00
65.00
45.00
55.00
70.00
95.00

Oueds
54.00
68.00
92.00
118.00
138.00
98.00
118.00
148.00
198.00

Low Noise
Matched Pair áMatched
46.00
70.00
46.00
70.00
46.00
70.00
72.00
102.00
60.00
84.00
60.00
84.00
60.00
84.00
82.00
112.00
54.00
Sextet
83.00
104.00
140.00
179.00
209.00
149.00
179.00
224.00
299.00

Octet
112.00
140.00
188.00
240.00
280.00
200.00
240.00
300.00
400.00

6550WB
KT66
KT66 Super*
KT88 Classic
KT88 M
KI"90'
KT9OLV
807
2A3
2A3 Octal
211
30013 Super
4300B'
4300BLV
811A
845

RECTIFIERS

5AR4
GZ34
GZ37

Pairs
170.00
55.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
170.00
68.00
120.00
120.00
155.00
380.00
380.00
560.00
65.00
193.00

Quads
348.00
118.00
308.00
308.00
308.00
308.00
348.00
144.00
248.00
248.00
318.00
768.00
768.00
1128.00
138.00
394.00

Sextet
524.00
179.00
464.00
464.00
464.00
464.00
524.00
218.00
374.00
374.00
479.00
1154.00
1154.00
1694.00
209.00
593.00

Octet

700.00
240.00
620.00
620.00
620.00
620.0C
700.00
292.00
500.00
500.00
640.00
1540.00
1540.00
2260.00
280.00
792.00

Each
Each
25.00
5U4G
20.00
25.00
2748
38.00
20.00
'Denotes New One Year Warranty (others 90 days).

TUBES BY DESIGN DIVISION, VAC •807 BACON ST. •DURHAM, NC 27703 e 919-596-2037 FAX
Distributed in the
US exclusively by.

TUBES BY DESIGN
919-596-1107
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Paul Deakin, and singers Jonell Mosscr,
Raul Malo, and Joy Lynn White, there's
plenty to evoke the (' :ire to travel this
road again and again.
-David Sokol

JAZZ
DOC CHEATHAM &
NICHOLAS PAYTON
Doc Cheatham/Nicholas Payton
Dot: Cheatham. vocals. trumpet; NI.
la,
mopes; Jack Adieu, clanncr. Lit I.111 Barbarin,
Tom Filbert. trombones; Les Museum acoustic guitar; Butch Thompson, piano; Bill Fluntington,
acoustic bass; Ernie Ely. drums
Verve 314 537 062-2 (C1)). 1997. Andrea du Plessis.
Jerry Brock. George Hocutt prods. Dave Farrell,
el le,. AAI)? TT: 62:48
Music ****
Sonics ****

D

oc Cbeatbain/Nicbolas Payton is a
joyous evocation of the spirit of
jazz as it existed during the early
ascendancy of Louis Armstrong in Al
Capone's Chicago. Now Iam definitely
not a fan of the comb ill, reactionary
schools of Dixieland that hold that everything after 1927 was decadent, dissonant
swill, and this New Orleans-styled,
cross-generational encounter is no academic archeological dig. 1his is contemporary music, as vital and modern in
1997 as it was in 1927 —a living, breathing form that has been evolving all along,
even as other styles superseded it in the
lexicon of "modern" jazz.
For which we can thank Brother
Cheatham, the elder, who never lost the
faith, and maintained hi dream about
evoking the Promethean impact of Louis
Armstrong's early live performances in
the recording studio —just as he remembered them —and Brother Payton, the
younger, whose uncommon compassion
and sensitivity allow him to mirror Doc's
tone and phrasing with sublime reticence (as on the opening "How Deep is
the Ocean," "Jada," and "Out of Nowhere") or with swaggering power (dig
their exchanges on "Jeepers, Creepers").
In fact, there are times when it's difficult
to tell the trumpeters apart, as Payton
expands upon the melodic elegance and
coy syncopations of Doc's phrases (with
particular grace on "I Cover The Waterfront"), atribute to Doc's enduring spirit
and Payton's supportive nature.
'This is a superbly recorded team
effort with afine band of New Orleans
pros, and young Payton is content to
sublimate a phrase or two of classic
Louis without attempting to be Louis, as
on the stop-time choruses of "Black and
Stereophile, May 1997

Blue" and the parade rhythms of
"Dinah." Payton acts as Doc's stunt double on "I've Got a Right to Sing the
Blues," and more than justifies the old
man's glowing comparisons to ayoung
Louis. Highlights abound, among them
1)oc's charming sing-song vocal on "Do
You Believe in Love at First Sight"
(where Doc's brash solo signals akey
change and araucous round-robin exchange), his poignant reading of "She's
Funny That Way" (with Payton's lovely
muted rejoinder), and the joyous polyphonic exchanges on "The World is
Waiting for the Sunrise." In an era of
technocratic me-too jazz, where the letter of the law often eclipses the spirits
of individuality and originality, Doc
Cheatham and Nicholas Payton reaffirm
thisjaded scribe's faith in the power of the
music, and remind me why Igot excited
about jazz in the first place. -Chip Stern
J.J. JOHNSON
The Complete Columbia J.J. Johnson
Small Group Sessions
J.J.Jolue.on. trombone, trombomuni; Bobby Jaspar, tenor
sax, flute; Nat Adderley, comer, Freddie Hubbard,
minim; Clifford Jord.m, tenor sax; Hank Jones,
Tommy Flanagan, Cedar Walton, piano: Victor
Feldm.m. piano. vibrah.up, celeste, organ; Percy Heath,
Wilbur Link. Pand Chambers, Spanks' 1kBrest,
Arthur 1Luper. Sain Jones. bass; Elvin Jolie... Max
Roach. Albert "Toone" Heath, Louis Hayes, drums
Mosaic MD7-169 (7 CDs only). 1996. George
Avakian. Bob Morgan. living Townsend, Torn
Shepard, Teo Macero. cal Lampley, prods.; Michael
Cusc-una, reissue prod.; Fred Haut, Frank Laico,
enp. AAD.
7:5406
Music *****
Sonia ***

J. Joh on is the most important
musician to ever play jazz on his
instrument. The fact that his instrument is the slide trombone may explain
why, despite his enormous influence, he
has never achieved the cult status of
trumpeters like Miles Davis or saxophonists like John Coltrane or Charlie
Parker. Then there are the doubters who
hold that his astonishing technical facility serves purposes more academic than
aesthetic — that JJ., in short, lacks soul.
There is no better place to investigate
these questions than The Complete
Columbia II Johnson Small Croup SeSSÍMIS.
The label is Mosaic, the much-acclaimed
mail-order reissue enterprise that includes the word "complete" in every
title. Mosaic's multidisc sets contain allotaparticular slice of ajazz artist's life. The
era covered by this collection is 1956-61,
the period immediately following the
disbanding ofJohnson's popular collaboration with fellow trombonist Kai Wniding. Johnson recorded 93 selections for

Columbia over four and a half years
with aseries of quartets, quintets, and
sextets. Though most of that material
appeared on nine Columbia LPs, 16
pieces here are previously unreleased,
and five appeared only in anthologies.
Mosaic collections have established
reference standards for the reissue genre.
This one contains an authoritative essay
by Loren Schoenberg, many striking
black-and-white photographs from the
recording sessions and contemporaneous
club dates, comprehensive discographical
data, and optimized audio quality. The
remixes and transfers from original masters are conscientious.
Johnson's place in history, and his persuasive influence on post-1950 trombonists, derive from the fact that he was the
first to adapt the language of Charlie
Parker and Dizzy Gillespie to the trombone. His extraordinary speed, articulation, and control enabled him to legitimize his horn as amedium of modernist expression.
Johnson's virtuoso feats are commonplace today, so it may require some historical perspective to appreciate just how
special he sounded in July 1956, when
this collection opens. The first two of the
seven CDs contain monophonic recordings of aquintet with Belgian tenor saxophonist Bobby Jaspar, and absolutely
world-class rhythm sections (check out
the personnel listings above). At first
hearing these 32 performances might
sound dated because of the lackluster
sound and Johnson's squeaky-tight
arrangements, which are clever to the
point of cuteness. But Loren Schoenberg's liner notes lay bare the jewels
residing in this music. Schoenberg points
out subtle felicities like the piano/bass
unison lines, and the complex asymmetrical structure of Jaspar's "In a Little
Provincial Town," and how spontaneous
improvisation deals with the material at
hand on the masterful "Never Let Me
Go." (Sample it anywhere and you can
name the tune in ameasure or two.)
Johnson's solos are continually amazing, both in their technical precision and
their elegant musical logic, and every
Jaspar statement comes across like cool,
clean air. (Bobby Jaspar would have
become one of the first major European
jazz horn players had he lived. He died
of heart disease complicated by drug
abuse in 1963, when he was 37.)
When disc 3ushers in the stereo era,
Schoenberg overstates the sonic improvement. But there's great stuff here,
like Johnson's joyous romp through
"Hello Young Lovers" (integrating onthe-fly quotes from "Bill" and "Move").
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Is 1.1. Johnson the greatest trombone virtuoso in jazz history?

On "What's New" the trombonist picks
up an ascending ad-lib phrase at the end of
Tommy Flanagan's luminous piano solo,
and builds from there as if he'd planned it.
In the eight hours of music in this collection, only four other horn players
share the front line with Johnson. The
cornet of Nat Adderley enters on disc 4,
and his work here will startle those who
have assumed that he got into his
famous brother Cannonball's quintet
through nepotism. Nat was the real deal:
Check out how he divides with Johnson
the tilting melody of Monk's "Misterioso" to split-second perfection.
The audio quality keeps getting more
incisive as the collection proceeds, and
Nat's cornet snaps on pieces like "What is
this Thing Called Love" and "Walkin',"
brightening the unisons with Johnson's
burnished instrument. There is aversion
of "Alone Together" that is astunning
example ofJohnson's dual gifts as soloist
(the authenticity of feeling stops you cold)
and arranger (he deploys five instruments
in more exquisite configurations than
you'd think four minutes could hold).
Halfway through disc 5— which
takes us to March '59 —Johnson's group
expands to asextet with the return of
Bobby Jaspar. The larger ensemble provides Johnson the arranger with more
colors and textures, and he stays with the
sextet format when he changes personnel in August 1960. The new group
includes Freddie Hubbard on trumpet,
Clifford Jordan on tenor sax, and Cedar
Walton on piano. Johnson has called it
"the best band Iever had," and its onthe-edge tone obviously inspires him.
Stereophi/e, May 1997

But it's astep down from the Adderley/Jaspar ensemble. Walton lacks
Tommy Flanagan's pristine touch and
flair for design, and Hubbard's exclamatory gestures do not always fit Johnson's
orderly flow.
The collection ends with 12 tracks
recorded over three sessions by aquartet featuring Cannonball Adderley's
rhythm section — Victor Feldman, Sam
Jones, and Louis Hayes. These pieces
are as perfect as jazz in the moment
gets, exemplifying Arnold (not Loren)
Schoenberg's principle that the best
written music should sound improvised, and the best improvised music
should sound written.
Mosaic collections take you deep
within an individual creative sensibility,
vividly placed in its historical milieu. Tite
Omplete Columbia Small Croup Sessions
establishes Jj. Johnson as an American
artist of the highest order. If he has never
received the reverence he deserves, it
may be because his work lacks the rough
edges associated with expressive passion
in the jazz art form. ButJj. should not be
blamed for being so good that he makes
everything sound easy. -Thomas Conrad
THE JAZZ PASSENGERS
Individually Twisted
Roy Neli.ilooir, ,ix; (:urti, Fowikes, troinlxme; Rob
Thomas, violin; Marc Ribot, Chris Stein, guitars; Bill
Ware, vibraphone; Brad Jones, bass; E. J. Rodriguez,
drums; Adam I
)oni, additional percussion; Deborah
Harry, Elvis Costello, vocals
32 Records 32007 (C1)). 1996. Joel I
/urn, Adam Dom,
pnxls.; Joe Ferla, rug. TT: 46:10
Music ****
Sonics ****

ho would ever have guessed
that onetime pop diva Debbie
Harry, late of Blondie, would
resurface as a feisty jazz chanteuse
(known now as Deborah Harry, thank
you) with the Jazz Passengers, that idiosyncratic band of improvisers from the
Downtown NYC/Knitting Factory
scene? Is Harry grasping at straws for any
shot at career resuscitation, or is this the
real deal? Based on her remarkable outing with the JPs on their latest hip and
whimsical ride through jazz camp, definitely the latter.
Harry appeared as one of several
guest vocalists on the last Passengers
CD, 1995's In Love, and her subsequent
tour with the band gave her lots of time
to adjust to and thrive in the temposhifting, wink-of-an-eye JP zone. It was
aperfect fit for both parties. For Harry,
whose pop life had stalled, there was
new vocal territory to explore. For the
Passengers, the entertaining road show
opened anew chapter in its fringe-jazz
existence, allowing it to garner an audience base beyond avant confines while
still offering individual band members
plenty of room to range free.
Individually Twisted triumphs on several musical levels. There are the fun tunes,
such as the vaudeville-esque "Pork
Chop" and the sing-songy south-of-theborder celebration "Olé." Plus, you get
beauties-with-a-twist like "Li'l Darlin'"
and "Angel Eyes." Harry is magnificent
on the no-changeups ballad "Imitation of
aKiss" (Jimmy Scott sang it on In Loot),
and subtly hilarious on the funk-inflected "Maybe I'm Lost." Meanwhile, the
band — an all-star ensemble featuring
saxophonist Roy Nathanson, trombonist
Curtis Fowlkes, violinist Rob Thomas,
and vibist Bill Ware — unleashes its
loopy improvisations throughout, and
cooks up acatchy groove on an abbreviated cruise through Nat Adderley's "Jive
Samba (Part II)."
The highlight of the CD is Harry
ducting with Elvis Costello for alilting
take on "Doncha Go 'Way Mad." Harry
coos plaintively, Costello croons forgiveness, and the JPs swing with retro
cool. Great stuff.
Frosting on the cake is Harry and the
Passengers revisiting the Blondie hit
"The Tide is High." Some jazz singers
are forced to come up with concepts for
their albums, such as playing the songbooks of Ellington or Ella or even Toni
Waits. Harry doesn't have to worry
about concepts. Let her sing all her
Blondie hits with the JPs doing the
arrangements, and everyone's awinner.
—Dan Ouellette
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Stereophile Budget
Product of the year in
1994. The Grado
SR60 is a must for
any audiophile with a
portable cd player or
cassette deck. $69

"I could not only hear
the cellist breathing
through his nose, I
could tell he needed to
clip his nose hairs."
Customer comment
about Etymotic ER4S
on an airplane. $330

Stereophile Reviewers Speak
about portable headphone stuff:
About the Etymotic ER4S:
"For recording engineers, Ithink
the ER-4Ses would be an indispensable tool—isolation plus accuracy make a difficult combination to top. For travellers, I
can't recommend anything more
highly. They help me arrive more
rested—through the reduction of
rumble---and in a great mood,
since I've amused myself on my
journey."
Wes Phillips, Vol 18 No.?, July 1995
About the Supreme:
"With some products, to see
them is to want to possess them;
the HeadRoom Supreme falls into
that category." "A remarkably wellthought-out,
well-engineered
product at an excellent price.
Long-distance travel will not be
the same again. Highly recommended—give that 800 number
a call!"
John Atkinson, Voll 7No.1, Jan. 1994
About the Traveller Bag:
"...for the one specialized task of
consolidating everything you need
for portable high-quality listening,
this bag is incredibly well-thoughtout." "It has simplified my travels—
and helped make them imponderably more enjoyable to boot.
That's better than an upgrade
to first class."
Wes Phillips, Vol 18 No. woct.1995
The Supreme has appeared twice
as an Amplification Component
of the Year Runner-Up: 1994 and
1996. And is currently rated
Class 8 on the Recommended
Components List.

Simply the world's best
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amplifiers. (Who else
even makes one?) The
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Forget all that stuff on the next page, what HeadRoom really
does well is put you on the road with absolutely marvelous tunes.
You won't miss your home stereo at all. In fact you'll look forward to your next road trip. (Geez! Imust be nuts...airports suck.)
OK, but your next trip can be filled with hours of high quality
listening with a HeadRoom Traveller System. $499 -$1499

Veg at home.

Stereophile Reviewers Speak about
Home Headphone Stuff:
About the HeadRoom Audio Image
Processor:
"From disc to disc Ialways found the
processed signal an improvement,
even where the effect on the imaging was vanishingly slight. But the
true worth of the HeadRoom circuit
will be revealed with extended listening—I don't want to underestimate its
importance by stressing the subtle
nature of the change. It's a cumulative benefit, reducing listening fatigue
by a substantial margin. In fact, Isuspect that subtlety is one of the most
reliable indicators of the correctness
of the processing ... Icould listen for
hour after hour, with noticeably less
effort."
Wes Phillips, Vol. 18 No.1, Jan. 1995
About the Sennheiser 580:
"Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed openback dynamic headphones with full,
extended low frequencies." "JA's dynamic headphone reference."
Recommended Components List, Class "B
Vol 19 Nola Oct 1996

Caution: Listening to the Max
may cause eargasm. $1333

Don't you just hate all the ugly dealer ads
in the back of Stereophile? We do too.
That's why we've designed this ad with just
afew of the many headphone products we
sell. If you want the full story, visit our web
site, or call for our FREE 48 page brochure.
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ordinary headphone
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Sennheiser 600 will
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dynamic headphones
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the Home HeadRoom.
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HeadRoom
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Order Direct. 30-Day Satisfaction Guaranty
Web Site •http://www.headphone.com

800 828 8184

About the Max:
"Articulate—that's the one word that
best describes Max. Oh, there are
others: fast, rich, complex—and paradoxically simple as well." "Ultimately,
however, Imust keep returning to that
least definable of qualities, but the
one that most inhabits my love for
Max: the coherent articulation of the
essence of music." "The headphone
listener today does not lack for
choices when it comes to headphone
amps" ... "I'd have to say the HeadRoom Max is the one to beat."
"I want one!"
Wes Phillips, Vo120 No. 2. Feb. 1997
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TURERS'

COMMENTS

dCS & sample-rate conversion
Editor:
Iread with great interest Robert Harley's
"As We See It" in March regarding the
developments of digital audio in the areas
of long wordlength, high sampling frequency, and Dr. James Moorer's AES
paper on 96kHz mastering.
It is very encouraging to note that within
just one year, every corner of the audio
industry has moved from not having aclear
sense of direction concerning the next evolutionary step in died audio performance
to having decided on anumber of new
release formats and reaching ageneral agreement that acombination of longer wordlengths and higher sampling rates is the correct path to follow for the development of
higher performance in digital audio.
As the first supplier of complete
96kHz recording, mastering, and archival
systems in the professional audio marketplace, we at dCS are very fortunate to be
able to visit, record, and discuss various
topics with industry leaders such as Bob
Ludwig at Gateway Mastering, David
Chesky and Bob Katz at Chesky Records, and David Smith at Sony Music, all
of whom have become our clients. Their
positive feedback and encouragement
have prompted us to develop better products to suit an ever more demanding
clientele that is ready for the next step up
in digital audio performance.
In fact, we are pleased to report that
the significant development efforts at
dCS in leading-edge digital audio are paying off rather nicely, to answer some of
the concerns raised in Mr. Harley's article.
Here are some examples:
•The fear that audible artifacts will cause
significant degradation when asignal originally sampled at 96kHz is down-sampled to 44.1kHz can be shown to be unfounded. It is merely amatter of doing
the sums right. A practical demonstration
of this is the dCS 972 DDC (Digital to
Digital Converter), due to be available on
the market in April 1997.
Fig.1 shows the spectrum of a1kHz,
—20(1BFS signal that was originally sampled at 96kHz, then sample-rate—converted to 44.1kHz using the dCS 972
DDC. The noise floor is down at —130dB
and there is no evidence of the spurious
noise shown in Dr. Moorer's plot
(-20dBFS was chosen for compatibility
with his plot).
Fig2 shows a magnified plot of a
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1
kHz, OdleS signal, sample-rate—converted from 96kHz to 44.1kHz using the
dCS 972. (The scaling is the same as Dt
Moorer's.) The 2kHz, —117dBFS signal is
2nd-harmonic distortion caused by the
ADC used to produce the test signal and
is not aresult of the sample-rate conversion function of the dCS 972. Again, an
exceptional performance.
•Contrary to popular belief, converting
from 882kHz to 44.1kHz involves much
more than simply dropping every other
sample and, if incorrectly implemented,
can be just as harniful to the audio signal
as apoorly sample-rate—converted 96kHz
signal.
In "down"-converting to 44.1kHz, any
audio above 22.05kHz in the source must
be removed if aliasing in the audio bandwidth is to be avoided. A 882kHz sampled signal may contain audio information up to 44.1kHz and a96kHz sampled
signal information up to 48kHz, so in
either case appropriate digital filtering
must be employed.
•With the above understanding of the
sample-rate—conversion process, we are
much less insistent that 88.2kHz or
96kHz is the right format for higher performance digital audio. There are, however, anumber of technical factors that go in
favor of the higher sampling frequency of
96kHz:
1. 96kHz has a10% time-domain advantage over 882kHz because the higher
sampling frequency gives a10% finer slice
in time during the quantization process. It
also allows "more space" to implement
the anti-aliasing filter. This can translate
to amore accurate resolution of the waveform, especially in maintaining the phase
linearity of the original signal across the

audio bandwidth.
Is this audible? Although it may not be
immediately apparent from listening to the
recordings, any digital operation on that
original signal, such as EQ, gain change, or
noise shaping, can take the less accurate signal further away from the original performance. This is why we promote that the
original recording should be as accurate as
possible, with every advantage taken where
possible.
2. Based on our experience in developing the dCS 972 DDC, we have found
that 882kHz-to-44.1kHz conversion is
no more (or less, for that matter) difficult
to implement than 96kHz-to-44.1kHz. It
still requires close attention to every detail
and getting it completely right.
If we favored 882kHz over 96kHz for
a supposed advantage at 44.1kHz after
sample-rate conversion, the formats that
are multiples of 48IcHz-based (eg, Dolby
Digital and 48kHz DAT recordings)
would be just as victimized. Our position
is that all sample-rate—conversion possibilities must be properly examined and
implemented with the greatest integrity,
regardless of origin or legacy, in order to
serve as many diverse interests as possible.
Through the increasing acceptance of
24/96 technology, digital audio has reached another level of sonic excellence. dCS is
very bullish on the performance possibilities with digital audio. We hope that the
industry will collectively turn over every
stone to examine what is possible through
creative thinking and competent engineering to better serve our customers. We certainly intend to.
Steven IC Lee
Canon', Inc., US distributor
for dCS products
littp://wwtv.canortu.com
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Fig.1

Spectrum of IkHz tone, DC-22.05kHz, at
-20dBFS, sample-rate-converted from
96kHz to 44.1kHz using adCS 972 Sample
Rate Converter on the data output of adCS
902D ADC (20dB/vertical div., note linear
frequency scale).

Fig.2 Spectrum of IkHz tone at OdBFS,
DC-2.5kHz, sample-rate-converted from
96kHz to 44.1kHz using the dCS 972
Sample Rate Converter (50dB/vertical div.,
note linear frequency scale).
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Synergistic Research
Reference A/C Master Coupler at Audio Video Salon!
1. The World's Best A/C Power Cord 2. Based on The A/C Master Coupler 3. Available Today
Introducing Synergistic Research's new Reference A/C Master Coupler. We've always been big fans
of their original A/C Master Coupler, but when we heard the Reference A/C Master
Coupler we were blown away! We couldn't believe our ears. And now
you can hear them for yourself at Audio Video Salon.

We stock several cables from Synergistic Researc
including their
:.0 o I Recommended Component Alpha Sterling
interconnect, free 32-page Explorer's Guide, and Factory System Diagnostic Service.

Audio Video Salon
11553 2nd Ave. New York NY. 10028 ae, phone 212.249.4104 fax 212.744.0656
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Epos E512
Editor:
... or can Isay "Dear John"?
First off, Iam not going to thank you for
giving the Epos ES12 such a sterling
review [in April '97] and second, I'm certainly not going to thank you for sending
the review so late that Iwas not allowed to
respond to it in the appropriate issue.
Lest your readers think me churlish for
my opening remarks, allow me to explain.
Your review of the ES12s was excellent
(I'll plug that for all it's worth) but the reason it was so good was because the product
is so good. You reviewed it on its merits
and not on your like/dislike of Epos, Roy
Hall, or anything else. In other words, you
wrote aprofessional review.
All too often I read responses like,
"Thank you and how I love you for
understanding my product..." or, "Your
reviewer is deaf and vindictive and has a
personal crusade against me...."
Don't you just hate fawning? Ido.
Rest assured, Iwill not fawn.
But back to the review. You said that
the ES12 is "...transparent to the cables
with which it is used." Ithink that is
somewhat correct. I, of course, use Cable
Talk, Talk 3, and Concert 1.1 all the time
(I am after all, the importer of that fine
wire). But Iwill recommend (boy this
hurts) acompetitor, Nordost Flatline. It
seems to work really well with the ES12.
It's so simple it can't screw up the sound.
You shouldn't mess around with the Epos
and expensive speaker wire. Remember
Hall's Golden Rule of Wire, "The more it
costs, the worse it sounds."
As for the bass, Ithink (in fact Iknow)
you were using the wrong stand. That
ancient Celestion stand has avery slight
ring to it. The appropriate stand (soon to
be renamed the ES12 stand) is much better. It really addresses all the minor issues
you brought up. By the way, if all goes
well, due to aspecial purchase Imay be
able to offer the stand at $175—$200
instead of $250, making the Epos ES12, if
Ican paraphrase you, an even bigger loudspeaker bargain of the year. Thanks for the
great rev.... Gosh Ialmost said it!
Thanks anyway,
Roy Hall
Music Hall
Bryston B-60
Editor:
Bryston wishes to thank Stereophile and
Sain Tellig for the careful review of the
B-60 Integrated Amplifier. We are obviously pleased that he found it so much to
his liking. We considered long and carefully before deciding to throw our hat into
the Integrated Amp ring, so to speak.
Since Bryston has worked hard to acquire
areputation for the highest sound-andbuild quality, we wanted to be sure that an
entry-level product was not about to damage that reputation in any way. As Sam
reported. we arrived at aconstruction that
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used the best components and the latest
thinking we have, in terms of the layout,
power-supply design, and overall sonic
excellence. We think this product holds
up the Bryston banner of no second-best
efforts in any new component. Thanks
again for your efforts in reporting that.
Christopher W Russell
VP/Engineering, Bryston Ltd.

leveling feature found on the 2212 model
versus the manual leveling required of the
2210.
Happy listening.
Steven Klein
President, Sounds Of Silence

Express Machining Lift
Editor:
Iwant to thank Michael Fremer on his
positive review of the "Lift," atonearm
lifting device. We at Express Machining
Musical Fidelity A220
pride ourselves in the design, the flawless
liíti
operation and, as Mike said it, outstandThank you for Sam Tellies wonderful
ing finish.
write up on the Musical Fidelity A220
Yes, our initial set-up instructions did
class-A integrated amplifier. I always
leave something to be desired. New inenjoy reading Sam's column. He usually
structions are now included, making setincludes an interesting story or two, and
when Sam likes the sound of aproduct I up easier. An apology goes out to Mike
for any inconvenience those woeful inalmost always do, too.
structions created ... but he did persevere
Did Ireally say, "You can't tell your
despite it all, including the missing Allen
readers to put this amp on wooden
wrench, which should have been included.
blocks"? Okay, Imay have said something
Once mounted, the "Lift" will give you a
like that. We don't sell wood blocks here
lifetime of performance.
at Audio Advisor. We do sell many excelI'm not sure what "where on the plinth
lent cone points, Sorbothane feet, etc.,
to stick the Velcro-bottomed post" means.
which customers could use to elevate
The post is attached via silicone adhesive
and/or isolate the A220 amp.
(owner discretion), not Velcro'.
But, Idon't think the A220 needs to be
Velcro' was included to eliminate any
elevated. The A220 does run atad warm,
pick-up noise. No longer is Velcro"' in
but that's class-A for you —the output
Inquiring minds will want to know
devices run wide open all the time. That's
what tonearm was used on the Rega 9
why the amp sounds so open and so very,
'table.
very musical — that is, like tubes but with
Overhang can be checked with the
solid-state reliability and impact.
"Lift" base in place.
Truth is, we haven't found the A220 to
Pricey? Once the "Lift" is installed,
mar the finish of any rack or table we've
you'll reap the benefits: Less stylus wear
put it on, so customers can skip the wood
and vinyl build-up, convenience of not
blocks.
rushing up from the sweet spot when
Sam's right when he says the A220 will
record is over, etc.
Sal Calaio
drive almost any loudspeaker. The amp
Express Machining
doubles its power into 4ohms, so it can
easily drive low-impedance speaker loads.
California Audio Labs Gamma
It's not your typical wimpy British inteEditor:
grated amp. The A220 is big and bold
Our thanks to Bob Reina and Stereophile
looking and sounding. Wayne Schulman
for their continuing investigations into
President, Audio Advisor, Inc.
alternative high-performance audio arenas, and for re-examining our Gamma
Vibraplane
D/A in the context of car audio.
Editor:
It must be noted that field-modificaThanks, Michael Fremer, for letting me
tions to most car-audio products may
"suspend" you once again. It sounds like
result in avoided manufacturer's warranyou were floated into ecstasy, just as
ty — thus it is absolutely essential that
everyone else who has experienced the
any consumer considering this approach
Vibraplane has.
must coordinate between both compoBelieve it or not, customers are buying
nent custom installer and authorized
two to four units and "floating" the tube
amps, preamps, even speakers on Vibra- dealer to ensure long-term support. Obviously, CAL cannot assume liability nor
planes. One compressor will handle up to
warranty coverage for products it does
eight units if one so decides.
not manufacture, nor on products for
For those who wish to have this same
which modification advice is requested.
experience at alower cost, there is the
CAL can and will provide technical adpassive version, which is sold direct for
vice and diagrammatic instructions on
$1695. (The unit under review, Model
products with which we are familiar, but
2212, is aretail-only item allowing retailexecutions of product modification are
ers the margins they require, and rightly
the responsibility of the installer-technideserve.) The passive model (2210) is soncian and/or dealer.
ically identical but is pumped up manualHowever, depending upon component
ly via asupplied hand pump. The differchoices, not all installations require that
ence between the two units is the convemodifications be made. Nor can all the
nience of acontinuous air flow and self223
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various models be modified for digital outputs or inputs. Thus, as Bob noted, CAL
concurs that any interested consumer
work first in securing aqualified installer,
and should interface questions arise concerning the Ganuna, the installer should
contact CAL for further information.
So, you ask, do the sonic differences warrant the hassles? You bet! Based on our personal testing experiences, in jackhammer
4WD pickup trucks and Jeeps and the
like. If you are an audiophile/music lover/
commuter, you've not fully experienced
driving until you've done so with high-end
audio accompaniment. As Bob Reina
and Wes Phillips have discovered and reported — high-end car audio is, ultimately,
atotal blast —no matter how loudly you
crank it up!
Play on...
Stephen Brunner
Gigmtia Audio Labs
Martin-Logan SL3
Editor:
Iknow when the team of Wes Phillips
and John Atkinson gets ahold of aspeaker the manufacturer is going to learn even
more about his product than he knew
before the process began. We at MartinLogan feel that the SL3 represents new
levels of audio performance, and it feels
good "back here in the Midwest, that
your observations are close to ours."
A few issues regarding the testing procedures. Yes, our products are different
from point source products in the way
that they launch information and, as a
result, our testing procedures differ from
the noon. Ihave taken the liberty to
enclose asmall explanation as to how we
arrive at our testing measurements, and
you can see that basically we move our
testing position to the listener position,
which we assume is about 32 meters
from the speaker. As you can see, the frequency response evens out and the sensitivity scales much closer to 90dB at that
position.
With apoint source it is easier to test at
1
in; then certain things will occur at the
listening position. With our product, we
feel it important to test at, or close to, the
listening position.
Also the waterfall can look slightly
hashy as aresult of alarge line source

launching information into the room, as
opposed to apoint source. Information is
arriving from the entirety of the panel to
asingle point on the microphone, which
is apartial contributor to aless-than-clean
look. However, John is correct in his discussion as to how the ear handles this
information, making it less relevant than
the test would imply.
And yes, Martin-Logan speaker products do benefit from better amplifiers.
And yes, we are not the easiest load to
drive, but by far not the most difficult. As
aresult of that revealing nature, our electrostats most certainly benefit from better
front ends and amplification.
Sometimes Martin-Logan products are
easier to place in the room than point
source products and sometimes viceversa, depending on the nature of the
room. The controlled frontal dispersion
actually makes it easier to place aMartinLogan in a long or narrow room, and
therefore abetter image and focus can
immediately be achieved versus awide
dispersing product.
Again, thank you for your revealing
work. We look forward to being sliced,
diced, and dissected by Stereophik again in
the future.
Gayle M. Sanders
Martin-Loon Ltd.
Martin-Logan on measuring
panel speakers
Editor:
Measuring panel speakers can be achallenge. Since we arc no longer dealing with
apoint source, some care must be taken in
making measurements. This always brings
up the issue of near field and far field. The
question is "are we taking measurements
in the near field or the far field." An equation that gives the approximate distance of
the transition point is:
transition_point = D2/lambda
Where D is the largest dimension of the
transducer and lambda is the wavelength
of the sound being produced. (This is just
arule-of-thumb equation, not an absolute
mathematical definition.)
When we look at an electrostatic element with aD of 48", the transition point
is shown in fig.l. At 10kHz, the transition
point between near and far field is over
100' from the speaker! However, at

tOO

Fig.1

Transition point in feet plotted against
frequency for a48" diaphragm (note
logarithmic vertical scale).
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Fig.2 Martin-Logan 5L3, response on-axis at
3.2m, 8.9V input level (5dB/vertical div.).

200Hz, the distance is only 3'. So some of
our measurements are going to be in the
near field. (By the way, for aconventional tweeter, the transition at 10kHz is 1
/".)
4
What is the difference between the
near field and the far field?
In the far field the dispersion pattern
can be described in terms of angles and a
constant (1/11) term. Meaning the radiation pattern is independent of the distance. In the near field, this is not the case.
The radiation pattern is dependent on the
distance.
What the hell does all this mean to us?
What it means is that aperson sitting 3'
away from the speaker will hear something
different than aperson sitting 10' away,
even if they are at the same angle to the
speaker. How then do we get afair measurement of the speaker's frequency
response? The way it is done at ML is to set
the speaker up according to the owner's
manual and measure the response. This is
usually done at adistance to the speaker of
9-12'. The SL3's response curve at 10' is
shown in fig2. (Note: 8.9V at 32m is
scaled such that a90d13/2.8V/m pointsource speaker would read 90dB on
this graph.)
The speaker has been designed so that
aperson who takes these speakers home,
reads through the owner's manual, and
sets them up accordingly will achieve a
response similar to the one shown above.
The most critical part of the set-up is to
get the speaker positioned so that when
the listener looks at the curve of the ESL
element they see the inside third of the
panel.
Gayle M. Sanders
Martin-Loen Ltd.
lmmedia RPM-2 tonearm
Editor:
Iusually don't respond to reviews. Most
often Iget the review, think about it for
several days, and realize that Iwill end up
writing one of the three standard responses that Iam sick of reading. Those being:
1. Thanks for the brilliant review. You
arc definitely agenius since you recognized the greatness of our product.
2. We knew that, and it's been fixed in
the Mark II version. We'll send it in for a
follow-up review.
3. You are deaf and your system stinks.
This time, though, Ihave something to
say. Instead of having afew days to think
it over, the review arrived as Iwent to the
operating room to watch my son being
born by Caesarian operation, and the
response was duc back the day we were
going home. So if this sounds alittle off
the top of my head, it is.
First, the easy part. Thanks for the brilliant review, Michael. Only agenius like
yourself could have recognized the greatness of our product.
Next, the nit-picks. The RPM-2 arm is
actually no harder to set up than any
other arm that allows adjustment of all
225
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alignment parameters. I say this after
speaking to many happy owners of the
RPM-2. Also, the adjustments can be
made by an experienced setup person and
shipped with the cartridge in place, so the
end user need only attach the anti-skate
string and add damping oil, if desired.
Some people prefer the sound without
damping; Ido not. We recommend all
setup be done without oil so that its effect
on VTA only needs to be addressed once,
at the end of the setup.
Michael is right in reporting that this
arm is not for the person who wants to
change cartridges or VTA frequently.
These options required too many compromises in either structural rigidity or
tracking accuracy, and would not have let
us go for the best sound in the uncompromised fashion we choose.
Now, for what Ihave to say. Ithink it's
fortunate for all of Stereophiles analog
lovers that we can read comparisons of so
many of today's great analog products
done by asingle reviewer, one with the
years of experience and depth of understanding that Michael Fremer has. But
what Ifeel most strongly about is his style
of reviewing. Idon't want my product to
be the "World's Best Component" for one
issue of amagazine. Iwant to know where
it fits into the mix. Iwant buyers to be
able to make intelligent decisions, based
on responsible reporting, so they can then
audition the products that fall most in line
with their tastes. This does not make insecure listeners happy, but that's fine with
me. If it forces more audiophiles to examine their likes, dislikes, and motives, I
believe we would have more happy listeners and less buyers' remorse. So Iam
happy to have our product reported as a
current favorite rather than as the "Best in
the World."
And finally, we have aMark II version
of the instructions, which Iwill send for a
follow-up review.
Allen Perkins
Immedia
Magnum Dynalab MD 108
Editor:
We at Magnum Dynalab would like to
thank Donald Scott and Stereophile for
their review of our MD 108 FM Hybrid
tuner. The design of any serious FM tuner
is centered around three criteria, that
being selectivity, sensitivity, and sound, we
appreciate the effort that Don Scott has
put into each of these areas. His comments about the crowded FM band further magnify the importance of the selectivity specifications on an FM tuner. For
all our tuners, we at Magnum Dynalab
spend considerable resources matching filters to achieve the highest values for selectivity with minimum distortion. The
lower RF value that Don noted is due to
the extreme narrow filters in the super
narrow mode.
His mention of the performance of the
Stereophile, May 1997

balanced audio outputs came as no surprise. Our discrete circuit uses two dualdiscrete transistor amplifiers that are crosscoupled for precision differentially balanced
output. Most other manufacturers use a
chip that does not maintain atrue balanced
signal.
We also appreciate the effort that Don
put into describing the realism of the
sound that the MD 108 brings to your living room. One of our main design criteria
was centered around producing aproduct
that would create areal live experience
with FM. All our products have benefited
from the R&D that was put into the MD
108. The MD 108 is available in Gold and
Silver. Thanks again for providing this
forum for the manufacturers' comments.
Manfred Breunig, Vice President
Larry Zurowski, Magnum Dynalab
Sonic Frontiers Power 2
Editor:
Once again, we would like to thank Bob
Reina, Tom Norton, and Stereophile for the
opportunity of submitting our Power 2for
review. We were extremely pleased with
the outcome.
The impression we were left with, and
that which we feel will endure with the
audiophile consumer, are of an amplifier
that is extraordinarily balanced. Specifically with the Power 2, our goal was to
design and manufacture an amplifier that
excelled in all areas, instead of [one that
gave] the perception of overachievement
in some attributes, and adisappointment
in others. A relevant analogy from the
sporting world would be that of an
Olympic champion decathlete vs aworldclass 100-meter sprinter — while you may
revel in the excitement of the accomplishments of the single-discipline specialist, there is no denying who is the better athlete overall and acknowledging
which is the greater accomplishment.
If one were to characterize Bob's comments, the Power 2should be viewed as a
reference-caliber amplifier, with many
strengths and remarkably few, easily
dismissible "subjective" weaknesses. The
areas it excels in are dynamics (macro and
micro), resolution, inner detail, holographic imaging, and excellent spatial presentation, with both a wide and deep
soundstage. Also from the review, additional strengths include extremely fast
transient response (without sharpness),
captivating definition of individual instruments, and extraordinary pitch definition,
with powerful and deep bass reproduction.
Now, if this is what makes the amp
"boring," then so be it. Such acomment,
while attention-grabbing for its unique
use and application of the English language, should not be misconstrued and
taken too literally. I'll take Michael
Jordan's "boring" 30 points every night
rather than Dennis Rodman's "onedimensional" rebounding prowess any day
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Bowie's Golden Years, Remastered
"Rykodisc proudly proclaims that all analog-to-20 bit conversion is done from the original analog masters: each release includes
technical data on the mastering process. The big question is: Is it worth it? Absolutely, based on the initial
releases and, given the depth of the Rykodisc catalog, we have some real pleasures awaiting us....
Definitely a major addition to the audiophile soundscape." — Stereophile (Wes Phillips, Vol. 18, No. 1, Jan 1995)
The newest editions to the Rykodisc Au20 series include four classic David Bowie albums. All four albums feature the Rykodisconly bonus tracks and are enhanced audiophile editions of 20-bit digital masters replicated in limited release on 24k gold CDs.
DAVID BOWIE The Man Who Sold The World RCD 80132
Originally released in 1970, this album marks Bowie's transformation to glam rocker.
It also showcases the initial incarnation of his hard-rocking band The Spiders From Mars
(featuring Mick Ronson on guitar).
DAVID BOWIE Young Americans RCD 80140
Released in 1975, this album features the chart hits "Fame" (his collaboration with John Lennon)
and "Young Americans," and marks the recording debut of vocalist Luther Vandross.
DAVID BOWIE Station To Station RCD 80141
This ground-breaking album, originally released in 1976, proved to be ablueprint for
New Wave's "avante -dance" movement. Includes the hits, "Golden Years" and "TVC15."
DAVID BOWIE Heroes RCD 80143
The second album in the Bowie/Brian Eno 'Berlin triptych.' Featuring "Heroes,"
"Beauty And The Beast" and "Joe The Lion:" not to mention the ripsaw guitar
of King Crimson's Robert Fripp.
Coming on May 20: audiophile gold remasters of Dead Can Dance, A Passage In Time
(RCD 80215) and Ali Farka Toure with Ry Cooder, Talking Timbuktu (HNCD 81381)
Rykodisc mailorder: 1-800-2-EARFUL (1-800-232-7385)
Visit: www.rykodisc.com
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of the week ... as would the vast majority
of people Ican safely assume.
Regarding the matter of midrange neutrality and prominence, Iwould like to
outline two issues that may very well
explain this characteristic in Bob's existing
amplifier. Given the Power 2's "technical"
neutrality, the introduction of the Power 2
to Bob's system may very well be revealing
the "true" character of Bob's speakers
rather than the character of the amp used
to drive them — given the unique level of
output regulation provided by our product,
this is an entirely plausible argument.
Moreover, as we do not roll-off or depress
the frequency extremes (no built-in stereotypical "tube sound" as is common in "traditionally designed" tube amps), there is no
artificially inflated midrange. In other
words, our amp has the same character (its
cut from the same sonic cloth) from the
deepest bass to the highest frequency
extremes —a characteristic that is undoubtedly aprerequisite for an amplifier that
claims to be aspiring toward neutrality
In addition, we were very pleased to see
the remarks made by Tom Norton regarding the technical strengths of our tube
amplifier — we firmly believe that in this
area, the Power 2has no peers. We would
be interested to hear from Tom regarding
his experiments with using our product
during his speaker evaluations — we are
confident that the experience will be most
enjoyable and educational given the
"completeness and thoroughness" of our
product's design engineering.
Lastly, Iwould like to report that the
amplifier Bob reviewed is no longer representative of current production. As of
January 1, 1997, the Power 2received several enhancements that make it, in all
respects (with the exception of power rating), identical to its bigger brother, the
Power 3 (which, as discussed during the
review, many of Bob's audiophile friends
own). These include the use of Cardas,
Rhodium-plated, solid-copper binding
posts, ICimber Ultraplate RCA jacks, EAR
compliant Sorbothane isolation feet, and
the use of the "ultra-reliable" Svetlana
6550C output tubes. (Bob's review sample had the Tesla KT88s installed, which
were found to have insufficient reliability
in the 60 or so Power 2s that were shipped
with them.) Lastly, the retail price was
increased to $4995 (a rare event for Sonic
Frontiers).
Once again, we would like to thank
Stereophile for the opportunity to submit
the Power 2for review — the first of our
three Power Series amps to be reviewed
by your magazine. Although the character
of the review sample, in one parameter,
may not have been ultimately to Bob's
taste, we would like to invite Bob to audition apost-enhancement unit (as outlined
above) that may provide the subtle refinements in that one area that will cause Bob
to view the Power 2 amplifier as an
Stereophile, may
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unabashed "step forward" in all respects
from his current amplifier. Regardless, we
take great pride in the fact that the amp is
being used by three other Stereophile staff
reviewers in their own reference systems.
High praise indeed!
Chris Johnson
Presiden, Sonic Frontiers, Inc.
Cary Audio SLM-200
Editor:
In due course — Stereophile Standard 010(
— Ifelt confident that once again Iwould
have asmile on my face and joy in my
heart with aCary Audio amplifier review
in the pages of Stereophile. (Hey, Bob
Harley, I've done my homework on the
[Audio Electronics] CD player... how
about another review?!# ") In all sincerity, Iam honored that Mr. Jonathan Scull
opened his French doors for a Classic
Carolina Comfort style of audio amplification. In my opinion the Cary SLM-200s
represent ablend of single-ended velvet
midrange, boundless imaging, and pushpull authority and slam.
If Imay be so bold at this time Iwould
like to speak briefly about atopic that is
of grave concern to me about the highend audio industry. Iam appalled at the
number of enthusiastic, music-loving
audiophiles in this country that are being
mistreated by unscrupulous audio retailers. On this end of the business, as amanufacturer, Ihave the opportunity to speak
with audiophiles all over the country.
Some of the narratives brought to my
attention about the treatment from some
retailers is appalling. Charging afee to
allow aprospective customer to audition
equipment in his home. Checking acustomer's credit limit on his credit card to
ascertain if the customer should be
allowed in certain show rooms. Refusal to
issue a refund or a trial period if the
equipment is not satisfactory. Imean the
stories go on.
Fortunately, Ibelieve this disgraceful
and unethical behavior is associated with a
small number of dealers, but it does cast a
cloud of skepticism over the entire industry. My words of advice are simple: support your local specialty audio dealer, and
beware of mail-order bargains. Make sure
you have the privilege of an in-home
audition, and ask if the dealer has aqualified service department for after-sale service. Ibelieve the Cary family of dealers
around the country will comply with
these simple business standards.
Well Iguess that's enough of my soapbox. Ijust love this industry and have a
desire to share my passion.
Once again, thank you Jonathan Scull
and Stereophile for your continued ethical
reviewing practices and conduct as aprofessional publication. Oh ... one last comment... YES, YES, Cary Audio Design
does in fact build acomplete line of pushpull amplifiers.
Dennis .
)Had
President, Caty Audio Design, Inc
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ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
(907) 272-9111
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
Fairbanks
Sound Designs
(907) 456-1424
ARIZONA
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
(602) 326-4662
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
dB Audio
(415) 548-8733
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Beverly Hills
Sound Center
(310) 274-6951
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Eureka
Eureka Audio/Video
(707) 445-9447
Fremont
A/V Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan, Ltd.
(818) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
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Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692

Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408

Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630

Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830

Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835

Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(415) 328-1081

Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575

Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018

Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
(708) 357-4190

Pasadena
Canterbury Records
(818) 792-7184
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767

Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550

Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2503

Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433

Palatine
Sound Lab (The)
(708) 776-8888

Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911

Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000

Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio .8 Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Riverside
SpeakerCraft, Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-21P0
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 481-3900
San AnseImo
Breeze Audio
(415) 457-3094
San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
Show Room
(619) 583-4493
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1099
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News Inc.
(707) 542-1311
Soundscape
(707) 578-4434

COLORADO
Boulder
fads News .8 Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
(719) 633-26®
Denver
Listen Up #2
(303) 444-0479
Second Sound
dba MoonDance Sound 8. Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Thornton
SoundTrack,
Pearse Electronics
(303) 412-2525
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Canton Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Stereo Shop (The)
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
Simsbury
Audible Difference (The)
(203) 651-7945
DELAWARE
Dagsboro
Omni Satellite Systems
(302) 732-3955
Wilmington
Overture 1..LC
(302) 478-6050

Sunrise
South Florida Sights and Sounds
(954) 349-8766
Tallahassee
Surround Sound Audio
(904) 574-3081
GEORGIA
Duluth
Stereo Festival
(770) 623-1640
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Gainesville
Mundy's Audio/Video
(770) 536-3472
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Home Theater 8Sound Concepts
(770) 889-2388
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio 8Video
(808) 732-9625
IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348
ILLINOIS
Arlington
Columbia Audio-Video
(847) 394-4770
Kable News Company
(Domestic)
(908) 536-0755
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 745-5460
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection (The)
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Cedar Rapids
Audio Design
(319) 399-1761
Davenport
Audio Force
(319) 324-6646
Camera Corner's Visions 8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
Sioux City
Audio Vision
(712) 258-3361

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Soundsations Audio Video
(502) 244-1325
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley's Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Orleans
(504) 831-0050
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
County Audio-Video, Inc
(410) 668-1763
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
15 Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Laurel
Home Theater Gallery
(800) 966-3658
Lutherville
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Ownings Mills
Entertaining Interiors
(410) 654-4669
Silverspring
Capital Classics
Newsstand Ltd
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Osmun Music
(617) 646-5756
Stereo Shop
(617) 648-4434
Boston
In Your Ear Records
(617) 787-9755
looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes II
(617) 876-5624

Sunnyvale
Laser Source
(408) 749-1122
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796

Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133

Chicago
Alpha Sound and Video
(773) 588-4990
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903

Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222

Marlborough
Wurlitzer Stereo
(508) 481-4845

Ft. Lauderdale
Southport Home Entertainment
(954) 537-3353

Crystal Lake
Sound Forum
(815) 256-8700

Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005

Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-1472

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552

KANSAS
Great Bend
Custom Sound and Video
(316) 793-3399
Salina
Acoustics Sounds
(913) 825-8609

Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556

Chicopee
Safe 8. Sound
1413) 594-6460
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Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064

Northhampton
Northhampton Music
(413) 584-9547
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400

Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644

Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909

MISSOURI
Nina
Architectural Media Environments
(417) 725-4567

Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444

St. Louis
Best Sound Company
(314) 997-7644
Creative Auto Works
(314) 653-1897
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA dba Sound
North
(906) 774-9400

MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(800) 747-6193

Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320

Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578

S. Lyon
Soundquest Audio 8Video
(817) 437-1898

Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710

NEBRASKA

West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005

Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design-Lincoln
(402) 489-8766

Supenor Sight 8Sound
(810) 626-2780

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image 8Sound
(702) 876-3401

MINNESOTA
Edina
Master Media
(612) 844-9829

Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212
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NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW MEXICO

Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233

Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand 8
Bookstore
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188

Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777

NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight 8Sound
(908) 766-7888
DuneIlen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500

Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Design Ltd.
(505) 474-4555
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085

Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Mt. Kisco
Sound Mill (The)
(914) 241-1230
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
18R Music World
(18 RElectronics)
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766

Marlton
Music on the Square
(609) 988-3700
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559

College Point
Audio Source Ltd.
(718) 539-2600

Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006

Flushing
Upgrade A,/V Center
(718) 886-1700

Trenton
Hal's Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338

Kingston
Burt's Electronics
(914) 331-5011

Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600

Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
(516) 585-5600

Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799

Latham
Clark Music In Albany
(518) 785-4322

West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264

Little Neck
Hi Fi Exchange
(718) 423-0400

Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777

Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707

Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
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Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading Corp.
(516) 887-7530

NEW YORK
Binghamton
1S.G. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491

Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630

•GREEN MOUNTAIN
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Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137

Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Poughkeepsie
Sound F-X, Inc.
(910) 462-5645
Queens
TD. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Monroe Stereo Shoppe
(716) 244-6820

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Wilkesboro
Modern Electronics 8Appliances
(910) 838-0000
Wilmington
Audio Lab 8lust CDs
(910) 392-1200
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop (The)
(216) 629-8191
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
(513) 429-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam, Inc.
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
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YOU'LL SWEAR
THEY'RE NEW
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•REPACKS
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Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707

Harrisburg
I.P.D. Distribution Services
(619) 481-5928

Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

Hazleton
Northeast Light-N-Sound
(717) 455-3553
Jenkintown
Stereo Trading Outlet
(The)(215) 886-1650
Lancaster
CNT Stereo
(717) 393-4471

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

Natrona Heights
Butch's Sound Shack
(412) 224-7000

Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113

Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754

Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055

Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510

Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150

Corvallis
Northwest Audio labs
(541) 753-0472

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
University Hi-Fi 8Video
(541) 342-3300
Portland
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

RHODE ISLAND
Cumberland
Audio Motive
(401) 233-9100

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960

SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293
SOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
Sound Decisions
(605) 229-0328
Kimball
Soundworks Plus
(605) 778-6771

Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Jel
I

(f

TENNESSEE

VERMONT

Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

Middlebury
Sound Source
(802) 308-2755

Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

WASHINGTON, DC
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(703) 628-3177
Big Stone Gap
B& BCustoms
(540) 523-1738
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

TEXAS
Austin
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833

Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

Conroe
Jobe Systems
(409) 441-1112

Richmond
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684

Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
Home Electronics Network
(804) 495-5541

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Groove Audio Video
(713) 523-2900
Laredo
Sound Connections
(210) 717-9600

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198

Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047

Sherman
Worldwide Stereo
(903) 892-1314

Olympia
Bulldog News,
(206) 632-6397
Seattle
Bulldog News,
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918

Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(360) 690-1348

Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
Payne Audio Video
(304) 343-2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Cross Plains
Audiophile Imports
(608) 798-3455
Cudahy
Cudahy News and Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd.
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon 1
(715) 421-5910
CANADA

Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave
Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second St SE

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books 8Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville SL 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #10I

National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One, RRI

Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St

ALBERTA

The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave

Calgary
K8W Audio
1424 Fourth St SW

Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

JI
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AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your cam
your soul

SINGLE ENDED
E.A R.'
GRAAF'
ATMA-SPHERE'
FLATLINE
MCCORMACK
AIR TIGHT'
AUDIOCRAFT'
PASS LABS
ACCU PHASE'
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
GALLO ACOUSTICS AUDIO LAB'
MAGNUM AUDIO LTD'
JOLIDA MEADOWLARK AUDIO ANTHEM
FOURIER COMPONENTS'
MA SS ACHUS ETTS
HIGH END CHOI
C
IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE
1100 MAIN ROAD
WESTPORT, MA 02790
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (508)
www.soundimagesfnc.co

SOUND IMAGES
DINI
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS
A.
MICHELL*
SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY"

FURNITURE BY.
TARGET, CONTOURS, AND SALAMANDER

Adcom
Audio Alchemy
B&W*
Bright Star
Benz-Micro

Michael Green
Pinnacle
Room tunes
RCA

RCA D.S.S.
Sony
Sony D.S.S.
Sony XBR
SOTA
Sound Dynamics
Infinity Compositions
Salamander
Klipsch
Terk
M.I.T.
Target
M. I.T. - Z Series
Velodyne
MonsterCable
V.P.I.
Niles
Yamaha*
"Not available by mailorder
Classic Records
Grado
Hitchi
Infinity

Audio •Video •Custom Installation
226 W. King St.

2000 Lincoln Way East,

MANY MORE PLEASE CALL

Shippensburg

Chambersburg

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

(717) 532-7373

(717) 263-4960

'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER
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dance

Visit us at our Web site @ www.hway.net/squires/
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NOVA SCOTIA

CHILE

Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
TeVFax: (562) 2-209-2134

ONTARIO

COSTA RICA

Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W #2
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St
London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio 8Video
1480 Menvale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave

Curridiabat San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax 1506) 225-8231

Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd

National Distributor

MALAYSIA

Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-0376

National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The SoundStage
Tel (60) 3-717-6969
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel (421 9000-1180
Fax (42) 9000-1181

Norager
Hi Fi KTubben
Tel: (459) 722-4941
FINLAND
Turku
HitiMesta Dy
Tel (358) 2-2504-888
Fax: (358) 2-2504-808

Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigonan
70 Yorkville Ave

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Audio Salon
Tel (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tel (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel (33) 47-34-1682
Creations Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
Fax: (33) 40-20-9533

Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3

Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222

Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Montreal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul Décane

GERMANY
National Distributor
GeisenheimStephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722-8060
Fax (49) 6722-8067
GREECE

Son Or/Filtronique
9343 Laieunesse
Quebec
CORA
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
ROTAC electronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
RI Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Aucho Q Imports
Tel (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax (611 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
Al' Trade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688

National Distributor
Athens
NM. Acoustics
Tel (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (852) 2524-8775
Fax (852) 2845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (852) 2392-6368
Fax (852) 2392-6328
INDONESIA
Jakarta
MOS Electronics
Tel 6221-692-7840
Fax 6221-625-1133
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

BENELUX
National Distributor
Vlijmen, Netherlands
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel (31) 4108-12-555
Fax. (31) 4108-17-583
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MACEDONIA
TP Kodi Export-Import
Tel/Fax (389) 91 II 83 66

CROATIA

DENMARK

Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W

JAPAN
Notional Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8 Music
Tel (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

MARTINIQUE,

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Music Box (The)
Fax (65) 33-42-106
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax: (65) 33-66-790

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
DR. Bnnon
Tel: (64) 4-5688-066
Fax (641 4-5688-065

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel,'Fax (471 55-25-62-14

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel: (63) 2-931-37-42
Fax: (63) 2-741-28-93

SOLUTIONS

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton, Gauteng
Hi -Fi Excellence
Tel: (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
Tel. (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254

FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39

Audio

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel. (46) 8-661-6300
Fax: (461 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi -Fi Portier
Tel: (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
Bangkok
Music World Co., Ltd.
Tel: (662) 276-3190
Fax: (662) 276-2456
Hi -Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor
TRINIDAD
Curete
Sanch IX.
Tel (809) 663-1384
Fax: (809) 645-2205

Audio Research
Snell
Theta Digital
Aerial
McCormack
ProAc
Pass Labs Von Schweikert
Aragon
EgglestonWorks
Acurus
Condor Acoustic

)4tiawect'e
dc9'4e-etei Sounce
5576 eltetedeee Deueeoaccey Zd.
Dcuicoaceley. leerryiez 30338

(770)804- 8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com

VPI
Magnum Dynalab
Grado
Sound Dynamics
Sumiko
Audible Illusions
Marantz
Kimber Kable
Sony ES
WireWorld
Benz-Micro
Tara Labs

POLAND
Gdansk-Oliwa
Artis Audio 3
Tel/Fax: (48) 52-0639
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 58-520-639
Warsaw
Hifi Sound Studio, Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154

PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Atasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367

PUERTO RICO

TURKEY
Istanbul
R&D Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673

National Newsstand
Distributor
Feltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666

San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo

London
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St

RUSSIA
Moscow
AT Trade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Far' (7) 095-291-5871

Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St

VIETNAM

Esotenca
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762

Ho Chi Minh
Show Room
Tel/Fax: (619) 583-4493

Neo Tek
Tel (US) (4081 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335

YUGOSLAVIA

SAUDI ARABIA

desi

National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax (44) 115-928-0625
Bury St Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St

Jeddah
HiFi House
Fax: (99) 62-68-24-098

lit certainly
qualifies
for some
kind of
best-buy

UNITED KINGDOM

Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
Tel 809 274-0927

The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352

"...the most spatially realistic two-speaker playback
I've heard':

Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel (381) 11-222-4322
Fax (381) 11-140-689

The Van LStage Two is the first production
loudspeaker using the unique ambient recovery
technology developed by Charles McShane.
Available factory direct for alimited time at S89900 apair
plus s&h 30 day in home trial money back guarantee 5year
manufacturer defect warranty Available exclusively from

Van L.

Speakerworks
Featuring Products from

•
Adcom Apogee •AudioQuest •
Audio Innovations
•B&K •Cardas Chicago Audio Group
•Counterpoint. Esoteric Audio •Grado
•
AA Labs. Kimber Kable •McCormack. refiil
•Pinnacle. PS Audio •Rogers 'Spectrum' Sumiko
•Taddeo Target. Tice •
Totem .
Van Den Hul
We also offer
Repairs .Parts •Kits •Reconing

312 769 0773
5704 N Western Avenue Chicago, IL 60659
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FREEHOLD
STERE0.0VIDEO
'Where Entertainment &
Technology Meet"

Ii

Meadowlark

I

Audio

We Feature aSelect Group
of Audio & Video
Components Chosen for

Let us show you how to artfully blend home theater with high-end audio
to create the system of your dreams.
We carry only the finest components—from state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated Dolby Digital and THX home theater systems. Our new
additions include, the Cary CAD805 Signature amp, ProAc Response 4's,
and Spectron's 1,000 watt digital switching amplifier We are widely
recognized in the industry as highly knowledgeable and courteous.
Call us today and
let us make your dreams
atotal reality!

310

517-1700

Reference
ILAudioVideo
Ask us how.

310517-1732 fax
18214 Dalton Avenue. Dept SP
Gardena, CA 90248
email: rav2000@aol.com

Certified installations (CEO/A, THX)
State contractor's license 4725552

(À)

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR ADA •ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS •
AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIO
CONTROL •AUDIO POWER •AUDICOUEST •CAL AUDIO LABS •CARDAS •CARVER •CARY •CELESTION
CITATION •CREEK •CWD •DCM •DENON •EPOS •FANFARE •GRADO •HA FIER •HARMAN KARDON •INFINITY
JAMO •IBL •KEF •?UMBER MOLE •MAGNUM DYNALAB •MELOS •MERIDIAN •MIRAGE •NAD •NESTOROVIC
NILES •ONKYO •PIONEER •PR OAC •PS6 •QUAD •ROOMTUNE •SHARP •SME •SONANCE •SONY •SPEC IRON
STRAIGHTWIRE •TARGET •THORENS •TICE •TOSHIBA •TOTEM •TOWNSHEND •VPI •WIREWORLO •XLO

Performance & Value!!

FEATURIN6:
Acoustic Research • AMC
Aragon • Atlantic Technology
Audio Prism • B&K • Chang
Chiro • CWD Furniture
Denon • Elan •
Esoteric Audio •
Golden Tube • Grado
Harman Kardon • JM LAB
Jolida • JVC
Kinergetics Research
Kn011 Systems • Magnavox
Meadowlark • NAD • NEAR
NHT • Nuance • Parasound
Philips • Pioneer • Premier
PSB • RCA • Russound
Sony • Sota • Soundlab
Tara Labs & MORE!

ROUTE 9NORTH
ShopRite Shopping Center
Freehold, New Jersey

908-866-9500
234

spectral
o musical experience that will move your soul

Rrcom
CISC Tube Traps
Ayo Ion
Billy Bogs
Classé
Kuzmo
Linn
MIT Reference

Nur thwest

Spectral Reference Deoler

Solid Steel
Spectral
Vondersteen

Tel

503.699.8888

Fox

503.699.9988

Versolob
Wodio
Wheoton

16318 SW BRYANT ROAD
LAKE OSWEGO,

OREGON

97035

AUDI
STEREOPHILEs ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Stenvphde from Vol) No.! through Vo120 No.5
(1971 through May 1997), and every component
reviewed by Stereophile since Vol.! No.l. (Please
note that an index does not include the review or
article texts.) Currently available only on 5i'4"or
31
/
2"floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII only).
Send $19.95 to Skreophile Almost-Complete Index,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.
THE AU1)10PHILE NETWORK —Keeping you
informed, entertained, and connected with audiophiles
nationwide since 1984. By modern, (818)988-0452, 8N1.
Featuring: classifieds, databases, forums, online shoPPing.
Internet e-mail, newsroom, library, conferences. For
details, e-mail TAN/NF0@tanetosm .
Audition the finest
components in our exceptional high-end environment.
(818)782-1676, voice/data 24 hours. TAN, 6930 Valkan Ave,
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Golden Tube, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Power Wedge, ProAc, Target, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence
Liverpoo( NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/ MC/AmEx/Disoover.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
tonearm. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LPs, 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated
Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models.
New SME hcadshells, Fluid 1)amper Kits, manuals,
and parts. Audio "78" Archival Supplies,® P.O. Box 187,
San Anselmo, CA 94979. (415) 457-7878.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nairn, Rolcsan, Pink
Triangle. Spendor, Music Reference, Creek, Rega, Epos,
Totem, Quad, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Revolver,
Target, and more. Always lots of used gear. Established
way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.
AU1)10PHILE & SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin — Arum, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL, Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan, Micromega, NEAR, Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Regs, Runco, Spica, TARA, Totem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, YBA. (608) 284-0001.
AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Gyriplete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, setting up your system for the best sound,
and becoming abetter listener. More than 450 pages and
200+ illustrations. Written for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out why Sam Tellig says,
"Before you make amistake, buy Bob Harley's book."
Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95 (signed hardcover),
plus $4.95 S&H. 30-day money-back guarantee. Call
(800) 848-5099, or send die& or Visa/MC information to
Acapella Publishing PO Box 80805, Albuquerque NM
87198-0805.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
Website at http://wwwfinfirecom .See the latest FM
antennas (the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM
reception. 1)ownload our product literature. Not on
the Net? Call for our Stereo Pilot newsletter at (800)
268-8637, also (716) 683-5451, or fax to (716) 683-5421.
E-mail to infoer!hrecom, or write to Finfirie FM, Box
455, Bufkdo, NY 14225-0455.
ENCORE PYRAMID 1processor, $2600 OBO. Call
(615) 297-2125.
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RATES: Private, $L10 per word; Commercial,
$3.85 per word, $154 minimum on all commercial
ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters
with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with
order, either by check or credit card: MasterCard,
Visa, American Express. MAIL TO: Stensephik,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa
Fe, NM 87502. FAX: (505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in
which your ad will appear For example, if you
want your ad to run in the June 1997 Stereophik,
you must submit it by April 1, 1997 Please Note:
Phone-in ads are no longer being accepted. Please
plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on the form
provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

GENESIS 5 SPEAKERS, ($14,500) $7200; Von
Schweikert VR-4s Silver Signature, ($4500) $3350;
BAT BIC-60 amp, $2850. All excellent condition and
with boxes and manuals. Call (803) 572-9897 days,
(803) 851-7347 nights and weekends Ask for Ed.
HI-FI CHOICE: Linn, Arcam, Plinius, Graham, JPW,
Siltech, Millennium, Altis, Dynavector, van den Hul,
Benz, Synergistic Research, Transfiguration, Target,
Analog Specialist, YBA, Muse, Morch. (305) 891-9540,
Miami, FL
AUDIO PHYSIC TERRA subwoofer, black, ($6000)
$3100 OBO. Call (317) 844-9474 EST
KRELL KSA-200S AMP, mint with boxes and factory
warranty, ($7500) $3900. (208) 524-2387,five (208) 5228490.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are
tube-product specialists. Call. No dealer? Call. Alón,
AMC, Anthem, AR, Audio Research, Cary, Hales, MS,
Swans, Townshend, more! Arizona Tube Audio, (602)
921-9961. hrip://ourworld.compuservecom/homepages/aztu
beaudio
ELIMINATE THE BOOM IN YOUR ROOM!
with the ATA NF-1 Bass Notch Filter. A hit at CES!
Eliminates unwanted bass resonances. User-adjustable
frequency and attenuation. Transparent. No effect on
imaging or soundstage. Only $195 ($5 S&H). Arizona
Tube Audio, (800) 269-7078.
VINYL LOVERS! STOP UNWANTED STYLUS
WEAR! The Lift'" is here. It raises the tonearm at
record's end. Now you won't have to rush to get up from
the sweet spot. Flawless in performance — every tonearm needs aLift.'" Manufactured in the USA by Express
Machining (408) 288-7237 voice (408) 288-7238 fax
www.expressmachining.com 0 1996. Free T-shirt offer!!
MAGNAN SIGNATURE INTERCONNECT and
speaker cables"... transcend what the cable state oldie
art has heretofore even suggested," plus high praise for
the Type Vi — Peter Moncrieff in /A/2 Hotline 1992/93
cable survey. For information, call or fax Magnan Cables,
Camarillo, Cl. (805) 484-9544.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair, speaker cable, 5100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 45T8748 before
lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories for pennies,
power-line conditioners starting at $75. Alternative to
the Shakti Stone, $25. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, 1
Old Coram Rd, Shelton, CT 06484, (203) 929-0876.

8IEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INDEX
lists every record review published in Stereophile
from Vol.10 Nol through Vo120 No.5 (January
1987 through May 1997). Also includes indexes to
"Building aLibrary," music features, and musician
interviews, and indicates Records To Die For and
Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not indude the review texts.) Available
on 5ki" or 3i4" floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $9.95 to Stereophile Record-Review Index,
PO. Box 5529, Santa Fe NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.
IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or without alocal dealer — don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in Des Moines can help! Choose from
Acunas. Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power Wedge,
Audio Research, CAL, Chiro by Kinergetics, Definitive
Technology, Dunlavy, EAD, Genesis, Grado, JoLida,
Krell, McCormack, Martin-Logan, ProAc, PSB, Rep,
Swink°, Synergistic Research, van den Hul cartridges,
VPI, and Wilson Audio. (515) 255-2134.
MBC AUDIO: lUyne, BEL, Gradient, C£.C.,
Densen, Diapason, Audio Magic. Denver, CO. (303)
399-5031, MST
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NM), Cary, Nalcamichi,
Acunas, Kirnber, KEF, Parasound, Kinergetics, Quad, PS,
Fried, Audible Illusions, Spendor, Target, Carver, many
more. Free catalog! Read Brothers Stereo, 591 King St,
Charleston, SC 29403, (803) 723-7276.
NEW TADDEO DIGITAL AN11DOTE II signal
processor. We got the patent, now here is the full-blown
active version of our groundbreaking technology. Uses
analog output of any CD or D/A. Enjoy die phase fidelity of analog plus the dynamic range of digital. Only
$329.95. (716) 473-9076.
JPS LABS INTRODUCES THE SUPERCONDUCTOR line of unique cables to join our popular
Golden Flute Bass Alignment Filters. Please contact us
anytime for your nearest dealer and the latest rave
reviews. Finally hear your system's potential, beyond its
designers' expectations. Phone/fax (716)685-522Z or visit
http://iypricom/jpslabs
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Kirriber, Sonic Frontiers,
XLO. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
CORMORANT INTERCONNECT: Musical and
accurate at down-to-earth pricing ($129/1m pair). Call
or write for DO's rave review excerpt in H, plus others,
and full product information. 30-day audition.
Visa/MC/Discover. Solid Core Technology, 3808 Westview
Ave, West Palm Beach, FL 33407; (561) 842-7316.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion
of best-buy products from Mordaunt-Short, &&K,
Dynaco, Magnum Dynalab/OCM, Musical Concepts/
Design, NEAR, many more. For details concerning this
great opportunity, contact Stereo Consultants, (317) 4749004.
ATTENTION QUAD AND SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient, Enter, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold. ESL/
ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy, QS6D,
33 McWhin Loop 41.108, Frederidesburg VA 22406, (54(i
372-3711, fax (540) 372-3713.
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WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superor Produas, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sainte
AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio
Artistry, Audiomeca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Chang, Chario, Coda, dpa, Dynavector, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Meret, Micromega, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Muse, NSM, Onix, Rep, Sound
Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem,
Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch,
YBA, and more. Call/fax John Barnes at (303) 691-3407
2341 W Yale Ave., Englewood, CO 80110.
LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES: Adcom, B&O,
Bryston, B&W, Carver, Celestion, Citation, Classé,
Definitive, Denon, Dynaudio, HK, KEF, Lexicon,
Luxman, Mirage, Nakarnichi, NHT, Onkyo, Polk,
Pioneer Elite, Rotel, Sunfire, Tandberg, Thiel, Velo-

YAMAMURA SALE! All Millennium cables and
accessories discounted. All Yamamura speakers and
electronics highly discounted. All ART. cables and
accessories discounted. Why spend more? Call for
complete listing. We ship worldwide. (415) 898-8067
fax (415) 382-0572, e-mail yamsys@microweb.com .
KRELL PAM-3 PREAMP; Lexicon CP3, version 2;
MSB modified for AC-3 and DTS; )VC JX-S700
switcher; JVC PC-T88 character generator; TDM
Sledgehammer 3-way electronic crossover; Niles
HDL-6 and SDS-1 speaker selectors; Nikko amp,
Crown DC-300 A amp. (914) 362-0927
PROCEED PRE PREAMP, learning remote, used
three months, perfect, $1200. (860) 826-6774.
108 STEREOPHILE ISSUES, November 1962 (Volt
No2) through May 1990, most years complete. Best
offer. Henry Pratt, (810) 644-0737 7-9 EST
DUNLAVY SC-IV SPEAKERS, oak, local pick-up
only, $3200; Alón Petite speakers, $475; VTL 225
(ICT96) monos, $2000; Forte 3amp, $475. (201) 4821480, Harrison, NJ.

dyne, Wadia, Wilson, many, many more. Shipping
throughout the world. Incorporated 1964. Norcross, Inc,
(770) 772-7700

WANTED: NELSON-REED 804 speakers in any
condition. Dennis, (805) 684-3278.

THE NEW PRODUCTS ARE HERE! The UTP-1
($1295) and the UCD-1 ($995) combine improved
sound with new cosmetic appeal. Our Basic Player
($549) and the Reference One transport ($649) have
made Bound for Sound's "Components of Merit" list
Low-jitter kits still available. G&D Transforms, (602)
650-1155. E-mail Transfonns@aolcom

TUBES: PREMIUM SELECTEE) & MATCHED.
Fully warranted. New old stock Sovtek, Svetlana,
Yugo, Tesla. Expert consultation and service. Over
1500 types available! New Sovtek 300B (excellent tonics and pricing!), EL34WXT (super premium grade!).
Buy, sell, trade. Advantage Tube Services, (954) 968-7784,
fax (954) 968-7522.

REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE TWO preamp, silver edition, $1200. Call (615) 297-2125.

MARK LEVINSON NO36 digital audio processor, 5
months old, mint, original packing and documentation,
($4000) $2800 OBO. Serious only. Lee (770) 623-4220,
leave message Atlanta.

KRELL KBL PREAMP, $1950; Totem Model Ispeakers, bi-wired, $950; Apogee Duetta Series II speakers
$850. All mint condition. Western NY. (716) 679-3166
evenings.

"One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"
AUTHORIZED DEALER
We Moak 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car
Slemo, only akw mores in America can
make tide slaternent and Malually
all of us re localed in conege
towns adjacent to
Univeraltim.
Acurus
Adcom
a/d/s
Alon
Alpine
Aragon
Atlantic Tech
Audio Control
AudioQuest
B&K
Bell'oggetti
Cal Audio Lab
Celestion
CV/D
Denon
Dunlavy
Esoteric
Forte
Hitler
Infinity
ICimber Kable
KEF
Klipsch
Lexicon
Mirage
Mitsubishi
Monster Cable
NAD
NEAR

Nakamichi
Niles Audio
Onkyo
Onkyo Integra
Panamas
PS Audio
PSB
Rock Solid
Sanos
Sennheiscr
Sharp Vidc,,
Signet
Snell
Sony
Sony ES
Sound Anchor
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Tara Labs
Target
Threshold
VT1..
Yamaha... 8t
47 More at
KIEFS Box 2
Lamas, KS 116146
12 Showrooms
M-T-W•TlOarn-apin
F-S 10am-6pm

1)1()/V 11>V()
9 I3-842- 1 8 I I
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SONY PRO-WALKMAN WM-D6, $265. (213) 9350687

MERIDIAN 518, Stereophile Class A (April '97),
($1800) $1295; Classé CP60 preamp, ($3700) $2675;
Classé CP50 prearnp, ($2700) $1995; Classé CA 300
amp, ($4500) $2995; Classé DAC 1, Stereophile Class A
(April '97), ($4000) $2945; Transparent Ultra speaker
cables, 8', (52300) $1575; Transparent Reference 1C,
1m RCA, ($1900) $895; Transparent Plus/Super/Ultra
interconnects, offers. David, (517) 337-8362 EST
VINTAGE TUBES: THE BEST-KEPT SECRET in
audio? Vintage tube dealers seem to be popping up like
daisies in the spring lately, but none can compare to the
original and still the only full-service tube dealer:
Vintage Tube Services, Inc. VTS combines my 28 years
of old-school expertise in audio tube electronics, and
the VTS Master Analog Laboratory, using equipment
by Weston and Western Electric. Your assurance of the
highest accuracy is confirmed by alignment to the
National Bureau of Standards (Test 4)910675). Another
VTS first! Call for 1997 catalog and essay, "Of Tubes
and Fine Wine," that tells you what the press and your
equipment manufacturer won't! Note: Owners of that
sexy French gear that is so popular now. Ihave the
Telefunken EL86 and EF86 power-supply tubes in
stock now. Vintage Tube Services, Inc, 7091 Eva, Rockfore{
MI 49341. (616) 454-3467 Visa/MC welcome!
CHARIO ACADEMY 3 LOUDSPEAKERS, 91dB
four-way system, solid walnut, huge soundstage, mint
condition, ($14,500) $8250. ESP Essence power cord,
($525) $315. Yamamura System Ciabatta SV601 AC
line conditioner, ($1495) $850; gives three-dimensional sound with quiet background. Air Tight Alt-2 faceplate, silver, $100. Laseniiscs, $20 each. Brian, (714) 3625050, Caltfornia.
CELLO REFERENCE SYSTEM, complete, ($180,000)
$69,000. Cello Audio Palette, $13,995; Cello Encore
mono amps, $3995; Krell KSA-300S, $4950. Jerry, (800)
404-0261.

El•Iay It!
Sell It!
Thru The

AUDIO
TRADING
TIMES

"The Nationwide Classifieds"
Each issue typically has over 1000 items
for sale from individuals and dealers
around the nation. Used equipment is
organized in an easy to find, alphabetized
format and mailed to our subscribers 2
times each month. Subscribers advertise
up to ten items for free. Non subscribers
pay just $3/item & run for five consecutive issues.. Phone ads welcomed.

Subscription Rates:
6mo/12 issues:$25
1yr/24 issues $45
Visa/MC or send check. Call for foreign rates.

PO Box 27, Conover, WI 54519
Ph.715-479-3103/Fax 715-479-1917
Call for brochure

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

The RACKIT — System
(since 1984)

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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AUDIO RESEARCH SPIS. $3500; Audio Research
DAC2, $1800; Threshold DACE. $2000; McIntosh
MR80, $1200; McIntosh MR71, $525; McIntosh 2155,
$1450; Boulder L5AE, $1800; Rotel RHA-10, $800;
Nalumichi OMS-5A11, $700; Aturita Allegras, $850.
(303) 777-1589.
ECHO BUSTERS! Decorative acoustical treatments
for your audio room or home theater. Absorption.
Diffusion, and Bass Control packages tame acoustical
problems attractively! You must treat your room if you
want to attain the best sound possible. Visa/MC. (516)
643-6985, fax (516) 253-0298. E-mail: MikeARoe
@aolcom
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 60 power amplifier,
new tubes, excellent condition, $1500. (914) 855-5891
EST
LATEST MIT CABLES, 40% OFF: MH70 Plus Series
Two, 20' pair, ($1200) $720; MI 330 Proline Terminator,
)(LK two 1
m pairs, ($500) $300 each; MI 330 Plus
Series Two, RCA, one 2m pair, ($295) $180. All as new,
in box. Tim, (806) 756-4425 &fur lOpm CST
KRELL KRC-3 PREAMP, ($2950) $2295 OBO, as
new with wamnty. Tim, (806) 756-4425 before 10pm
CST
CELLO GRAND MASTER SPEAKERS, black,
($55,000) $19,000; Siltech LS-240 speaker cable, 3m,
spades, with box, ($7000) $2700; NBS Pro amp AC
cord, 6', ($2500) $1100. Ken, (212) 691-2641.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over five years, thousands of audiophiles have used our publication to buy and sell used
audio gear nationwide. Call today for your free
brochure and sample issue. Audio Trading Times, (715)

SOUNDLAB A-1 ELECTROSTATICS with toroidal
transformers, superb, ($14,250) $5495; $4995 if picked
up (southern Oregon). (541)664-6195 after 12 noon PST
GENESIS MODEL VI WITH AMP and crossover,
not yet broken-in, ($8950) $6495. (541) 664-6195 after
12 noon PST
MUSICAL CONCEPTS-MODIFIED ADCOM 555
power amp (LX circuit mod, van den Hul wire, Tiffany
inputs, Edison Price music posts). Musical, reliable, drives
anything ...$365. Call Carl, (212) 878-7064.
THE BEST SELECTION of high-fidelity audio kin in
North America. Tube line-stages, phono stages, singleended amplifiers, power supplies, line conditoners, and
many others. Great selection of components from manufacturers like: ELNA, MultiCap, Hovland, Solen,
WIMA, Caddock, Mills, Holco, Svetlana, Golden
Dragon, Tesla, Ram Labs, WBT, Kittle; Cardas,
Vampire, 1)H Labs, Alps, and Noble. Enclosures, books,
and other supplies for DlYers. Welborne Labs is the
North American importer for the KR Enterprise VV
Valves, featuring the W30013. VV3213. and VV52B
power triode tubes. Wm one of three pairs of VV300Bs,
valued at over $600, to be given away on July 1, 1997 To
enter our contest, send us your name, address, and apicture of your 300B amplifier. For rules and regulations,
call or visit our Website. For acatalog, send $12 US and
Canada, $18 international, refunded with purchases over
$200. Visa and MasterCard accepted. International
orders welcome. Welbome Labs, PO. Bax 260198, Littleton,
CO 80126. (303) 470-6585, fax (303) 791-5783. More
MfOnnation on the Web: www.welbontelabs.rom

479-3103.

TWO CLASSÉ CA 300 amplifiers, ($4250 each)
$2800 each OBO. Audio Note DAC 4, ($8995) $3895
0110. (972) 681-0821, ask for TM

WAIMA 9 DAC, MINT, ($13,500) $6850. Factory
update available summer of 1997 Jim, (303) 757-6707

VTL COMPACT 160 MONOBLOCKS, mint,
$1875.Jeny, (303) 690-3790 &fore lOpm MST

PREAMP — REFLECTIONS 0M-1 line-stage, new
in box, balanced in and out, ($4000) $2650 OBO. (310)
837-2619.
PROAC RESPONSE 2.5, mahogany, like new,
($4500) $3000; VAC Renaissance 30/30, mint, ($5500)
$3100. All with boxes, manuals. Tony, (9/9) 542-1389,
leave message.
SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-2, $2199; SFP-1
Signature, $999; SFM-160, $2995/pair; SECD-1,
$2099. (919) 462-3444, 8-11pm.
FOURIER COMPONENTS PANTHER OTL
19Wpc triode monoblocks, ($11,950) $6200. Original
owner, with boxes and manuals. Rave review, Fi magazine, July/August '96. Call Stewart, (201) 868-5818, 712pm EST evenings or weekends.
PIONEER ELITE M91, 1875; Marantz 7F preamp,
M250 power amp, model 120 tuner. $750; Jamo
Center 200, $220. (310) 978-8388.
ESSENCE AMETHYST 10As, ($19,850) $9995;
Gryphon Reference One monos, ($31,500) $11,995;
Gryphon SIO0 amp, ($8500) $4199; Gryphon Bel
Canto preamp, ($5000) $2495; Basis Debut Gold Standard with vacuum, Graham 1.5 arm, ($11,695) $6995.
(815) 885-2085.
A UNIQUE NEW EXPERIENCE in New Mexico.
First solar-powered listening room, located 30 miles
south of Santa Fe off historic Turquoise Trail. Come
hear the quiet of Clearaudio, Discovery, Fourier,
Mango, Roomlens, Soundlab, and more. BC Electric/
Off Grid Audio, (505) 252-0325. MC/Visa.
TUBE RESEARCH GOLDEN TRIODE 400
monoblocks, 9 months old, (132,500) $14,500. Buyer
has choice of the 20 output tubes as: Telefunken EL34
or Tungsol 5881 or Svedana 6550C. Albert Poner, (214)
349-2203.
NHT SuperOnes, perfect, 5250. (213) 935-0687

CAL AUDIO LABS AUDIOMAGIC
EPOS CREEK AUDIOQUEST

You are invited to audition

The Goldmund
Components

PAC GRADO AUDIOPRISM
HAVE TOTEM BILLY BAGS
TARGET MUSICAL DESIGN

SPRING SALE LINEUP
in=
Auddrism Debut

Evanston
847-864-9565
Hinsdale
630-789- 1
990
Libertyville
84 7 -362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

We also Feature:
Angstrom. Ayre,
Bryston, Gradient,
Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Threshold,
Wilson Audio,
and many more.

auDio consul:rams
the finest in stereo

Audio and Video Specialists Since 196'
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Col Audio Lobs CHO

Epos ES12

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture qualsty CD storage systems with
angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds a
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

Musical Design SP-2B

HAVE ((mare Digiflee Gold I
m539 PAC Super IDOS 5429
AUDIOPRISM Blelight BEDINI Clarifier 8Ultra Clarifier., ir

ANAUDIOWAVES
the fincc,,t in afforclablu

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 Whitehall Street Atlanta, Georgia 30303
(404) 524.4534 fax (404) 659.5041

800.510.4753 RO. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 955:
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 ado:moves col
4:0 NZ

FREE SHIPPING
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Audio, Video & Home Theater Specialists

THE SOUND CONCEPT
Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For...
THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO
AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOGUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO
THETA •VIDIKRON

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050

Want it? - NOW?
You've made your decision.
You've heard the perfect
component for your system.
You want it - NOW!
One thing is stopping you money. We can help - now.
The Stereo Trading Outlet pays
cash - top dollar guaranteed! - for

PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Ela, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamarnura, etc. capacitors, resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables, Alps, Noble,
TK.D, Hedred diodes, Copper-Foil Inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators, Deflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, ¡perneas, CA 94937, (415) 6697181, fax (415) 669-7558.
ROTEL PHONO STAGE, $125; Theta Chrome
DAC, HDCD, $700; Meridian 563 DAC, $700; CAL
Labs Delta transport, $600; Audio Alchemy VAC-inthe-Box, $150; Audio Alchemy DTI Pro, $500;
Illuminati cable, BNC-RCA, $200. Bill Resvanis, (516)
981-5326.
KRELL KPS-20i, KSA-150, KSA-250; Magnan Vi balanced cables, 4', 15'; Yarnarnura, RCA, 15m; all
absolutely mint. Make offer. (914) 667-5430 evenings,
(914) 953-8517 days.
TUBE SPECIALIST —UPSCALE AUDIO sells the
honest tube components, featuring Audible Illusions,
Presence, JoLida, more. West Coast's largest and finest

$1000; VTL MB300 monoblocks, mint, ($6590)
$3300; Jadis DP6OL preamp, excellent, ($4500)
$2000; Krell KRC-2, remote, mint, ($3700) $1700;
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, mint, ($3800) $2100; Levinson
No.31 transport, mint, ($8500) $4000; CAL Alpha
converter, mint, ($1500) $650; Camelot Arthur, mint,
($1200) $500; Proceed PDP, mint, ($1600), $550;
Sonic Frontiers SED -2, mint, ($4200) $1700; SED-2
Mk.11 converter, excellent, ($5300), $2900; B&W
Matrix 3 Speakers, very good, ($2500) $1200; Transparent MLReference, balanced, 1m, new, ($3500)
$2150; MLSuper, balanced, 1m, new, ($895) $550;
XLO Type 1 Ref. (3), 2m, ($475 each) $225 each.
Trevor, (302) 737-2606.
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —The finest in out-

using a$21,000 FFT analyzer. 19605-vintage low-noise
French military I2AX7s, Siemens ECC802S, super for

has to offer! Tuner IF and audio upgrades available on
most models. APS, PO, Box 9597 Bolton, CT 06043.

CATs. Nitty Gritty record cleaners, factory blem special. (909) 931-9686, unevapscaleaudio.conilhifi/.

(860) 643-2733, fax (860) 643-9748, e-mail 76301.1721
@rompuservecom

Mcl NTOSH MR78 timer, C28 preamp, MŒ105 amp,

HARBETH SPEAKERS 50% OFF! Classic British

SCR2 speaker-control relay, MQ107 custom environmental equalizer, Sony PSX800 turntable, Advent
201 tape deck. All mint. Best offer. (806) 874-2450.

sound, great imaging. Distributor-direct, new inventory,
factory-sealed. HL-P3ES, $700/pair; HL-Compact 7,
$1250/pair, BBCLS5/12A, $1250/pair; BBCLS3/5A,

VIDEO PROJEC, RJRS: Sony VPH-1031Q 250"
multi-scan, $2900; Sony VPH-1030Q 100" multi-scan,
$2600; Sony VPH-1030Q 100' RGB/Video, $2300.
(916) 354-1990.

$650/pair. Limited quantities, finishes. Call early, (510)
420-0379.

THETA DATA II, Stereophile Class A (April '97), black,
($2500) $850; PS Audio Ultralink, balanced, ($2200)
$725; Audio Alchemy DTI v2.0, works perfectly,
($700) $225; XLO Type 7, AT&T, 1m, ($200) $80;
Type 5, hi-wire, 6', ($1600) $485; Krell "Yellow," 9m,
XLRs, ($1900) $325; Reference Line Preeminence
One-B, balanced and beautiful, ($2450) $850; ARC
Reference 600s, ($30,000) $22,900. Shipping prepaid.
(310) 798-5671, fax (310) 798-5681, hellobnan@aol.com
CELLO GRAND MASTER, "the best is better than
you could ever imagine," Stereophile, July 1995. Worldwide shipping included (weigh over 1000 lbs),
($55,000) $27,500. (310) 798-5671, fax (310) 798-5681,
hellobrian@aotcom

used equipment, like yours - and

MARK LEVINSON ML-6A PREAMP with L-3A
moving-coil cards ($500 option). Packing, manual, free
Camac cables, $2750. (717) 674-5877 before 10pm EST

CLASSÉ SIX MARK II PREAMP, silver face, remote
control, excellent condition, $1850 OBO. (508) 8777015.
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONDITION WITH
WARRANTY: Atma-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary,
Conrad-Johnson, Krell, MBL, MIT, NBS, Proceed,
Sonic Frontiers, Transparent, Wadia, and many more
high-end components. Call for inventory list. Tel (718)
961-8842, fax (718) 886-9530. High End Audio.
GRAHAM I.5T TONEARM, $1750; VPI amiboard
for Graham, $70; Melos MA 220 Gold phono preamp,
$595; Golden Tube SE 40 amplifier, one pair, $650
each. Call (305) 388-0930.
SUNFIRE AMPLIFIER, $1570; Sunfire True subwoofer, $945; Dynaudio Contour 13, $1510/pair; Tice
PB3, $1280; Grado Reference cartridge, $995; FMS
Zero interconnects, 1m, $825. All equipment new.
(415) 897-5616 after 6pm PST
ATTENTION NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Vandersteen and Thiel owners! Bring new life to your
systems! We have many owners who are using updat-

equipment.

PASS ALEPH 3, MINT, ($2300) $1299; Audio
Alchemy v3.0 DAC with HDCD, mint, ($799) $349.

Why not call now?

(303) 239-6680

ed Ayre V-3 amplifier "best buy" to their complete satisfaction. Call us now to find out what you are missing.
Audio Connection, 615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, NJ. (201)

COPLAND TUBE AMP, PREAMP, CD PLAYER,

239-1799.

The Stereo
Trading Outlet
1-215-886-1650
24 HR FAX 215-886-2171

320 Old York Road
Jenkintown, PA 19046
Cash Paid for Audio & AV Eqpt.
WEBSÍTE-Catalog

www.tsto.com

E-Mail tstogtsto.com

mint. Call (619)753-7208 evenings PST (CA).

EASTERN AUDIO & VII)E0 —Select top-quality

ILLUMINATI D-60 RCA, Im, $225 OBO; Straight

used high-end components. Also featuring Esoteric
Audio, Reference Recordings, Svetlana, Tice, XL0.
Exclusive Hologram loudspeakers. Call (7/8) 961-8256

Wire Encore, RCA, Im, $35 OBO. (719) 634-3251.
B&W 801 II WITH SERIES III CROSSOVER,
$2500; Krell MDA-500, $6200; Studio D/A, ($4000)
$1550; PS Audio Ultralink, $580; Micromega T-Drive,
($1800) $750; Audio Research D70 II, $890; SPIS,
$2780; LS2, $1300; Quad 57, $750; CAL Audio Aria
III, ($2400) MOO; Rowland Consonance, remote preamp, updates, ($3800) $1550; Threshold S500, $1650;
Pioneer Elite LDS1, $690; P1365, $450; Sony ES
TAN8OES, 200W, ($14130) $600. (909) 627-3869.
KRELL KAS -2 MONO AMPS, 1year, perfect, $9500;
ARC VT130, $3300; ARC DAC 3Mk.I I, $2600; ARC
CDT1, $1700. All mint and complete factory updates,
2/97. Scott, (801) 272-1259 or (801) 272-1690, MST
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E-mail: 9373591@aotrom .
ARC CLASSIC 60 AMP, MINT, ($3600) $1800;
VT130, mint, ($5500) $2900; BAT VK60, excellent,
($4950) $2850; Eagle 400 monoblocks, mint, ($3600)

door FM antennas: the APS-14 (see Stenvphile "Recommended Components," October '96) and the new
APS-8. Get all the performance your high-end tuner

we pay now. Since 1984, we have
in new and used audio

Cord II, ($449) $135; King Serpent II, 7', RCAs,
($1900) $750. Phone (310) 937-3590, fax (310) 937-3591.

inventory of genuine rare NOS tubes from Telefunken, Amperex, Mullard, performance-selected

LEVINSON No33I, EXCELLENT, $3300. (619) 7511552.

been buying and selling the finest

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Mk.II, black, remote,
$3100; VT140, black, monos, $4400; NBS 3' Power

for latest inventory list, or visit our showrooms at 13302 41 Road, Flushing NY Fax: (718) 461-2655.
LEVINSON No332 AMP, $4775; Threshold T400
amp, black, $3375; Music Metre interconnect, silver,
1.5m, XLR, $250/pair. All plus shipping. (219) 2649495.
SOUNDLAB A3 ELECTROSTATIC speakers, black/
walnut, $3400/pair; B&W 801 speakers, black,
$1400/pair; Goertz AGI speaker cable (silver), 10'
pair, $400; Spectral DMA-I80 Rev. C power amp,
$4500; Pass Aleph P line-stage preamp, $1800. Call
(860) 848-1300
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AUDIO RESEARCH D240 Mk.I1 amp, mint, new
(latest), black faceplate and handles, box, manual,
($3000) $1400 OBO. Eliot, (212) 666-7800, NY CitP,.
NBS STATEMENT INTERCONNECT; AES/EBU
with XLRs, 1
tn, ($3000) $1600 OBO. (310) 837-2619
FREE CATALOG! Tired of paying retail for your
high-end hobby? Integrated Systems offers Chang,
Dynaco, Harrnan/Kardon, Jamo, Kimber Kahle,
Parasound, Standesign, and many more! Nationwide
shipping! For catalog, call or write: Integrated Systerns,
Box 3512, liga Cay, SC 27915. (803) 547-6921.
ASSEMBLE1) "CAT-STYLE line-stage preamp kit.
Fits into normal raclunount chassis. World-class sound!
$275. (519) 735-0192 elk7Iite, weekends.
AU1)10 RESEARCH: VT100 amp, silver face,
($4500) $3950; VT130 amp. ($5500) $4400; LS22 preamp, black face, ($44100) $3100. 2m balanced cable,
$2250; two pairs 8' speaker cable, $300 each. MIT
M H750 bi-wire speaker cable, 8', ($995) $575;
AudioTruth Diamond 3X, 1.5m, new in box, ($1380)
$710. (847) 949-3971, leave message.
TUBE TRAP. ..TUBE TRAP ... TUBE TRAP...
Factory-direct discount sale of surplus demo/show stock.
Used-once-only wall panels, comer panels, and bass
traps. Contact for updated inventory list, color and size
options: wimuithetraprom ,(800) ASC-111BE, fax (541)
343-9245.
HALCYON PASSIVE PREAMP, the finest attenuation system. Signal touched by only two light-dependent resistors. Diecast aluminum enclosures. PVA-1,
single input/output, direct connections, $345. PVA-4,
four inputs, $395. Free shipping in continental US. Call
DC Sound, (904) 736-9572, .fax (905) 736-8798.
AU1)10 MATIÉRE EQUILIBRE POWER AMP, see
rave review in Fi, June 1996 issue, ($9450) $6475 plus
shipping; PU1) Elementa interconnect. RCA, lm,
$110; Conrad-Johnson Premiere IV, call for details.
Simon, (610) 525-8416 eratingS, Wedelltdi
PASS ALEPH L, $1000; 1.2, $9500; Cary 3005E OIL
$2200; SLP94 OIL phono, $1500; C1)300 OIL, $121X);
CAI)88SEI, ($3000) $2000; Parasound CB1)-2000
transport, DAC-2000, ($3545) $2200. Wanted:
Damaged Adcom 535. 545, 555. (801) 226-1018.
AFFORI)ABLE AUDIO, LOS ANGELES, California. Franchised dealer for Stercophile Recommended
Components from Arrant Epos. JoLicla, MordauntShort. Myryad, Rega, Ruark, Spendor. and others. Now
available, Nancy Bryan's direct-to-disc record. Call for
other History of Recorded Sound mastering products.
(310) 558-0716. http://www.primenetrom/audio/aerdable
CONFlAD-JOHNSON PV1OA preamp and Golden
Tube amp, $1000; Quad 34 preamp and 606 amp,
$1000; SOTA turntable, $275. Mike, (702) 828-6428.
KRELL M1)-10 TRANSPORT, $22950; Levinson
No28 preamp with phono, $1750. Levinson No35
IMC, $2950. Sue, (414) 494-9337

pur

PROCEED
2 TRANSPORT, $6650 OBO; 2
pairs AudioQuest Midnight speaker cables, 110. Call
(401) 539-7483 altr7 530prn EST
ELP (FINIAL) LT-1XA laser turntable, new, ($20,000)
$16,000. (505) 662-1415 or (505) 667-1330 or hap:// use
attlearsparriom/elp/.
EAD T-8000 SERIES III universal transport, black,
($4400) $2000 OBO; CEDAR DC-1 digital real-time
tick-and-pop declicker, ($16,500) $10,000; Rowland
Consummate, ($5950) $3500. (505) 662-1415 or (505)
667-1330.
PEA1)-1)SP 1000 PROCESSOR, upgraded version,
$655; Toverishend Seismic Sink, model 1-STD, $250;
Philips 5-disc changer, $150; Ayre V-3 power amp,
$2350. Cal/ Fred (201) 802-7887, anytime.
ADCOM GFP-565 PREAMP, ($800) $450; Aragon
4004 Mk.11 amp, ($1850) $850. Both mint condition.
1)ynaco PAT-5 preamp (SS.), $150. Charlie, (908) 7664373 evenings/weekends EST
SOUND ANCHOR STANDS for Vandersteen 2Ci/
2Ce, 560/pair OBO, plus shipping. (303) 546-0724.
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JADIS JIM Cl) TRANSPORT, mint, $8500: PAC
ProReference Ill phono, $895. (409) 693-1822, bath, e
@runner.
AUDIO ORLEANS: Serving the Gulf South. Featuring Classé, Conrad-Johnson, Krell, MIT, NHT.
Onkyo, Parasound, Theta, Thiel, Von Schweikert, VPI,
and many more. Ten comfortable soundrooms. Tradeins accepted. Call or fax for used-clearance list. Audio
Orleans, 2031 Metairie Road, Metairie, I.A 70005. Phone
(504) 831-0050, fax (504) 831-3161.
B&W 801 SERIES 3, North Creek external crossovers
and Sound Anchor stands, ($8000) $3900; two Krell
bass filters for B&Ws, ($1500) $900 each; Mango
Apparition line conditioner with six-outlet power center, 60,000 spike/surge protection, ($1795) $795.
Serious calls only! Tom. (414) 257-3933.
MEWS SHA GOL1), balanced, ($1800) $1350; Sonic
Frontiers SFS-80, black face, ($2800) $1750; CAL
Alpha D/A converter, ($141e) $800; Pioneer PD65,
($800) $450. All perfect, upgraded tubes, 2 years old.
Scott, (518) 580-0103 after 8prn EST
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Well even design apiece to your exact specifications!

5([1_

Our CUSTOM design department is
fast and affordable. We also offer over 100 stock
designs of unequaled quality.
Be sure to visit our growing web site at:

http://www.billybags.com

AUD1OLAB 8000 DAC AN I) 8000 CDM transport,
$1800 OBO; TARA RSC Reference, 15' pair, $325.
(703) 435-2146.

PRO-33
Audio Rack

ARAGON 4004 Mk.II, $1150. RCA interconnects:
Kimber KCAG, 1.0m, $250; Cardas Golden Cross,
0.5m, $350; Quadlink 5C, 13m, $130; AudioQuest
Ruby, lm. $45; Mango MX-3 power, lm, $200 each;
1.5" Tiptoes, $3 each. Call (505) 281-3655 evenings.

The ultimate in audio
rack design. When
columns are loaded rack
weighs up to 300 lbs
before components are
installed.

HEART OF A PREMIER SYSTEM. Cello Electronics (lifetime warranty): Reference D/A Audio
Palette Mk.IV, Performance II amps. Transparent
Audio wire: Reference XL balanced interconnects, 15'
pair and 25' pair. MIT line conditioning: Z-center, Z'so-Duo, Z-Stabilizer (2), Z-Cord 11 (6). Prefer to sell
as package. All items mint, with boxes and manuals.
Seeking reasonable or best offer. (309) 682-1233. No
calls after 10:30pm CSI; please.

New Pro-44
TV. Table on casters
Will hold up to a40"
monitor and two
components.

AMC 81-T1-DC PREAMP/PROCESSOR, AC-3 factory-upgradeable, brand new in box, unopened, $675.
(508) 343-3128

#BB-4803
Component Center
Boil: with our exclusive
truss system.

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS 3 PREAMP with phono,
stepped-attenuator volume controls, other mods, $995
OBO. (310) 396-2102.
SONUS FABER ELECTAS with Sanus Reference
stands, excellent condition, ($2950) $1500. (703) 3291496 EST
HALF PRICE! THETA Gen.5 balanced AT&T,
($5900) $2950 OBO; Proceed PDT 3, ($2500) $1250
OBO; WireWorld Eclipse, 10', spades, ($1200) $600;
Silver Eclipse, lm, ($600) $300; Eclipse, 1.5m, ($4420)
$200; Silver Starlight digital, lm, ($3320) $160; AQ
Digital Pro, 1m, ($100) $50; Straight Wire Maestro
tonearm set, $120. WTB: ProAc 2. Call now: (404)

PRO-1000
Holds 1000 CDs.
Our music and film
storage racks come in a
variety of sizes.

816-7908 or 102524,1022@compusenecom
THIEL CS7 AMBERW001), $6250; Levinson No.38,
$3000; Transparent MusicWave Ultra, 10', $1200; MIT
MI-1750. 8'. $500.Call Chris, (847) 864-7917
THE MOST ACCURATE MUSICAL REPRODUCTION instruments available anywhere at any
price! For those who are intimately familiar with the
sound of unamplified acoustic instruments and who are
interested in accurate re-creation of the original musical
performance, Ihniels Audio offers acomplete line of
phase-coherent loudspeakers, $3100+; preamplifiers,
$2150+; CI) players, 51450+; and cables. For information, Darrids Audio Grrporation, 1001 N. Humphrey Ave,
Oak Park, IL 60302. Phorw (708) 383-3319,fax (708) 3833230. On the lee wwwdanielsaudio.com
ULTRA-HIGH -ENI) LIMITEI)-EDMON dualmono pure-tube balanced line-stage Magnum Opus
preamplifier produced by Elliot Audio Science; new,
sealed, $17,500 ($14,875). (404) 305-4961, leave message
CROSBY-ENTEC NUMBER CRUNCHER D/A,
v1.1, $1400. (415) 948-0286.
CAL ALPHA 1)AC, perfect condition, ($1495) $595.
Mark (617) 737-8825 or (617) 284-4154 EST

Audio Duster
- Quick and easy.

*Steel
-Glass
•Stone
•Laminated
Veneers

•Stability
-Rigidity
Selection
*Design

Be sure to visit your local stocking dealer and
browse through our new 75-page catalog of
audio/video furniture. And contact us today
for acopy of our detailed newsletter with
product photos and specifications.
4I47-A

Transport St. •Ventura, CA 93003

805/644-2185
fax: 805/644-0434 •E-mail: billy@billybags.com
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ACCUPHASE CD, Fl5L, ASC Tube Trap, Ampex
tube tuner. AG440 electronics, Altai tube recorder, Audio
Precision; Beming OIL prototype, Futterman, Transcendent GIL; Et&K monitor, chart recorder, Crown
1MA, HP 334A/339A/8903B/301; Daniel; Dynaco
MIMI/IV/VI; Genelex ICT66/77/88; JAN 807, 5751;
Lambda/HP 0-1000V/500ma; Lexicon CPV2.0, MC
27511, C2211; Monarchy, Nakamichi T100, 1)ragon;
Otan i MX5050; Pass 40/40; Quicksilver, TEAC
X2000R; wow flutter meter, Sound Technology 1700/
1701/10* Tandberg R2R; Vandersteen 4A; Viking EQ;
10,000 tapes, LPs. (408) 737.2980, fax (408)735-1426.
CROWN MACRO REFERENCE STUDIO amplifier. Excellent condition with original box and manual,
$1990 or will trade for Dolby Digital THX tuner/preamp. Tel: (616) 641-7980, fax (616) 641-5738. E-mail
72674.514@compuservecom

LPs/CDs/Tapes

PRIVATE COLLECTION: Jazz, rock, classical, pop,
r&b. Atlantic, Blue Note, Capitol, Columbia, London,
Motown, Prestige, RCA, more. (718) 735-2647: name,
address, interests.
CLASSIC RECORDS? WE'LL BEAT anybody's
price! Same goes for DCC, MFSL, TBM, Decca, EMI,
and more. Why pay retail? Better Records carries all
the finest audiophile LP reissue labels at the lowest discounted prices. Advice is always free. Call now and
receive free shipping on your first order. 10am-6pm
PST (800) 487-8611 or (818) 980-3313.

Wanted
WANTED: MUSIC LOVERS! Rachmaninoff Society
International membership/quarterly newsletter. Details: Dept. S, 5215 W 64th Terrace Prairie Village KS
66208-1347

WANTED: QUALITY USED CLASSICAL LPs.

WANTED: MARK LEVINSON PFtEAMPS Nos26
and 26s; power amps Nos23 and 23.5. Mr Choi; (718)
969-1086.

Randall Goldman, Box 1, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
Tel./fax (888) 872-6929.

WANTED: BOSE 901, Series Ior II; Pioneer 1980
receiver. Steve (864) 487-4985.

RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, Mercury 90000, London
Jis Bluebacks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASD, British Decca, rare
monos. Call (212) 496-1681, fax (212) 496-0733. Harvey
Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Apt 1B, New York NY 10023.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrence
O'Toole PO. Box 138, Bearwille, NY 12409, phone/fax
(914) 679-1054.
JAZZ LPs: New/sealed, quality used, Japanese and
audiophile pressings. Free list, or check our Web site.
Sweet Thunder Records, 575 Johnson Sc, Victoria, BC, Canada
V8W 1M2. Tel./fox (250) 381-4042. http://csbcomp.com/
suRytthunder/homehtml
JAZZ AND VOCAL LP SALE. Several thousand collectable records, '50s through 70s. Send $1 for lists to
Thomas Opfel4 PO. Box 261, Thompson, OH 44086.

WANTED: ACUSTIK-LAB STELLA ELEGANS
($9000 or less); VR4 Silver Signature ($3100 or less);
VR4.5 ($4000 or less); Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage
($5000 or less); Thiel CS7; Dunlavy Audio SC-1V;
Used PAD. (Colossus or higher), Cardas (G-Cross
only), WireWorld (G-Eclipse only), or NBS (Statement
only) cables. Please fax inquiries to Adrian at (81) 42528-0005 (Japan).
•
WANTED: ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR-LET loudspeakers. Mark, (315) 824-2609.
WANTED: CLASSÉ DR-8 amp, Symo speaker cable.
Andrea, (617) 868-3318.
WANTED: MISSION 776 PREAMP, 777 power
amp; Accuphase T-100 tuner. (818) 303-4822.
WANTED: JADIS JA-30 AMPS. (818) 241-3344.

JiirsigtilL

STRANUMU
IN IOWA.

or without a local dealer

Give 'ern

KRELL!
Now in Stock
Full Power Balanced
600/300/200
IZKIRE.LL

•Acurus •Angstrom Aragon •Atlantis
•Audio Power Wedge •Awl .°Research •CWD •CAL
•Chies by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •LAD •Genesis •Grado •HK •11:Aida

WANTED: VACUUM TUBE HI-FI components
and large speakers by Western Electric (tubes, amps,
speakers), Marantz, McIntosh, Brook, Fisher, REL FM
tuners, Fairchild, Alter, Leak, Quad, Electrovoice,
Jensen, J131-, Tammy, and others. Also: Tubes: Western
Electric 252A, 300B, and KT66, KT77, KT88. Richard
Sharisley, PO. Box 521, Belmont, MA 02178. (617) 4845784, fax (617) 489-6592.
WANTED: NELSON-REED 804 speakers in any
condition. Dennis, (805) 684-3278.
PHILIPS DSC950 and CDC936 wanted! Call Howard,
(212) 495-6549.
WANTED: NAKAMICH1 PA5/7, PA511/PA711, ST-7,
and OMS7/11. Fax (310)798-5681, hellobnOn@aolcom
WANTED: KRELL KSA-200S amplifier, must be in
mint condition and original packaging. David Baskin,
(416) 926-1966, or dbasskin@mrraca.
WANTED: TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube
theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/
triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Alter, Electrovoice,
JBL, Jensen, McIntosh. Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak,
Maranta, Western Eleatic, etc. Also high-end ARC,
Conrad-Johnson, Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars
and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia
Lone, Midwest City OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405)
737-3355.
WANTED: MICROPHONES by Sony, AKG,
Neumann, Alter, Western Electric, RCA, etc. Tube
broadcast gear, compressors, equalizers. Mike States,
(907) 456-3419.
CASH PAIL) for used audio/video equipment. Buy
and sell by phone. Dealer for: AudioQuest, Audio
Alchemy, Infinity, Maranta, NAD, NHT, Paradigm,
Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Stereo Trading Outlet (since
1984), 320 Old York Rd,Jenkintown, PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215)
886-2171. Glkb site: www.tsto.com.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.10 per word; Commercial, $3.85 per word; $154 minimum on all commercial ads. A
word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone and fax
numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid with
order. Visa/MC/AmEx or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad Department, P.O.
Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327. (Faxed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which
your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the July 1997 Stereophile, you must submit
it with payment by May 1, 1997. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available
issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-141L
0 Enclosed is payment in the amount

of f

for

words.

0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
0 Iprefer to pay by 0 Visa 0 MasterCard U American Express
My card 0is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

CI CDs/LPs/Tapes

0 Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

•Krell •Magnan •Martin Logan •Magro •McCormack
•Monster Cable •Onkyo •ProAc •NB •Regs •Sanus
•Standesign •Sumiso •Synergistic Research •Van den
hul cartridges •VPI •Wilson Audio .. and more.

s„. • • • •

The Midwest's Ultimate Stereo Store
3702 Beaver
Des Moines, IA

Ave.
50310

515-255-2134
Specials an our Website: littpV/www.audio-logic.com
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Name

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

Stereophile, May

1997

ADVERTISERINDEX
The Stereophile Advertising Standards
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted tm the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available
to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson & Associates, Inc., 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers,
NY 10705.
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Subscribe NOW!
U.
S.& CANADIAN RESIDENTS

Ul 1year, $35
($2.92/issue)

r3 2 years, $60
($2.50/issue)

M7ES-5

Li 3 years, $75
($2.08! issue)

Call toll-free to order by credit card (800) 444-8908. or mail check, money order
(US dollars only), or credit-card number to: Stereophile. P.O. Box 469027,
Escondido, CA 92046-9027

(619) 745-2809

Foreign subscriptions, $120/year
Call our office in England at (44) 181-289-1571. or Fax this form with credit-card
information to (44) 181-289-1571.
Name

J Check/money order enclosed

Address
City
Card No.
Signature
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THE

FINAL

WORD

Larry Archibald

I

often hear speculation about Stereophile's no doubt devious means for
achieving the modest success we have.
No one seems to think of the possibility
that we, like most successful high-end
manufacturers, simply work our butts off.
So, after aweek of travel and 16-hour
days, Ihave to say Iwas unbelievably gratified to read the collection of letters we're
publishing in this issue.
I've said it before, but it can't be said
often enough: Stereophile's readers write
the best letters there are. Afraid that we're
getting complacent? That won't ever happen with our built-in, most-acute critics.
We stink! We're prejudiced! We give
positive reviews to "pieces of shit"! We're
"fuckers" who should be torpedoed! We
hate "geeks"! (I can see your points on most
of these criticisms, but there's no way we
hate geeks. We have our faults, but self.
hatred is not among them.) Anyway, all that
— topped off with the advice that JA
should "hit our reviewers with astick and
send them back to their zafus" —just made
me feel all warm inside. Really.
My main subject this month, however, is
distribution. Ijust visited Noel Lee of
Monster Cable, the High End's secondlargest company (I figure B&W is the
biggest), and he was preaching the gospel
of unlimited distribution. You heard right:
unlimited.
A few years ago, Gene Pitts, then Editor
of Audio, offended many high-end sensibilities, including mine, when he announced
in his magazine that the only thing alot of
high-end companies had going for them
was limited availability. "What about high
performance?" Iand others cried out. It's
true, there is alot of high performance in
high-end audio, but if you're me talking to
ahigh-end inanufacture4 the most likely
topic of conversation is limited distribution. What dealers do they sell through?
Do those dealers sell Thiel or Vandersteen? (Very few sell both.) Krell or
Mark Levinson? Audio Research or
Conrad-Johnson? Martin-Logan or Magnepan? B&W or KEF? (This duality was
widespread when Igot started in the business, but isn't such abig feature any more.)
The fact is that Gene was at least partially right. High-end companies define themselves both by their performance characteristics and by the retailers they choose to sell
through. And vice versa. The retailer
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becomes identified with the group of manufacturers he or she represents.
Not Monster, however. Noel Lee wants
you to know that you can buy Monster
Cable not just anywhere, but practically
everywhere. Home Depot or your local
high-end specialist. Circuit City or Sound
Advice. Can True Value and Revco be far
behind? This is no criticism. Noel wants
whatever cable anyone is buying to say
MONSTER c.ABLE on it, no matter what the
price level.

High-end companies
inherently start out
small, and many of the
products they build
simply don't lend
themselves to
mass production.
Monster's an amazing company to
visit —the only place I've recently been
that's more crowded than Stereophile, Inc.
But unlike Stereophile, with its 33 employees, Monster puts 450 people to work. (By
the time you read this it will be more.)
And those 450+ are not sitting around.
Noel's life is possessed by movement—in
his case, from one country to another, and
all around this one — and the people who
work for him are similarly possessed.
Feverish. In the grip of product development. Coming up with the latest packaging. Merchandising in anew way.
Iwas startled to learn that Monster
makes 4000 individual products, called
"stock keeping units" or SKUs (pronounced skews). And that every shipment
is custom-manufactured, rather than
shipped from inventory (though they say
they'll be building for, and shipping from,
inventory soon). Altogether remarkable.
Noel Lee thinks that the High End keeps
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itself small because of its limited-distribution
practices. Isee it differently. High-end companies inherently start out small, and many
of the products they build simply don't lend
themselves to mass production. If you're
hand-selecting special veneers, testing every
driver (o4 even worse, making your own),
and putting hours and hours of handwork
into every unit, you're not going to do very
well with the production demands imposed
by aretailer like Circuit City.
Mass distribution involves many other
tradeoffs as well. Although Noel Lee, like
most of his enthusiast colleagues, started
his company with acapitalization of $0.00,
most high-end manufacturers simply
don't possess his market aggressiveness
and financial savvy. Bootstrapping at his
scale doesn't work for everyone.
Alternative capital sources run counter
to the selected working lifestyle of most
high-enders. Venture capital can be great,
but one of the things you give up is control. If your goal is going public in two
years with anet-to-founder of $100 million, venture capital works great. If your
goal is lifelike music reproduction, your
affair with venture capitalists will probably
never happen; if it does get launched, it
will probably founder on the rocks of the
designer's idealism.
But lack of capital isn't the only obstacle
to high-end companies getting larger.
Many manufacturers simply don't want a
big company. They frequently aren't, by
inclination or training, managers of large
organizations. (I sympathize, since I'm in
the same boat.)
The subject is provocative, though, and
Noel Lee is one of the High End's most
stimulating thinkers. Just about every industry conference I've been to spends significant time discussing how the High End is
going to get bier. But how will this industry get any bigger if none of the companies
in it are willing to act like big companies?
At one of these industry get-togethers,
Jerry Kalov, the President of Cobra (a reasonably big company) and Chairman of
the Electronics Industry Association, summarized his experienced view of distributional problems: Manufacturers need to
find away to make plenty of products that
consumers want, and distribution will take
care of itself: Not ahigh-end view, perhaps, but aview that high-end manufacturers should think about.
S
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WithVideoQuest Cables,
It's What You See On The
Screen That Counts.
ow that "Performance Video" is ahot topic, more people know that

I\I every step from the source to the screen is important, and that many
of those steps are wires. But, with many logical sounding stories of
engineering competence, pretty graphs and even prettier cables and
plugs... how can you know whose cables are worth using? The answer
has always been to look for yourself...this time "look" really means look!
ard or Forw
In 1976 Polk Audio woke up the US audio world with amost unusual

By itself this chart means nothing. It's what
you see on your screen that counts.

speaker cable. Since then, many cable suppliers have introduced
innovative and often effective ways to reduce the various types of cable-induced distortion. There have been some
bad ideas and some just plain "make it big and they will buy" products... but, there has also been real progress.
Unfortunately, the video arena includes companies touting how their cables solve problems that had
been solved by others decades ago. After all, alot of very competent people have been supplying the
world of high-frequency communication for avery long time!
These backward-looking companies claim that "characteristic impedance" is important. This is
awfully safe ground.. everyone has agreed about this since before most of us were born. CAN cable at
the hardware store gets this part right, there's no reason to pay apremium for old news. However, there
When aOSS receiver,
VCR or video camera
has "S" outputs. Video
S/Two will outpertorm
composite cables,

are many other significant, and often more important variables.
It is ironic that some of the same designers who properly argue that "while measurements are
important, they don't tell the whole story," are now retreating to the test bench instead of working to
provide new solutions.

Composite. RGB, Y/C (SI, YIK (DUI, RF — We've Got Thr
VideoQuest cables use acombination of the best techniques and materials available from today's highfrequency cable industry, with our own design innovations to "push the envelope."
After 18 years of designing distortion mechanisms out of audio
cables, and eight years doing the same for video, digital and RF cables,
VideoQuest continues to expand the boundaries of this frontier.
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•Twin-axial construction includes two identical
conductors, ensuring equally low distortion paths
for positive and negative...something not possible
with conventional coaxial construction.

,
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•Hard Cell Foam (HCF) insulation minimizes dielectric
involvement (the way insulation creates distortion by
storing and releasing energy). HCF also minimizes damage caused
by applying hot plastics to the surface of metal. And, HCF
minimizes cold-flow (the deformation of amaterial under

Video Two's twin-axial construction uses
special Silver Plated Long Grain Copper
and Hard Cell Foam dielectric.

pressure, changing the cable's electrical characteristics and
compromising performance).
•Special Silver Plated Long Grain Copper reduces distortion and improves signal flow.. which in the
world of audio would cause abright and irritating sound. However, in the high frequency domain, SPLGC provides adramatic and cost-effective improvement over even the highest grades of pure copper.
.,

There are many more technical details and underlying theories as to how to reduce distortion in video
How does asignal
become distorted?

cables. For more of this information, please ask for our Cable Design brochure...or better yet, go "see"
the cables for yourself.
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